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Message

Dr. Dipu Moni, MP
Hon’ble  Minister
Ministry of Education
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh

(Dr. Dipu Moni, MP)

It gives me immense pleasure to know that the International Conference in Sustainable Development in 
Technology for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR-2021) in the field of Engineering and Technology 
(CIVIL, CSE, EEE, and TEXTILE), is going to be held virtually in 12-13 March, 2021 organized by the 
Port City International University, Bangladesh.

In this happy occasion, I would like to convey my heartiest congratulations and felicitations to the organizers 
and others involved in the conference. I hope that ICSDTIR-2021 attracts researchers and participants from 
home and abroad due to its broader scope in the field of Engineering and Technology. Such a conference 
could work as a hub of internationals research dissemination among the researchers. I believe that the International 
Conference in Sustainable Development in Technology for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR-2021) will 
bring together a good number of quality speakers and researchers from various parts of the world and hope 
that the recommendations coming out of the conference will be applied with due importance for the 
enhancement and development of Engineering education in our country.

I wish the conference a grand success.
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MessageMessage

Dr. Hasan Mahmud, MP
Hon’ble  Minister
Ministry of Information
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh

(Dr. Hasan Mahmud, MP)

I am very pleased to know that International Conference on Sustainable Development in Technology for 4th 
Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR) is going to be organized by Port City International University during 
12-13 March, 2021 through virtual platform.

I am also happy to learn that this conference is dedicated to ‘Mujib Barsha’ as a part of celebrating the Birth 
Centenary of the Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.

It is the epoch-making goal of the daughter of Bangabandhu. Her Excellency the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Hasina to transform the country into ‘Digital Bangladesh’ that ensured us keeping pace with the world’s 4th 
Industrial Revolution. While Bangladesh is also in hot pursuit in achieving the Sustainable Development 
Goals-SDG by 2030, this ICSDTIR is undoubtedly a timely initiative. 

I hope that participants in the International Conference will utilize the seminar papers at this conference and 
explore collaborative research with those. I also believe that they will enjoy this conference and contribute 
to professional development in their respective fields.
  
I wish every success of ICSDTIR 2021.

Joy Bangla. Joy Bangabandhu.

May Bangladesh Live Forever.
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It is a pleasure for me to know that Port City International University, Bangladesh, is organizing an international 
conference on Sustainable Development in Technology for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR-2021) in 
the field of Engineering and Technology (CIVIL, CSE, EEE, md TEXTILE), on 12-13 March, 2021. Such 
type of International conference is truly a meeting place for scientists, scholars, industry people and 
researchers.
"Digital Bangladesh" is not a dream anymore; it is a reality now. Digital Bangladesh means more efficient, 
competitive, good governance, social equity and prosperous Bangladesh. The Visionary leader of Digital 
Bangladesh, Honorable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, through her exemplary leadership and direction has 
turned the dream into a reality by improving the infrastructure, ensuring technological excellence, and the 
widespread use and accessibility of ICT for the marginalized people. She has ensured democratic and 
universal access to ICT services and opportunities for all citizens. We sincerely believe that this digital 
revolution will help in implementing the vision of 'Sonar Bangla' of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 
the Father of the Nation and the greatest Bengali of all time. Honorable ICT Adviser to the Prime Minister, 
Mr. Sajeeb Wazed is the architect behind this dream. He has ensured the use of ICT in every sector to raise 
the country to a new height, making Digital Bangladesh a global example to follow.

In the last 12 years, the present government has built infrastructure and taken timely steps to keep the 
education, health, agriculture, courts and supply systems running even during the covid-l9 epidemic. At 
present, there is no digital distance between the capital and all areas, including remote areas of the country.

The fourth industrial revolution is knocking at the door. Bangladesh is taking preparation to explore 
potentials of 4th IR. Sustainable Technologies for Industry 4.0 necessarily includes technologies and 
innovations which will supervise the future society and economy, can only be identified by detailed studies 
and researches. I assume that the ICSDTIR-2021 is acting as the platform for sharing technological, 
scientific as well as engineering knowledge.

I am particularly happy that ICSDTIR-2021 provides a crucial platform for both scholars and practitioners 
to reflect upon the recent growth and advancements in technology, identify challenges and promote 
sustainable development.
I also believe that the participants from both academia and industry will find this conference a solid 
platform for professional development and collaboration among their institutions.

I wish every success of ICSDTIR-2021.

Be Digital, Build Digital.

Joy Bangla, Joy Bangabandhu.
(Zunaid Ahmed Palak, MP)
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Zunaid Ahmed Palak, MP
Hon’ble State Minister
Information & Commutation Technology Division
Ministry of Posts, Telecommunications & IT
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh

Message



It gives me immense pleasure to know that CIVIL, CSE, EEE, and TEXTILE Departments of Port City 
International University are jointly going to organize the International Conference on Sustainable 
Development in Technology for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR-2021) in the virtual platform to be 
held from 12-13 March, 2021. Indeed, this a great initiative from the Engineering Departments of PCIU. I 
am really delighted that this conference is dedicated to Mujib Barsha as a part of celebrating the Birth 
Centenary of the Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The Board of Trustees of 
PCIU is always trying its best to maintain and support all kinds of research works, holding seminar, 
workshop on various aspects of Sciences, Engineering & Technology which will lead the country towards 
the preparedness of 4th Industrial Revolution.

Besides, The Curriculum of all the departments are trying to shift from conventional education into 
outcome based education to meet 21st century demand of skilled workforce to achieve the 4th Industrial 
Revolution. ICSDTIR aims at providing a platform for research communities, engineers, scientists & 
students to meet this demand. This will be a prestigious International Conference in future which 
continuously will be hosted by Port City International University. It is a great honor for us to organize such 
international conference. 

I do believe that the two-Day long ICSDTIR-2021 conference will be successful through exchange of 
ideas, innovative and creative thoughts, technical discussion regarding sustainable development-based 
technology amongst the researches, students, participants joining the conference from home and abroad.

I would like to convey my heartfelt thanks to all the organizers, associates for their support and 
cooperation.

Message

A K M Enamul Hoque Shameem, MP
Chief Patron, ICSDTIR-2021
Hon’ble Deputy Minister
Ministry of Water Resources
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Founder, President & Chairman, Port City International University,
Bangladesh

(A K M Enamul Hoque Shameem, MP)
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Message

Mohibul Hassan Chowdhoury, MP
Hon’ble  Deputy Minister
Ministry of Education
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh

(Mohibul Hassan Chowdhoury, MP)

I am delighted to know that Port City International University is jointly going to organize the International 
Conference on Sustainable Development in Technology for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR) through 
virtual platform during March 12-13, 2021. This is undoubtedly a pragmatic initiative under this Covid-19 
pandemic situation.

I believe this conference will create ample opportunities for the researchers, students and professional engi-
neers in the field of Engineering and Technology to present their works and contribute to the latest advance-
ments of 4th IR (Industrial Revolution). This conference will surely make an opportunity to share knowl-
edge and ideas among researchers participating in this conference.

I hope that participants will exploit numerous papers presented at this conference and explore collaborative 
research with them. I also believe that they will enjoy this conference and contribute to the professional 
development and research towards greater community in the world.

I wish the conference every success.
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I am delighted to know that International Conference on Sustainable Development in Technology for 4th 
Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR), is going to be organized by Port City International University during 
12-13 March, 2021 through virtual platform. It is a matter of pleasure to know that this conference 
is dedicated to Mujib Barsha as a part of celebrating the Birth Centenary of the Father of the 
Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.

I hope that participants will utilize the papers presented at this conference and explore collaborative 
research to develop the next generation. I also believe that the researchers will enjoy this conference and 
contribute to professional development to increase innovations and insights to the needs of society.

I wish a successful ICSDTIR-2021.

Message

Saifuzzaman Shikhor, MP
Member, BOT
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh

(Saifuzzaman Shikhor, MP)
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Message

Professor Dr. Md. Nural Anwar
Patron, ICSDTIR-2021
Vice Chancellor
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh

(Professor Dr. Md. Nural Anwar)

It is an honour for Port City International University to launch the International Conference on Sustainable 
Development in Technology for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR), to be held on 12 & 13 Instant in a 
virtual platform. It is indeed a bold step to organize this conference in this current pandemic situation. It is 
my immense pleasure to know that Department of Civil Engineering, Department of Electrical & Electronic 
Engineering, Department of Computer Science & Engineering and Department of Textile Engineering are 
arranging this conference collaboratively. 

The main objective of ICSDTIR-2021 is to create a common platform so that the researchers and 
participants can exchange their thoughts, views and share their knowledge among global communities. 
Indeed, Covid -19 has given us the lessons that there is no alternative of research and development. We are 
aware that scientific development is a driving force behind the nation.

Under the visionary leadership of our honourable Founder, President and Chairman Mr. AKM Enamul 
Hoque Shameem, MP, Hon’ble Deputy Minister of Water Resources. We are heading towards achieving the 
goals for SDG.

So, from the very beginning of this university, our mission & vision is to develop the PCIU as a leading 
institution for research and scientific development in this region. I am sure that the engineering departments 
together will act as a torchbearer to lead the 4th IR (Industrial Revolution). 

I, on behalf of Port City International University, welcome all the national and international participants and 
guest to ICSDTIR-2021 and I thank them for their participation. 

I wish ICSDTIR-2021 a great success.



Message

Professor Dr. M. Majibur Rahman
Honorary General Chair, ICSDTIR-2021
Department of Microbiology, University of Dhaka
Member, BoT & Academic Advisor
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh

As a member of the of the Advisory committee of International Conference on Sustainable Development in 
Technology for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR), it is indeed, a great pleasure for me to be associated 
with such an interesting event and to express my feelings on the eve of this occasion. Port City International 
University has been organizing seminars, symposiums and conferences on regular basis since its inception. 
However, no such international conference has yet been organized by the Faculty of Engineering and 
Technology although the PCIU has a number of international conferences to its credit organized by the 
Faculty of Business Studies. It is no doubt, a challenging task in holding this kind of international conference 
under the prevailing pandemic situation. Thanks to the digital technology which has enabled us to organize 
the conference despite the surge of COVID-19. The organizing committee deserves special thanks as they 
have successfully made all the arrangements and got immense support of the scientific community from 
home and abroad. I understand that the organizers had to struggle a lot to sort out the papers as they were 
overwhelmed by the number of papers submitted by different authors.  This conference has been enlightened by 
the participation of some renowned key note speakers from USA, Spain, UK and India. It has been a 
tremendous achievement and success for the organizers in this pandemic.

Over the past few years, excellent advancement in science and technology has taken place that paved the 
way of the 4th Industrial Revolution that will create opportunity to build a viable economy not only in Ban-
gladesh but also in the world as whole. I believe that ICSDTIR-2021 will bring together researchers, 
students, and practitioners from academia and industry to share their knowledge, thoughts and ideas on the 
latest advancement in technology in different areas.

This conference is being held at a time when the nation is commemorating the 100th birthday day of the 
father of the nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman along with the celebration of Golden Jubilee 
of our independence with due solemnity and festivity and there cannot be a better time than this to glorify 
and honor our nation and the heroes of our liberation war. The Port City International University takes this 
as proud privilege to dedicate this conference to the Mujib Borso.

I wish every success of this conference.

(Professor Dr. M. Majibur Rahman)
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Message

Dr. Engr. Mafzal Ahmed
Organizing Chair, ICSDTIR-2021
Dean, Faculty of Science & Engineering 
Professor, Department of Textile Engineering
Port City International University, Chattogram

I am greatly pleased to know thatthe International Conference on Sustainable Development in Technology 
for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR-2021) in the field of Engineering and Technology (CIVIL, CSE, 
EEE, and TEXTILE),is going to be organizedby Port City International University, Chattogram, 
Bangladesh on 12-13 March, 2021 through virtual platform as apart of celebrating the Birth Centenary of 
the Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

The researchers, students and professional engineers in the field of Engineering and Technology will get 
ample amenities to present their papers and contribute to the latest advancements in Industrial Revolution. 
This conference will create a knowledge exchanging platform. I would like to express my cordial congratu-
lations to the organizers and others involved inthe Conference.I do believe that ICSDTIR-2021will be 
thecollaborative stage for the modern researchers and speakers of home and aboard due to its broader scope 
in the field of Engineering and Technology with a good number of articles.I do hope that the recommenda-
tions coming out of the conference will be applied with due importance for the enhancement and develop-
ment in Engineering education.

I wish a grand success of ICSDTIR-2021

(Professor Dr. Engr. Mafzal Ahmed)
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Message

Deepak Kumar Chowdhury
Conference Secretary, ICSDTIR-2021
Associate Professor
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Port City International University, Bangladesh

On behalf of the conference program committee, it is my honor to welcome you all to the International 
Conference on Sustainable Development in Technology for 4th Industrial Revolution (ICSDTIR-2021) to 
be held on 12-13, March 2021. I am delighted that the departments of Civil, Computer Science & Engi-
neering, Electrical & Electronic Engineering, and Textile Engineering are jointly going to organize this 
conference with the support of the Port City International University (PCIU).

To develop an informed, collective understanding of the benefits, challenges, and related issues through 
sustainable development for the 4 IR (Industrial Revolution) is the primary goal of this conference. 
Promoting sustainable industries and invest in research, development, and innovation are important 
ways to facilitate sustainable development.
 A total of 87 papers were submitted and only 39 papers were selected to present and publish in the 
conference proceedings. National and International researchers have submitted their papers at this 
conference. The technical program committee (TPC) has maintained the international standard to select 
the scientific papers based on criteria set by the TPC committee. At least two reviewers have reviewed each 
paper with a blind review process. 

I express my gratitude to the Hon’ble founder, president, and Chairman of this university for his generous 
attitude towards research and development.  

My heartiest thanks go to the participating authors for their great contributions, reviewers for their vetting 
of papers, the conference committee chair(s), Co-chair(s), and members for their unforgettable contribu-
tion at this conference.  

I welcome the Chief Guest, Special Guests, Keynote Speakers, and Invited Speakers from home and 
abroad.  My thanks due to Professor Dr. Kazi Delwar Hossain, CUET, Professor Dr. Md Atiqur Rahman 
Ahad, the University of Dhaka for their countless time being successful at this conference. Special thanks 
to Prof. Dr. Celia Shanaz, the Chair, IEEE Bangladesh section, to support this conference. 

I hope that this conference brings collaborations among researchers in Bangladesh and the world and 
makes a partnership between universities and industries. I appreciate feedback and comments from all 
participants at this conference.

Wish a successful and enjoyable ICSDTIR-2021.

.

(Deepak Kumar Chowdhury)
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A K M Enamul Hoque Shameem, MP
Hon’ble Deputy Minister,
Ministry of Water Resources,
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
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Founder, President & Chairman, PCIU, Bangladesh

Zahir Ahammed
Hon’ble Founder, Vice Chairman & Vice-president,
PCIU, Bangladesh

Md. Nural Anwar
Vice-Chancellor
PCIU, Bangladesh

M. Majibur Rahman
DU and Member, BoT & Academic Advisor, PCIU, 
Bangladesh

Honorary General Chair:

Advisory Panel: Alhaj Abul Hashem Mia, BoT, PCIU, Bangladesh
Nurjahan Begum, BoT, PCIU, Bangladesh
Thamina Khatun, BoT, PCIU, Bangladesh
Saifuzzaman Shikhor, MP and BoT, PCIU, Bangladesh
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Memorial 
University of 

Newfoundland 
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Syed Munimus Salam SUB Bangladesh 
Vaishnavi Kasuluru 

 CTTC Spain 

Textile Material, 
Clothing, and 

Industrial 
Engineering 

Arafat Sharif EUB Bangladesh 
Asif Sakib PCIU Bangladesh 

Dr. Abu Sadat Muhammad Sayem 
Manchester 

Fashion 
Institute 

United Kingdom 

Dr. Md. Mahbubul Alam CUET Bangladesh 
Dr. Mohammad Abdul Jalil KUET Bangladesh 

Track Name Affiliation Country 
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Dr. Mohammad Tajul Islam AUST Bangladesh 
Dr. Sajal Chandra Banik CUET Bangladesh 

Dr. Shekh Md. Mamun Kabir BUTEX Bangladesh 
Golam Kibria BUFT Bangladesh 

Habibur Rahman JUST Bangladesh 
Joy Sarkar KUET Bangladesh 

Md. Reazuddin Repon 
Kaunas 

of Technology 
University

 
Lithuania 

Md. Rezaul Karim PCIU Bangladesh 
Md. Shohan Parvez KUET Bangladesh 

Mehedi Hasan Rocky PCIU Bangladesh 

Nur us Shafa Mazumder
 

Oklahoma State
 

United States
 

Sayed Hasan Mamud NITER Bangladesh 
Tarikul Islam JUST Bangladesh 

 

Track Name Affiliation Country 

Textile Material, 
Clothing, and 

Industrial 
Engineering 

University
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Time 
 

Inaugural Ceremony 
 

09:00AM-09:10AM (BST) 
03:00AM-03:10AM (GMT) Participant’s Greeting Exchange 

09:10AM-09:15AM (BST) 
03:10AM-03:15AM (GMT) 

Recitation from Holy Quran 

 Speaker Speech 

09:15AM-09:20AM (BST) 
0      03:15AM-03:20AM (GMT) 

Mr. Deepak Kumar Chowdhury 
Conference Secretary, ICSDTIR-2021 

Associate Professor, Chairman, Dept. of EEE 
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Conference 
Overview 

09:20AM-09:30AM (BST) 
03:20AM-03:30AM (GMT) 

Prof. Dr. Md. Nural Anwar 
Hon’ble Vice Chancellor 

Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Welcome 
Speech 

09:30AM-09:40AM (BST) 
03:30AM-03:40AM (GMT) 

Prof. Dr. Celia Shahnaz 
Chair, IEEE, Bangladesh Section 

Department of EEE, BUET, Dhaka, Bangladesh 

Special 
Guest 

Speech 

09:40AM-09:50AM (BST) 
03:40AM-03:50AM (GMT) 

Prof. Dr. M. Majibur Rahman 
Department of Microbiology, University of Dhaka and 

Member, BoT & Academic Advisor 
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Honorary 
General 

Chair Speech 

09:50AM-09:55AM (BST) 
03:50AM-03:55AM (GMT) PCIU Documentary Video 

09:55AM-10:00AM (BST) 
03:55AM-04:00AM (GMT) Conference Proceeding Launching 

10:00AM-10:15AM (BST) 
04:00AM-04:15AM (GMT) 

Mr. Zunaid Ahmed Palak, MP 
Hon'ble State Minister 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) division, 
Ministry of Post, Telecommunication, and Information 

Technology 
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

Keynote 
Speaker's 
Speech 

10:15AM-10:35AM (BST) 
04:15AM-04:35AM (GMT) 

Dr. Dipu Moni, MP 
MBBS (DMC), LLB (NU), LLM (London), MPH (John 

Hopkins) 
Hon’ble Minister, 

Ministry of Education 
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh 

Inaugural 
Speech 

10:35AM-10.45AM (BST) 
04:35AM-04.45AM (GMT) 

Mr. AKM Enamul Hoque Shameem, MP 
Hon’ble Deputy Minister, 

Ministry of Water Resources, 
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh and 

Hon’ble Founder, President & Chairman 
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Vote of 
Thanks 

10:45AM-11:00AM (BST) 
04:45AM-05:00AM (GMT) Refreshment Break 
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11:00AM-12:00PM(BST) 
05:00AM-06:00AM(GMT) 

Parallel 
Keynote 
Sessions 

Prof. Dr. Celia Shahnaz 
Chair, IEEE, Bangladesh Section 

Department of EEE, BUET, Dhaka, 
Bangladesh 

EEE 

Prof. Dr. M. Feroze Ahmed 
Stamford University Bangladesh, Dhaka, 

Bangladesh 
CIVIL 

11:00AM-12:30PM (BST) 
05:00AM-06:30AM (GMT) 

Parallel 
Technical 
Sessions 

A1-TS1 (Textile) No. of 
Papers: 4 

A1-TS2 (CSE) No. of 
Papers: 5 

12:30PM-02:00PM (BST) 
06:30AM-08:00AM (GMT) Jumu'ah Prayer & Lunch Break 

02:00PM-03:00PM (BST) 
08:00AM-09:00AM (GMT) 

Parallel 
Keynote 
Sessions 

Dr. Avik Bhattacharya 
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), 

Roorkee, India 
EEE 

Prof. Dr. Khondaker A. Mamun 
United International University (UIU), 

Dhaka, Bangladesh 
CSE 

03:00PM-04:00PM (BST) 
09:00AM-10:00AM (GMT) 

Parallel 
Technical 
Sessions 

B1-TS1 (EEE) No. of 
Papers: 4 

B1-TS2 (Civil) No. of 
Papers: 4 

04:00PM-05:00PM (BST) 
10:00AM-11:00AM (GMT) Students’ Session 

05:00PM-06:00PM (BST) 
11:00AM-12:00AM (GMT) 

Parallel 
Keynote 
Sessions 

Prof. Dr. Saifur Rahman 
Virginia Tech, USA EEE 

Dr. Abu Sadat Muhammad Sayem 
Manchester Metropolitan University, 

England (UK) 
Textile 

Closing of Day 1 
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Time Speaker 
08:45AM-09:00AM (BST) 
02:45AM-03:00AM (GMT) 

Participant’s Greeting Exchange 
 

09:00AM-10:30AM (BST) 
03:00AM-04:30AM (GMT) 

Parallel 
Technical 
Sessions 

A2-TS1 (EEE) No. of 
Papers: 4 

A2-TS2 (Civil) No. of 
Papers: 5 

10:30AM-12.00PM (BST) 
04:30AM-06.00PM (GMT) 

Parallel 
Technical 
Sessions 

A2-TS3 (CSE) No. of 
Papers: 5 

A2-TS3 (Textile) No. of 
Papers: 4 

A2-TS5 (EEE) No. of 
Papers: 4 

12:00PM-01:00PM (BST) 
06:00AM-07:00AM (GMT) 

Parallel 
Keynote 
Sessions 

Prof. Dr. Zhu Dingju 
South China Normal University, China CSE 

Dr. Shekh Md. Mamun Kabir 
Bangladesh University of Textiles, 

Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Textile 

Dr. Amit Banerjee 
Principal Scientist, Banerjee System 

Lab, India 
EEE 

01:00PM-02:00PM (BST) 
07:00AM-08:00AM (GMT) Lunch Break 

02:00PM-03:00PM (BST) 
08:00AM-09:00AM(GMT) 

Parallel 
Keynote 
Sessions 

Prof. Dr. Engr. Mohammad 
Mahfuzul Islam, P. Eng. 

Canadian University of Bangladesh, 
Dhaka, Bangladesh 

CSE 

Prof. Dr. Ichihiko Toyoda 
Saga University, Saga, Japan EEE 

03:00PM-04:00PM (BST) 
09:00AM-10:00AM (GMT) Keynote Session 

Prof. Dr. Md Atiqur Rahman Ahad 
University of Dhaka, Dhaka, 

Bangladesh 
EEE 

Closing Ceremony 
Time Speaker Speech 

04:00PM- 04:05 PM (BST) 
10:00AM– 10:05AM (GMT) PCIU Documentary Video 

04:05PM-04:15 PM (BST) 
10:05AM-10:15AM (GMT) 

Mr. Saifuzzaman Shikhor, MP 
Hon'ble Member of Parliament and 

Member, BoT 
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Special Guest 
Speech 

04.15PM- 04.25PM (BST) 
10.15AM– 10.25AM(GMT) 

Mr. Mohibul Hassan Chowdhoury, MP 
Hon'ble Deputy Minister, 

Ministry of Education 
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

 
 

Special Guest 
Speech 
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04:25PM-04:40PM (BST) 
10:25AM-10:40AM (GMT) 

Dr. Hasan Mahmud, MP 
Hon'ble Minister, 

Ministry of Information 
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

Best Paper 
Award 

Declaration 
& 

Speech 
 

04:40PM-04:50PM (BST) 
10:40AM-10:50AM (GMT) 

Mr. Swarup Chakraborty 
Chair of Technical Program Committee 

Sr. Lecturer, Department of EEE 
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Conference 
Overview 

04:50PM-05:00PM (BST) 
10:50AM-11:00AM (GMT) 

Prof. Dr. Engr. Mafzal Ahmed 
Chair, Organizing Committee 

Hon’ble Dean, Faculty of Science & Engineering 
Port City International University, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Vote of 
Thanks 

& 
Declaration 
of Closing 

 “The End” of Conference 
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Time Serial Keynote Session Details 

11AM -12PM (BST) 
5AM – 6AM (GMT) 

A1-KS2 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Khondaker A. Mamun, UIU, Dhaka, 
Bangladesh 

Speaker 

Prof. Dr. Celia Shahnaz 
Chair, IEEE, Bangladesh Section 

Department of Electrical & Electronic 
Engineering, BUET, Dhaka, Bangladesh 

Topic Signal, Biomedical and Industrial 
Applications based on Deep Learning 

A1-KS3 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Sudip Kumar Pal, CUET, Chattogram, 
Bangladesh 

Speaker 
Prof. Dr. M. Feroze Ahmed 

Stamford University Bangladesh, Dhaka, 
Bangladesh 

Topic Adaptation to Fourth Industrial Revolution 
for Sustainable Development in Bangladesh 

2PM-3PM (BST) 
8AM-9AM (GMT) 

B1-KS3 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Mohammad Rubaiyat Tanvir Hossain, 
CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Speaker 

Dr. Avik Bhattacharya 
Assistant Professor 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Roorkee, 

India 

Topic Future Power Electronics: Opportunities and 
Challenges 

B1-KS4 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Quazi Delwar Hossain, CUET, 
Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Speaker 

Prof. Dr. Khondaker A. Mamun 
Founder and President - CMED Health 

Department of CSE 
United International University (UIU), Dhaka, 

Bangladesh 

Topic Digital Health Inclusion to Achieve Universal 
Health Coverage 

5PM-6PM (BST) 
11AM-12PM (GMT) 

C1-KS5 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Abdul Hasib Chowdhury, BUET, 
Dhaka, Bangladesh 

Speaker Prof. Dr. Saifur Rahman 
Virginia Tech, USA 

Topic Sustainable Development in the Global 
Electric Power Sector 

C1-KS6 
Session 
Chair 

Dr. Mohammad Tajul Islam, AUST, Dhaka, 
Bangladesh 

Speaker Dr. Abu Sadat Muhammad Sayem 
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Research Associate 
Research Ethics Officer & Safety Coordinator 

Manchester Fashion Institute (MFI), Manchester 
Metropolitan University, England (UK) 

Topic Digital Design Technology and Sustainable 
Fashion 

 
Time Serial Keynote Session Details 

Time Serial Keynote Session Details 

12PM-1PM (BST) 
6AM-7AM (GMT) 

A2-KS1 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Rashed Mustafa, CU, Chattogram, 
Bangladesh 

Speaker 

Prof. Dr. Zhu Dingju 
Director of Computer Application 

Department South China Normal University, 
China 

Topic Artificial Intelligence in Education 

A2-KS2 

Session 
Chair 

Dr. Engr. Md. Hasan Ikbal, BUFT, Dhaka, 
Bangladesh 

Speaker 

Dr. Shekh Md. Mamun Kabir 
Associate Professor, 

Dept. of Wet Process Engineering, 
Bangladesh University of Textiles, Dhaka, 

Bangladesh 

Topic Synthesis of Bio-polyurethane and analyzing 
its dyeing behavior with disperse dyes 

A2-KS3 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Md. Anwarul Abedin, DUET, Gazipur, 
Bangladesh 

Speaker 
Dr. Amit Banerjee 
Principal Scientist 

Banerjee System Lab, India 

Topic 
Prospects in Medical Applications: On-chip 

integrated Uncooled Terahertz Detector 
Arrays 

2PM-3PM (BST) 
8AM-9AM(GMT) 

B2-KS4 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Mir Md. Jahangir Kabir, RUET, 
Rajshahi, Bangladesh 

Speaker 

Prof. Dr. Engr. Mohammad Mahfuzul Islam, P. 
Eng. 

Vice-Chancellor 
Canadian University of Bangladesh, Dhaka, 

Bangladesh 

Topic 
Analysis of Prospective Planning and Actions 

for Bangladesh to become a Tech-leader in 
4IR 

B2-KS5 

Session 
Chair 

Prof.  Dr. Md. Nurunnabi Mollah, KUET, 
Khulna, Bangladesh 

Speaker Prof. Dr. Ichihiko Toyoda 
Saga University, Saga, Japan 

2 3 Saturday
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Topic Polarization Agile Active Integrated Array 

Antennas for Next Generation Wireless 

Systems 

3PM-4PM (BST) 
9AM-10AM(GMT) B2-KS6 

Session 
Chair 

Prof. Dr. Asaduzzaman, CUET, Chattogram, 
Bangladesh 

Speaker 
Prof. Dr. Md Atiqur Rahman Ahad 

Department of EEE 
University of Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh 

Topic IoT & Video-based Human Activity Analysis 
for Healthcare & Other Applications 

 

 
Time Serial Keynote Session Details 
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PARALLEL TECHNICAL SESSION-D1-A: A1-TS1, A1-TS2 
Time: 11.00AM-12.30PM(BST) 

05.00AM-06.30AM(GMT) 
Technical Session - A1-TS1: Smart Textile and Sustainable Industrialization 

Session Chair: Prof. Dr. Engr. Md. Zulhash Uddin, BUTEX, Dhaka, Bangladesh 

Serial Paper Title Paper 
ID Authors Page 

1 
EXPLOITATION OF NATURAL DYE 

(WATERMELON) INTO THE 
COLORATION OF CVC FABRIC 

35 

Md. Rezaul Karim, 
Salman Ahmed, Tamzid 
Hossain, Shubhajit Dutta 

and Rafiul Islam 

 

2 
COTTON AND SILK DYEING WITH 
NATURAL DYE EXTRACTED FROM 

DRAGON FRUIT (Hylocereuspolyrhizus) 
66 

Tohidur Zaman Tamim, 
Asif Sakib and Salman 

Ahmed 
 

3 

A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS ON 
MULTIFARIOUS PROSPECTS OF 

MEDICAL TEXTILES AT GLOBAL 
MARKET IN CONTEXT OF COVID-19 

87 

Thouship Waqer, Md. 
Nazif Hasan Chowdhury, 

Md. Abdus Salam and 
Safwana Hussain 

 

4 JUTE: A HIDDEN TREASURE OF 
DIFFERENT DIVERSIFIED PRODUCT 92 

Jony Kumar Dey, Sany 
Barua, Md. Rezaul 

Karim and Rafiul Islam 
 

Technical Session - A1-TS2: Machine Learning 
Session Chair: Prof. Dr. Muhammed Moshiul Haque, CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Serial Paper Title 
Paper 

ID Authors Page 

1 
EVOLVING A NEW SDLC MODEL 

(TRIGON MODEL) FOR SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 

36 

Md. Farhan Nasir, Md. 
Jasim Uddin Qureshi, 

Papri Mitra and Thohidul 
Islam 

 

2 
STATISTICAL AND DEEP LEARNING 
TECHNIQUES BASED TIME SERIES 

FORECASTING 
41 

Prosangit Kumer 
Barman, Maqsudur 

Rahman and Md. Tofael 
Ahmed 

 

3 
CONTENT BASED DYNAMIC SPAM 
EMAIL FILTERING USING NAÏVE 

BAYES CLASSIFIER 
55 

Md. Miraj Ahamad, 
Muhammad Anwarul 
Azim and Mohammad 

Khairul Islam 

 

4 
SPLITTING BASED TEXTURE 

CLASSIFICATION USING LOCAL 
BINARY PATTERN 

58 

Aditi Sen, Muhammad 
Anwarul Azim, 

Mohammad Khairul 
Islam and Tahmina Akter 

 

5 STUDENT PERFORMANCE ANALYZING 67 Md. Hafizur Rahman,  

51

56

60

66

71

77

83

88

92
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AND PREDICTING BASED ON MACHINE 
LEARNING APPROACH 

Tayube Sharif Khan, 
Manoara Begum 

PARALLEL TECHNICAL SESSION-D1-B: B1-TS1, B1-TS2 
Time: 03.00PM– 04.00PM(BST) 

09.00AM– 10.00AM(GMT) 
Technical Session - B1-TS1: Communication, Wireless Technology 

Session Chairs: Dr. Md. Azad Hossain, CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 
Dr. Muhammad Asad Rahman, CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Serial Paper Title Paper 
ID Authors Page 

1 

DESIGN OF A TRIPLE FEED 
MICROSTRIP PATCH ARRAY ANTENNA 
FOR CIRCULAR POLARIZATION AT X-

BAND 

33 
Piyas Chowdhury, Md. 

Azad Hossain and Quazi 
Delwar Hossain 

 

2 

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE STUDIES 
OF A HAMMER-SHAPED FED SLOT 

ANTENNA FOR SUB-6 GHZ 5G 
APPLICATIONS AT LTE BANDS 42/43 

46 

Sourav Dhar, Swarup 
Chakraborty, Md. Sifat 

Hossen and Md. 
Amranul Haque 

 

3 
A METAMATERIAL CSRR INSPIRED 
MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA FOR 

BANDWIDTH ENHANCEMENT 
60 Sneha Deb and Md Azad 

Hossain  

4 

A COMPACT DUAL BAND MICROSTRIP 
PATCH ANTENNA WITH GAIN 

ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUE FOR X 
BAND APPLICATIONS 

86 

Md. Sifat Hossen, Md. 
Amranul Haque, Swarup 
Chakraborty and Sourav 

Dhar 

 

Technical Session -B1-TS2: Structural and Transportation Engineering 
Session Chair: Prof. Dr. Bipul Chandra Mondal, CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Serial Paper Title Paper 
ID Authors Page 

1 

SUITABILITY OF LIME WITH FLY ASH 
AS STABILIZERS IN CLAY SOIL FOR 
CONSTRUCTING RURAL AND LIGHT 

TRAFFIC ROADS 

17 Md. Jamil Ahsan and 
Abu Siddique  

2 
AN IN-DEPTH ESTIMATION OF ROAD 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT COSTS IN 
BANGLADESH 

29 
Md. Jamil Ahsan, Sourav 
Roy and Armana Sabiha 

Huq 
 

3 

RAIL PASSENGERS SERVICE DURING 
COVID-19: A CASE STUDY IN 

CHITTAGONG RAILWAY STATION, 
CHITTAGONG 

49 

Md Sifat Bin Siraj, Md 
Tawkir Ahmed, 

Muhammad Majedul 
Haque Chowdhury, 

Mohammad Helal Uddin 
and Mohammad Shariful 

Islam 

 

4 

PEDESTRIAN'S BEHAVIOUR ON ROAD 
CROSSING AT UN-SIGNALIZED 

INTERSECTION BASED ON TWO MAJOR 
CITY KHULNA AND CHITTAGONG. 

50 

Md Sifat Bin Siraj, Md 
Tawkir Ahmed, Khadiza 
Akter Ratna, Md Jahidul 
Islam and Mohammed 

Kabir Hossain 

 

97

100

105

111

117

120

125

131
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Technical Session –A2-TS1: Power System, Energy Conversion 
Session Chairs: Prof. Dr. Md. Raju Ahmed, DUET, Gazipur, Bangladesh 

Prof.  Dr. Nur Mohammad, CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Serial Paper Title Paper 
ID Author(s) Page 

1 

SOLAR IRRADIANCE FORECASTING 
USING ELMAN NEURAL NETWORK 

WITH DIFFERENT TRAINING 
ALGORITHMS 

22 Pardeep Singla, Manoj 
Duhan and Sumit Saroha  

2 

MULTI-OBJECTIVE MANAGEMENT 
OF A RENEWABLE MICRO-GRID 
WITH GRID CONNECTED AND 
ISLAND MODE OPERATIONS 

30 Gnanaprakash M and 
Mangaiyarkarasi S.P  

3 

GRID-TIED POWER GENERATION 
THROUGH CROSS-CONNECTED 
SOURCE BASED MULTILEVEL 

INVERTER 

38 Rubell Sen Goopta and 
Avik Bhattacharya  

4 

A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF 
POWER GRID WITH IEEE 14 BUS 

SYSTEM MODEL FOR 
DEREGULATED COMPATIBILITY OF 

AN ISOLATED GRID 

83 Syed Salam  

Technical Session –A2-TS2: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Session Chair: Prof Dr. Md. Saiful Islam, CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Serial Paper Title 
Paper 

ID 
Authors Page 

1 
APPLICATION OF STRESS INDUCED 

PIEZOELECTRIC HARVESTERS IN 
THE CONTEXT OF BANGLADESH 

21 Ibrahim Kaiser and Md. 
Jamil Ahsan  

2 

A PORTRAYAL OF CULTURAL 
HERITAGE IN MYMENSINGH: 
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES, 
IDENTIFYING DAMAGES AND 
PROBABLE CONSERVATION 

GUIDELINES 

73 
Anik Gouala, Nandita 
Banik and Limon Paul 

Joy 
 

3 

DEVELOPMENT OF RAINFALL 
INTENSITY DURATION FREQUENCY 
(IDF) CURVES FOR CHATTOGRAM 

CITY 

53 
Md. Mehedi Hassan 

Masum and Dr. Sudip 
Kumar Pal 

 

4 A SYNOPSIS OF CHILD TRAFFIC 
CASUALTIES IN BANGLADESH 80 Armana Huq and Md. 

Mahmud Hasan  

5 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF 
COUNTER BASED CITY BUS 

SERVICE OF CHATTOGRAM: A CASE 
STUDY OF METRO PROVATI 

74 Anik Gouala and Nandita 
Banik  

137

142

148

154

159

163

170

176

181
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PARALLEL TECHNICAL SESSION-D2-A: A2-TS3, A2-TS4, A2-TS5 
Time: 10.30AM-12.00PM(BST) 

04.30AM-06.00PM(GMT) 
Technical Session –A2-TS3: Image Processing 

Session Chair: Prof. Dr. Muhammed Khairul Islam, CU, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Serial Paper Title Paper 
ID Authors Page 

1 VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY FOR 
SECURE HARD-COPY TRANSFER 28 

Md. Marufur Rahman 
and Muhammad Anwarul 

Azim 
 

2 

FUZZY LOGIC BASED DEEP 
UNDERWATER IMAGE 
ENHANCEMENT USING 

CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORK 

32 
Moomtahina Sharly and 

Ms. Taslima Binte 
Hossain 

 

3 
HUMAN EAR RECOGNITION USING 

HISTOGRAM OF ORIENTED 
GRADIENT 

45 
Joyasree Chakraborty 

and Muhammad Anwarul 
Azim 

 

4 

RECOGNITION OF HUMAN IRIS 
USING HISTOGRAM OF ORIENTED 

GRADIENTS AND SUPPORT VECTOR 
MACHINE 

54 

Nasrin Aktar, 
Muhammad Anwarul 

Azim, Mohammad 
Khairul Islam and 

Tahmina Akter 

 

5 
HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION FOR 

INTERPRETATION OF SIGN 
LANGUAGE 

56 

Tahmina Akter, 
Muhammad Anwarul 
Azim and Mohammad 

Khairul Islam 

 

Technical Session –A2-TS4: Textile manufacturing and Industrial Engineering 
Session Chair: Prof. Dr. Md. Mahbubul Alam, CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

Serial Paper Title Paper 
ID Authors Page 

1 
THE INVESTIGATION OF 

CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTING 
INDUSTRY 4.0 IN BANGLADESH 

34 

Md. Abdus Shabur, 
Monowar Wadud Hridoy 

and Kazi Afzalur 
Rahman 

 

2 

CASE STUDY OF LEAN 
MANUFACTURING 

IMPLEMENTATION IN GARMENTS 
INDUSTRY: BANGLADESH 

PERSPECTIVE 

78 S. M. Fahim Faisal and 
Md. Ahesan Kabir  

3 

IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW 
METHOD IMPROVEMENT 

TECHNIQUES TO INCREASE 
PRODUCTIVITY IN APPAREL 

INDUSTRY 

91 

Niaz Morshed Rifat, 
Mohammad Tayub, Suva 

Das and Md. Rafiul 
Islam 

 

4 

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS & 
CORRECTIVE ACTION FOR LYCRA 
DEFORMATION OF DENIM FABRIC 
HAVING DIFFERENT COMPOSTION 

94 

Md. Rafiul Islam, 
Mohammad Shaharia 
Sadek, Imon Ahmed, 

Md. Rezaul Karim and 
Niaz Morshed Rifat 

 

188

193

199

204

209

214

219

225

231
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Serial Paper Title Paper 
ID Authors Page 

1 A BUDGET-FRIENDLY NON-

64

   
CONTACT HAND WASH DISPENSER 

CONSIDERING THE COVID 
SITUATION IN BANGLADESH 

Rashedul Islam, 
Shouherdho Banerjee, 

Akash and Sayed Abdul 
and Kadir Al-Nahiun 

2 DUAL AXIS SOLAR EMBEDDED 
POULTRY FARM 72

72

 

Papri Mitra, Thohidul 
Islam, Md. Farhan Nasir, 

Md. Abu Sayeed, Md. 
Jasim Uddin Qureshi and 

Maqsudur Rahman 

 

3 
INTEGRATING BLOCKCHAIN, OPEN 

RAN AND IOT PLATFORMS INTO 
RURAL COMMUNITY NETWORKS 

82 

Sree Lekshmi S, Mojtaba 
Enayati, Bhanu Prakash 

Poluparthi, Lakshmi 
Rajagopal and Seshaiah 

Ponnekanti 

 

4 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 

A SMART BUILDING 
MANANGEMENT SYSTEM 

101 

Nahiduddin Mohammad 
Musa, Maruf Rahman, 

Md. Pabel Sikder, 
Lamiya Rahman, Md. 
Mamunur Rahman and 
Dr. Md Shahrukh and 

Adnan Khan 

 

 

Fardeen Mahbub,

Technical Session –A2-TS5: Robotics, Control and Automation 
Session Chairs: Prof. Dr. Md. Anwarul Abedin, DUET, Gazipur, Bangladesh 

Dr. Sampad Ghosh, CUET, Chattogram, Bangladesh 

235

239

244

250

64
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Signal, biomedical and industrial Applications based on Deep Learning

DR. CELIA SHAHNAZ, SMIEEE
Professor
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering
BUET, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Abstract:
Signal Processing, Machine, and deep learning have applications in the Biomedical field and Assistive 
devices involving measurement, instrumentation, and control. The overall goal of such research is to devel-
op humanitarian assistive technology they are designed to support and meet sustainable Development 
Goals.  In some cases, machine and deep learning techniques are also employed to have improved perfor-
mance parameters. The measurement, instrumentation, and control mechanisms used in such applications 
are effective for intelligent tasks, even applicable and usable by disabled communities. Such research and 
technology produce outcomes with low cost, scalable and sustainable to support the rural community. 

Biography:
Celia Shahnaz, SMIEEE, Fellow IEB, received Ph.D. degree from Concordia University, Canada and is 
currently a Professor, Department of EEE, BUET, Bangladesh since 2015. 

She has published more than 150 international Journal/ conference papers. She is a recipient of the 
Canadian Commonwealth Scholarship/Fellowship and Bangladesh Academy of Science Gold Medal for 
her contribution in Science and Technology. Her research interests include the areas of Deep learning, 
pattern recognition and machine learning for audio, video, biomedical and power signals, signal processing 
for speech analysis and speech enhancement, multimodal emotion recognition, digital watermarking, 
audio-visual recognition for biometric security, multimedia communication, control system, robotics, and 
humanitarian technology.

Recently, her papers have received best paper awards in biomedical Engineering tracks at TENCON 2017 
and at IEEE WIECON-ECE 2016, in Humanitarian Challenge track at R10 HTC 2017, and the best 
interactive poster award at ICIVPR 2017. Her paper has been selected for the top ten best paper awards in 
the Student Paper Contest of the 2018 and 2014 IEEE International Midwest Symposium on Circuits and 
Systems (MWSCAS), College Station, Texas, USA and Knoxville, TN, USA, respectively. She was the 
winner, the Best Student Paper Award, 2008 IEEE International Conference on Neural Networks and 
Signal Processing (ICNNSP), Zhenjiang, China. She was selected as one of the finalists of the Student 
Research Presentation Competition in the 2009 SYTACOM Workshop, Montreal, QC, Canada.    She was 
the mentor of 1st/2nd prize winning projects in IEEE IAS CMD Contests (Robotics, Humanitarian) in 
2017-2019, USA. She was the supervisor of 4th/5th rank winning teams in SPCUP competitions, ICASSP 
2020 (Spain)/2015 (Australia) and 5th rank winning team in VIPCUP competition, ICIP 2020 (United Arab 
Emirates).

She is the recipient of 2019 R10 Humanitarian Activities Outstanding Volunteer Award, 2016 
MGA Leadership Award 2015 WIE Inspiring Member Award, 2013 R10 WIE Professional Volunteer 
Award.
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She has been elected as 2021-23 Chair, IEEE SPS Women in Signal Processing. She has been appointed as 
2021-22 Member, IEEE History Committee, 2021 Chair, IEEE WIE History committee, 2021 member, 
IEEE Educational Activities, faculty resource committee. 

She is the current Chair, IEEE Bangladesh Section, 2020 Member, IEEE New Initiative Committee, 2020 
Chair, Women in SIGHT Working Group, 2020-22 Member, IEEE Signal Processing Society (SPS) Women 
in Signal Processing Committee, 2020 Member, IEEE WIE Senior Member Elevation Drive, 2019-2020 
Member, IEEE WIE We Power Subcommittee, 2020 Member, IEEE smart Village South Asian Working 
Group, 2017-2020  IEEE PES Women in Power (WiP) IEEE Region 10 Regional representative, 2017, 
2019 Communications Chair, IEEE SIGHT steering Committee, 2017-18  Chair, IEEE WIE Work-
shops Subcommittee, 2017-18  Member, IEEE Region 10 Subcommittees (WIE, Humanitarian Tech-
nology Activity, Education), 2016 IEEE Region 10 WIE Coordinator, General Chair, IEEE TEN-
SYMP 2020, IEEE SPICSCON 2019, IEEE PEEIACON 2019, General Chair: IEEE WIECON-ECE 2019, 
2018, 2016, General Co- Chair, IEEE Region 10 HTC 2017 and IEEE WIECON-ECE 2017, Founder and  
TPC Chair: IEEE WIECON-ECE 2015, IEEE BECITHCON 2019, IEEE RAAIACON 2019, 2018- 20 
Member, Technical Committee, Image, Video, and Multimedia (IVM), Asia Pacific Signal and Information 
Processing Association (APSIPA), 2018 to date Editorial board member, IET Signal Processing, Founder 
& Chair, IEEE SPS, IAS Bangladesh Chapters, Co-founder & Vice-Chair, IEEE RAS, SSIT Bangla-
desh Chapters, Founder, Adviser, Nominations and Appointments Chair, WIE AG, IEEE Bangladesh 
Section. 

She has more than 20 years of experience (20 years as an IEEE volunteer) of leading impactful Technical, 
Professional, Educational, Industrial, Women Empowerment and Humanitarian Technology and PES relat-
ed Projects at national/international levels.
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Adaptation to Fourth Industrial Revolution for 
Sustainable Development in Bangladesh

PROF. DR. M. FEROZE AHMED
Emeritus Professor
Stamford University Bangladesh
Former Professor and Dean, BUET

Abstract:
This paper provides a basic concept of sustainable development and importance of science, technology and 
innovation in sustainable development. A breakthrough in technological innovation has made a great change 
in development process and created an era of technological revolution. The first industrial revolution was 
triggered by the advent of steam engine in the 18th century, which led industrialization of production, the 
second industrial revolution led mass production by availability of electricity for factories to make modern 
production line, telegraph and railway networks for faster communication and the third industrial revolution 
led to automation by the emergence of computers and digital technologies. The fourth Industrial revolution 
(sometimes called as 4IR or FIR or industry 4I) is driven by artificial intelligence, robotics, biotechnology, 
internet of things, quantum computing and more.

Bangladesh ranked 116th on overall Global Innovation rating among 131 countries in 2020. Bangladesh also 
maintains a low profile in respect of scientific publications and is not in a position to make significant contri-
bution in the high technologies that are driving the 4IR. It does not mean that Bangladesh will be out of 
superhighway of development initiated by 4IR. Bangladesh will be able to keep up with the pace of development of 
the 4IR as the country kept up with the past three industrial revolutions by procurement of technologies from inter-
national market and adaptation. The sustainable Development Goal 17 and the technology related targets 
17.6 to 17.8 emphasis on international cooperation on science, technology and innovation, promotion of 
development, transfer, dissemination and diffusion of environmentally sound technologies, operationaliza-
tion of the technology bank and science, technology and innovation capacity-building mechanism for least 
developed countries and enhancement of the use of information and communications technology. The recent MOU 
of BUET and Huawei company of China on training and dissemination 5G technology is an example 
of international cooperation in cutting-edge technology.

Adaptation to 4IR will help increased production, enhancement of knowledge and skill of the 
new generation workforce, promotion of job-oriented education and training and improve quality of life. 
On the other hand, there will be significant loss of job in the industrial sector. The 4IR is likely increase 
social inequity and widen gap in income of people of different background. Some are worried about 
uncontrolled development and use of artificial intelligence and genetic engineering. There will be both 
positive and negative impacts of technological progress, but people should be protected from 
undesirable consequence by appropriate policies.

Biography:
Professor Dr. M. Feroze Ahmed achieved excellence in teaching, engineering profession and scientific 
research and earned national and international recognition and awards as an eminent professor, a 
civil/environmental engineer and as a scientist. Professor Ahmed completed his matriculation from Ulpur 
P.C. High School, Gopalganj in 1962 and intermediate education from Rajendra College, Faridpur in 1964. 
He earned his bachelor and Master’s degrees in civil engineering from Bangladesh University of 
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Professor Ahmed joined the Department of Civil Engineering as a Lecturer in 1969 after graduation in 1968 
and became Assistant Professor in 1973 and Associate Professor in 1977. He became a professor of civil 
engineering in 1986. While Prof. Ahmed worked at BUET, he served in many administrative positions. He 
was the Head of the Department of Civil Engineering (1991 – 1993), Director of Planning and Development 
Directorate, BUET (1993 – 1996), Manager of BUET-UA (University of Alberta) Institutional Linkage Proj-
ect, Director of International Training Network (ITN) center at BUET (1996-2003) and Dean of the Faculty 
of Civil Engineering (1996-1998). Prof. Ahmed worked as a member, then vice-chairman and chairman of Dhaka 
WASA Board, Chairman of Civil Engineering Division, Bangladesh Standard and Testing Institute (BSTI) 
and Convenor of Building Services, Bangladesh National Building Code (BNBC).He retired from BUET in 
2011 and was appointed as Dean of Engineering Faculty in 2012 and then Vice-Chancellor of Stamford 
University Bangladesh in 2013 and served for 1 term of 4 yrs. till 2017. He is now the Emeritus Professor 
of Stamford University Bangladesh. He was also a visiting professor at University of Strathclyde, UK.
He conducted 10 sponsored research projects mostly as team leader and significantly contributed toward 
enhancement of scientific knowledge and technological innovation. In addition, he supervised over 30 
research works for postgraduate theses for the award of PhD and MSc engineering degrees.  He coordinated 
collaborating research on arsenic contamination of groundwater with Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT, USA), University of Cincinnati (UC, USA), Columbia University (USA), United Nations University 
(UNU), Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science & Technology (EAWAG) and University of Miyazaki 
(Japan). Professor Ahmed authored 150 publications in international, national journals and conference 
proceedings including 2 papers in “Science”, the world’s top ranked publications reputed for disseminating 
scientific discoveries. His publications have over 6,500 citations in scholarly literature (Google Scholar 
Citations), and the number of citations is increasing every year. He also authored and edited 20 books and 
conference proceedings, cataloged is 154 libraries all over the world. He contributed towards updating WHO 
“Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality” as an expert and wrote arsenic mitigation section to World Bank 
publication “Towards a More Effective Operational Response – Arsenic Contamination of Groundwater in 
South and East Asian Countries”. These two publications are extensively consulted in UN member countries 
to developing national standards and helped millions of people to get safe drinking water.

Professor Ahmed, apart from academic activities, is actively involved as an expert in engineering projects. 
He worked as a consultant/advisor to about 25 projects of national importance. The projects include design 
of buildings, bridges, water and sewage treatment plants, EIA, SIA, preparation of master plan, environmen-
tal management plan, guidelines, and manuals. He was one of the pioneers of high-rise building construction 
in Bangladesh and sanitation movement in South-Asan countries. He was a member of the International 
Panel of Experts, the highest technical decision panel, for the design and construction of mega-infrastructure 
development projects like Bangabandhu bridge on the river Jamuna and presently working as member, Panel 
of Experts for the construction of Padma Multipurpose Bridge.     

Professor Ahmed has high level of acceptance as a resource person within as well as outside the country. He 
delivered about 90 invited/keynote lectures in the regional and international events in 28 countries and over 
75 lectures in important national events to disseminate and share knowledge and research outcomes. As a 
member of high-level Bangladesh delegation, he spoke at a United Nations side event on “innovative 
approaches to sanitation and learning from Bangladesh” at UN Secretariat in NY, USA in 2018. 

Prof. Ahmed received Dr. Rashid Memorial Gold Medal from BUET in recognition of excellence in 
teaching and research in 1998, IEB Gold Medal by the Institution of Engineers, Bangladesh in 2004 in 
recognition of services to the nation and engineering profession and Bangladesh Academy of Science (Dr. 
M.O. Ghani Memorial) Gold Medal in 2007 for contribution to the progress of science and technology. 
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He was the first BUET Coordinator of BUET-MIT(USA) research Group, which received Prince Sultan bin 
Abdul Aziz Prize for Water for solving the puzzle of arsenic contamination of groundwater. American 
Chemical Society (ACS) published a Periodic Table on 80th anniversary of the society citing the works of a 
contemporary world-renowned scientist under each element of the Periodic Table in his area of research. 
ACS recognized Prof. Ahmed as a leading scientist in the field of arsenic research by publishing his works 
and views on arsenic contamination under the element Arsenic in that Periodic Table. Prof. Ahmed received 
Asia Education Leadership Award 2016 for exceptional leadership quality and achievements at 7th Asia’s 
Education Excellence Award program at Pan-pacific Marina Hotel in Singapore.

Professor Ahmed is a Fellow, Bangladesh Academy of Sciences (FBAS), Fellow, Institution of Engineers, 
Bangladesh (FIEB), Life Member, American Society of Civil Engineers (MASCE), Indian Association for 
Environmental Management (IEM), Bangladesh Association for Advancement of Science (BAAS) and 
many other national and international professional bodies and societies. 
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Future Power Electronics: Opportunities and Challenges

DR. AVIK BHATTACHARYA
Assistant Professor
Department of Electrical Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Roorkee, India

Abstract:
The popularity of electric transportation and the development of smart grid technologies have led the 
requirement for better performance from power electronic converters and components. In particular, these 
power electronic devices may operate under high stress, various environmental scenarios, and in overload 
conditions. Nevertheless, due to their central roles in electrical systems, the necessity to consider the 
reliability and availability of the devices has become fundamental; this can be assessed both from a 
technical and economical point of view considering the final scope of the device. Traditional approaches 
usually consider historical failure data and/or past observed scenarios; however, considering the rapid 
evolution of the technologies and the high reliability values attained by such components, these data are 
quite scarce, thus complicating the reliability of our estimations.
The proposed talk will focus on the following topics:
 
 * Scope of high band gap devices  
 * Risk analysis of power electronic devices
 * Design of Power reliable power Electronics converter 
 * Statistical methods for power electronics reliability evaluation (Bayesian inference, statistical                   
    modelling, nonparametric approaches, etc.);
            * Dielectric and thermal stress strength models of power electronics devices;
 * High reliability power electronics architecture for electric powertrain;
 * Risk analysis of battery storage system under critical condition;
 * Reliability challenges in smart grid installations.
 * Power Quality issues

Biography:
Dr. Avik Bhattacharya has been working as an Assistant Professor from February 2014 at IIT Roorkee. He 
completed his B. Tech. from Sikkim Manipal Institute of Technology in 2001 and M. Tech. and PhD from 
IIT Kharagpur in the year 2005 and 2010 respectively. He became a student member, member and senior 
member of IEEE in 2006, 2013 and 2018 respectively. He is the author of many papers published in 
national and international journals and conferences.  Prior to joining IIT Roorkee he has worked for 
R&D division of Solar Semiconductor, Danfoss Solar Inverter and Samtel Avionics/Hal. During his short 
stay in the industry, he filed two international patents on solar pump and power quality. His field of 
interests are power quality, AC-DC micro-grid, electric drives, FACTS devices, direct and indirect matrix 
converters, power converter topologies for renewable energies.
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Digital Health Inclusion to Achieve Universal Health Coverage

DR. KHONDAKER A. MAMUN
Founder and president - CMED Health
Professor, Department of CSE
United International University (UIU), Bangladesh

Abstract:
Healthcare is a basic need of humans. However, it is the biggest challenge in a developing country, where 
many people are not getting basic healthcare due to lack of systems and resources. On the other hand, 
healthcare is about to enter a period of rapid transformation by utilizing Fourth Industrial Revolution 
Technologies. Longevity and the advancement of new technologies and discoveries – as well as 
innovative combinations of existing ones – are among the many factors pushing patient empowerment, 
which is fundamentally changing how we prevent, diagnose and cure diseases. Rapid growth of digital 
technology plays a big role in the healthcare system and helps to predict future health consequences and 
utilize preventive measures to protect and improve quality of living. Digital Health is transforming the 
healthcare landscape in Bangladesh using its end-to-end comprehensive multi-layered scalable digital 
healthcare platform by connecting over 3.3 Million people with health services, early diagnosis, health 
education & referrals for intervention to achieve Health Inclusion (UHC) for SDG. In response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, digital health played a significant role to reduce the transmission. It starts from identi-
fying high risk individuals in the population to connecting them with healthcare facilities for sample 
collection & testing to tracing, monitoring COVID positive patients to finally determining the outcome of 
a patient. All of this data can be available on AI driven data analytics dashboard for real time monitor-
ing & resource planning. Through utilizing technologies, we can create the provision of access to 
healthcare in remote areas for bringing upon change and creating impact by saving lives. The talk will 
discuss on Digital Health Inclusion for achieving Universal Health Coverage towards SDG in Bangladesh. 
It will also highlight on research, innovation and commercialization experiences on healthcare prob-
lems and solutions as well as implementation in Bangladesh.

Biography:
Prof. Khondaker A. Mamun is the Founder and Director of the Advanced Intelligent Multidisciplinary 
Systems Lab (AIMS Lab) at United International University (UIU). He holds Ph.D. in Computer and 
Biomedical Engineering from University of Southampton, UK and Postdoctoral Research Fellowship from 
University of Toronto, Canada. He is a Professor of Digital Health at the Department of CSE, UIU, 
Bangladesh. He has published more than 130 peer reviewed international journal and conference articles. 
He has invented and implemented a number of digital healthcare services models for developing countries. 
He also holds a number of patents. His research and innovation have been featured in a number of local and 
international news outlets including New Scientist and BBC. His contribution in the innovation and 
sustainable development is recognized internationally and by the government of Bangladesh. Currently, 
Prof. Mamun is leading more than 10 national and international research projects in AIMS Lab. Prof. 
Mamun is the founder of CMED Health (www.cmed.com.bd), a startup that commercialized from research 
and focuses on health inclusion through digital platform and currently serving over 3 million people in 
Bangladesh and working to attain SDG 3 through achieving universal health coverage (UHC). He received 
many national and international awards. 
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He is the organizer of the first medical engineering conference, MediTec 2016, first and second International 
Neuroscience School (IBRO APRC 2017 and 2019) in Bangladesh. He also introduced first Deep Brain 
Stimulation surgery for Parkinson’s patients in Bangladesh. Prof. Mamun is the contributor and topic driver 
of WHO/ITU Focus Group on AI for Health (FG-AI4H), Technical Working Group member for developing 
Digital Health Strategy 2020-2025 for the Government of Bangladesh. He is also a national consultant for 
information system and data management for health system of MTR of 4th HPNSP, Ministry of Health and 
Family Welfare, Government of Bangladesh.
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Sustainable Development in the Global Electric Power Sector

SAIFUR RAHMAN, Ph.D.
Joseph Loring Professor & Director
Advanced Research Institute
Virginia Tech, USA
Candidate for IEEE President-elect 2022

Abstract:
China, US, India, Japan and Russia are the top five countries in terms of electricity generation capacity. 
Between them they had a total capacity of 3,650 million kW in 2016. In terms of fuel sources for electricity 
coal, natural gas, hydro, nuclear, renewables and oil provided 38.3%, 22.9%, 16.3%, 10.2%, 9% and 3.3% 
respectively in 2017. This means almost two-thirds of the global electricity production came from fossil fuels 
in that year. This is reflected in about 10 billion tons of CO2 from electricity generation or about a third of 
the global production.  However, this mix is expected to change significantly in the next 10 years. By 2030 
installed power generation capacities from wind, solar PV, hydro power, nuclear and thermal are going to 
reach 540 GW, 420 GW, 530 GW, 160 GW and 1200 GW respectively.  The top five CO2 emitting countries 
are: China, United States, India, Russian Federation and Japan each producing between nine and one billion 
metric tons of CO2 in 2016. However, CO2 is not the only concern against global warming. The Global 
Warming Potentials (GWP) of greenhouse gases are as follows: CO2 (1), Methane (28), Hydro 
fluorocarbons (138), Nitrous oxide (265), Per fluorocarbons (6,630) and Sulphur hexafluoride (23,500).  
So, the bottom line is: Efforts in the electric power sector to replace fossil fuel with renewables and nuclear 
will help. But if emission from the transportation sector continues to rise, the drop in power 
sector contributions will not be enough. Large scale Electric Vehicle deployment will help, but question 
remains – how will the EV be powered.

Biography:
Professor Saifur Rahman is the founding director of the Advanced Research Institute at Virginia Tech, USA 
where he is the Joseph R. Loring professor of electrical and computer engineering. He also directs the 
Center for Energy and the Global Environment. He is a Life Fellow of the IEEE and an IEEE Millennium 
Medal winner.  He was the president of the IEEE Power and Energy Society (PES) for 2018 and 2019. He 
was the founding editor-in-chief of the IEEE Electrification Magazine and the IEEE Transactions on 
Sustainable Energy. He has published over 150 journal papers and has made over five hundred conference 
and invited presentations.  In 2006 he served on the IEEE Board of Directors as the vice president for publi-
cations. He is a distinguished lecturer for the IEEE Power & Energy Society and has lectured on renewable 
energy, energy efficiency, smart grid, energy internet, blockchain, IoT sensor integration, etc. in over 30 
countries.  He is the founder of BEM Controls, LLC, a Virginia (USA)-based software company providing 
building energy management solutions.  He served as the chair of the US National Science Foundation 
Advisory Committee for International Science and Engineering from 2010 to 2013. He has conducted 
several energy efficiency, blockchain and sensor integration projects for Duke Energy, Tokyo Electric 
Power Company, the US National Science Foundation, the US Department of Defense, the US Department 
of Energy and the State of Virginia. He has a PhD in electrical engineering from Virginia Tech. 
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Abstract:
This presentation will focus on digital 2D and 3D design technology for fashion industry and the sustainabil-
ity aspect of fashion and textiles. Pattern making stage of apparel manufacturing is one of the least efficient 
process of the fashion and textile supply chain. The fashion industry is responsible for about 10% of global 
carbon emissions and nearly 20% of wastewater generation around the world. The pattern cutting system 
followed in the apparel industry is maximum 85% efficient. According to an estimation done in 2012, about 
60 billion square metres of fabrics are simply scrapped during garment manufacturing around the world. 
This figure is ever increasing with the increase in clothing production due to increasing demand from the 
growing global population. We presented a framework of applying Zero-waste Pattern Cutting (ZWPC) 
technique for mass production of apparel, which is traditionally believed to be only suitable for tailoring 
practice. We demonstrated the application of this framework for producing two common knitwear styles in 
multiple sizes simulation the mass production scenario. It was found that over 98% of fabric utilisation was 
achieved for both styles, while in traditional industrial practice over 85% is considered impossible. This 
shows a bright ray of hope for the fashion industry that is struggling to achieve sustainability but implement-
ing it in the industry needs a big overhauling in fashion design and development process and a change in our 
mindset. 

Several 3D design systems are available on the market for use in the fashion industry. This offers the oppor-
tunity to check fit and pattern flaws in virtual state so that the initial 2D pattern pieces might be refined. This 
may enable faster detection of any error and earlier correction of design elements, material selection and 
assembly technique to reduce the dependency on physical prototyping and to shorten the development 
lead-time and the associated costs. However, published literature reveals that only visual presentation and 
analysis of drape simulation is solely not enough to ensure the meaningful use of such tools in the fash-
ion-product-development process, especially in the situation of decision- making on accepting or rejecting 
a virtual prototype, or altering pattern pieces to achieve the desired fit. Our research focuses on both ‘2D to 
3D simulation’ and ‘3D to 2D flattening’ approaches to develop new and optimised techniques of virtual 
fashion prototyping.

Biography:
Dr. Abu Sadat Muhammad Sayem is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy, England, a Fellow and 
Council Member of the Textile institute, UK. He is an alumnus of the Commonwealth Scholarship Com-
mission (SCS) in the UK and a fellow of the German Academic Exchange, commonly known as DAAD.

He obtained his PhD degree Materials and Fashion Technology from the University of Manchester in 2012; 
gained an MSc. in Textile and Clothing Engineering from the Dresden University of Technology, Germany 
in 2004. His first degree, gained in 1999, was in Textiles from the University of Dhaka in Bangladesh.

Digital Design Technology and Sustainable Fashion

DR. ABU SADAT MUHAMMAD SAYEM
Research Associate
Research Ethics Officer & Safety Coordinator
Manchester Fashion Institute (MFI)
Manchester Metropolitan University, England (UK)
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Dr. Sayem’s present role at the Manchester Fashion Institute (MFI) includes reviewing Research Ethics 
Applications, providing research ethics training to staff and students, and contributing towards the activities 
of the Faculty Research Ethics & Governance Committee. He also conducts independent and joint research 
works, teaches at undergraduate and postgraduate courses, supervises and marks Undergrad and Postgrad 
research projects including PhD projects, contributes to the Research and Knowledge exchange) projects 
with industry partners, and mentor MFI academic staff.

Before moving to the UK, he worked as an Associate Professor in the textile department and as the Head of 
the Centre of Scientific Research and Innovation (CSRI) of the Southeast University Bangladesh. He led the 
textile department of the World University of Bangladesh as Head of the Department from October 2012 to 
February 2014 and worked as an Assistant Professor in the textile department of the Ahsanullah University 
of Science & Technology from 2006 to 2012. He joined Manchester Metropolitan University from South-
east University to undertake postdoctoral research experience in 2015, later has taken over the role of 
Research Ethics Coordinator and Safety Lead and is continuing to stay in Manchester. However, his 
research endeavour dedicates toward the benefit of Bangladesh and as a principal investigator, he is 
currently implementing a project titled “Research Capacity Building and Promoting Sustainable Fashion 
and Textile Practices in Bangladesh” funded by the Global Challenge Research Fund (GCRF) of the UK 
government. Bangladesh University of Textiles (BUTEX) and BGMEA University of Fashion & 
Technology (BUFT) are implementing partner of this project; and Bangladesh University of 
Engineering & Technology (BUET) and Bangladesh Jute Research Institute (BJRI) are associate 
partners.

His research covers the areas of digital prototyping, sustainable materials and process innovation, and smart 
textiles. Recent projects and publications include Zero-Waste Pattern Cutting (ZWPC), Objective Fit 
Analysis, 3D to 2D Surface Flattening, Smart Electro-Clothing Systems (SeCSs) and Fibre-reinforced 
Sustainable Composites. He has published his works through the top-ranking journals like The Journal of 
Composite Materials, The Journal of The Textile Institute, Sensors, International Journal of Fashion 
Design, Technology and Education and Journal of Cleaner Production. 

He is the Chair of the organising committee of the Digital Fashion Innovation (DFI) e-Symposium 2021 and 
an editor of the peer-reviewed journal the “iLetters – Journal of Innovations”. 
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Abstract:
Artificial intelligence technology is playing an increasingly important role in the field of education, and 
many artificial intelligence technologies have been applied to all aspects of teaching. In China, from the 
Ministry of Education to universities and even middle and elementary schools and kindergartens, all 
promote artificial intelligence into campuses and classrooms, and integrate them into all aspects of 
education. 

Biography:
Prof. Zhu received PhD in Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. He has 
presided over the National New Engineering Project, the National Natural Science Foundation Project, the 
National Social Science Major Sub-project, and a number of provincial and ministerial-level major proj-
ects. He has authorized 65 invention patents, published 6 academic books and 26 papers.

Artificial Intelligence in Education

DR. ZHU DINGJU
Professor
Director of Computer Application Department
South China Normal University, China
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Prospects in Medical Applications:
On-chip integrated Uncooled Terahertz Detector Arrays 

AMIT BANERJEE, Ph.D.
Principal Scientist, Benerjee System Labs;
Scientific Advisor, Instrumentation & System Architect,
Microelectronic Technologies & Devices;

Abstract:
Further to our reports on chip-integrable uncooled terahertz microbolometer arrays, compatible with medi-
um-scale semiconductor device fabrication processes, we have explored the possibility of development of 
chip-integrable medical devices. This report further highlights an overview of existing devices, systems, 
for THz spectroscopy and imaging of biological samples. Considering the non-ionizing nature of THz 
waves along with its reasonable softtissue sensitivity, Terahertz instrumentation has opened up possibilities 
for medical screening devices, however suffers from factors like signal to noise ratio, image resolution, 
image contrast, etc. have been described and corelated with relevant clinical results for exploring possible 
prospects in medical applications of Terahertz waves.

Biography:
Dr. Amit Banerjee joined the Advanced Device Research Division, Research Institute of Electronics, 
Shizuoka University, National University Corporation, Japan as a Scientific Researcher in 2016 and was 
also part of the Innovative Photonics Evolution Research Center at Hamamatsu, Japan. He later joined the 
Microelectronic Technologies & Devices, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering of the pres-
tigious National University of Singapore, as Scientist in 2017. Amit started to work closely with national 
agencies and state institutions in India during the Covid’19 global pandemic, in 2020, combating the imme-
diate economic crisis. Currently Amit is member of 40+ international advisory boards, technical program 
committees in various countries: Adviser and Lead Contributor: Semiconductor Devices and Process Tech-
nologies, EDGE196, Entrepreneur Development Global Ecosystem; Adviser, EntrepreneursFace, Global 
Venture Capital and Entrepreneurs Network, Singapore; Scientific Adviser to ULVAC Technologies Inc. 
Japan/USA; also worked as Scientific Adviser to West Bengal Electronics Industry Development Corpora-
tion Limited (WEBEL) for Technology Collaboration and Business Cooperation with ULVAC Technolo-
gies Inc and further setting up a Microelectronics Hub in Bengal under the Production Linked Incentive 
Scheme (PLI) for Large Scale Electronics Manufacturing Schemes’2020 by Govt of India; Scientific 
Adviser to ISF Analytica & Informatica, Scientific Adviser to Digivalley Innovations; External Adviser, 
Bioelectronics and Biomedical Technologies, Ocuro Science and Technology (biomed-startup); Scientific 
Adviser to Ominar Innovations (biomed-startup);Consultant with Asentrex Global, Scientific Adviser to 
PikTale (startup social media platform), member of Japan Society of Applied Physics; member of Society 
for Functional Nanomaterials, by UCLan’s Institute of Nanotechnology and Bioengineering, UK; life 
member Indian Physical Society. Alongside the pursuit of high-tech research, consulting futuristic technol-
ogies for business firms, Amit is keenly engaged in consulting educational ventures and universities: Aca-
demic Adviser/Visiting Faculty to NSHM Group of Institutions, Brainware University, Swami Vivekanan-
da University; Arohan Educan Ltd. London, UK; Ambassador, Bentham Science Publishers, SG.
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Amit received Ph.D. degree in Semiconductor Technology from Energy Research Unit, Indian Association 
for the Cultivation of Science (D.S.T., Govt. of India) and has extensively worked on design and develop-
ment of high vacuum plasma CVD reactors, which are used in industrial manufacturing of solar cells, coat-
ings and TFTs. He also developed low cost high vacuum MW-PECVD units, and conceived the process for 
cost effective commercial grade antireflection coatings (ARC) synthesis for solar cells by nanocrytalline 
diamonds (NCDs). His current work is on Terahertz Technology, including THz sensors and sources, 
design, fabrication, aiming at biomedical imaging applications. His recent work on antenna-coupled 
microbolometer arrays, are compatible with the state-of-the-art medium-scale semiconductor device fabri-
cation processes, and technologically competitive with commercial viability as on-chip integrable detector 
arrays for terahertz imaging.

Amit has co-authored several scientific papers, presented in several international conferences as plenary 
and keynote speaker, received 7 international awards including Award by Quality in Research (QiR), Indo-
nesia; Award in Industrial and Clinical Applications by University of Central Lancashire, UK; Young Phys-
icist Award and honorary life-membership from Indian Physical Society; Award by the Metrology Society 
of India (MSI); Award Indian Institute of Chemical Engineers (IIChE); Award by Dept. of Atomic Energy 
(D.A.E.). Amit has authored/edited Nine books: “Terahertz Biomedical and Healthcare Technologies”, 
Elsevier; “Emerging Trends in Terahertz Solid-State Physics and Devices”, Springer Nature; “Artificial 
Intelligence and the Fourth Industrial Revolution”, Pan Stanford Publishing, Singapore; "Advances in 
Computer, Communication and Control” Springer Nature; “Internet of Things for Healthcare Technolo-
gies”, Springer Nature, “Internet of Medical Things for Smart Healthcare”, Springer Nature, “Emerging 
Trends in Terahertz Engineering and System Technologies”, Springer Nature; “Computationally Intensive 
Statistics for Intelligent IoT”, Springer Nature; “Carbon Quantum Dots for Sustainable Energy and Opto-
electronics”, Elsevier.
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Abstract:
Transformation in the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) is unlike anything human being has experienced before. 
Everyday people are facing new challenges of digital technology, doing everything in new way and also thinking in 
novel ways on avant-garde themes. All products and services are being changes very rapidly using IT as a tool. 
Invention and innovation of 5G wireless communication, 3D printer, cloud computing, big data analytics, IoT, block 
chain and above all battery and power technologies have brought the world into an unthinkable state. The volume and 
magnitude of changes being experienced by people within last three decades are more than those trans-
pired taking thousands of years. Bangladesh, being a country that couldn’t even participated in any of the past 
industrial revolutions, is now playing vital role in sighting the pathway of 4IR with creation of role model 
under the slogan of Digital Bangladesh started in 2009, few years ahead of the technologically advanced countries. 
Digital Bangladesh has already made the country a leader to be followed by other advanced countries in digitiza-
tion, innovation, startup and economic progress. This presentation highlights the opportunities and challenges 
of 4IR, progress of Bangladesh in digital technologies, analysis of future actions to be taken and their effective-
ness for Bangladesh to becoming the world Tech-leader.  

Biography:
Prof. Dr. Engr. Mohammad Mahfuzul Islam, P. Eng. is currently serving as the Vice-Chancellor at Canadian Univer-
sity of Bangladesh and a Professor in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) in Bangladesh 
University of Engineering and Technology (BUET). He was the elected President of Bangladesh Computer Society 
and elected Chairman of Computer Engineering Division, Institute of Engineers of Bangladesh. He is the Chairman 
of BD-ITEC Question Formulation Committee, Information and Communication Engineering Department, Ministry 
of Posts, Telecommunication and IT and IPA, Japan.  He also served as Head, Department of CSE, BUET; a Director 
of Dhaka Electric Power Company (DESCO); the Provost of Shahid Smrity Hall, BUET; Convener of IT Innovation 
and Scholarship Assessment Committee, ICT Division; Associate Director of Directorate of Students’ Welfare  
(DSW) at BUET; Assistant Provost, Nazrul Islam Hall, BUET; International Students’ Officer, Monash Postgraduate 
Association (MPA) (2004-2005); Gippsland Campus Representative, MPA (2003-2004); and the Senior Vice-presi-
dent, Jamalpur Zila Students’ Association, Dhaka (1996-1997).

Dr. Islam He is one of the key inventors of electronic voting machine (EVM) of Bangladesh. He served as the project 
leader, a consultant, an assessor and a team member in a number of government and non-government projects 
including Machine Readable Passport, National ID Project, Hi-Tech Driving License Project, Digital Classroom, 
VAT Automation conceptual model and DNA Lab.  

He completed his PhD from Gippsland School of IT, Monash University, Australia in 2006 and his MSc Engg and 
BSc Engg degrees from the Department of CSE, BUET in 2000 and 1997, respectively..

Dr. Islam published more than 60 journals, conferences and research articles in highly reputed publishing domain 
like IEEE, Elsevier and Willey. He worked as a reviewer in a wide number of world famous journals

Analysis of Prospective Planning and Actions for 
Bangladesh to become a Tech-leader in 4IR

PROF. DR. ENGR. MOHAMMAD MAHFUZUL ISLAM, P. ENG. 
Vice-Chancellor
Canadian University of Bangladesh
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Abstract:
This keynote speech introduces the concept and several examples of the active integrated array antennas (AIAAs) 
developed at Saga University. The AIAAs integrate oscillators and polarization modulators with an array antenna on 
a single substrate to provide polarization switching function for spatial modulation wireless communication systems. 
The feasibility of the proposed concept is experimentally confirmed. The feasibility of the proposed concept is 
experimentally confirmed.

Biography:
Dr. Toyoda received the B.E., M.E. and the Dr. Eng. degrees in communication engineering from Osaka University, 
Osaka, Japan, in 1985, 1987 and 1990, respectively. In 1990, he joined the NTT Radio Communication Systems 
Laboratories, Kanagawa, Japan, where he was engaged in developmental research based on electromagnetic analysis 
for the three-dimensional (3-D) and uniplanar MMICs. From 1994 to 1996, he was with the NTT Electronics 
Technology Corporation (NEL), Kanagawa, Japan, where he developed wireless communication equipment and 
MMICs. From 1996 to 1997, he was with the NTT Wireless Systems Laboratories, Kanagawa, Japan, where he 
conducted R&D on highly integrated multifunctional MMICs, high-frequency Si MMICs and MMIC design 
software based on the 3-D master slice MMIC technology. From 1997 to 2001, he was engaged in developing 
ultra-high-speed digital ICs and MMICs for optical and wireless communication systems as Engineering Director of 
IC Design at NTT Electronics Corporation (NEL), Kanagawa, Japan. From 2001 to 2011, he conducted R&D on 
millimeter and quasi-millimeter wave high-speed wireless access systems and their applications at NTT Network 
Innovation Laboratory, Kanagawa, Japan. He was also active in developing IEEE 802.11, 802.15 and other national 
standards and led the Consortium for Millimeter Wave Practical Applications (CoMPA) as a Vice Chair. From 2007 
to 2009, he was also engaged in a business strategy and incubation of R&D activities at NTT Science and Core 
Technology Laboratory Group. He was a Visiting Associate Professor of Niigata University from 2004 to 2007 and 
a Visiting Lecturer of Tokyo Denki University from 2007 to 2011. He was a Guest Editor of a 1998 special issue on 
“3D-Components and Active Circuits” of the International Journal of RF and Microwave Computer-Aided 
Engineering and a Guest Editor-in-Chief of a 2016 special issue on “Microwave researches in universities” of the 
Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers (IEICE) Transactions on Electronics. He was an 
Associate Editor for the IEICE Transactions on Electronics from 1999 to 2002, a Councilor, Tokyo Section, IEICE 
from 2007 to 2009, a Councilor, Kyushu Section, IEICE from 2014 to 2018 and a GA member (the representative of 
Asia-Pacific) of the European Microwave Association (EuMA) from 2017 to 2019 . He is now a Chair of IEEE AP-S 
Fukuoka chapter from 2019. He also served on the Technical Committee on Microwaves of the IEICE, Japan as a 
Secretary from 2004 to 2006 and Technical Committee on Electron Devices of the Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers of Japan (IEEJ) as a Secretary from 2011 to 2013, a Vice-Chair from 2016 to 2018 and Chair from 2018 
to 2020. He also served on the Technical Program Committee of several international conferences, the 
millimeter-wave investigation committee of the IEEJ, and the Technical Committees on Microwave Simulator 
Technologies, Short Range Wireless Communications and Wireless Power Transfer of the IEICE,Japan. 

APolarization Agile Active Integrated Array Antennas for 
Next Generation Wireless Systems

DR. ICHIHIKO TOYODA
Professor
Saga University, Saga, Japan
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He is a co-author of “OFDM/OFDMA Text Book,” Impress R&D, “New Introduction to Information and 
telecommunications, 2nd ed.,” the Telecommunications Association and “Modulation in Electronics and Telecom-
munications,” IntechOpen. He is now a Professor at Saga University, Japan from 2011 and also a Dean of Faculty of 
Science and Engineering, Saga University. His current interests concern microwave circuits, antennas and their 
integration technologies for microwave and millimeter-wave wireless systems and their applications. Dr. Toyoda 
received the 1993 Young Researcher’s Award presented by the IEICE, Japan; the Japan Microwave Prize presented 
at the 1994 Asia-Pacific Microwave Conference (APMC1994); the 18th Telecom System Technology Award 
from the Telecommunications Advancement Foundation; the 2004 Electronics Society Award from the IEICE, 
Japan; First Prize for Propagation and Antenna Measurements at the 4th European Conference on Antennas and 
Propagation (EuCAP2010); 2010 and 2016 Best Paper Awards from the IEICE, Japan; 2020 Best Paper Award from 
IEEJ and many NTT R&D awards. He was also recognized as an Excellent Educator by Saga University in 2017. He 
is a senior member of IEICE and a member of IEEE, EuMA and IEEJ. 
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Dr. Md Atiqur Rahman Ahad
Professor
Department of EEE
University of Dhaka, Bangladesh

Abstract:
Human activity Recognition (HAR) are explored in video-based computer vision domain and sensor based 
ubiquitous research areas. Vision-based human action or activity recognition approaches are based on RGB 
video sequences, or depth maps, or from skeleton data – taken from normal video cameras or depth cameras. 
On the other hand, sensor-based activity recognition methods are basically based on the data collected from 
wearable sensors having accelerometer, gyroscope, or so on. There are numerous applications on 
HAR, however, the healthcare, elderly support, and related applications become very important arenas with 
huge social and financial impact. Due to the advent of various IoT sensors, it becomes more competitive as 
well as easier to explore different applications.

Biography:
Md Atiqur Rahman Ahad, SMIEEE; Professor, University of Dhaka (DU); Specially Appointed Associate 
Professor, Osaka University. He studied at the University of Dhaka, University of New South Wales, and 
Kyushu Institute of Technology. His authored several books, e.g., “IoT-sensor based Activity Rec-
ognition”; “Motion History Images for Action Recognition and Understanding”; “Computer Vision and 
Action Recognition”, and few edited books at Springer. He published 160+ peer-reviewed papers, ~100 
keynote/invited talks, ~30 Awards/Recognitions. He is an Editorial Board Member of Scientific Reports, 
Nature; Assoc. Editor of Frontiers in Computer Science; Editor of Int. Journal of Affective Engineering; 
Editor-in-Chief: Int. Journal of Computer Vision & Signal Processing http://cennser.org/IJCVSP; General 
Chair: 10th ICIEV http://cennser.org/ICIEV; 5th IVPR http://cennser.org/IVPR; 3rd ABC https://abc-re-
search.github.io, Guest-Editor: Pattern Recognition Letters, Elsevier; JMUI, Springer; JHE, Hindawi; 
IJICIC; Member: OSA, ACM, IAPR. More: http://AhadVisionLab.com.

IoT- & Video-based Human Activity Analysis for 
Healthcare & Other Applications
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Synthesis of Bio-Polyurethane and analyzing 
its dyeing behavior with disperse dyes

DR. SHEKH MD.  MAMUN KABIR
Associate Professor
Department of Wet Process Engineering
Bangladesh University of Textiles

Abstract:
A renewable raw material like corn oil-based bio-polyurethane was synthesized. Chemical structure and 
thermal properties of the petroleum based polyurethane and bio-polyurethane were compared using 
instrumental method. The exhaustion (%), dyeing properties and color fastness of the bio-polyurethane 
were compared with regular polyurethane.

Biography:
Dr. Shekh Md. Mamun Kabir currently working as an Associate Professor, Dept. of Wet Process Engi-
neering, Bangladesh University of Textiles, Tejgaon, Dhaka. Dr. S. M. Kabir obtained his B. Sc. In Textile 
Technology degree from University of Dhaka and secured 1st Class 1st Position. He earned his M. Sc. 
in Textile Engineering and later Ph.D. in Organic and Nano System Engineering from Konkuk University, 
Seoul, South Korea. He completed his two months research fellowship program from University of Stutt-
gart, Germany.

Before joining BUTEX, Dr. Kabir was a lecturer of Primeasia University and Dhaka University of Engineering 
and Technology during 2009-2011. His major research area is Material Science, Polymer and 
Dyestuff Synthesis, Advanced Coloration Technology, troubleshooting solutions for textile 
dyeing and finishing and system expertise.
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Abstract-The goal of this project to assess the effect of 
natural dye absorption from watermelon into CVC 
fabrics. At the commencement, the dyes were extracted 
from watermelon juice and then dyed the fabrics with 
150ml solution. The application was done at different 
temperatures and times. Completing Dyeing a soaping 
action was conducted at 90°C for 20 minutes. After that 
fastness (Wash, Rubbing), CMC was evaluated. The 
results show that the samples dyed at high temperatures 
are not so good fastness properties. But, in the case of 
lowered temperature the fastness properties are quite 
better. The tests conducted for this project were 
maintained ISO standards.  
  
Key Words: CVC, Natural Dyes, Watermelon, Fastness 
properties, CMC Test. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

     Dyeing is a Process for the coloration of Fibers, Yarns, 
and Fabrics. It is done for the value addition, appearance, 
and desirable to the consumer. It is using from ancient 
times and still using. From the earlier, the coloration was 
carried by using natural sources [1]. The process has 
become more advanced with time and strategies using 
natural coloring from smashed fruit, berries, and other 
plant materials which have been boiled into the cloth, 
while some light and water-fastness (resistance) tests 
have been developed [2]. The application of natural 
fibers is growing due to environmental awareness [3]. 
The use of natural dyes also increasing with it. In general, 
natural dyes are non-toxic, non-allergic, environmentally 
friendly, and less costly than synthetic colorants [4]. 
Many organizations have already begun exploring the 
feasibility of using natural dyes for dyeing and printing 
[5]. Compared to synthetic dyes, natural dyes provide a 
gentle and light shade. Synthetic dyes develop a wide 
range of colors and have a detrimental effect on humans 
[6]. Many colorings are accessible from plant waste or 
can be conveniently grown in gardens. Natural dyes can 
provide an enticing alternative to regions where synthetic 
colors, mordants, and other chemicals are manufactured 
and often relatively expensive [7]. 
     It is important to adopt commercially viable and 
systematic dyeing procedures to use natural dyes to 
achieve a uniform consistency of the dyed textile [8]. For 
a standard Color yield, color strength the scientific 
technique and dyeing kinetics should be implemented 
along with the compatibility of the specific natural dyes 
to achieve a new shade with appropriate colorfastness [9].  
     CVC fabric corresponds to "Chief Value Cotton" 
fabrics consisting of cotton and polyester. Cotton is a 

natural origin cloth, then when mixed with polyester, it is 
called CVC. Typically, the cotton proportion is even 
more than 50% of the overall polyester mixture. The 
CVC fabric could be made of 55% or 80% cotton, with 
the residual amount reflecting the portion of polyester 
used [10]. 
     CVC fabrics consist of the characteristics of [11] 

 More cotton and some polyester, a better-mixed 
combination.  

 Characteristics of polyester and cotton.  
 Resistance to wrinkles/creases.  
 Better Breathability and softness. 

     Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) is a fruit found 
throughout the whole world. It contains almost 91% 
water and the rests are nutrients including various 
compounds and chromophores. The rind part and internal 
portion have chromophore groups which lead to a 
potential coloring ability to textile materials. Recent 
work was carried out to dye the textile material by rind 
part [12]. In this project, Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) 
juice has been used as a natural colorant to dye CVC 
fabric. After dyeing we some properties of the dyed 
fabrics have been evaluated. Moreover, in this project 
work, no extra chemical used during the dyeing process 
of the fabrics.  
 
 

Objectives of this study 
 To coloration of CVC fabric with Watermelon 
Juice. 

 To dye CVC fabric without using any chemical. 
 To evaluate the absorption of polyester part of 
CVC fabric. 

 To establish a sustainable natural dyeing 
process. 

 

 
MATERIALS & METHOD 

 
Machines and Materials used 
Machines: 

1. Sample Dyeing Machine. 
2. Blender Machine. 
3. Balance Machine. 

 

Materials: 
1. Fabric: CVC Single Jersey Fabric. 
2. Dye: Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) Juice. 
3. Chemical: Soaping Agent. 

 
Dyes Preparation from Watermelon juice 
     Firstly, a matured watermelon was selected. After 
washing and cutting, the internal red portion was 
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collected and seeds were separated. Then internal portion 
was taken into the blender machine and collected the red 
juice. (Figure 1) After collecting juice, repeated filtration 
was carried out.  Finally, for the proper dye preparation, 
the filtered juice was stored at a cold temperature so that 
it couldn’t evaporate. Below Figure 2 shows the process 
flow chart of Dyes preparation. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Watermelon Juice 

 
 

Fig.2: Flow Chart of Dyes Preparation 
 
Dyeing Method 
     Fourteen bleached CVC fabric sample was cut. Each 
sample weight was 5 gm. Samples were taken into dyeing 
pots and filled with prepared dyes solution of 150 ml. 
Then taken into dyeing machine and run for several times 
and temperature which is shown in table 4.1. After 
completion of dyeing for all samples, seven samples (A1, 
A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, and A7) were washed at normal water 
and dried. The rest samples (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, and 
B7) were being gone through soaping treatment at 80°C 

for 20 minutes. After completion of soaping treatment, 
the samples were washed at normal temperature and 
dried. 
The fabrics were dyed with the following recipe by 
extracted juice from watermelon. 
 

Table 1: Recipe, Process Time & Temperature 
 

Sample  
A and B 

Liquor 
Quantity 

Procedure 

A1 & B1 150 ml 80°C×  60 min 

A2 & B2 150 ml 100°C× 60 min 

A3 & B3 150 ml 120°C× 20 min 

A4 & B4 150 ml 120°C× 30 min 

A5 & B5 150 ml 120°C× 40 min 

A6 & B6 150 ml 120°C× 60 min 

A7 & B7 150 ml 130°C× 60 min 

 
* A1-A7 = Sample before soaping wash; B1-B7 = 
Sample after soaping wash. 

 
Process Curves 
 

 
 

Fig.3: Process Curve of Dyeing Process 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Process Curve of Soaping Treatment 
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Characterizations 
     The dyed samples were tasted for evaluation of color 
fastness. These were done to determine the colorfastness 
to rubbing with the ISO method (ISO 105-X18).  
Colorfastness to washing with (ISO 105 C02). Moreover, 
CMC tests were done to determine the CIE lab values 
(Effect of Soaping, Temperature & Time).  
 

RESULT & DISCUSSION 
      
     After completing the dyeing procedure, It was 
observed that the lower temperature demonstrates good 
fastness properties but the higher temperature indicates 
comparatively poor fastness properties. Below there are 
some sample images are given that illuminate after 
dyeing and after soaping. 
 

 
 

Fig.5: Sample A1 & B1 

 

 
 

Fig.6: Sample A2 & B2 

 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Sample A3 & B3 

 
 

Fig.8: Sample A4 & B4 

 

 
 

Fig.9: Sample A5 & B5 

 

 
 

Fig.10: Sample A6 & B6 
 

 
Fig.11: Sample A7 & B7 

 * Left side samples before Soaping & Right side samples 
are after Soaping.  
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     Here, the after-treated samples (B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, 
and B7) were gone through some tests for checking the 
dyeing performance. 
 

Table 2: Color Fastness to Rubbing (ISO 105-X18): 
 

Sample Grade (Dry) Grade (Wet) 

B1 4-5 4 

B2 4-5 4 

B3 4-5 4 

B4 4-5 3-4 

B5 4-5 3-4 

B6 4 3 

B7 4 2 

 
     From the test results, it was found that colorfastness 
to rubbing specially wet rubbing is gradually decreasing 
with the increasing of dyeing temperature and time. It 
means that the samples which were dyed at high 
temperature for a longer time (B4, B5, B6, and B7) showed 
poor rubbing fastness. The sample which was dyed at 
130°C for 60 min showed very poorly rubbing fastness in 
case of wet rubbing. 

 
Table 3: Colorfastness to washing (ISO 105 C02): 

 

Test 
method ISO 105 C02 

Sa
m

pl
e 

C
ha

ng
e 

in
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Staining in color 

A
ce

ta
te

 

C
ot
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Po
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e 

Po
ly

es
te

r 

A
cr

yl
ic

 

W
oo
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B1 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

B2 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

B3 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

B4 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

B5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

B6 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

B7 4-5 4-5 4-5 4 4-5 4 4 

 

From the results, it was found that the colorfastness to 
washing for all samples is almost the same and that is 
very good to excellent. 
 

Table 4: CIE lab values (effect of soaping): 
 

Reference Trail Ill/Obs 

CMC Value 

DE* DL* Da* Db* DC* DH* 

A1 B1 

D65/10° 

0.73 0.08 0.17 -0.88 -0.65 -0.32 

A2 B2 
4.98 2.05 -2.51 -7.06 -4.37 1.19 

A3 B3 
4.40 1.92 -2.38 -5.93 -3.80 1.10 

A4 B4 
3.43 1.40 -1.17 -4.90 -3.11 -0.38 

A5 B5 
3.21 2.00 -0.72 -3.82 -2.42 -0.66 

A6 B6 
5.94 3.08 -0.50 -6.85 -4.04 -3.07 

A7 B7 
3.95 2.02 -1.29 -5.17 -3.34 -0.58 

 

 

Table 5: CIE lab values (effect of temperature): 
 

Ref. Trail Ill/Obs 
CMC Value 

DE* DL* Da* Db* DC* DH* 

A1 

A2 

D65/10° 

7.99 -2.83 3.79 8.35 6.76 3.18 

A6 
9.64 -5.59 5.43 6.85 5.99 -5.07 

A7 
11.79 -8.92 5.76 5.70 5.25 -5.65 

 
Table 6: CIE lab values (effect of time): 

 

Ref. Trail Ill/Obs CMC Value 
DE* DL* Da* Db* DC* DH* 

A3 

A4 

D65/10° 

3.89 -2.29 2.28 4.18 2.86 -1.30 

A5 
2.17 -1.55 0.86 -1.20 -0.57 -1.41 

A6 
3.92 -3.36 0.76 -2.21 -1.18 -1.64 

 
     For CMC test, the samples were categorized into three 
formats. One was carried out whereas the samples which 
were not gone through soaping treatment selected as a 
reference against the soaping treated samples. The test 
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values are shown in Table 4. From the values, it was 
found that due to soaping less saturated and lighter 
shades were found. Another CMC test was carried out 
where the sample was dyed at 80°C for 60 min (A1) 
selected as the reference against the dyed samples A2, A6 
and A7. The test values are shown in table 5. From the 
values, it was found that due to high temperature more 
saturated and darker shades were found. In the last 
category, the sample which was dyed at 120°C for 20 min 
selected as the reference against the dyed samples A4, A5, 
A6. The test values are shown in table 6. From the test, it 
was recognized that due to the longer time, less saturated 
and darker shades were established. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

     It has been found that, eco-friendly and sustainable 
coloration process on CVC fabric can be achieved by 
watermelon. From the tests, it also revealed that dyed 
sample obtained at higher temperatures shows poor 
fastness properties. But at low temperatures, this is quite 
good. So, this coloration process may introduce where 
fastness prpperties aer not an issue, like the coloration of 
the fabric used for mask. It also ensures the safety inhale 
compared to synthetic dyes. Again, the fastness 
properties may also be increased by using mordanting 
agents. In other research, Cotton fabrics was used but in 
this research work, CVC fabrics was used that is a 
combination of two fibers that makes the research work 
effective. This research is mainly an indicator of low-cost 
natural dyeing. The main advantage of this research 
result is to prepare a sustainable product for green textile 
and reducing the use of hazardous chemicals. 
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Abstract-The aim of this project to judge the upshot of 
natural dye absorption from Dragon Fruit into Cotton 
and Silk Fabric. The use of synthetic dye poses a great 
concern and threat to the environment when discharged. 
Thus, to overcome the problem, the natural colorant is 
introduced as a substitute for synthetic colorant. The 
main coloring agent in dragon fruit is Betacyanin. The 
dyes were extracted from Dragon fruit juice. Then dyed 
the cotton and silk fabric with a ratio of 1:20. The process 
was done at different temperatures and times. After that 
Colorfastness to Washing, Crocking, rubbing wash 
analyzed. The result showed that the color is highly 
temperature-sensitive. The lower temperature will be 
better for silk fabric. 
 
Keywords: Betacyanin, Natural Dye, Fastness properties, 
Hylocereus polyrhizus. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Dyeing is the application of dyes or pigments on 
textile materials. It is a prehistoric technique that was 
exercised since Bronze Age. The widely and 
commercially used synthetic dyes impart strong colors 
but cause carcinogenicity and inhibition of benthic 
photosynthesis [1].In ancient times, dyeing was carried 
by using natural sources [2].At present, Natural dyeing is 
growing due to eco-friendly consciousness [3]Natural 
dyes can be alternative to synthetic colorants [4]. 
     Dragon fruit is a member of the Cactaceae family 
from the subfamily Cactoidea of the tribe Cactea [5]. 
Many countries called it “red pitaya”. In Bangladesh, it 
is known as Dragon Fruit. Hylocereus polyrhizus is a 
fruit that has achieved worldwide recognition as an 
ornamental plant for its large, scented, night-blooming 
flowers. The deep purple color of the pulp and skin is 
contributed by a set of pigments known as Betalains 
which are nitrogen contains pigments [6]. Dragon fruit 
pH. is 5.25. 
     Cotton fiber is principally chilled of cellulose with 
some non-cellulosic components surrounding the 
cellulose core [7]. Natural dyes have wide ranges of 
application on natural fibre coloration mostly e.g. cotton, 
silk, wool. on the other hand, natural dyed fabrics are 
reproducibility of shade, not available as distinct standard 
procedure for application and show poor lasting shade 
under water. So it’s a challenge to attain better color 
fastness to water and rubbing. To end with the needs of 
investigate to develop several extraction techniques of 
standard dye and equality of whole process of eco-
Friendly dyeing on Cotton and silk fabric [7]. 
     These non-cellulosic components are waxes, pectins, 
and proteins and are mainly found in the cuticle layer and 

the primary wall which are the outermost layers of the 
cotton fiber [8]. 
     Silk is a natural and animal fiber. It was firstly 
produced in China and then the production of the 
Silkworm extended to German, France, Turkey, Italy, 
India, and Bangladesh. In Bangladesh & India, the 
Silkworm is called a Polo worm. The research said- the 
half percent of total silk that is being produced all over 
the world is still producing by China [9]. 
 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Materials  

1. Dragon fruit (Hylocereus polyrhizus) juice 
2. Cotton Knit fabric (Single Jersey). 
3. Silk fabric (Ready for dyeing fabric). 

 
Machines 

pH meter,  
Weight Balance Machine  
Sample Dyeing Machine  
Dryer Machine  
Blender Machine 
Crock Meter 
Wash Fastness Tester 
Automatic AATCC Washing Shrinkage 
Tester 

 
Dyes Preparation from Dragon fruit juice 
     Firstly, Some Dragon fruit was selected. After 
washing and cutting, the internal red portion was 
collected and seeds were separated. Then internal portion 
was taken into the blender machine and collected the red 
juice. (Figure 1) After collecting juice, repeated filtration 
was carried out. Finally, for the proper dye preparation, 
the filtered juice was stored at a cold temperature so that 
it couldn’t evaporate. Below Figure 2 shows the process 
flow chart of Dyes preparation. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Dragon fruit juice 
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Dyes Preparation Flowchart 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2: Dyes preparation flow chart. 
 
Dyeing Method 
     Firstly, Four Bleached Single jersey cotton fabric and 
four silk fabric samples were cut and weighted 5gm each. 
Samples were taken into dyeing jars and filled with 
prepared dyes solution ratio of 1:20. Then taken into 
dyeing machine and run for several times and 
temperature which is shown in Recipe. After completion 
of dyeing, all samples were washed at normal water and 
dried. 
 
COTTON FABRIC RECIPE 
 

SAMPLE NO-1 

Recipe 

Fabric Weight: 5 gm 

M: L – 1: 20 

Temperature- 800C 

Time – 1 hour 

SAMPLE NO-3 

Recipe 

Fabric Weight: 5 gm 

M: L – 1: 20 

Temperature- 700C 

Time – 30 min 

SAMPLE NO-2 

Recipe 

Fabric Weight: 5 gm 

M: L – 1: 20 

Temperature- 600C 

Time – 30 min 

SAMPLE NO-4 

Recipe 

Fabric Weight: 5 gm 

M: L – 1: 20 

Temperature- 800C 

Time – 30 min 

 
 
 
 

SILK FABRIC RECIPE 
 

SAMPLE NO-5 

Recipe 

Fabric Weight: 5 gm 

M: L – 1: 20  

Temperature- 800C 

Time – 1 hour 

 

SAMPLE NO-6 

Recipe 

Fabric Weight: 5 gm 

M: L – 1: 20 

Temperature- 700C 

Time – 30 min 

 
SAMPLE NO-7 

Recipe 

Fabric Weight: 5 gm 

M: L – 1: 20  

Temperature- 600C 

Time – 30 min 

SAMPLE NO-8 

Recipe 

Fabric Weight: 5 gm 

M: L – 1: 20  

Temperature- 800C 

Time – 30 min 

 
Process Curves 
 

 
 

Fig.3: Process Curve of Dyeing Process 
 
Epithets 
     The dyed samples were tasted for evaluation of color 
fastness. These were done to determine the colorfastness 
of water with the ISO method (ISO 105 E-01). 
Colorfastness to crocking with ISO 105 X-12)). 
Colorfastness to washing with ISO 105 CO6 A2S. 
 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

     Following the dyeing procedure, the observation 
showed that silk shows good fastness properties at 700. 
But cotton shows bad fastness properties in both high and 
low temperature for the acidic medium of Dragon fruit 
color. If the temperature exceeds more than 800 C, the 
color lost its chemical properties. 

Dragon fruit juice 
extraction 

Sample preparation 
Cotton & Silk

Recipe calculation 
for 5gm fabric in 
1:20 liquor ratio 

Dyeing in different 
temperature 
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Before Dyeing, 
 

 
 

Cotton Fabric                            Silk Fabric 
 

Fig.4 
 
After Dyeing 
 
Cotton Fabric,  
 

 
 

Sample no-1 

 
 

Sample no-2 
 

 
 

Sample no-3 

 
 

Sample no-4 
 

Fig.5 
 
 Silk Fabric, 
 

 
 

Sample no-5 
 

 
 

Sample no-6 

 
 

Sample no -7 
 

 
 

Sample no-8 

Fig.6 

Test Result 
Table 1: Color Fastness to Water 

Colorfastness to water (ISO 105 E-01) 
 

Sample No Color Fastness 
to Water 

    Indicator 

1  
1-2 

 
VERY POOR 2 

3 
4 2-3 POOR 
5  

3-4 
AVERAGE 

6 
7 4-5 FAIR 
8 3-4 AVERAGE 

 
     In this table 1 it indicates that sample 7 introduce a 
fair result after dyeing process. 
 

Table 2: Color Fastness to crocking 
Colorfastness to crocking (ISO 105 X-12) 

 
Sample No Color Fastness 

to crocking 
Indicator 

1  
 

 
 

DRY-4-5 
WET-3-4 

 
 
 

Dry-GOOD 
 

Wet-     
AVERAGE 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

 
     The above table 2 represents all the samples are 
expressing good fastness properties in Dry rubbing and 
in case of Wet rubbing, it is an average condition. 
 

Table 3: Color Fastness to Washing 
Colorfastness to washing (ISO 105 CO6 A2S) 

 
Sample No Color Fastness 

to Washing 
Indicator 

1  
          1-2 

 

 
VERY POOR 

 
2 
3 
4 
5  

2-3 
 

FAIR 6 
7 
8 

 
     In table 3 for wash fastness sample 1,2,3,4 represents 
very poor fastness properties and sample 5,6,7,8 gives 
Fair fastness properties.  
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

     All the tests results were done after completing the 
dyeing process. The result indicates in near 700C the 
dragon fruit imparts color into Silk fabric that is good. 
But in case of Cotton fabric it does not accept any color 
from the Dragon fruit. The tests shows that the dragon 
fruit color is a temperature sensitive dye. The research 
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show that it is possible to dye with natural element that is 
very good for environment and also reduce the cost of 
ETP or WTP in many industries. This is an initial transit 
of coloring with Dragon fruit that is a natural element 
which is easily accessible in anywhere. This is a new 
milestone for natural dyeing. 
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Abstract-The world has now started seeing a new era where 
people have locked down themselves at home and feeling 
hopeless due to a highly contagious virus. In this pandemic 
situation, people are being more hygienic than before. In this 
aspect, the growth of medical textile has gone high. In this 
theoretical analysis, our goal was to unfold the opportunities 
of medical textile in Bangladesh during this new beginning. 
And also, finding the comparisons among various sectors of 
the medical textile suppliers from all over the world. Non-
woven products have been used mostly for medical textiles 
instead of woven and knit Also, silk and viscose are being 
used widely besides cotton. Moreover, some synthetic fibers 
are playing key role in manufacturing medtech. This study 
will unleash the multifarious prospects and potential of this 
area of technical textiles. In near future, this sector is going 
to be the trump card of our economy. 
 
Keywords: Medical textile; Implantable materials; Extra corporal 
devices; Coronary stents; Artificial tendon. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Covid-19 is a globally contagious phenomenon that has 
emerged at the end of 2019 in China. Since then it has shown 
its fatality all over the globe and made people helpless. 
Textiles related to medical sector has become an undeniable 
necessity in context of this pandemic. 
Industrialization, globalization, and modernization-all the 
steps had developed the world but along with these new 
diseases are also emerging in human life which required 
healthcare. Technical Textiles has now a days taken over 
conventional textiles, of which Med-Tech is a very crucial 
branch which seems to expand day by day. Health specialists 
offer various physical and psychological aid and their role 
has increased a lot during the Corona pandemic globally. 
Besides disease, accidents- major and minor, natural 
disasters are also causing a risk to mankind. To overcome 
these, new textile materials are required in medical fields. 
The analysis of possibility of medtech in Bangladesh as well 
as the global market is a prerequisite to fight against this fatal 
impediment. Also assessing the pros and cons as well as the 
recent scenario is going to boost the position of medtech in 
manufacturing field.  
 

2. ADVANCES IN MEDICAL TEXTILE 
APPLICATION 

 
     Medical Textile offer a widespread area of applications 
such as replacement for tissues, nervous systems, arteries and 
bones as well as in protective apparels along with 
implantable or extra corporeal materials [1]. In recent time 
medical textiles have developed a lot simultaneously in 

prospect of materials and technologies. Biomedical implants 
work as a substitute system for damaged tissues  
and organs which are used to boost the healing chain of body. 
[2]. Moreover, for the better sustainability superhemophobic 
and antivirofouling coating are being applied on medical 
textiles [3].  
 
2.1 Bandage  
     A bandage is a piece of cloth or a strip material used to 
cover an external wound and protect body from infection. 
Some bandages such as the butterfly bandage, cervical collar, 
tubular finger bandage, lumbar/ abdominal support and anti- 
decubitus boots, etc. are designed to perform specific 
functions as per final medical requirements. The fiber and 
structure used for the construction of bandage vary with 
design and its functions.  
 

Table 1: Fibers and structure used in bandages 
 

Types of 
bandage 

Types of fibres 
used 

Type of 
structure used 

High-
supported 

Cotton, viscose, 
lyocell, elastomeric 
fibre 

woven, 
nonwoven, 
knitted 

Orthopaedic Cotton, viscose, 
lyocell, polyester, 
polypropylene, 
polyurethane foam 

woven, 
nonwoven 

Gauge dressing Cotton, viscose, 
lyocell, alginate 
fibre, chitosan 

woven, 
nonwoven, 
knitted 

 
2.2 Artificial Kidney  
     The mechanical device used to clean the patient’s blood 
is called a dialyzer, also known as an artificial kidney. An 
artificial kidney would provide the benefit of continuous 
blood filtration. It is made with hollow hair sized cellulose 
fibers or hollow polyester fiber. 
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Fig.1: Artificial Kidney [Source- YouTube] 
 
2.3 Artificial Liver 
     Artificial livers are made from hollow viscose which 
filters patients’ blood and works as a toxin removal plant. 
Liver participates in digestive system and metabolizes the 
carbohydrate, lipid and proteins. Liver also helps to mitigate 
the waste products from body those are not removed by 
kidney. Medical textiles have implemented artificial liver 
that works as an alternative of a patient if his liver does not 
function properly. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Artificial Liver [Source- Science-blogger] 
 
2.4 Mechanical Lung 
     Artificial mechanical lung can be consisted of hollow 
polypropylene fiber and hollow silicon membrane. Artificial 
lungs could help people to survive who have been fighting 
through infection in lung as well as provide oxygen and 
remove carbon dioxide from blood.  
 

 
 

Fig.3: Mechanical Lung [Source- textilestudycenter.com]  
 
2.5 Healthcare & hygiene products 
     The products used for maintaining the physical hygiene 
shall be permeable, comfortable and non-allergic to body. It 
is an important class of medtech.  
 

Table 2: Healthcare and hygiene products 
 

Product 
application Fiber type Fabric type 

Surgical 
clothing gowns 

Cotton, Polyester, 
Polypropylene 

Nonwoven, 
Woven 

Caps masks Viscose rayon, 
Viscose, Glass Nonwoven 

Surgical 
covers 
Drapes cloth 

Polyester, 
Polyethylene  

Nonwoven 
or Woven 

Clothing 
uniforms 
Protective 
clothing 

Cotton, Polyester 
Polyester, 
Polypropylene 

Woven 
Nonwoven 

Incontinence 
Diaper sheet 
Cover stock 
Absorbent 
layer 
Outer layer  

Polyester, 
Polypropylene 
Wood fluff 
Superabsorbent 
Polyethylene fiber 

Nonwoven  

Cloths/ Wipes Viscose rayon Nonwoven 

Surgical 
hosiery 

Polyamide, Polyester, 
Cotton, Elastomeric 
yarns 

Nonwoven 
Knitted 

 
2.6 Super Absorbent Fibers for Healthcare and Hygiene 
Products 
     They are highly absorbent and absorbs water 50 times of 
genuine mass, whereas the conventional wood pulp and 
cotton linter lies by the capacity of 6 times only. The 
superabsorbent fibers have more absorbency in fiber form 
than powder from due to physical morphology or dimensions 
rather than their internal chemical formation. Though they 
absorb fluid of similar amount of powder, the process is a bit 
faster as the fiber have small diameter of course (≈ 30μ), This 
feature ensures a very high surface area of contact with the 
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fluid. Usually fiber tends to absorb 95% of its total capacity 
in first fifteen seconds. 
 

3. RECENT DEVELOPMENT IN MEDICAL 
TEXTILE 

 

 
 

Fig.4: Extra corporeal devices in body [Source- 
sciencedirect.com] 

 
 
3.1 Coronary Stents 
     Coronary stents are tiny tubes those can generally have a 
chemical coating such as a drug-eluting stents, those helps 
artery to escort blood to heart. Patients with volatile angina 
or acute chest pain as well as high blood cholesterol patients 
are subject to coronary stent implantation by doctors after 
proper diagnosis.   

 
 

Fig.5: Coronary stents [Source- http://loyolamedicine.adam.com] 
 
3.2 Artificial Knees 
     Knees and joints are major load bearing organs of human 
body as well as leg and they are thus truly fragile to fracture 
or other sorts of damage. The shifting of weight and friction 
at a continuous manner in the joint fastens the process of a 
breakdown of cartilage and bone, making knees the most 
frequently substituted joint in the body. Medical textiles have 
shown remarkable development in making artificial knees.  
 

 
Fig.6: Artificial knees [Source- pinterest.com] 

 
3.3 Artificial Heart Valves 
     This is an alternative implantable tool for the patients 
suffering from heart valve problems. Heart has four valves 
in total and when couple of them stop working, a 
replacement becomes a necessary issue. The artificial heart 
valve is a new member in medtech family that consists of 
Ultra high molecular weight-polyethylene (UHMW-PE) 
disc. Also LDPE (Low Density Polyethylene), plastics a with 
knitted polyester sewing ring and a metallic housing 
completes the full structure. Sewing ring is stimulated and 
fabricated by authentic polyesters source. 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Synthetic Heart valves [Source- researchgate.net] 
 

3.4 Artificial Vascular Grafts 
     Vascular diseases are a result of discrepancy in geometry 
of blood vessels of body. Some special features are 
prerequisite to work flawlessly – i.e non-chromogenic 
surface, elasticity and compliance, durable tenacity, bio-
absorbability, durability. Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) 
and Polytetra Fluroethylene (PTFE) builds most of the grafts. 
 

 
 

Fig.8: Artificial vascular grafts [Source-medicalexpo.com] 
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3.5 Artificial Tendon (Mesh) 
     They participate in hernia treatment and replacement of 
abdominal wall, where mechanical strength and fixation 
plays crucial role. PP or Polyester mesh takes part in hernia 
operation as well as they obstruct the infection also. [4] 
 

 
 

Fig.9: Artificial tendon [https://journals.sagepub.com] 
 

4. PPE EXPORTS OPEN NEW AVENUE FOR 
BANGLADESH 

 
     A new prospect of exporting personal protective 
equipment on the occasion of the Corona pandemic has 
brought light of hope to our apparel manufacturers, when all 
were passing an unstable situation due to continuous 
cancellation of orders. In this scenario, Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) has been an unavoidable prerequisite since 
the beginning of Covid-19 Pandemic [5] According to study 
of UNICEF, the demand of PPE is outstripping in the market 
and supply availability is facing impediments [6]. 
     According to figures by the Export Promotion Bureau 
(EPB), PPEs, including masks, gloves, and gowns, have 
fetched $11.58 million in earnings in the 11 months between 
July 2019 and May 2020. Beside that a decent quantity has 
been prepared for shipment in June 2020, and the margin is 
getting larger chronologically. As per report, Beximco made 
the largest shipment of 6.5 million medical gowns to US 
brand Hanes.  
 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

5.1 COVID - 19 Outbreaks Global Medical Textile 
Industry Share (%) By The Players (Companies) 

     In terms of COVID 19 the reputed global brands 
experienced a volatility throughout the period. Different 
factors such as flexibility of chain, production cost and 
governmental allegations influenced the business [4]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: COVID-19 outbreak global medical textile industry share 
(%) by the players (companies) [Source- 

https://www.globenewswire.com] 
 
5.2 Global Medical Textile Market Share by Application  
     All over the global market different branches of medical 
textiles such as implantable and non-implantable goods, 
hygiene products and others experienced different 
penetrations as can be seen in the following pi chart. The 
market share is influenced on the basis of priority and 
consumers’ income class. [4] 
 

 
 

Fig.11: Global medical textile market shares by application  
[Source- https://www.grandviewresearch.com] 

 
5.3 Regional Fabric Market Penetration (%) 
     Different regions have constructed multifarious market 
objectives from Asia to America. Different market 
penetration is expressed hereby [7] 
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Fig.12: Regional fabric market penetration [Source- 
https://www.grandviewresearch.com] 

 
5.4 India’s Market for Size Medical Implants & Devices 
(USD Million) 
     The India medical implants market is categorized as type 
and biomaterial. [8] 
 

 
 

Fig.13: India’s market size for medical implants & devices (USD 
Million) [Source- https://www.statista.com] 

 
5.5 Hospital Investigation of Medical Textile in 
Bangladesh 
     Only a few items from the plethora of medical textiles 
are used in medical textiles as shown in the chart below [9] 
This table is collected from random online survey from the 
core manufacturers and the values are approximate. 
 

Table 3: Hospital investigation of medical textile in Bangladesh 
 

Medical 
Product 
Name 

Dhaka 
Medical 
College 

& 
Hospital 

Sir 
Salimullah 

Medical 
College & 
Hospital 

Uttara 
Adhunik 
Medical 
College 

& 
Hospital 

Gauze 
130000-
140000 

yds 

100000 
yds 3600 yds 

Cotton 
6000-
7000 
rolls 

5000 rolls 
1800-
3000 
rolls 

Surgical 
gown 

4000-
5000 pcs 

3500-4000 
pcs 

1000-
2000 pcs 

Surgical 
cap 

10000-
12000 

pcs 

5000-6000 
pcs 

5000-
6000 pcs 

Surgical 
Mask 

10000-
12000 

pcs 
10000 pcs - 

Bedsheet 7000-
8000 pcs 

2800-300 
pcs 

1500-
2000 pcs 

Pillow 400 pcs 300-400 
pcs 500 pcs 

Pillow 
cover 500 pcs 300-400 

pcs 
1500-

2000 pcs 

Mosquito 
net 

500-600 
pcs 500 pcs 100-150 

pcs 

Towel 1000 pcs 600-700 
pcs 

200-250 
pcs 

Quilt 400-500 
pcs 400 pcs 250-300 

pcs 

Draw 
Sheet - - 4000-

5000 pcs 

Eye 
Sheet - - 100-120 

pcs 

O.T 
Maxi 1000 pcs 700-800 

pcs 400 pcs 

Patient 
gown 

1000-
1200 pcs 1000 pcs 500 pcs 

Blanket 
cover - - 5000 pcs 

Mattress 
cover - - 500 pcs 

0
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16.22
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6. CONCLUSION 

 
     Medical textiles can be considered as a humongous 
prospect in terms of research and innovation, and 
considering the global market the paper definitely 
recapitulates the latent possibility of Bangladesh to compete 
at the global market as a major manufacturer and exporter of 
medical textiles. Medical products such as implantable, non-
implantable, extra corporeal and hygiene products are 
accelerating in the growing market and to adapt with the 
speed, this is high time Bangladesh think on investing at 
medical textiles as a lucrative area of business as well as 
RMG and other industries to obtain a strong economic 
backbone.  
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Abstract-Corchorus Capsularis is the scientific name of 
jute, one of the significant bast fiber comes from the 
Tiliaceae Family. Cheap price-rate and versatile end-uses 
once turned this fiber into an astonishing natural material. 
Though man made substances has taken over the natural 
substances since few decades but it is not possible to 
annihilate the name of jute. Since the concern of saving 
ambience from increasing temperature, increasing sea 
levels, decay of polar ice, everyone is looking for develop a 
tolerable and green product. This investigation will show 
some apt example of various final products which are 
fabricated from biodegradable jute fiber instead of tones of 
plastic or other environmental unfriendly materials. 
 
Keywords: Jute, Diversified Product, Fashion Market, 
Biodegradable product, Economy. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     We know that Jute is a golden and shining fiber. After 
cotton it is the second vegetable fiber in the world. 
Basically, it’s maintained by some physical properties there 
is a high tensile strength, low extendibility, moisture regain 
etc. In Bangladesh, Jute is locally by the name of Paat. Jute 
fiber is mainly produced to commercially important species 
namely one is Deshi Paat or White Jute (Corchours 
capsularis) and another name is Tossa Paat or Boghi Paat 
(Corchorusolitorius) [1,14]. In India & Bangladesh Roselle 
is usually called Mesta. Jute fibres are finer and stronger 
than Mesta and are better in quality [1, 15]. 
     Actually, this product is not only a major textile fiber, 
but also one of the obsolete and value-added non-textile 
products. It is the most widely used in a variety of 
traditional packaging, fabric making, carpet backing, mats, 
bags, tarpaulins, rope and yarn making [1]. Recently this 
fiber is used in a wide variety of products: Decorative 
fabrics, Chic-sarees, Salwarkameez, Soft luggage, 
footwear, greeting cards, and countless other useful 
products that people commonly use in daily life. 
     New export market has been created for diversified jute 
products, consumer products, and fashion products. The 
Indian Jute Industries Research Association (IJIRA) has 
recently developed a hydrocarbon free jute bag in 
collaboration with the Indian Jute Industry, a food grade 
jute bag and fabric that is guaranteed to meet international 
quality specifications [2]. 
     These bags are used for packaging in food items and in 
great demand around the world. Numerous projects are 
being implemented by various agencies through 
Universidad Nacional de Educacion a Distancia (UNED) 
agencies, Government of India.  It is a special jute 
development program with Universidad Nacional Distancia 
(UND) agencies as United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP) for modernization of jute industry and 
its final development. Notable organizations in India are 
doing promotion, providing every assistance, research and 
development in the field of jute [3]. 
     It is a natural fiber and 100% Bio-degradable. Many 
products are produced from Jute fiber. This product is 
recyclable and does not harmful for environmental [4]. By 
the Jute fiber, we can made many types of products has 
high strength, lighter, smoothness, roughness etc. In 1856 
the 1st Jute production mill started in Bangle. Many 
Bengali people are depending on Jute fiber because many 
poor people cultivate it in Jute. Many people work in the 
jute mill. More than 250,000 mill workers and 4 million 
farmers are livelihood by Jute mill. Nowadays jute 
cultivation and raw jute marketing is not satisfactory 
because of enormous challenges which are still 
unaddressed. The recent success of small jute diversified 
industries show that diversified finished jute products 
exporting can revive the weaken jute sector and livelihoods 
of the jute famers [14]. 
 

2. JUTE DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS 
 
     The jute yarn, fabric can be improved / Modified / 
Bleached / Stained / Mixed / coated / polished / ready-made 
rot-proof/fire-retardant /water-proof/soft-smooth and UV 
ray absorbers etc. are applied in different products of the 
text according to customer's demand [5]. Basically jute 
diversified products indicates “value added products” or 
“innovative products”. 
 
2.1 Some Application Area ofJute Diversified Products 
are[6] 

● Agrotech: Agriculture, Horticulture, Forestry and 
Fishing. 

● Buildtech: Building and Construction. 
● Clothtech: Functional components of shoes and 

clothing. 
● Geotech: Geotextiles and Civil engineering. 
● Hometech: Products used in the home 

components of furniture and floor coverings. 
● Indutech: Filtration and other products used in 

industry. 
● Medtech: Hygiene and medical. 
● Packtech: Packaging and storage. 
● Protech: Personal and property protection. 
● Sporttech: Sports and leisure technical 

components. 
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2.2 Different Types of Jute Diversified Product [7] 
 

1. Fiber Based Products: Jute Composite, Paper, 
Medicare textiles, CMC, Cellulose Derivatives, 
MCC, Floor-tiles etc. 

2. Yarn Based Products: Bleached yarn, Dyed yarn, 
Polished yarn, Coated Yarn, Woollenized yarn, 
Blended yarn, Cardigan, Jackets, Muffler, Caps, 
Carrying kits, Knitted wears, Knitted bags etc. 

3. Fabric Based Products: Designed fabric, 
Stripped fabric, Checked fabric, Dyed fabric, 
Bleached fabric, Treated fabric, Woollenized 
fabric etc. 

The largest jute producer in the world is India. Many types 
of diversified jute products [8] are 
 

Table 1: Diversified jute products 
 

Serial No Products Name 
1 Jute Fancy Bag 

2 Jute Handicrafts 

3 Table Mat 

4 Floor Mat 

5 Shopping & Gift Bag 

6 Wall Hanging 

7 Show Piece & Decorative 
Articles 

8 Burlap and Hessian Bag 

9 Jute Carpets 

10 Jute Blankets / Quilts 

11 Jute Handloom 

12 Jute Sweaters 

13 Jute Tarpaulin cloth 

14 Jute jackets 

15 Jute Travel Bag 

16 Med tech 
17 Geo tech 

 
2.2.1 Jute Fancy Bag  
     It is a fashionable jute fancy bag for women’s or girls. It 
can be used for going picnic, offices, colleges etc. It is 
made by hand and wonderfully designed handbag can draw 
a natural picture on the outside of handbag [9].It is more 
popular in foreign countries. Any small utensil easily 
carried by jute fancy bag. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Jute Fancy Bags 
 

2.2.2 Jute Handicrafts 
     Jute is a bio-degradable natural fiber. We can made 
many types of jute handicrafts products there are Jute doll 
[9],Gift items, table lamps, printing on the wall, pencil box 
etc. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Jute Handicrafts 
 
2.2.3 Table Mat 
     It is made by hand.  It is used on the table. It enhances 
the beauty of the table. For any reason water falls on the 
table than it is absorbs very quickly.  
 

 
 

Fig.3: Table Mat 
 

2.2.4 Floor Mat  
     It is mainly used in front of door of home, office etc. 
When we enter into room, we have to wash our foot on the 
floor mat [6].By the floor mat, we can be clean the room. It 
is remove the dirt particles from the foot. It can be absorbed 
the liquid. 
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Fig.4: Floor Mat 
 

2.2.5 Shopping & Gift Bag 
     It is mainly used for gift hamper, marketing, carrying 
anything. It is very strong. It is more useful for environment 
because it is bio-degradable [9]. When it is damage then we 
through the bag in the dustbin and someday latter, it is 
completely mixed with other dust particle or soil. It is more 
fashionable. 
 

 
 

Fig.5: Shopping & gift bag 
 
2.2.6 Wall Hanging 
     It can be used for increasing the beauty of the wall. It is 
made by hand. Any memorial sign, designs, diagram, 
flowers, dolls are made by the jute fiber because it is more 
shining fiber than any other natural fiber [8]. It is more 
expensive in the market. 
 

 
 

Fig.6: Wall Hanging 
 
2.2.7 Show Piece & Decorative Articles 
     It is increasing the beauty in the home, office, etc. We 
can made many 3D shape toy's , show piece, gift hamper 
etc. by the jute fiber [8]. We keep these accessories in the 
house or office in the showcase and with the rope hanging 
from the ceiling. 

 
 

Fig.7: Show Piece & Decorative Articles 
 

2.2.8 Burlap and Hessian Bag 
     Commonly used in agro-based industries for packing 
sugar, flour, potatoes, onions, wool, wheat, rice, pulses etc. 
[6]. It is used in large scale for packing purposes. At present 
the demand for this product is very high. 
 

 
 

Fig.8: Burlap and Hessian Bag 
 

2.2.9 Jute Carpets 
     The lengths of woven jute carpets and uninterrupted 
matting can be woven into rigid and fancy shades and jute 
carpets and rugs such as "bole", "panama", "herringbone" 
[6] made through both power looms and looms.  It enhances 
the beauty of the floor. It creates a natural look and 
underfoot feeling. It is produced fiber to yarn then made of 
Jute fabric. 
 

 
 

Fig.9: Jute Carpet 
 

2.2.10 Jute Blankets / Quilts 
     Jute fibers can be given the properties of wool by 
chemical changes through woolenization. Jute - wool has 
thermal properties between wool and cotton [6]. As a result, 
this product is very comfortable. 
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Fig.10: Jute Blankets / Quilts 
 

2.2.11 Jute Handloom 
     Basically, it is many kinds of product produced by hand. 
All types of product are very attractive. Decorative fabrics 
made from blended or non-blended yarns with weaving for 
decorations. 
 

 
 

Fig.11: Jute Handloom 
 

2.2.12 Sweaters 
     The Jute Sweaters made with natural jute fiber very soft 
like sheep woolen product. It is manufactured for eco-
sensitive modern civilization [8]. It is more comfortable 
than any other sweaters. It is made of blended Jute fabric. 
 

 
 

Fig.12: Sweater 
 
2.2.13 Tarpaulin Cloth 
     It is a strong, flexible and water resistant large sheet. It 
is used in many ways to protect people and different kinds 
of things from rain, sunlight and wind [10]. It also used 
construction side, for shelter such as Tent etc. tarpaulin 
clothes made with Jute yarns. 

 
 

Fig.13: Tarpaulin Cloth 

 
2.2.14. Jute Jackets 
It is more fashionable and attractive the cool air in these 
products cannot easily flow from the outer surface to the 
inner surface [6]. It is one of the most used products in 
winter. Its demand is much higher in developed countries. 
It is made of blended Jute fabric/Jute cotton fabric. 
 

 
 

Fig.14: Jute Jacket 
 

2.2.15 Travel Bags 
     It is more attractive than others. You can easily carry all 
kinds of product one place to another place. It is made of 
laminated jute fabrics [9]. Most of the bags has water 
resistant. 

 
 

Fig.15: Travel Bags 
 

2.2.16 World Production of Jute [13] 
     Jute production in Bangladesh and India typically ranges 
from 20.5 MMT to 23.0 MMT, which is more than 85% of 
the world's production in China, Myanmar and Nepal. 
Other small jute producing countries include Vietnam, 
Thailand, Indonesia and Cambodia. India also imports jute 
fiber from Bangladesh, mainly due to the increasing 
deterioration of the global environment mainly due to the 
extensive exploration of natural resources and the 
continuous expansion of the synthetic products market. 
Among the naturally renewable substances jute became 
important for its chemical, mechanical and environmental 
properties. 

 
 

Fig.16: Jute producing countries  
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     Jute fiber is one of the broadest competing fibers in the 
global textile industry. Around 3 MMT of jute fiber is sold 
at a marketplace each year that sells 30 MMT of natural 
fibers and another 40 MMT of manmade fibers and 
filaments (including polypropylene). 
 

Table 2: Price List of Some Jute Diversified Products in 
Bangladesh[11] [12] 

 

Products Name Price(converts to 
Bangladeshi 
Currency) 

Bag 84৳/Pc 

Film Control Weed Mat 126 ৳/Pc 

Wall Decor 421 ৳/Pc 

Jute Conference Bag 420 ৳/Pc 

Diaper Bag 418 ৳/Pc 

Kids Bags Natural 420 ৳/Pc 

Corporate Bag 130 ৳/Pc 

Jute Yarn / Twine 84670 ৳/Metric Ton 

Jute Sacks 76203 ৳/Metric Ton 

Jute Binola Bag 9737 ৳/Units 

Jute Shopping Bags (60-338) ৳ / Pc 

Fashionable Jute Bag (420-1270)৳/Pc 

Jute Laptop Bag (508-1270) ৳/Pc 

Jute & Rubber outsole 
Espadrilles 

(297-339 )৳/Pair 

Simple Basic flat Espadrilles 
Jute sole shoes 

(322-382 )৳/Pair 

High Fashion Espadrille (830-160) ৳/Pair 

Jute Winered Bottle Bag 3311 ৳/12Pc 

Table Mats 2500 ৳/5Pc 

Jute Flowers 1520 ৳/10 Pc 

 
3. CONCLUSION 

 
     Jute is a long, soft, shiny vegetable fiber that can be cut 
into thick, strong threads.  It is produced from a plant of the 
genus Curcarus. ‘Jute’ is the name of the plant or fiber that 
is used to make burlap, hessian fabrics and there are many 
other products used in daily life such as travel bag, jute 

jacket, jute carpets & floor mats, fancy bag etc.  
Jute is the cheapest and the most widely used fiber in the 
world. Nearly 20 percent of the world’s annual output of 
natural industrial fibers consists of jute. At present, India is 
one of the largest producing country but we cannot apply 
properly all kinds of jute product in exporting sector. We 
are making sustainable, stylish, comfortable product from 
Jute. Its demand is much higher in developed countries. We 
should work and develop this sector then marketing it to the 
other countries. And all the jute diversified products are 
bio-degradable, non-toxic, photo bio-degradable, acidic, 
hydrophilic and eco-friendly. So these products not only 
maintain environment but also help to protect environment 
from degradation. Bangladesh is one of the largest jute 
producing country, but it cannot earn money due to lack of 
technical development. We have the jute fiber which is rich. 
But we cannot utilize this fiber due to lack of knowledge 
and irresponsibility. 
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Abstract-Without any proper step-by-step process, the 
software development process is very complicated.  To 
make the software development approaches easy and 
systematic SDLC got here into existence. This research 
addresses a significant and important issue in the 
software engineering world. It concerns the software 
management processes that examine the area of software 
development through the software development life cycle. 
It represents four previous traditional SDLC models 
which are waterfall, prototype, iterative and V-shaped 
model with introducing a new SDLC Trigon model. Most 
of the SDLC model in traditional approach doesn’t deal 
with risk analysis. Which have risk analysis doesn’t fit for 
small project or cost of risk analysis is high and has a 
lack of flexibility. This research work provides a new 
model with solving the vital issues of traditional SDLC 
models like risk analysis, find out errors in the early 
stages, overlapping phases, changing in an existing 
project.  
 
Keywords: Software Development Life Cycle, Traditional 
Approach, Risk Analysis, Trigon Model and Comparative 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     The significance of software in the world is 
continuously increasing and with the rising of its 
importance, the size and risk of the software system are 
increasing as well as the effects of its development [1]. 
These effects have a consequence on the way of 
development. Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
is the process of building or maintaining a software 
system. It consists of the models and methodologies that 
development teams use to develop the software system 
[2]. Different software development models address 
these stages differently. Software development life cycle 
is the systematic approach to complete the software 
development process within time and maintain the 
quality of the software [3].  
     There has been many studies and suggestion for 
improving the development process. SDLC 
methodologies are used by system developers two 
approaches that are traditional and agile development. If 
the process is strong, the end product will also be strong 
and the project can get success. Moreover, software 
engineering aims to create adequate work that constructs 
programs of high quality [4]. 
     As part of this paper scope most commonly used in 
traditional methods will be examined from the angle of 
their applicability, strengths, and weaknesses. Solving 
the problems of traditional models and proposing a new 
effective and efficient model. This paper analyzes the 

various traditional SDLC models as a compared method 
with the proposed model. The rest paper, section 2 
contains the background of traditional SDLC models, 
section 3 contains a comparative analysis of previous 
traditional SDLC models, section 4 contains the proposed 
model, section 5 contains comparative analysis between 
the traditional model with the proposed model and 
section 6 contains the conclusion. 
 

2. TRADITIONAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
 
     A traditional software development life cycle has 
several well-defined phases as well as a variety of 
systems used by engineers and system developers to 
plan, design, build, test, and deliver information 
systems [5]. The basic phases of traditional SDLC 
shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Traditional SDLC phases 
 
     Collecting and analyzing requirements is the first 
stage in the SDLC process. It is carried out by experts or 
senior team members with the requirements from all the 
stakeholders and domain experts related to the system [6]. 
The Planning of the quality assurance requirements and 
recognizing the risks involved is also done at this stage 
[7]. As soon as the requirements are defined, the 
following step is that the system design and architecture 
planning phase, in which the technical infrastructure is 
built in the form of diagrams [8]. That will reveal the 
potential issues that the project may face as it further 
progresses. 
     As soon as the design is satisfiable, the development 
actions move into the implementation phase, where is the 
precise development starts, and consequently the 
programming is built. Developers need to follow the 
coding guidelines defined by their management.  
Programming tools like compilers, debuggers, 
interpreters, and plenty of others are used to generate and 
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put into effect the code [9]. After the code is developed 
it's far examined towards the requirements to ensure that 
the product is solving the needs addressed and 
accumulated for the duration of the requirements phase. 
All through this phase, all types of functional testing like 
unit, integration, system, and acceptance testing are done. 
Also, non-functional testing is also done in this phase 
[10]. 
     After completing the testing phase, the project 
transferred to the evaluation phase to evaluate the code. 
Then it is deployed in the customer system. When the 
software is deployed in the customer environment then 
the maintenance of software starts. 
 

3. FOUR TRADITIONAL SDLC MODEL 
 
     A software development model is an abstract 
representation to describe the process of developing the 
whole software step by step. Every software development 
life cycle model follows a sequence of steps unique to its 
kind to make sure achieve customer satisfaction and 
complete the project within the development 
     Here are the most important and popular SDLC 
models followed – 

1. Waterfall model 
2. Prototype model 
3. Iterative model 
4. Spiral model 

 
3.1 Waterfall Model 
     This model was proposed by Royce in 1970. The 
waterfall model is a sequential software improvement 
procedure. Its progress is visible as flowing step by step 
downwards through the non-overlapping phases of 
Requirements Analysis, System Design, Implementation, 
Testing, and maintenance [11]. Waterfall model is a 
sequential life cycle model that does not overlap with one 
another phase. This means that until one phase is not 
finished the next phase can't start [12]. The waterfall 
model diagram shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Waterfall model 
 
     The pros and cons [13], of the waterfall model are 
given below.  

 
3.1.1 Pros 
i. Requirement is cleared in advance. 
ii. Easy to understand and implement.  
iii. Identifies deliverables and milestones. 
iv. Phases are processed and completed one by one. 
v. Its miles used for small projects and strict time limits. 
 
3.1.2 Cons 
i. Difficult to make any changes. 
ii. No working software is produced until it's finished. 
iii. High amount of uncertainty and risk. 
iv. Not a good choice if requirements are not clear. 
v. Poor model for the large and complex project. 

 
3.2 Prototype Model 
     The prototype model is a model wherein the 
prototype is evolved before the actual software [14]. 
Dummy capabilities are used to create prototypes. That 
is a treasured mechanism for know-how the clients’ 
desires. software prototypes are built earlier than the 
actual software program to get precious remarks from the 
client. Feedbacks are implemented and the prototype is 
again reviewed with the aid of the client for any changes 
[15]. This technique is going on till the prototype is 
typical through the client. The prototype model diagram 
shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Fig.3: Prototype model 
 
     The pros and cons [16,17], of the prototype model are 
given below.  
 
3.2.1 Pros 
i. Reduce cost and risk. 
ii. Early design and visibility. 
iii. Client can feel with the system. 
iv. Prototype can change again and again. 
v. User involvement in the prototyping phase. 
 
3.2.2 Cons 
i. Prototyping phase is sluggish. 
ii. Not flexible enough. 
iii. Complicated management. 
iv. Not appropriate for a large project. 
v. System may be unfished. 
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3.3 Iterative Model 
     An iterative life cycle model does not begin with a 
complete specification of requirements [18]. In this 
model, the development starts via specifying and 
implementing simply a part of the software program, that 
is reviewed to find out additional requirements. 
Moreover, in the iterative model, the iterative procedure 
begins with a simple implementation of a small set of the 
software requirements, which iteratively enhances the 
evolving versions till the complete system is 
implemented and prepared to be deployed [19]. Each 
release of the Iterative Model is developed in a specific 
and fixed period, which is called iteration. The iterative 
model diagram shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Iterative model 
 
     The pros and cons [20], of the iterative model are 
given below.  
 
3.3.1 Pros 
i. It supports parallel development. 
ii. Progress can be measured.  
iii. Necessary functions can be developed quickly. 
iv. Support iterative development. 
v. Review from the client after every iteration. 
 
3.3.2 Cons 
i. Poor choice for a small project. 
ii. Required more resources. 
iii. Management is complex. 
iv. Need highly qualified specialist for risk analysis phase. 
v. Changing requirements may be pricey. 
 
3.4 V-Shaped Model 
     V for Verification and Validation. The V-Shaped life 
cycle model is also a pursuant path of execution of 
processes [21]. Each segment must be completed earlier 
than the subsequent segment begins. V-Model is one of 
the software development models centered on testing 
design and documentation [22]. Testing of the product is 
planned in parallel with a corresponding step of 
improvement in the V-model [23]. The V-shaped model 
diagram shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
 

Fig.5: V-Shaped model 
 
     The pros and cons [24,25], of the V-shaped model are 
given below.  
 
3.7.1 Pros 
i. Reliable for a critical project. 
ii. High-risk analysis. 
iii. Very simple to understand. 
iv. Highly disciplined model. 
v. Early production. 
 
3.7.2 Cons 
i. Not the best choice for a long project. 
ii. Can be expensive. 
iii. Not good for a complex or small project. 
iv. Do not support iteration of phase. 
v. Very rigid model. 
 

4. NEW PROPOSED TRIGON MODEL 
 
     The new Trigon model is an interactive model for the 
user. To understand the issues and requirements in such a 
way as to ensure that the customer feels free to interact 
and change at any stage to develop quality software 
within the given budget and time. This model focused on 
solving the problem with traditional SDLC models. 
     It is planned in a such way as to reach the maximum 
customer satisfaction level. The scope of computer-based 
system products client satisfaction is very much 
dependent on how the system development process 
works. To build an operational product that satisfies the 
client’s need and is also related to the expected 
requirements. It also gives a clear path to develop the 
project and defines a clear team analysis for various 
phases and teams for the roles and responsibilities. To 
ensure that the quality attributes of a software project 
have been added to ensure that these quality attributes in 
the various activities and actions done by everyone 
involved in the development activities from feasibility 
study to maintenance in various phases in that SDLC 
model. 
 
4.1 Phases of Trigon Model 
     All the phases of this model shown in Figure 8, divide 
into five parts shown in Figure 6. Where four are the 
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major constructive part and a review phase. This iterative 
and incremental development model increases customer 
interaction. It focuses on analysis and verification to 
minimize risk, complete the project within budget and 
given time-frame. This model works iterative and 
incrementally development process system that can deal 
with small, medium, and large projects. 
 

 
 

Fig.6: Trigon model phases 
 
4.1.1 Requirement and Prototype 
     The four initial phases of the model in this part. The 
model begins with a feasibility study. After defining the 
problem, the requirements analysis and definition phase 
continues. A quick prototype created for the customer and 
take a review from the customer.  It moves next phase, if 
it is verified by the customer. Otherwise goes to the 
requirement analysis phase or backward to the prototype 
phase. 
 
4.1.2 Design and V 
     When the customer verifies the prototype, the project 
needs to analyze the risk. Then the designer designs the 
system and architecture. Parallelly, make the acceptance 
and system test design to verification and validation. 
  
4.1.3 Risk and Development Analysis 
     After verification and validation with the test design, 
the project delivers to the development analysis phase. In 
this phase, the project is divided into modules if the 
project is large. The accepted part will move to the next 
phase. Otherwise, it will go for a review. The accepted 
part again goes through a risk analysis phase. 
 
4.1.4 Development and Testing 
     Finally, the accepted part moves to the coding phase. 
After finishing coding, the next step is testing. After 
successfully testing, it deploys to the customer 
environment or integrates with the previous module. 
Taking customer review and will repeat this life cycle for 
the next development or iteration. 
  
4.1.5 Review Phase 
     After the Risk analysis, verification and validation, 
development analysis, and testing phase the development 
is repeatedly reviewed in the review phase. To check 
either it reaches the customer demand as SRS (Software 
Requirement Specification) and test design. It reduces the 
chance of failure of the project. This phase will increase 
the acceptance of the project and minimize the failure 

chance. 
 
4.2 Trigon Model’s Team 
     The success of the project depends on how the team 
members work efficiently and the way to manage the 
team. To manage the people in an exceedingly project, 
this model provides a clear path of managing team 
members and distribute their work. It includes three 
teams shown in Figure 7, which are the analysis team, 
technical team and the third one is the risk and review 
team. 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Trigon model teams 
 
4.2.1 Analysis Team 
     The team members have sufficient knowledge and 
experience in software engineering, computer science, 
process development, operating system, and domain. The 
team deals with the customer to identify the problem and 
find the possible solution. Recording all the possible 
problems, outcomes, and features in Software 
Requirement Specification (SRS) and deliver it to the 
technical team. All the task has to do analysis team are 
following – 

 Feasibility study. 
 Identify the problem and requirements. 
 Breakdown and finalize the requirements. 
 Making software requirement specification 
(SRS). 

 Built a quick prototype. 
 Taking customer review for the prototype. 
 Finalize the prototype. 

 
4.2.2 Technical Team 
     The expert engineers are in the technical team. They 
updated with the knowledge of new technologies and 
features of the software. The technical team collaborates 
with the analysis team as well as the review and risk team. 
They build the system and architecture design and also 
design testing documents. This is the team that 
breakdown the project and implements the system in 
code. After coding, they test and deploy it to the customer 
environment. All the task has to do analysis team are 
following – 

 System and architecture design. 
 Test design for verification & validation. 
 Breakdown the project. 

Coding. 
 Testing. 
 Integration and deployment. 
 Maintenance.  
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4.2.3 Risk and Review Team 
     The probability of future uncertainty and error during 
the implementation of the entire project is considered as 
a risk [26]. To avoid exceeding the deadlines and budget 
the team must be prepared to handle problems that arise 
in the future. The risk and review team identifies all 
problems and planned to handle them. Teamwork must 
be in collaboration with the analysis and technical team. 
The team tests the verification and validation of the 
design built by the technical team. The team monitors 
each phase for any kind of review and decides either it 
should return to the previous phases for correction. All 
the task has to do the analysis team are following– 

Identify the risk. 
Classify the risk. 
Schedule risk. 
Verification & validation. 
Budget risk. 
Technical risk. 
Functional risk. 
Taking customer review after each iteration. 
Taking review and checking phase in each part 
of this model. 

 

 
 

Fig.8: Trigon SDLC model  
 

5. COMPARISON OF TRIGON SDLC MODEL 
WITH OTHER MODELS 

 
     To check the capability of the proposed model, let’s 
compare the features of the Trigon model with others 
[27,28] shown in Table 1. The features of proposed 
model have been gathered from the analyzing of phases 
and teams of this model in previous section. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of Trigon model with others 
 

Features Waterfall 
Model 

Prototype 
Model 

Iterative 
Model 

V-shaped 
Model 

Trigon 
Model 

Requirement Cleared Not 
Cleared 

Cleared Cleared Not 
Cleared 

Success rate Low Good High High High 

Cost Low High Low Very High Medium 

Initial Product 
Feel 

No Yes No No Yes 

Flexibility Rigged Good Less Less High 

Risk Analysis High Low No Low High 

User 
Involvement 

Beginning Good Beginning Beginning High 

Reusability Limited Weak Yes Low Yes 

Client 
Satisfaction 

Low Medium Medium Low High 

Implementation 
Time 

Long Less Less Depends Depends 
on 

Project 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

 
     There are many SDLC models to develop software. 
Now a day’s waterfall, prototype, iterative, etc. models 
are commonly used in development. Every model has its 
advantages and disadvantages. After analyzing the 
comparison shows us that the proposed model is more 
flexible, less time-consuming, and low-cost model for 
software development. It provides high-risk analysis, 
micro breakdown, and changing ability which makes it 
more suitable. Hence, the customer and company look at 
a high-quality product. To maintain productivity and 
quality the proposed Trigon model is useful also where 
the fusion of more than one model is required. This 
model will lead to efficient and easy management for 
small, medium, and large-scale projects. 
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Abstract-Forecasting time series data is an essential part 
of business, economics, finance, and many more sectors. 
For business purposes, especially in a selling business, a 
seller can benefit in different ways such as improving 
sales, improving productivity, confidence to make crucial 
decisions, etc. In this research, we use the Autoregressive 
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model for 
statistical purposes, the Recurrent Neural Network 
(RNN), and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model for 
deep learning purposes. The research aims to investigate 
the best prediction models for time series forecasting. We 
used a 14 years online car sales dataset belonging to the 
2007 to 2020 period that has been taken, which Kaggle 
provides. We measured the performance of each 
algorithm through MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2. We 
observed that the LSTM algorithm achieves MSE, RMSE, 
MAE, and R2 scores are 38.33, 6.19, 4.09, and 0.98, 
respectively, which shows the best performance 
compared with others. 
 
Keywords: ARIMA, RNN, LSTM, Time Series Forecasting, 
Deep Learning 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Forecasting is the practice of making statements about 
events whose effects have not been observed yet. A time 
series is a set of observations obtained by repeated 
measurements over time of well-defined data objects. For 
example, a time series would include calculating the 
value of retail sales every month of the year. Nowadays, 
it has become an essential part of business industries, 
mostly in the sales business. Sales forecasting plays a 
critical role in business growth. According to the forecast 
result, a car seller can understand what to do next. Next 
month, year, even next two or four or more years later, 
how many cars he can sell in the market. Predict future 
sales so that a seller can benefit in different ways, such as 
improving sales, confidence to make important decisions, 
etc.  
     This research aims to investigate the best prediction 
models of lower prognosis errors and more accurate 
predictions. For that reason, we applied various models 
in our research. 
     ARIMA is one of the most famous and popular 
statistical models. It is widely used for time series 
analysis. The popularity of the ARIMA model mainly 
comes from its quality, flexibility, and versatility. The 
ARIMA is a combination of two models that is AR (Auto 
Regression) and MA (Moving Average). Both AR and 
MA are separate models, and Integration (I) binds them 
together. Another essential property of the ARIMA 
model is the Stationary. If time series data has mean, 

variance, and co-variance should be the same all period 
called Stationary- Another variety of ARIMA model is 
Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average 
(SARIMA). This model's main limitation is that it does 
not perform very much in non-linear and irregular 
datasets. 
     Nowadays, deep learning-based algorithms such as 
RNN and LSTM models are becoming more popular for 
predicting time series forecasting for their performance. 
They provide higher accuracy and minimum error rate. 
They are capable of forecasting nonlinearity and complex 
time series data.   
     RNN is a type of neural network that effectively 
models sequence data such as time series or natural 
language. An RNN is a generalization of a feed-forward 
network. One of the benefits of RNN is that it has a 
memory. RNN is recurrent since with each data entry, the 
same process is performed, while the current input-output 
is based on the previous one's measurement. After 
development, the output is copied and sent back to the 
recurrent network. It makes decisions based on the latest 
input and output that it has learned from the preceding 
input. Prone to problems such as exploding and gradient 
vanishing in RNN. 
     LSTM is another of the most prominent and popular 
deep learning techniques. A particular type of RNN, 
LSTM, is capable of learning long-term dependencies. 
The default behavior is to recall data for an extended 
period. It has a default behavior that can remember 
information for a long time. LSTM networks were first 
introduced in 1997 by Sepp Hechreiter and his supervisor 
for a Ph.D. thesis. LSTM networks are the most popular 
solution to the vanishing gradient problem. 
     The first step of our method is to pre-process the data 
of the dataset. In the second step, we will apply the 
feature extraction technique. In the third step, we use 
ARIMA, RNN, and LSTM algorithm for predicting 
number of car sales based on the previous sales. Finally, 
we compare the results provided by the statistical and 
deep learning approach and find out which one produces 
a better result in the applied dataset. 
    There is no study on our 'CarSalesDataset' dataset [9], 
to the best of our knowledge. That is why we select this 
dataset for our research to work with a new dataset and 
evaluate performance with different statistical and deep 
learning algorithms such as ARIMA, RNN, and LSTM.  
     We arrange the rest of this paper's section as follows 
in Section 2, some literature reviews of similar studies. 
Section 3 described our dataset property. In Section 4, we 
elaborate on our proposed methodology. In Section 5, we 
discuss Performance Metrics. Section 6 presents our 
research Result, and lastly, in section 7, we present the 
conclusion, respectively. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
     The author Renato Rossetti [1] proposed a method that 
forecasts console game sales in the Italian market. He 
uses Exponential Smoothing (ETS) and SARIMA 
method. He uses the Ubisoft Italy sales dataset consists 
of 143 observations between November 2005 and 
September 2017.  As a result, in ETS methods, MAPE, 
SMAPE, RMSE scores are 0.180, 0.110, and 23.283, 
respectively, and in SARIMA methods, MAPE, SMAPE, 
RMSE score are 0.145, 0.101, and 22.999, respectively. 
House sales in Turkey are predicated by Ayse Soy 
Temur, Melek Akgun, and Gunay Temur [2]. In their 
research, they use ARIMA, LSTM, and the Hybrid 
model. The dataset used was obtained from the website 
of TUIK (Turkish Statistical Institute). The dataset 
consists of 124-month data for the period 2008 (1) -2018 
(4). As a result, they got in ARIMA model MAE, MSE, 
RMSE, MAPE score are 12.801, 280.400, 16.745 and 
0.121 respectively, in LSTM model MAE, MSE, RMSE, 
MAPE score are 17.953, 473.346, 21.757, and 0.150 
respectively, and in Hybrid model, MAE, MSE, RMSE, 
MAPE score are 8.847, 175.611, 13.252 and 0.072 
respectively. 
     Akbar Siami Namin and Sima Siami Namin [3] 
compare accuracy between ARIMA and LSTM. From 
Jan 1985 to August 2018, the author has taken the historic 
monthly financial time series from the Yahoo Finance 
website. As a result, the RMSE score LSTM and ARIMA 
models are 64.231 and 511.481, respectively. Akhilesh 
V, Akshay Krishna, Animikh Aich, and Chetana Hegde 
[4] proposed a method that forecasts sales for the retail 
store. Their experiment uses six various algorithms as 
Polynomial Regression, Linear Regression, Ridge 
Regression, Lasso Regression, AdaBoost, and 
GradienBoost. They collected their dataset from Kaggle. 
The dataset includes 8523 entries and 12 characteristics. 
As a result, they got accuracy in Linear Regression 
algorithms are RMSE-1129.49 and R2- 0.56, in 
Polynomial Regression algorithms are RMSE-1118.65 
and R2- 0.57, in Lasso Regression algorithms, are 
RMSE-1129.27 and R2- 0.56, in Ridge Regression 
algorithms, are RMSE-1129.48 and R2- 0.56, in 
AdaBoost algorithms, are RMSE-1290.42 and R2- 0.43 
and finally in GradientBoost algorithms are RMSE-
1088.64 and R2- 0.59. 
     In [5] B.N.Krishna Sai and T. Sasikala proposed a 
method that forecasts the number of air passenger travel 
in airlines. Their research uses ARIMA, Drift, Holt 
Linear, Holt-Winters, Naïve, and Snaive. For prediction, 
they use the classic Box & Jenkins airlines data. As a 
result, in the ARIMA, model MAE and MAPE score are 
19.50124 and 4.405293, in Holt-Winters model MAE- 
20.45658 and MAPE- 4.785780, in Draft model MAE- 
63.89189 and MAPE- 13.729473, in Holt Linear model 
MAE- 70.91674 and MAPE- 20.216322, in Snaive model 
MAE- 85.22917 and MAPE- 25.744504 and finally in 
Naïve model MAE and MAPE score are 107.72917 and 
35.205610 respectively. In [6] Wahyudi Sutopo, Carina 
Intan Permatasari, and Muh. Hisjam proposed the 
ARIMA method to forecast newspaper sales. They use 
historical details obtained by the firm from January 2016 

to March 2017 as the number of newspaper sales. As a 
result, they achieved in RMSE 27028.18 and MAE 
21855.49. 
     Akbar Siami Namin, Sima Siami Namini, and Neda 
Tavakoli [7] compare ARIMA and LSTM models' 
accuracy in time series. As a result, they achieved RMSE 
511.481 in ARIMA and 64.213 in LSTM. Oussama 
FATHI [8] forecast time series using ARIMA, LSTM, 
and Hybrid models. He uses two kinds of dataset one of 
these Wolf’s sunspot data and another the US 
dollar/British pound exchange rate data. In Wolf’s 
sunspot data he achieves in ARIMA model the RMSLE, 
MASE, MAPE score are 0.967, 1.034, 18.7, in LSTM 
model the RMSLE, MASE, MAPE score are 0.971, 1.00, 
16.8 respectively and finally, in the Hybrid model, the 
RMSLE, MASE, MAPE score are 0.804, 0.741, 3.2 
respectively. In US dollar/British pound exchange rate 
data he achieves in ARIMA model the RMSLE, MASE, 
MAPE score are 0.001, 0.057, 4.1 respectively, in LSTM 
model the RMSLE, MASE, MAPE score are 0.014, 
0.931, 4.1 respectively and finally, in Hybrid model the 
RMSLE, MASE, MAPE score are 0.008, 0.055, 3.9 
respectively. 
 

3. DESCRIPTION OF DATASET 
 
     For this study, we utilized “CarSalesDataset,” a 
labeled and standard dataset that collects datasets from 
Kaggle [9]. The dataset contains car sales data from 2007 
to 2020, a total of 14 years of data. In our dataset, we 
concern the “date” and “sales” columns. The number of 
instances is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig.1: The plot of original car sales data from 2007 to 2020 
 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

     The mathematical history of the comparative time 
series methods used and analyzed in this article is 
reviewed. In this research, we proposed different 
statistical and deep learning algorithms. In statistical, we 
proposed ARIMA and deep learning purpose we use 
RNN and LSTM. We are beginning with the most famous 
and statistically used statistical ARIMA method, then 
discuss RNN and finally LSTM. We split our total dataset 
into 90% train and 10% test.  

Three algorithms we have used for our experiment, 
which we are present below. 
 
4.1 Statistical Model 
     One type of mathematical model that embodies a 
collection of statistical assumptions about sample data 
generation is a statistical model. The mathematical model 
is versatile enough to adapt due to the introduction of new 
data as new and evolving patterns and trends can be 
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incorporated; this is where pattern recognition/ machine 
learning comes to focus. There are many statistical 
models available now for time series analysis. For our 
research work, we choose the ARIMA model. For time 
series analysis ARIMA model is famous for a few 
decades. 
 
4.1.1 ARIMA 
     ARIMA is a kind of statistical model that is used for 
predicting and analyzing time-series data. It is the most 
famous and popular statistical model for time series data 
analysis. It specifically caters to a collection of standard 
time series data structures and provides a simple but 
powerful method for making proficient time-series 
predictions. ARIMA is a combination model of AR, and 
the MA model and integration (I) binds them together. 
From three fundamental aspects, ARIMA describes time 
series. The ARIMA model can be grasped by defining 
each variable in the following manner: 

Auto Regression (AR) refers to a model displaying 
a variable shift that regresses to its own lagging value. 

Integrated (I) represents the isolation of raw 
measurements so that time series become stationary. 

Moving average (MA) is calculated by using 
errors in the previous calculations 
ARIMA (p, d, q) captures the main elements of the 
model, as the acronym indicates: 

p: AR lags;  
d: number of times; 
q: the size of the MA window; 
Auto Regression (AR) model is one where Yt 

depends on only its own lag value. Yt depends only on 
past values. 

 
Yt = f (Yt-1, Yt-2, Yt-3……) (1) 

Or 
Yt = β0 + β1Yt-1 + β2Yt-2 + β3Yt-3…. (2) 

Here, Yt-1 is the lag1 of the series, which is the β1 
coefficient of lag1 that the model. 

The moving average (MA) model is a statistical 
model where Yt depends only on the lagged forecast 
errors.  

 
Yt = f (ℇt, ℇt-1, ℇt-2, ℇt-3……) (3) 

Or 
Yt = β + ℇt + θ1ℇt-1 + θ2ℇt-2 + θ3ℇt-3 + …… (4) 

 
Here, Yt-1 is the lag1 of the series, which is the β1 
coefficient of lag1 that the model. ℇ is an error.  
When we combine both AR and MA models, then get the 
ARIMA model.  
 

Yt = β0 + β1Yt-1 + β2Yt-2 + β3Yt-3……... + ℇt +     
θ1ℇt-1 + θ2ℇt-2 + θ3ℇt-3 + …… 

 
(5) 

     ARIMA models are popular compared with individual 
AR and MA. Because ARIMA provides more accuracy 
than the individual AR and MA, it only works for time 
series data that is stationary.  
     The seasonality and stationarity should be considered 
in an ARIMA model. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Exploring the given data by decomposing 
 

     Figure 2, the data observed by decomposing the data 
can be analyzed as shown. The top plot shows our 
original data. We can see our dataset has some trend and 
seasonality. The second plot shows the trend and the third 
plot seasonality. The last one represents the residuals. 
Residuals represent the irregularity of data. 

Trend is a shift over a long period of time towards 
relatively higher or lower values. 

Seasonality basically upward or downward swings. 
However, this is quite different. It is a repeating pattern 
within a fixed time period. Seasonality indicates regular 
and predictable patterns that repeat over a year, which 
could impact the regression model negatively. Overcome 
these situations; there can use another variety of ARIMA 
models called Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated 
Moving Average (SARIMA). 

Stationarity is a condition where mean, variance, 
and covariance are the same (constant) over a period of 
time or time in invariant. Time series allows the data to 
be stationary, so the data must be stationary in every 
statistical model related to time series. If data should not 
be stationary, we cannot apply any time series. We use 
two approaches to check stationary of times series data: 
Rolling Statistics and another Dickey-Fuller test. 

 

 
 

Fig.3: Rolling statistics test result of dataset 
 

     In Figure 3, we can see the original data in blue lines 
then we have standard deviation in the black line, and we 
have rolling mean in the red line. Visually notice that 
there is no trend, mean value, and standard deviation 
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value are the same in all periods of time so we can say 
the time series data is stationary. 
 
4.2 Neural Networks 
     A neural network is more popular for time series 
analysis for its higher accuracy and minimum error rate. 
It can perform with non-linear and complex time series 
data. Neural networks are interconnected node 
computing systems that operate in the human brain much 
like neurons. Using algorithms, they can detect, cluster, 
and identify hidden patterns and associations in raw data 
and continuously learn and develop over time. For that 
reason, it becomes more popular day by day for this type 
of research work. However, it is not a new model. It was 
introduced in 1959. Now different types of neural 
networks are used for different purposes. These are 
Convolutional Neural Network, Recurrent Neural 
Network, Feed-forward Neural Network, Modular 
Neural Network, etc. 
 
4.2.1 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) 
     Recurrent Networks are a type of artificial neural 
network design to recognize patterns in a sequence of 
data. It is periodic since it performs the same function for 
each data input, while the current input-output relies on 
the previous one's computation. Unlink other neural 
networks in RNN here; each of the inputs is connected. 
RNN uses backpropagation algorithms for training, but 
backpropagation happens for every timestamp. That is 
why it is commonly called backpropagation through 
time. With backpropagation, there are certain issues, 
namely Vanishing Gradient and Explode Gradient. It is 
the major limitation of RNN, but now it is popular. 
 

 
 

Fig.4: The internal structure of an RNN 
 

     Firstly, it takes the x0 as input and produces output y0, 
which is the input for the next move together with x1.  
That means y0 and x1 is the input for the next level. 
Similarly, output y1 with new input x2 use as an input for 
the next level and so on. So, the equation become, 

 
h(t) = gh (wix(t) + wRh(t-1) + bh) (6) 

Or 
y(t) = gy (wyh(t) + by) (7) 

 

4.2.2 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
Introduce an LSTM model to address the Vanishing 

Gradient problem. Provided time lags of uncertain length, 
LSTM is well-suited to identify, process, and forecast 
time series. 

It also trains the model by using back-propagation 
techniques. It contains a more complex structure called 
the LSTM unit in the hidden layer. LSTM has three gates 
layer: 

 

 
 

Fig.5: The internal structure of an LSTM 
 

(1) Forget gate layer: The first step in LSTM is to 
recognize the data that is not needed, and that is thrown 
away from the state of the cell. A sigmoid function makes 
this decision. 
 

ft = σ (wf [ht-1, xt] + bf) (8) 
 
Here bf = bias, wf = weight, xt = new input, ht-1 = output 
from the previous timestamp.  

(2) Input gate layer: The second step is to determine 
which new data is to be saved in the cell state. The 
following steps are part of this whole process. A sigmoid 
function decide which value will be updated. After that, 
a layer of tanh generates a new candidate value vector 
that could be applied to the state. 

 it = σ (wi [ht-1, xt] + bi) (9) 
  

ct = tanh (wc [ht-1, xt] + bc) (10) 
 
(3) Output gate layer: We are going to run a sigmoid 
layer that determines which sections of the cell state we 
are going to output. Then we put the cell state through 
tanh and multiply it by the output of the sigmoid gate so 
that it only outputs the parts we chose to output. 
 

ot = σ (wo [ht-1, xt] + bo) (11) 
  

ht = ot * tanh (ct) (12) 
 

Nowadays, this LSTM model is more popular with 
the researcher for time series analysis. 
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5. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

 
     It does not matter which forecasting method we used; 
they do not produce 100% accuracy. In any case, if we 
know the future 100%, it would not be a forecast. 
Therefore, each forecasting has a certain error rate.  

In this analysis, we used four methods, R2, MSE, 
RMSE, and MAE, in order to assess predictive 
performance [10]. 

 
 (1) R-squared (R2): R2 tests how well the model can 
explain the uncertainty in the dependent variable. The R2 

is determined by dividing the sum of the square of the 
prediction error by the total sum of the square that 
replaces the prediction calculated with the mean. The 
value of R Square varies from 0 to 1, and a greater value 
implies a better match between the value of the forecast 
and the actual value. In R2, higher values indicate better 
accuracy. 
 

R2=1-
Unexplained Variation

Total Variation
 

 

(13) 
 
(2) Mean Square Error (MSE): Mean Square Error is 
an absolute measure of fitness. It indicates how closely 
the observed data points are with the predicted values of 
the model. In MSE, Lower values indicate better 
accuracy. 
 

=
1
∑ ( − ˆ )2

=1
 

 
(14) 

 
(3) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): RMSE is 
nothing but the square root of MSE. 

=√ 1
∑ ( − ˆ )2

=1
 

 
(15) 

 
(4) Mean Absolute Error (MAE): RMSE is nothing but 
the square root of MSE. But MAE is taking the sum of 
the absolute value of error instead of the sum of the 
square of error in MSE. 
 

MAE=
1
N
∑ (yi-yˆi)

N

i=1
 

 

(16) 

 
Here yi denotes the real value, yˆi predicted value, N the 
number of the predicted period. The model with the 
lowest criteria values obtained with the above formulas 
should be selected as the most suitable model. On the 
above RMSE methods are more popular compared with 
others. 
 

6. RESULT 
 
     In our study, we use 14 years of car sales data 
provided by Kaggle. Using a variety of algorithms, we 
have finally achieved the following results: 
 
 
 
 

(1) LSTM Result 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Prediction result of LSTM algorithm 
 

     Figure 6, shows the forecasted value using LSTM 
algorithm. Here the yellow line is the expected value and 
the real selling value is blue. The X-axis represents time 
and the Y-axis represents the frequency. The LSTM 
model provides best accuracy compare to others. 
 
(2) ARIMA Result 
 

 
 

Fig. 7: Prediction result of ARIMA algorithm 
 

     Figure 7, represents the forecasted value using the 
ARIMA algorithm. The yellow line represents the 
predicted value and the actual sales value is represented 
with blue. The X-axis represents time and the Y-axis 
represents the frequency 
 
(3) RNN Result 
 

 
 

Fig. 8: Prediction result of RNN algorithm 
 

     Figure 8, shows the forecasted value using the RNN 
algorithm is presented in yellow and the actual value is 
represented with blue. The X-axis represents time and the 
Y-axis represents the frequency 
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     We proposed three algorithms in this study. Overall 
comparison for all four-performance metrics- MSE, 
RMSE, MAE, and R2 between three algorithms shown in 
Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Comparison the Accuracy of Different Algorithms 
 

Models MSE RMSE MAE R2 

LSTM 38.33 6.19 4.09 0.98 

ARIMA 125.39 11.19 9.62 0.96 

RNN 122.46 11.06 9.80 0.96 

Table 1 presents these three algorithms performance 
metrics, such as MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2. In terms of 
MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2, LSTM performs better than 
others. LSTM attains MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2 scores 
are 38.33, 6.19, 4.09, and 0.98 respectively, ARIMA 
attains MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2 scores are 125.39, 
11.19, 9.62, and 0.96 respectively; and RNN attains 
MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2 score are 122.46, 11.06, 9.80 
and 0.96 respectively. As we know, in R2, higher values 
indicate better accuracy, and in MSE, RMSE, and MAE, 
Lower values indicate better accuracy. 

 
7. CONCLUSION 

 
     This paper compares the forecasting model depending 
on their performance. This paper used three popular and 
widely used algorithms, ARIMA, RNN, and LSTM, to 
forecast car sales data. Between these three algorithms, 
LSTM achieves MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2 scores are 
38.33, 6.19, 4.09, and 0.98 respectively, ARIMA 
achieves MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2 scores are 125.39, 
11.19, 9.62, and 0.96 respectively; finally, RNN achieves 
MSE, RMSE, MAE, and R2 score are 122.46, 11.06, 9.80 
and 0.96 respectively. So, the ARIMA performed better 
compared with others, which is shown in Table 1. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

Symbol Meaning 
β Coefficient 
ℇ Error 
σ Sigmoid layer 
ct Cell state 
bf Bias 
w Weight matrix 
wf Weight 
yt No. of lags 
yi Real Value 
yˆi Predicted value 
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Abstract-Email has been extensively used by businesses, 
educations, governments and non-governmental 
organizations in the modern period, and it is one of the 
most integral parts of an 'electronic-revolution' in the 
communication system. However, a lot of emails contain 
irrelevant or unsolicited messages due to commercial 
advertising and social networking. This type of emails is 
known as spam. Although a significant number of 
techniques are existing for spam classification, still 
there is scope to address this problem with respect to 
accuracy improvement. In this paper, we propose a 
stochastic approach for spam email classification. In 
the training phase, for a document, we perform the 
HTML tag removal, stop word removal, tokenizing, 
stemming and lemmatization as preprocessing. Then, we 
extract features using Term frequency- Inverse 
document frequency feature extraction technique. After 
extracting the feature, we store features in a database. 
In the testing phase, we match the feature with the 
previously stored training email feature and compute 
the word probability. When a document is given for 
testing, its word histogram is compared with the 
previously generated model for classification. We apply 
our proposed approach on the three-benchmark ham-
spam datasets and achieve good accuracy. 
 
Keywords: Ham email, Spam email, Naïve Bayes Classifier. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     With the expansion of the internet, online 
communication has become widespread and popular. It 
brings diverse ways of interaction with each other. 
People now express their thoughts or actions in various 
ways such as email, chat, forum, blog, social site, etc. 
Among them, email is an authentic, rapid, friendly and 
inexpensive way of communication. Using e-mail, one 
can send messages and attach documents at any time. 
However, email communication system is challenging 
as the system has to deal with spams, irrelevant, 
unsolicited, or bulk emails every day. Because of the 
increasing number of spam emails, users face numerous 
problems e.g., misuse of network bandwidth and storage 
space, a deluge of the user mailbox and wastage of user 
time. Once the nature of spam email is discovered by 
the email system providers, protecting such spam does 
not remain threat to the system providers because they 
are well capable of handling defined threats. However, 
unfortunately spam emails are not a limited to certain 
attributes; rather they change their behavior throwing 
the system developers into a race. One of the essential 
characteristics of the last decade is the tremendous 
growth in the spam phenomenon. According to the 

several surveys conducted, spam email constitutes as 
high as 70% of all email traffic leading to the wastage of 
a big amount of bandwidth and unnecessary overloading 
of the email systems. A malicious user usually collects 
email addresses from websites, chat rooms and online 
shopping. Basically, malicious users send spam emails 
for the purpose of advertisement, chain letters, political 
email and stock market advice. Spam email can contain 
virus and malicious URL. In the modern age, spam 
email falls into a serious security threat which acts as a 
principal medium for phishing of sensitive information. 
The objective of our research is to classify emails and 
detect whether an email is ham or spam as accurate as 
possible. 
     This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we 
discuss related works on email spam classification. In 
section 3 we present the architecture of the proposed 
method with description. Section 4 shows the 
experiment and result. Finally, section 5 concludes the 
papers discussing future work. 
 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
     A lot of researches have been performed in the spam 
detection and classification. It has shown that the most 
popular techniques used for spam classification are 
Naïve Bayes classifier [1], support vector machine [2], 
k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [3], k-means [13], particle 
swarm optimization [4], j48 [14], unsupervised filter [4] 
and artificial neural network [15]. Many researchers 
proposed various techniques for enhancing   the 
performance of spam filter.  
     Harpreet Kaur et al. [4] proposed a robust spam 
classification method that used integrated particle 
Swarm Optimization technique and experimented their 
system using the spam-based dataset gathered from the 
UCI machine learning repository. To evaluate the final 
result, they applied particle swarm optimization and J48 
algorithmic on the dataset. They compared the PSO 
technique with k-means and support vector machine 
with supervised and unsupervised filters. Finally, they 
showed that the PSO responded better than the other 
two algorithms.  
     R. Kishore et al. [7] Analyze spam dataset using a 
data mining tool called TANAGRA. They have done 
feature construction and feature selection for extracting 
the relevant features. After that, various classification 
algorithms (e.g., K-NN, Rand tree, SVM) are applied 
over this dataset and selected the best classifier based on 
their error rate, recall and precision.  
     Sunil B. Rathod et al. [8] have proposed a content-
based spam detection method using Bayesian classifier. 
They performed their experiment on different volume of 
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datasets from Gmail. They have considered only the 
body of email for text classification ignoring the email 
header and the URL.The performance was evaluated in 
terms of accuracy, timeliness, precision and recall. 
     Anshul Goyal et al. [9] have discussed the 
comparative evaluation of classifiers Naïve bayes and 
J48 in the context of financial institute dataset to 
maximize true positive rate and minimize false positive 
rate. These experiments were performed on the Bank 
dataset by using Classification algorithm using WEKA 
tool. The first step was to find the total number of 
instances of the given data using both Naïve Bayes and 
j48 classification algorithm. In the next step through 
experiment, they calculated the classification accuracy.   
     Christina Vet et al. [10] have presented various 
effective spam filtering methods like rule-based 
filtering, distributed adapting blacklist, support vector 
machine etc. They analyzed different types of problems, 
processes and techniques related to spam.  
     Biju Issac et al. [12] presented an application to Anti-
Spam filter using the Bayesian-based email filter. They 
compared among the Bayesian with single keyword, 
Bayesian with multi-keywords and Bayesian with 
multiple keywords and context matching for ling spam 
corpus. For anti-spam implementation, they have used 
two independent spam corpuses, e.g., Enron spam 
corpus and slight spam corpus.   
     Priyanka Sao et al. [6] introduced the use of feature 
extraction technique to extract the features and 
providing efficient dataset. They used the Lingspam 
dataset for classification of spam and non-spam emails.  
     The work of Sahami et al. [20] in 1998 proved as a 
foundation for subsequent studies regarding the 
implementation of the Naive Bayes model. In 2006, an 
Interpolated Language Model (ILM) was introduced 
that takes into consideration both the subject and the 
body of the email, and further applies n-gram Bayesian 
model. The email is classified by aggregating the results 
from the static and the dynamic components, which 
includes training with the entire set of training dataset 
and periodic re-training with the new data respectively. 
Interestingly, the author applied the ILM model on the 
Gen Spam corpus and showed results better than or at 
least comparable to TF-IDF based SVM model. Further, 
the 2-gram implementation depicted a better 
performance when compared to 1-gram model. The 
model was further shown to out-perform the Bayesian 
logistic regression as well as the multinomial Naive 
Bayes implementation. 
     k sai prasanthi et al. [21] proposed an efficient email 
spam detection method that used Support vector 
machine and Naive Bayes classifier for email 
classification. In this research they use characteristic 
extraction system for giving productive dataset. To 
evaluate the final result, they applied Support vector 
machine on dataset.  
     Deekika Mallampati et al. [22] have proposed a 
machine learning based spam classification framework 
model. They performed their experiment on different 
volume of datasets from Gmail. After that, various 
classification algorithms (e.g., DNN, J48 and naive 
bayes) are applied over this dataset and selected the best 
classifier based on their error rate, recall and precision.  

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
     In this paper, we propose a system for classifying a  
given as a ham or spam.  
 

 
Fig.1:  Architecture of our proposed method 

 
3.1 HTML Tag Removal 
     The training email consists of usual texts and also 
can be consist of html tags, signs, white spaces, headers, 
etc. For purifying the text we need to remove HTML 
tags. This HTML tag removal removes every HTML tag 
(e.g., <p>, <i>, <br>, <hr>) and separates only the plain 
text content inside the input email. This option pulls out 
every HTML tags leaving only the plain text content 
inside them. But it will not remove any image and 
document formatting at all.  
 
3.2 Stop Word Removal 
     In natural language processing, stop words are words 
which make pure before producing of pure language 
data for computing. Stop words are the most ordinary 
words in a language. It includes prepositions, articles, 
conjunctions and some high frequency words such as 
verbs and adverbs. This step will remove the stop words 
from the training email and also from testing email. 
 
3.3 Tokenizing 
     Tokenizing is also known as lexical analysis in 
language processing, involves dividing the content of 
text into strings of character called tokens. The Filtering 
technique uses punctuation symbol removal, white 
space removal in tokenizing. Tokens may be individual 
words or phrases or even whole sentences.    
 
3.4 Stemming 
     Stemming is the technique of decreasing deviating or 
fractional words to their main form. For grammatical 
reasons, documents are going to use various forms of a 
word, such as meet, meets, and meeting. In many 
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situations, stemming is useful for a thesis for one of 
these words to give back a document that restrains 
another word in the dataset. 
 
3.5 Lemmatization 
     Lemmatization is a process where words of a 
sentence are converted to its base form or dictionary 
form. For example, given the words consider, 
considering, and considered, the lemma for each and all 
would be considered. The objective is to remove in-
flexional endings and to return dictionary form or root 
form of a word. 
 
3.6 Histogram generation 
     Word frequency counts the frequency of words, 
depending on their occurrences. It helps in deriving the 
word probability of spam and legitimate emails. Word 
frequency counts the frequency of words, depending on 
their occurrences. It helps in deriving the word 
probability of spam and legitimate emails. 
 
3.7 Feature Extraction 
     Word frequency is the counts the frequency of words 
depending on its occurrence in a document. Our 
proposed system extract feature using the Term 
Frequency of Word (TFW) in spam and Inverse Total 
Spam (ITS) for spam words and TFW in ham and ITH 
for ham words. Instead of the frequency, it assigns 
weights to the words and takes into consideration the 
relevancy of the words. It follows an intuitional 
procedure of first calculating the term frequency, which 
is the measure of the number of times that the words 
occur in a given document. A calculation of the 
relevancy of a word in a document can be, 
 

 (  ) =
TFW in Spam

Total spam
… … … … . . (1) 

 
 (ℎ  ) = TFW  in  ham

Total  ham
… … … … … . . (2)  

 
3.8 Naive Bayes Classifier 
     Naïve Bayesian classifier is a procedure of 
classification of text which is emerging on Bayes 
theorem with the uncommitted assumptions between the 
predictors. To test our system, we have employed the 
Naïve Bayesian classifier. A Naive Bayesian classifier is 
simple to build, with no complex iterative parameter 
consideration which makes it especially necessary for 
very massive datasets.  
 
Pr(  | ) =

P(word  | ) ∗  ( )
P(word  | spam ) ∗ P (spam ) +  (  | ℎ ) ∗  (ℎ )

….......(3) 
 
3.9 Combining Individual Probability 
     The Bayesian spam filtering technique makes the 
Naïve assumption that the word presents in the email 
are independent outcome. Combining the individual 
probability of words from the training emails our system 
produce the spam probability. For combining the 
individual probability we use the following naïve Bayes 
formula, 

= P1 P2 …..Pn
P1 P2….Pn +(1−P1)(1−P2)….(1−Pn )

.............................(4) 
 
3.10 Classification using SVM 
     SVM is used to define the decision boundaries 
because its concept is based on decision planes. The 
Support Vector Machine's objective is to get an optimal 
hyper plane by maximizing the classification margin. 
The SVM training process targets the maximization of 
the classification margin and minimizing the structural 
risk. Further, it measures the weight vector 
corresponding to the optimal hyper plane for the 
training data. 
 

4. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION 
 
4.1 Dataset 
     We are using email dataset collected from Ling-spam 
dataset, Spam assassin dataset and Enron-spam dataset 
which are consists of spam emails and ham emails. The 
first dataset was taken from the LingSpam corpus with 
lemmatiser enabled and stop-list disabled (contained a 
total of 5497 spam and nonspam emails).The second 
dataset was also taken from the Ling-Spam [19] corpus 
with lemmatiser and stop-list disabled (contained a total 
of 6252 spam and non spam emails). The third dataset 
was taken from Enron [18] which contained a total of 
5172 spam and non-spam emails. These emails consist 
of plain text, stop word, html tag, white space and 
header. To give pure text it needs to be preprocessed 
then classification is done by using naïve Bayesian 
classifier and Support vector machine.  The experiments 
are done using the IDE Eclipse-instwin64 and jdk 
version 10.0.1. 

 
4.2 Evaluation Metrics 
     For assessing the performance of our proposed 
approach, we use the standard metrics for performance 
evaluation. The two classes e.g., ‘ham’ and ‘spam’ are 
treated as ‘true’ and ‘false’ in performance evaluation.  
     The performance metrics are calculated using Eq. (1) 
through (4) [5]. 

         = +
+ + +

....................(5) 
 

=
+

..............................(6) 
 

= +
+ + +

....................(7) 
 

=
+

...................................(8) 
 

Table 1: Distribution of training and test emails 
 

Dataset Sample 
type 

Number of 
Ham 

Number 
of Spam 

Ling-spam dataset Training 2602 2313 
Test 291 291 

Spam assassin dataset Training 2500 772 
Test 2500 500 

Enron-spam dataset Training 2572 1000 
Test 1100 1600 
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Where, TP, TN, FP and FN are the acronyms of true 
positive, true negative, false positive and false negative 
respectively. 
 
4.3 Result 
     In this section we are going to calculate the 
performance of our system in terms of Accuracy, Error 
rate, F-measure, Recall and Precision. In table 2 we 
describe accuracy for the system under different volume 
of the dataset. Accuracy is the measurement of how 
many true emails are found comparing to all the true 
and false emails. Precision measures the positive 
predictive value of a classifier and recall calculate the 
sensitivity of a classifier. After completing the execution 
of the proposed system using the Naive Bayes classifier, 
the spam email and ham email is classified. The 
classified status is exhibited in table 2 and the accuracy 
of our proposed method is 98.79%. On the other hand 
correctly classified ratio using the Support vector 
machine is 92.10%. 
 

Table 2: Performance measurement 
 

Dataset 
Name 

Accuracy Error 
rate 

Precisio
n 

Recall F-
mea
sure 

Spam 
assassin 
dataset 

 
94.17% 

 
5.84% 

 
99.66% 

 
93.32

% 

 
96.3
9% 

Ling-
spam 
dataset 

 
98.79% 

 
1.21% 

 
97.65% 

 
100% 

 
98.8
1% 

Enron-
spam 
dataset 

 
90.57% 

 
9.43% 

 
97.98% 

 
88.09

% 

 
92.7
7% 

 
Table 3: Summary of comparative results of classifiers using 

Ling spam dataset. 
 

Evaluation criteria Naive Bayes  Support Vector 
Machine 

Accuracy 98.79% 92.10% 
Error rate 1.21% 7.90% 

 
     It is clearly shown from table 3 that the 
summarization of two machine learning techniques and 
its evaluation parameters for comparative results of 
classifiers. 
 

 
 
Fig.2: Comparison of accuracy of different machine language 

techniques. 
 

     Fig. 2 shows the accuracy for Naive Bayes technique 
is more as compared to SVM techniques. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
     Due to the high level of efficiency, low cost and 
more convenient to use, email has become one of the 
most commonly used communication systems. It is the 
mode of interchanging messages and information on 
daily business and personal life. One can send messages 
and can attach any document at any moment, using the 
email system. However, due to low cost, easy 
accessibility and the comfort of usage, the misuse of the 
emails have been increased by the malicious users who 
spread unsolicited advertisements and information as a 
form of computer viruses. In this research, we propose a 
framework for spam email classification using a 
stochastic model. The proposed technique has utilized 
Naïve Bayes classification to evaluate the emails as 
spam or non-spam in a more accurate manner. Our 
system experimentally achieves an accuracy of more 
than 98.79% using the Ling-spam dataset which is very 
much competent with respect to existing literature. In 
future, we will explore effective features improving 
classification accuracy. 
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Abstract-Texture analysis is exigent in numerous spheres 
of computer image analysis for the alignment of images 
based on local spatial variations of intensity or color. 
Texture classification is essential in pattern recognition 
applications that reflect a feature like appearance. 
Texture is a fundamental characteristic of the natural 
surface. In this research, we have proposed splitting 
based approach for texture classification. By splitting 
into several regions, a feature extractor has been applied 
for getting features from split images. Support Vector 
Machine classifier is used to classify each split image. 
The majority voting has been done for getting the class of 
texture image. The approach has been tested with a 
MATLAB program and the results show a very high 
classification rate. 
 
Keywords: Texture, Image processing, LBP, SVM  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Image processing has become popular and rapidly 
growing area of Computer Science. Texture is an 
important component in image analysis for solving a 
wide range of applied recognition, segmentation, and 
synthesis problems. It contains consequential 
information about the structural arrangement of surfaces 
and their relationship with their surrounding 
environment. Figure 1 shows a few images of different 
types of texture. 
 

 
Fig.1: Texture 

 
     Texture classification is one of the most emergent 
techniques used in the analysis and interpretation of 
images, consisting of repetition of some fundamental 
image elements. The main target of texture classification 
is to assign unknown texture image into a set of known 
texture classes. There are agricultural lands, hill tracts or 
forest region. Each of them has individual texture 
characteristics. We classify those patterns from by 
extracting features. 
     Many researches have been done in this area. Most of 
the existing works are suitable for small image patches. 
Small image patches lead to good classification accuracy, 
but increasing the image size does not improve the 
classification accuracy. 
     Major challenges in texture classification include lack 
of uniformity due to the changes in orientation, scale or 

other visual appearances. The gray scale invariance is 
often significant due to uneven illumination or within 
class variability. A slightly different viewing angle leads 
to a different illumination which might cause completely 
different image properties.  
     In this paper, we address this problem and introduce 
splitting method for increasing classification accuracy. 
This image splitting technique is applied to get features 
accurately. In training phase, we use whole image and we 
split the image into several parts in test phase. Then we 
apply the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) for each image. 
Then, Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is used 
to classify the textures.  Finally, the majority voting has 
been applied for split images.  
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
     Texture classification plays an important role in image 
processing. Many researches have been done in texture 
classification. In this section, those approaches are 
discussed in brief. 
      Pickard et al. [1] showed a method based on second 
order model deviations of Gabor feature for texture 
classification. Local descriptors extraction is performed 
by using Gabor Filters, features are computed by 
evaluating second order moments of a Gaussian mixture 
model.  
        Liu et al. [2] described an approach to texture 
classification, named as Binary Rotation Invariant and 
Noise Tolerant (BRINT). They proposed Circular 
averaging before binarization to compute local binary 
descriptors based on the conventional LBP approach. 
Points are sampled in a circular neighborhood, but 
keeping the number of bins in a single scale 
LBP-Histogram constant and small. 
        Soulard et al. [3] introduced a new texture classifier 
based on the Quarternionic Wavelet Transform (QWT) 
which offered magnitude and phase based analysis. The 
QWT is an improvement of the classical wavelet 
transform. It provided a rich scale-space analysis for 2D 
signals. From each image of training base, a feature 
vector is extracted and labeled with its class number. 
Then a test image is given, its feature vector is calculated 
and compared with those training base by using 
Euclidean distances. According to parameter, the  nearest 
vectors are kept to find the most represented classes. 
Then a general recognition rate is calculated by testing 
several unknown images. They used 9 Brodatz Texture 
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dataset. By concatenating two measures, yielding 18 
features, 79% recognition rate with the QWT has 
obtained over the whole Brodatz album.  
     Guo et al. [4] developed a linear model based 
descriptor namely MiC suited to modeling microscopic 
arrangement of image texture. The descriptor MiC that 
encodes image microscopic configuration by a linear 
model. Here images are presented by a feature named 
Local Configuration pattern. LCP feature combines both 
microscopic features and local features. Microscopic 
features are represented by Optimal Model. The optimal 
model parameters are estimated by least squares 
estimators. For rotation invariance, fourier transform is 
applied to the estimated parameter vectors. To construct 
LCP, the transformed vectors are concatenated with local 
pattern occurrences. They used LBP in feature extraction 
framework for local structure pattern. They evaluated the 
performance of this method on three databases by 
classifying textures in different scenarios: Outex 
database [6] for rotation invariant texture classification, 
KTH-TIPS2 database for material categorization and 
Columbia-Utrecht (CURet) database for classification 
under different views and illuminations.  
      Tou et al. [5] offered a combined technique of GLCM 
and Gabor Filters. GLCM is proposed by Haralick[6]. 
The GLCM is generated by cumulating the total numbers 
of grey pixel pairs from the images. Each GLCM will be 
generated by defining a spatial distance d and an 
orientation, which can be 0-degree,45-degree, 90 degree 
or 135 degree at a selected grey level G. The GLCM 
produced will be of size G × G. Textural features are 
extracted from the GLCMs for classification process. 
There are a total of fourteen features for GLCM. The 
Gabor Filters are also known as Gabor wavelets. It has 
come from the concept of mammalian simple cortical 
cells [7]. It is the method to represent signal in both the 
times and frequency. The Gabor filters are defined by 
frequency, orientation and standard deviation 
parameters. Brodatz dataset has used for the experiment. 
They used the k nearest neighbor” as classifier. For 
combining two method, they used 16 features of GLCM 
with the Gabor filters directly into a single feature 
vectors without modifications. 

 
3. METHODOLOGY 

 
     In this paper, we have proposed splitting based 
texture classification method.  
An overview of the proposed method is shown below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2: Methodology 
       
3.1 Image Acquisition 
     We have used texture image from Kyleberg Dataset 
[8]. 
 
3.2 Feature Extraction 
     In this paper, we use Local Binary Pattern for feature 
extraction. For training phase, we have to calculate LBP 
of whole image. In test phase, we calculate LBP of sub 
images separately. 
 
 
   Training Phase                   
 
    Test Phase            ……                  ……….  
 

Figure 3: Feature Extraction 
            
      LBP, proposed by Ojala et al.[9], works on gray scale 
images. For calculating LBP, a neighborhood is selected 
around the current pixel and then we get the LBP value 
for the pixel using the neighborhood. After calculating 
the LBP value of the current pixel, we update the 
corresponding pixel location in the LBP mask with the 
LBP value. Then, we compare the central pixel value 
with the neighboring pixel values. We can start from any 
neighboring pixel and then we can transverse either in 
clockwise or anti-clockwise direction but we must use 
the same order for all the pixels. Since there are 8 
neighboring pixels – for each pixel, we perform 8 
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comparisons. The results of the comparisons are stored in 
a 8-bit binary array. 
 
               LBP(P, R) =∑ ( − )2=1

=0  
where  and   indicates the gray value of the central 
pixel and its neighbor respectively, p is the index of the 
neighbor pixel , P is the number of neighbor and R is the 
radius of  circular neighbor set. 
Binary threshold function, ( )is- 
  

                      ( ) = {1, < 0
0, ≥ 0 

 
     Put 1 if the current pixel value is greater or equal to 
the neighboring pixel value, otherwise put 0. 
 
3.3 Splitting Method 
     Splitting is an image processing technique used to 
segment image. It attempts to divide an image into 
uniform regions. It is another way of extracting 
information from image by grouping pixels together into 
regions of similarity. Region splitting is to break the 
image into a set of separate regions which are contiguous 
within themselves. A texture can be considered as 
repetition of certain pattern. Consequently if the image is 
divided into several sub parts, then we may observe 
homogeneous set of split images. Increased degree of 
homogeneity is retrieved by splitting the original image 
into several non-overlapping sub-images of equal size 
and aspect ratio. Taking a picture as area of interest, we 
have to decide if all pixels in this part satisfy some 
similar characteristics. Then, we split the area of interest 
and consider each of the divided area as our new 
experimental area in our splitting method. We consider 
into four, nine and 16 equally sized square sub-images. 
We take an image as input, then split it 2x2, 3x3, 4x4. 
2x2 splitting means if any image is of 576x576 pixel, it is 
divided into 2 part in row and 2 part in column. Then it 
will become 288x288 in row and column. Splitting is 
applied in test phase. There is no splitting for training 
phase. 
 

 
          2*2                    3*3                         4*4  

 
Fig.4: Splitting 

 
3.4 Class Prediction 
     Classification analyzes the numerical properties of 
image features. In our test phase, we predict the class of 
the split texture images. We take full image as input in 
training phase. We then compare the true labels of these 

images to the ones predicted by the classifier. Here we 
use Support Vector Machine (SVM) as classifier.  
 
3.4 Majority Voting 
      Majority voting algorithm is an algorithm for finding 
the majority of a sequence of elements. For our work, we 
assume that  is an image. From feature extraction, we 
get features like 1, 2 … … . . .  We find different 
features from images of different classes. By majority 
voting, we decide the class of the features from split 
images. If any class are found many times more than 
other, we can conclude, it is our ultimate class. 
We can do majority voting like this,  
Majority voting, = ( 3, 1, 3, 3, 2 ) 
                             = 3 
 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
     In this paper, we have used Kyleberg Texture Dataset 
[6] that comes in two versions: without rotated texture 
patches and with rotated texture patches. Images in each 
texture class are captured under only one light setting 
from one direction on the same distance. We have used 
rotated texture patches for our experiment.  
      Properties for the texture dataset with rotated texture 
patches are given below: 
• No. of texture classes: 28, 
• No. of samples per class: 1920  
• No. of rotations: 12  
• Rotation increment: 300  
• Total number of samples: 53,760  
• Texture patch size: 576x576 pixels  
• Image format: 8bit gray scale PNG 
 • No. of classes used: 12 (Blanket2, Canvas1, Rug1, 
Ceiling2, Cushion1, Floor1, Floor2, Grass1, Lentils1, 
Lineseeds1, Oatmeal1) 
 
4.1 Training and Testing Data 
      This dataset has 1920 images per class. We have used 
first 50% images from each class for training data to 
produce the classification model and the remaining 50% 
images are used as test data, to check the accuracy of the 
model. Classification accuracy is the number of correct 
predictions made divided by the total number of 
predictions made, multiplied by 100 to turn it into a 
percentage. 
    
                   =      ∗ 100

 
                                                      

 
      We load the images from the directory of local 
machine. We take images of 12 different classes as 
sample.  The specific set that is being used for training 
phase, not used for test phase. In the training phase, we 
take a full texture image. But in the test phase, we split 
the input image into 3, 9, 16 sub images. By LBP feature 
extraction technique, the features of the train classes 
have been obtained. However, we extract features from 
every sub images individually in the testing phase. 
Feature extraction has been done here through LBP 
feature extractor. Then the features of the trained data 
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have been stored in the model along with its class label. 
Classification has been done here through SVM 
classifier. After getting the features from individual sub 
images, we do classification on those features. We 
perform majority voting on those features. 
 
Table 1: Accuracy for different splits (Mode of LBP features 

mean) 

 
     Here, we split the test phase texture images 4, 9,16 
sub images.  It is seen that we get the highest accuracy 
from 4x4 splitting. It is 97%. 
 
Table 2:  Accuracy for different splits (Mode of LBP features 

separately) 
 
                              Split                  Accuracy 
                              2x2                     95% 
                              3x3                      96% 
                              4x4                     96.5% 
 
     Here, we do majority voting for LBP features 
separately. The best result we get that belongs to 4x4 
splitting. 
 

Table 3: Accuracy for different splits (PCA features) 
 
                              Split                  Accuracy 
                              2x2                     45.7% 
                              3x3                      46%% 
                              4x4                     50% 
      
     Here, we apply PCA for our split features. However, 
result is not as good as LBP features. The highest result 
for PCA features is 50% which comes from 4x4 splitting. 
    In those above tables, the overall classifications are 
shown. Here, the accuracy is increasing when we split 
the input image. Specifically, while it is 4x4 splitting, our 
accuracy rate is high comparatively. Another factor is 
that, we get the best result from splitting with LBP 
feature’s majority voting. We can say that, this approach 
shows classification accuracy in terms of splitting with 
feature’s majority voting. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
     In this paper, a method for texture classification using 
splitting method and majority voting is presented. 
Texture classification processes efficient description of 
image texture and recognition. It is used in different 
types of applications such as medical imaging, remote 
sensing, industrial inspection etc. It can be extended by 
adding other feature extractor with splitting. We shall do 
this splitting based majority voting method with another 
classifier. 
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Abstract— Education is one of the most important factors for 
a society to progress. So, the research on educational data is 
important. It not only helps us to understand educational 
systems and their policies but also its user, the students, their 
behavioral patterns, and more. We capitalized on various 
machine learning techniques to predict student performance 
based on their academic, social, and behavioral factors. The 
previous iterations show that considering only the academic 
factors yields decent accuracy but that does not mean it is the 
better option. Taking the social and behavioral aspects of a 
student into consideration helps the case significantly and it 
also depicts the fact that a student’s future performance does 
not only depends on academic records alone. In this paper, the 
present model aims to predict student performance. We have 
experimented with Gradient Boosting, K-Nearest Neighbors 
(KNN), Linear Regression, Ada Boost. Gradient Boosting 
performs great among all these four algorithms in all the 
performance measures of accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-
score. It shows 89.04% accuracy, 90.79% f1-score, 93.44% 
precision, and 90.83% recall. 

 
Keywords: Student performance prediction, student performance 
analysis, Student evaluation 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The importance of education can hardly be described in 

words. In the modern-day, it is one of the most prominent 
factors determining one’s success. The education system 
throughout history has been evolving and it will continue to do 
so in the coming days. In the days of Socrates and Plato, 
education was spiritual, then in the later evolution it started to 
get more practical and now we have reached such a level of 
comprehensiveness that Education co-relates with every aspect 
of life. The ways of inheriting knowledge have also seen a 
change. The emergence of the Internet opens a whole new 
spectrum for exchanging knowledge. People nowadays have 
much more to do in their leisure time than before. It has been 
said before that to be successful education knows no bounds 
but it does not solely depend on one capability and self-efficacy 
though. There are other factors too that determine the 
probability of success. Social and behavioral aspects influence 
the rate of success for an individual more than we thought 
before. A student who has been consistently delivering 
excellent performance is expected to do well, but is it certain? 
What if he is sick or having personal difficulties? So, it’s 
important to consider other factors too and they can influence 
the result. 

 
 

The reason behind this research is following: 
Insufficient research works to predict student 
performance as well as excluding social-behavioral 
factors and other important factors. 
The work can be used for educational purposes as well 
as other research purposes. 

The Contribution of this study is to follow: 
It serves as a great help for both the student and the 
authority if the authority gets an early indication of 
how a student might perform. 
This prediction structure will serve as a criterion that 
will be based on the previous academic records as well 
as other factors that influences the performance. 

We arrange the rest of the section of this paper as follows. 
In Section II, some literature review of similar study has been 
marked. Section III described our system architecture property. 
In Section IV, we elaborately present our performance analysis 
and evaluation. In Section V conclusion, respectively. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Predicting student performance serves great importance in 

the education system. Several techniques are used in this regard 
more popular being classification, regression, and clustering. 
Uses of classifiers are heavily seen in recent researches. 

In [1], author focused on students’ academic motivation 
while considering a specific course. Her work intends to 
establish a link between students’ academic motivation and 
Learning Management System courses. She used three 
classifiers of which neural network provided the best result of 
76.92%. author [2] implied the same Learning Management 
System dataset where he emphasizes the fact that Neural 
Networks are more effective in building a performance 
prediction model. The accuracy varied widely between 
classifiers, ranging from the lowest at 52.8% for Naïve Bayes 
to the highest at 66.1% for Neural Network. 

Author [3] took student demographics, family background, 
and previous GPA into account and concluded that some 
relevant features influenced the students’ performance vastly. 
They used Decision Tree and Random Forest where Decision 
Tree yielded the best result which is 66.9%. Author et al. [4] 
considered two datasets both supposedly relying on the 
academic side of things. They used backpropagation (BP), 
SVM, and LSTM and generated an accuracy of around 87%.  

As time progressed people started including other factors 
besides academic records in their research likewise author [5]. 
They emphasized Data Mining techniques to predict 
performance. Their model provides a way to find out how a 
student might platform although the efficiency of the model is 

● 

●

 

●

 

●
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yet to be known. author [6] did an interesting job of 
concentrating on e-learning and usage on social networks while 
building their model. They used ANN, Naïve Bayes, Decision 
Tree, and Logistic Regression as their classifier. The ANN 
(fully connected feed-forward multilayer ANN) model 
achieved the best performance that is equal to 0.807% and 
achieved the best classification accuracy that is equal to 
77.04%. author [7] took student demographics such as gender, 
country, birthplace, etc. into consideration. They applied 
Logistic Regression and SVM where SVM gave the best 79.3% 
accuracy. author [8] proposed a study that intends to investigate 
the effectiveness of transfer learning from deep neural networks 
for the task of students’ performance prediction in higher 
education. Their model yielded a result ranging from 58% to 
86%. 

We have also gone through several more papers for our 
work. A variety of methods, classifiers, and datasets are used to 
let us know the scope of our work. Some of them are mentioned 
here [9, 10, 11, and 12]. All these aforementioned papers here 
helped up a lot in understanding our work and also to set our 
goals. 

 
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
The system architecture depicts a linear way of how the 

model has been constructed. This includes the collection of 
data, exploring the data, conversion of data, and much more 
procedure. The main steps we have followed are listed below: 

Data Collection 
Data Exploration 
Feature Engineering 
Classification  

Fig. 1 showcases the mainstream development approach of 
our prediction model which we are calling the methodology. 
The paper might not deep dive into all the processes shown in 
the figure but it provides the reader with an overall overview of 
how the development was engineered. 

                        

 
Fig.1. Methodology 

 
A. Data Collection 

The dataset was obtained from the UCI Machine Learning 
Repository. The dataset contains 1040 records and contains 
attributes such as student grades, personal, social, and 
behavior-related features. The data was collected using school 
reports and questionnaires. Few examples: 

Personal and behavioral attributes included in the data are- 
Residence - Urban/Rural 
Relationship status 
Alcohol consumption - Weekly and Daily 

Few academic attributes of the data are – 
Study time - number of hours per week 
Number of past failures 
Previous grades 

Overall, the dataset contains 33 attributes. A detailed 
description of each attribute is given in the instructions.txt file 
[13]. 

B. Data Exploration 
The dataset contained many categorical attributes such as - 

sex, mother’s and father’s education, etc. Most of the 
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categorical attributes were binary (yes/no). The meticulous 
study of the correlation Heatmap contributed to the axing of 
attributes that matter less in the case. The various dependencies 
of the attributes on each other were taken into consideration 
before making the decision of which attributes to keep and 
which attributes to drop. The Correlation Heatmap figure which 
showcases the important attributes is shown in figure 2. 

 

              
 

Fig.2. Correlation Heatmap 
 

C. Feature Engineering 
Feature Engineering is a process of extracting 

important features from raw data and transforming them into 
formats that are suitable for machine learning. It is useful in 
reducing the number of resources needed for processing 
without losing relevant and important information. The 
reduction of data facilitates the learning and generalization 
steps in the machine learning process. 

The following tasks listed below are followed for feature 
engineering: 

Label Encoding: Label Encoding was necessary 
because many of the attributes were categorical 
(yes/no) in nature. The transition of all the data to the 
same pattern is a must to achieve the best possible 
outcome. 
Data Normalization: The fields of the data are 
recorded in different scales. For example, Alcohol 
consumption was recorded on a scale of 1 - 5, and 
previous grades are recorded out of 20. Moreover, 
many binary fields exist. Thus, normalization was 
important. 
Removing Irrelevant Features: A lot of visualization 
techniques were used to indicate the relation between 
the attributes. Correlation Heatmap (Fig. 2), Scatter 

Plots, Density Plots, Box, and Whisker Plots were 
used in this case. Attributes such as father’s job and 
mother’s job do not affect the outcome in the absence 
of data so they were scraped off. 
 

D. Classification 
The application of classifiers differs depending on the type 

of data we are dealing with. We have used KNN, Logistic 
Regression, Ada Boost, and Gradient Boosting. 

Gradient Boosting yielded excellent accuracy compared to 
the other 3 classifiers. It was given because it combines the 
weak classifiers and provides a stronger predictive model. Due 
to most of our data being either numerical or categorical, we 
have used these classifiers for the model. The selection of 
classifiers depends vastly on the data type. Gradient Boosting 
trains many models in a gradual, additive, and sequential 
manner. The major difference between Ada Boost and Gradient 
Boosting Algorithm is how the two algorithms identify the 
shortcomings of weak learners (i.e. decision trees). While the 
Ada Boost model identifies the shortcomings by using high 
weight data points, gradient boosting performs the same by 
using gradients in the loss function (y=ax + b + e, e needs a 
special mention as it is the error term). The loss function is a 
measure indicating how good is model’s coefficients are at 
fitting the underlying data. 

 
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS & EVALUATION 

 
The confusion matrix is a performance measurement for a 

machine learning classification problem where the output can 
be two or more classes. It is a table with 4 different 
combinations of predicted and actual values.  It is extremely 
useful for finding out the accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-
score. The figures (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) shown below represent 
the Confusion matrix of Gradient Boosting. 

 

              
Fig.3. Confusion matrix Gradient Boosting 
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Fig.4. Tuning parameters Confusion matrix Gradient Boosting 
                               
The dataset was split between train and test. For KNN, the 

accuracy is 83.68% and an f1 score of 81.83%. Impressive yet 
low, upon closer inspection we saw Ada Boost classifier 
provided an accuracy of 73.46% and the f1 score was 0.7744. 
Gradient Boosting had the best accuracy and f1 score of all the 
classifiers. It has an accuracy of 89.04% and an f1 score of 
90.79%. Logistic Regression provided the second-worst 
accuracy among the four classifiers. To put it in context, it had 
an accuracy of 75.11% and an f1-score of 75.82%.  

Considering all the results yielded by the classifiers it looks 
like Gradient Boosting gave the best results. The detailed 
results of all the classifiers are shown in Table. 1. 

 
Table 1: DETAILED RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFIERS. 

 

Classifiers Accuracy F1 Score Precision Recall 

Gradient Boosting 89.04% 90.79% 93.44% 90.48% 

KNN 83.68% 81.83% 93.91% 72.78% 

Logistic Regression 75.11% 75.82% 73.76% 78.20% 

Ada Boost 73.46% 77.44% 67.68% 90.83% 

 
AUC - ROC curve is a performance measurement for the 

classification problem at various threshold settings. ROC is a 
probability curve and AUC represent the degree or measure of 
separability. It tells how much the model is capable of 
distinguishing between classes. Higher the AUC, the better the 
model is at predicting 0s as 0s and 1s as 1s. By analogy, the 

Higher the AUC, the better the model is at distinguishing 
between a students’ failure and success rate. The ROC curve is 
plotted with TPR against the FPR where FPR is on the x-axis 
and TPR is on the y-axis. The ROC curve displays the pictorial 
view of the performance of a classification model. ROC 
represents the possibility curve and AUC measures the degree 
of separability. It also estimates the capability to differentiate 
between classes. Higher the AUC, the better the model is at 
predicting 0s as 0s and 1s as 1s. The ROC curve is figured using 
TPR against the FPR. In the proposed model, the AUC (ranges 
from 0.9 to 1) under ROC is considered an outstanding ability 
to predict the performance of the students (Fig. 5). 

 

 
Fig.5. ROC curve. 

 
We have considered zero to 10 as “fail” and 11 to 20 as 

“pass”. In some cases, we have seen that the model predicts a 
result that leads to class imbalance. We have used 
Oversampling and under sampling techniques to even up the 
classes. SMOTE is a very popular oversampling method that is 
used mostly to improve class imbalance. It has proved very 
useful in our case to reduce the class imbalance. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 
It is more evident now that taking into consideration of 

social and behavioral aspects of a student help a great deal in 
predicting the future outcome. No prediction is a sure shot 
success but this provides a linear narrative of what to expect. 
Among the four classifiers used KNN and Gradient Boosting 
produced great results and we took Gradient Boosting as the 
favorable one. The future work is concentrated on increasing 
the accuracy of the model by handling the pre-processed data 
more efficiently. We also plan on improving the performance 
of the model by combining more prediction models. 
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Abstract-In this paper, a 4-element microstrip patch 
array antenna of circular polarization is proposed. 
Using both sided MIC technology, the feed structure and 
antenna elements are arranged in such manner to obtain 
circular polarization. In addition, this unique triple feed 
circuit feeds two RF signal in each patch element which 
are orthogonal to each other. Therefore, each patch 
element exhibits circular polarization.   The simulated 
return loss of the antenna is less than -25dB of bandwidth 
4.53%. The proposed array antenna gives 1.2 dB axial 
ratio at desired frequency. Furthermore, in this paper the 
structure is realized by implementing array structure, 
feeding network, microstrip lines on obverse side of the 
Teflon glass fiber substrate and microstrip slot lines on 
reverse side. Agilent Advanced Design System (ADS) 
Software is used for demonstration of basic behavior of 
the proposed array antenna. 
 
Keywords: microstrip patch antenna; triple feed network; 
circular polarization. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

     With the recent advancement of modern 
communication technology, microstrip array antenna has 
become eminent sector for compact antenna design. This 
technology is used spontaneously in microwave 
communication technology because of the attractive 
features of light weight, low volume, low cost, easy 
fabrication, conformal configuration and compatibility 
with integrated circuits [1]. Though the technique is 
feasible for both linear and circular polarization, circular 
polarization is promptly designed for its special features 
over linearly polarized antenna. Usually, linearly 
polarized antennas are easy to design, but circular 
polarized antenna emerge better flexibility on orientation 
[2]. Circular polarized antennas are more preferable due 
to their inherent capabilities of reduced multi-path fading, 
improved coverage and fixed polarization [3]-[4]. For 
immunes to Faraday rotation, circular polarized antennas 
are used in almost all Earth-satellite communication 
systems [5]. 
     Many papers of circular polarization have been 
published based on single feeding techniques [10]-[14]. 
Further, linearly polarized array antenna can be used for 
circular polarization with dual feeding arrangements 
[6]-[7]. In these array arrangements, two linearly 
polarized antennas are placed orthogonal to each other 
with one of them being fed 900 out of phase [6]-[9]. A 
triple feed circuit has been introduced in this paper to 
achieve circular polarization in microstrip array antenna. 
The author has already reported a microstrip antenna of 

triple feed network in [15]. Compare to [15] the proposed 
antenna of this paper has better impedance matching and 
3dB axial ratio. Furthermore, the structure complexity of 
previous design has been removed and has got efficient 
data and impedance matching at certain frequency. 
Moreover, in this paper, the antenna size is reduced and 
structure complexity has been removed. 
 

2. STRUCTURE  
 

 
 

Fig.1: Dimension of Proposed Array Antenna (scale in mm) 
 
     The schematic design of proposed 2 × 2 array antenna 
is shown in Fig.1. The antenna is designed on Teflon 
glass fiber substrate of dimension 66 × 73 mm2 and has 
dielectric constant 2.15. The antenna elements and triple 
feed network are designed on obverse side of substrate 
and slot lines are on reverse side. For instance, the 
thickness of copper and Teflon substrate are 0.018 mm 
and 0.8mm respectively. In addition, the size of each 
patch element is 9.68 mm × 9.68mm at the design 
frequency of 10 GHz. 
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2.1 Triple feed Network 
     According to Fig.1, the RF signal split into three paths 
to feed the patch elements. Due to these three paths of 
feed networks, it is called triple feed network. RF is fed to 
micrstrip-slot parallel branch circuit and the impedance of 
microstrip line ‘A’ is 50Ω with the width of 2.4mm. 
Moreover, the slot line ‘a’ of this branch has impedance of 
108Ω and thickness of 0.2mm. Afterwards, there are two 
slot-microstrip series branch circuit from the two ends ‘b’ 
and ‘c’ of slot lines but this microstrip lines ‘B’ and ‘C’ 
are joined together and split into three branches ‘D’, ‘E’ 
and ‘F’ toward the patch elements. As well, the 
impedance of these microstrip lines is 56Ω maintaining 
the width of 2mm. In contrast, microstrip line ‘E’ ends 
with another micrstrip-slot parallel branch circuit in the 
middle of four patch element. The slot line ‘D ’has 
impedance of 108Ω and thickness of 0.2mm. The two 
ends ‘E’ and ‘F’ of this slot line create two another 
slot-microstrip series branch circuit where microstrip 
lines ‘G’ and ‘H’ have impedance of 50Ω.  The impedance 
of the feed networks is managed such a way that ‘E’ has 
double power of ‘B’ and ‘C’. The two sides of microstrip 
line ‘G’ is then fed to patch #1 and #2 through impedance 
transformer of 0.48mm and then maintain impedance of 
270Ω. At the same time, each microstrip line ‘D’ and ‘F’ 
of two other branches is connected to 122Ω transmission 
line of 0.42 mm width and then joined with patch element 
#1 and #2 via 0.114mm impedance transformer. By this 
proposed design, the feeding point of RF signal is 
converted to three feeding point and feed two RF signal of 
different phase in each antenna element. 
As each patch elements are fed by two RF lines as well, 
they are orthogonal to each other, circular polarization 
will be achieved. 
 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Reflection Co-efficient of the array antenna vs. Negative 
stiffness 

 

 
 

Fig.3: Axial ratio characteristics of the proposed antenna 
 

  
 

Fig.4: Input Impedance of the array antenna 
 
     The ADS (Advanced Design System) simulation 
software in microwave momentum mode has been used 
to investigate the performance of the proposed array 
antenna. 
     The reflection co-efficient of the designed antenna is 
shown in Fig.2. From Fig.2 it is observed that reflection 
co-efficient is less than -10dB for the frequency range of 
9.83 to 10.28 GHz. Of most importance is, the reflection 
co-efficient is better as approximately -30dB at near the 
design frequency 10GHz.Therefore, the antenna has 
good impedance matching at design frequency. 
     The circular polarization can be confirmed by the 
axial ratio characteristic which is shown in Fig.3. From 
the figure it is evident that the antenna radiates circular 
polarization.  
     Fig.4 shows the simulated results of input impedance 
of the proposed antenna. It is observed from Fig that 
there is dip near 10 GHz in impedance locus. Therefore, 
there are two resonant modes exciting at very of near 
design frequency. It can be mentioned that the 
fundamental mode of the designed antenna is split into 
two near degenerate resonant modes [16] and these 
modes form a dip in smith chart indicating the existence 
of circular polarization in the antenna. For realization, 
when a RF signal of a patch is quarter wavelength ahead 
of another RF signal of the same patch, these two 
resonant modes will be excited at same amplitude but in 
900 phase difference. The axial ratio for different 
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frequency of the proposed triple feed array antenna has 
been calculated and it has been found that antenna has 
3dB axial ratio bandwidth of 0.74GHz which is about 
7.4% respect to the center frequency of 10GHz which is 
good for circular polarization. 
    

4. CONCLUSION 
 
     In this paper, a 4-element microstrip patch array 
antenna with triple feed network is presented. The Both 
sided MIC technology is applied for proposed array 
antenna. In addition, the behavior of the designed 
antenna is analyzed by ADS simulation software to 
confirm the feasibility of designed structure. 
Implementation of the proposed triple feed network 
makes easier to feed two orthogonal RF signal in each 
patch element. Thereby, the antenna shows the features 
of circular polarization. Moreover, the simulation results 
have indicated that the antenna has better reflection 
co-efficient, axial ratio and good impedance matching. 
Although the antenna behaviors of circular polarization 
are observed through simulation, the proposed antenna 
will be soon fabricated to investigate and compare the 
simulated and practical results. 
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Abstract-In this paper, a highly efficient wideband 
linearly polarized simple structured antenna is proposed 
for the sub-6 GHz 5G. The antenna consists of a hammer-
shaped feed line and a rectangular slot at the ground 
plane. This single band antenna can be operated at the 
entire LTE Bands 42/43. The antenna has a total 600 
MHz (3.4 GHz to 4 GHz) operating bandwidth along with 
more than 2.6 dBi gain. Thus, considering all the features 
this hammer-shaped fed slot antenna can satisfy the 
needs of the desired applications.   
 
Keywords: Microstrip antenna, Hammer-shaped feed line, 
LTE Band, Wideband 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     The fifth-generation (5G) communication system is 
now undergoing project for many developed countries 
while it’s still a challenge for developing countries to 
implement 5G communication system. 5G 
communication system expected to have 100 times faster 
data rates up to 10 Gbps over currently available fourth-
generation (4G) communication system [1]. There are 
two very common technologies available for providing a 
5G service for smartphones. The first originating method 
for 5G is known as “mm-wave 5G” uses very high 
frequencies (25 GHz to 39 GHz) to provide such high 
speed [2]. The latest iPhone-12 series is one of the first 
smartphones to support and bring this mm-wave 
technology into a smartphone. But the problem that arises 
using such high-frequency bands is that higher 
frequencies have very low penetration strength through 
objects [2]. To overcome this problem, there comes 
another technology known as “Sub-6 GHz 5G” which 
uses lower band frequencies. The Sub-6 GHz 5G 
technology is the superior version of the currently 
available 4G LTE (long-term evolution) communication 
system [1]. This Sub-6 GHz 5G smartphone application 
is already available in the smartphone industry. In the 
Sub-6 GHz smartphone application, such higher speed 
over 4G is achieved by creating more data throughput 
and large channel capacity by implementing multiple 
antennas in a single smartphone [3]. Thus, the antenna for 
Sub-6 5G applications has to be smaller in size. There are 
many licensed and unlicensed frequency bands for Sub-
6 GHz 5G operation. LTE Band 42 (3.4 GHz to 3.6 GHz), 
LTE Band 43 (3.6 GHz to 3.8 GHz), and LTE Band 46 
(5.15 GHz to 5.925 GHz) are some of the bands that 
researchers have a higher interest in [1-10]. Many 
researches having on Sub-6 GHz smartphone antenna for  

5G applications by the researchers as it has a high 
demand for a rapidly growing 5G communication system.
     An inverted pie-shaped antenna and two inverted L-
shaped open-slot antennae have been designed to cover 
LTE Bands 42/43/46 in [1]. Only one inverted L-shaped 
open slot dual-band antenna used to cover LTE Bands 
42/43/46 for Sub-6 GHz application in [3]. A meander 
line and spiral-shaped patch dual-band antenna have been 
designed in [4] which can cover LTE Bands 42/43/46. A 
common grounded 4-element inverted L-shaped 
monopole antenna has been reported in [5] for 5G 
applications. In [6] a single rectangular microstrip feed 
line and radiating circular slot with arc-shaped strip 
wideband antenna has been designed to cover 3.4 GHz to 
3.8 GHz. A dual-polarized radiating square ring slot and 
microstrip line feed with an open-end circular ring 
antenna have been reported for LTE Bands 42/43 in [7]. 

 
Fig.1: Design structure of the proposed antenna 
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 An inverted L-shaped fed T-shaped open slot antenna has 
been proposed for dual circular polarization in [8]. A non-
uniform elliptical ring slot antenna has been illustrated 
for circular polarization covering LTE Bands 42/43 in [9]. 
In [10], a slot antenna has been reported for Sub-6 GHz 
5G application. 
     In this communication, a rectangular slot antenna with 
a hammer-shaped feed line has been proposed for the 
Sub-6 GHz 5G wireless applications at LTE Bands 42/43. 
The reason behind using this hammer-shaped feed was 
quite intended because of its simple geometry which 
would be fabrication friendly. This linearly polarized 
antenna has a wide bandwidth of 3.4 GHz to 4 GHz. At 
the operating band, more than 2.6 dBi gain attained with 
high radiation efficiency. The proposed antenna has been 
designed and simulated on CST microwave studio. 
 

2. ANTENNA DESIGN 
 
     Figure 1 demonstrates the design structure of the 
proposed antenna. Fig. 1(a) represents the front view and 
Fig. 1(b) represents the back view of the proposed 
antenna. The antenna has been designed on a 20 mm × 20 
mm FR4 substrate (dielectric permittivity is 4.3) with a 
thickness of 0.8 mm. Copper is used for the feed line and 
ground plane of the antenna. The evolution of the antenna 
is described by the two design stages given below in Fig. 
2. 
 

 
Fig.2: Design evolution of the proposed antenna 

 
2.1 Stage 1 
     At this stage, a rectangular slot has been designed on 
the ground plane for purpose of a slot radiator. The width 
(WR) of the rectangular slot is spread around almost at the 
edge of the substrate to bring the resonant frequency to 
the desired band. At the front side, a single microstrip 
feed line has been designed which is connected to the 
SMA port. The port impedance is matched to 50 Ω just 
by tuning the width (W1 = 0.7mm) of the single 
rectangular microstrip feed line. From Fig. 3, it is noticed 
that at this stage the 10-dB bandwidth of the antenna is 
only about 250 MHz and it is resonating at 3.37 GHz. 
 
2.2 Stage 2 
     At this stage to resonate the antenna in the band of 
interest, a hammer-shaped patch has been designed on the 

front side of the substrate in the place of the single 
microstrip feed line. This hammer-shaped feed has been 
chosen because it has a simple and uniform geometry at 
both right and left sides which can make a good impact 
on the rectangular slot radiator at the ground. This 
hammer-shaped patch feed line has a dimension of 10 
mm in width (W2) and 6 mm in length (L2). The 
rectangular section of the hammer-shaped patch which is 
connected to the single microstrip feed line is 2 mm in 
length (L3) and 8 mm in width (W3). The rectangular slot 
is 9.8 mm in length (LR) and 18.4 mm in width (WR). The 
rectangular slot dimension is determined according to the 
impact of parametric change on the reflection coefficient. 
By tuning the width (WR) of the rectangular slot to the 
edge of the substrate the resonant frequency has been 
shifted to 3.6 GHz so that the entire LTE Bands 42/43 can 
be covered as shown in Fig. 3. The length (LR) of the 
rectangular slot starts from the exact opposite position of 
the hammer-shaped patch and by tuning it to the upward 
direction the frequency has been well resonated at 3.6 
GHz.  
     To understand the working principle of the antenna, 
the surface current distribution at 3.6 GHz has been 
analyzed from the ground view of the antenna. Fig. 4 
shows the surface current distribution of the antenna. It is 
noticeable that there are two current null points at the 
edge of the slot. Hence, the antenna is operating at one 
wavelength. Moreover, it is evident that the maximum 
current is around the edge of the slot. 

 
Fig.3: Simulated S11 of the proposed antenna 

 
Table 1: Numerical value of the antenna parameters 

 
Parameter 

 
Dimension 

(mm) 
Parameter 

 
Dimension 

(mm) 
L 20 W 20 
L1 9 W1 0.7 

L2 6 W2 10 

L3 2 W3 8 

LR 9.8 WR 18.4 
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Fig.4: Surface current distribution at 3.6 GHz 

 
3. ANTENNA PARAMETER ANALYSIS 

 
     Fig. 5(a) shows the effect of change of widths of the 
hammer-shaped feed line. By varying the width W2 and 
W3 of the hammer-shaped patch the resonant frequency 
can be slightly shifted across the LTE band 42 and 43 
displayed in the figure.  
     Fig. 5(b) shows the effect of change of width (WR) of 
the rectangular slot. The width (WR) has a huge impact in 
terms of shifting the resonant frequency to the lower or 
higher frequency. It is evident by the figure that 
increasing the width (WR) the resonating point is moved 
to the lower frequency and vice versa. 
     Fig. 5(c) displays the impact of the change of length 
(LR) of the rectangular slot. It is figured that the length 
(LR) has an impact on the impedance matching of the 
antenna as evident from the figure. After the extensive 
simulation, it is found that the antenna shows better 
performance when WR is 18.4 mm and LR is 9.8 mm. 
 

4. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 
     Fig. 6 illustrates the final simulated result of the 
reflection coefficient of the antenna. The antenna is 
resonating at 3.6 GHz and the 10-dB impedance 
bandwidth is 600 MHz. Therefore, the antenna is 
operating in the 3.4−4 GHz frequency range. Hence, the 
antenna covers the LTE 42 (3.4−3.6 GHz) and LTE band 
43 (3,6−3.8 GHz). 
     Fig. 7(a) displays the gain of the antenna. The antenna 
provides a nearly constant gain of 2.5 dBi over the 
working bandwidth of the antenna. 
     Fig. 7(b) illustrates both the radiation and total 
efficiencies of the proposed antenna. Both efficiencies 
are more than 90% in the band of interest. Therefore, the 
antenna is highly efficient displayed in figure 7.  
     Fig. 8 shows the farfield properties of the antenna at 
3.6 GHz. Maximum gain is found in theta = 0° and phi = 
0 °  and the maximum gain is 2.68 dBi. The cross-
polarization level is more than 40 dB that is evident from 
the figure. As the antenna has a rectangular slot, it is 
noticed that there are simultaneous front and back 
radiations. It is a common characteristic of the slot 
antenna.   

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
 

Fig. 5: Parametric result analysis on the reflection 
coefficient 

 
     Table. 2 shows the comparison of the performances of 
the work with the previous research works. The ref. [3] 
and [4] have a smaller size compared to the proposed 
antenna but the proposed antenna has higher 10-dB 
impedance bandwidth.  
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Fig.6: Final simulated result of the reflection coefficient 

 

(a) 

(b) 
 

Fig.7: Simulated (a) Gain and (b) Efficiency of the 
proposed antenna. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Antenna [4], [5], [6], and the proposed antenna has a wide 
bandwidth. Antenna [10] has a narrow bandwidth (50 
MHz) with the biggest size (50mm × 60mm) but it has 
the highest gain of 7.52 dBi. The proposed antenna has a 
small size with a 10-dB wide bandwidth. The antenna is 
also highly efficient with a reliable gain. Hence, 
considering the performances of the proposed antenna, it 
is evident that it is feasible for 5G wireless applications.  
 

 
Fig.8: Radiation pattern of the proposed antenna 

 
Table.2: Comparison with the previous research works 

 
Ref. Size 

(mm2) 
10-dB 

Impedance 
Bandwidth 

Gain 
(dBi) 

Efficiency 

[3] 17×12 200 MHz 
 (6-dB) 

[only LTE 
band] 

------ >90% 

[4] 11×14 120 MHz 
[only LTE 

band] 

>2 >90% 

[5] 20×20 900  MHz 4 ------- 

[6] 25×25 1.5 GHz 4 ------- 

[10] 50×60 50MHz 7.25 90% 

This 
work 

20×20 600 MHz 2.6 90% 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
     In this paper, a wideband highly-efficient newly 
configured antenna with reliable antenna gain has been 
approached. The antenna is a combination of a 
rectangular slot in the ground and a hammer-shaped feed 
line. The slot has a great impact on the resonating 
frequency of the antenna at 3.6 GHz. This slot antenna 
has a compact and compatible design for sub-6 GHz 5G 
wireless applications. The antenna has a 10-dB 
bandwidth of 600 MHz and it can operate in the entire 
LTE Bands 42/43. Therefore, all the promising features 
of the antenna can make it a good competitor in the 
desired applications. 
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Abstract-The aim of the paper is to address the novel 
metamaterial CSRR rectangular patch microstrip 
antenna design for bandwidth improvement. A modern 
rectangular complementary split ring resonator is 
developed and evaluated after the analysis of various 
types of metamaterial structures. The sophisticated and 
compact antenna is mounted on the FR4 epoxy substrate 
of 1.6mm thickness. The framework is mainly intended 
for the enhancement of bandwidth. The CSRR structure 
is modeled on a 60x50 mm2 ground plane for a 
rectangular patch microstrip antenna operating on 2.2 
GHz using the CST simulator. The complete CSRR 
structure is on back ground plane of the proposed 
antenna and thus it’s also called defected ground 
structure. The use of the CSRR structure, based on 
simulation results, is with bandwidth enhancement 
hitting 269.95% greater than without CSRR structure. 
The minimal loss of return is around -20.53 dB on 
2.2GHz. Again, 14.623% is the miniaturization ratio of 
the patch dimension with conventional one. 
 
Keywords: CSRR, Metamaterial, Inset feed, Split gap, Loss 
tangent. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     For the accelerated migration of new wireless network 
communications, the antennas of RMP(Rectangular 
Microstrip patch) have attracted a lot of interest because 
of their tremendous and conformal planar benefits with 
ease of implementation and manufacturing process.  
Because of planar framework, cost efficiency and simpler 
production, researchers worldwide are increasingly 
interested in microstrip patch antennas[1]. There are, 
however, several big obstacles in this, faced by many 
researchers including narrow bandwidth and losses due 
to surface wave[2]. 
     Electromagnetic properties modified to anything can 
be displayed by metamaterials. Metamaterial having 
property that is not embedded in products that naturally 
exist. They are constructed from assemblies of different 
components made from composite materials such as 
metals and plastics. They are typically arranged at sizes 
close to the wavelength of the phenomena they impact in 
repeating patterns. Therefore, they derive their 
characteristics from newly built structures, not from their 
raw materials. Metamaterials often do not focus on the 
chemical/atomic modifications beyond what can’t be 
contained in nature[3]. The composite structure functions 
as an array of artificial atoms for electromagnetic waves 
of very large wavelengths, giving rise to unusual and 
exotic electromagnetic properties that have made 
metamaterials a very exciting and fruitful field of study, 

yielding many intriguing and unique phenomena. 
     Due to engineerable permeability, permittivity and 
reflection index, metamaterials have attracted great 
interest in recent years. Metamaterial structures such as 
split ring resonator (SRR), transmission line (TL) based 
structure planar pattern artificial magnetic conductor 
(AMC) etc. are commonly used to achieve the above-
mentioned characteristics [3]. 
     To boost the efficiency of a microstrip patch antenna, 
various types of metamaterial structures are used in the 
literature. Miniaturization, low VSWR, low loss, broad 
bandwidth and high gain are the targets of the 
metamaterial-based patch antennas[4]. 
A modern circular complementary split ring resonator is 
developed and evaluated after the analysis of various 
types of metamaterial structures. 
 

2. RELATED FRAMEWORK 
 
     For 2.95 and 5.23 GHz (WLAN) frequency bands, a 
modern rectangular complementary split ring resonator 
(CSRR) is designed. The upper break distance of the 
CSRR suggested plays a significant role in deciding the 
characteristics of the pass band at rate bands of 2.95 and 
5.23 GHz. The recommended design can be conveniently 
integrated and can be used for phenomenon of frequency 
reconfiguration in WLAN device purposes[3]. 
     For portable wireless systems covering LTE, LTE-A, 
WLAN and WiMAX[5], a low-profile metamaterial 
inspired Hilbert-shaped unit radiators including a partial-
ground plane consisting of a periodic square-slotted 
ground plane[6]. 
     The structure of LHM(Left Handed Metamaterial) is 
designed for a rectangular patch microstrip antenna 
working on 2.4 GHz on the ground plane. The use of the 
LHM structure is capable of extending bandwidth up to 
175.7 MHz based on simulation results, with bandwidth 
enhancement reaching 213.75% greater than without 
LHM[7]. 
     By adding several slots on the ground plane, 
bandwidth can also be expanded. Inserting up to 12 slots 
with a width of 1 mm into the ground plane spacing 
between slots is 3 mm slots arranged parallel to the 
feeding axis. Compared to the traditional one that is just 
47 MHz, the antenna with slots displays bandwidth up to 
540MHz. Again, optimizing defective ground 
structure(DGS) is another technique of bandwidth 
enhancement. Microstrip patch antenna with curved slot 
and partial ground plane also exhibits bandwidth 
expansion[8]. A 90° phase shifter is intended to feed the 
antenna substantially to boosting the bandwidth[5]. A 
rectangular stub is mounted on the ground field to 
maximize the antenna's bandwidth. Bandpass filter 
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integration is another sophisticated technique for 
maximizing bandwidth of patch antenna from the 
conventional one[9]. Another  design for increasing the 
bandwidth of the microstrip patch antenna with a 
parasitic patch is mounted along with the slots adjacent 
to the radiating patch[4]. 
 

3. PROPOSED DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
     The philosophy behind making a left-handed 
metamaterial (LHM) is to independently manage 
electrical and magnetic properties. A LHM is essentially 
an arrangement of two types of cell components. Split 
ring resonators (SRR) emit negative μ and the negative ε 
is provided by a wire array (or capacitively filled strips, 
CLS). The author designed the antenna by wire array to 
depict the nature of left handed metamaterial thus 
enhancing the bandwidth[7]. 
 

        
 

Fig.1: LHM properties comparing with conventional 
metamaterial 

 
Figure-1 exhibits the left handed metamaterial properties 
of  both negative permittivity and permeability( by - ′ ). 
The composition of the LHM is a mixture of a modified 
SRR and two CLS. The modified SRR produces 
magnetic material like responses and demonstrates 
negative permittivity, and the CLS produces solid 
dielectric-like responses and displays negative 
permeability[10]. 
     An innovative design of expansion of bandwidth of 
microstrip patch antenna is introduced here with circular 
complementary split ring resonator. The Complementary 
Split Ring Resonator is a type of metamaterial whose 
characteristics, including electrical and magnetic 
negative parameters, cannot be found in nature[12]. 
These elements are arranged in a periodic structure 
uniformly arrangement that act as artificial materials with 
unusual properties. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Two circular CSRR with its equivalent circuit 
 
     In figure-2 there exhibiting an equivalent circuit of 
two circular CSRR that behaves exactly the same as the 
circuit shown. 
     But in the proposed design four circular CSRR is 
deployed. The arrangement is fully ground-plane-based. 
On the ground plane, which is also called the defective 
ground structure, a complementary split ring resonator is 
mounted. The resonant frequency is 2.2GHz. This 
antenna is applicable for both L band and S band 
application.  In this section, the detailed structure 
measurements, waveguide configuration, coefficient of 
reflection and transmission are discussed. 
 
3.1 Antenna Structure 
     Antenna structure with all of the antenna elements are 
described here in this section. The detailed configuration 
and optimized proportions of the proposed structure of 
the metamaterial circular CSRR is depicted here. The 
structure is formed by etching four circular 
complementary rectangular slots in antenna back 
structure ground plane. 
 

           
                       
 

 
Fig.3: Front structure dimensions 

 
     The front structure of the microstrip patch antenna 
with coplanar waveguide feed suggesting all the 
dimensions pointing out in Figure-3. The conducting part, 
substrate(dielectric part).There has been formed a table 
below showing all antenna dimensions. 
  

Patch and ground Substrate 
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Table 1: Design parameters of proposed antenna 
 

No Parameter Dimension 
(mm) 

No Parameter Dim 

1 W 60 6 Lf 18.7 
2 L 50 7 L2 14.5 
3 Wp 37 8 S1 27.5 
4 Lp 27 9 Wf 4 
5 L1 12.5 10 h(substrate 

height) 
1.6 

 
     Table-1 shows all the dimensions of the antenna 
structure with the simplified parameters required to 
design the antenna. The full meaning of the parameters is 
given at the end of the paper in nomenclature section. The 
dimensions are calculated through equations that are 
described in the next section of this paper. 
 
3.2 Ground Structure with CSRR 
     A split-ring resonator (SRR) is a typical metamaterial 
structure that is artificially generated. Their goal is to 
generate the desired magnetic response (susceptibility) in 
different metamaterial forms. Here a complementary 
circular SRR called circular CSRR is designed. Four 
complementary split rings with four distinct rings are 
arranged. Their measurements are similar to one another. 
Splits are complementary to every ring of gaps of 1 mm. 
The proposed antenna is built and configured using the 
Defected Ground Structure (DGS)[11] to boost the 
frequency band of the microstrip antenna, taking into 
account the optimized CSRR. Therefore, the antenna 
structures' impedance and surface current are influenced 
by DGS. DGS is therefore handled here by CSRR. 
 

         
                        

Fig.4: Ground(Back) Structure 
 
     Figure-4 depicts the ground(back) structure of the 
antenna in which CSRR is inserted to enhance the 
antenna performance. 
The outermost ring radius is 6.3mm with inner radius of 
5.5mm and innermost ring radius 1.5mm with its inner 
radius of 1mm. By this process four CSRR is designed 
here. 
 
3.3 Bandwidth Enhancement 
     The proposed antenna has a 1.88GHz-2.53GHz 
frequency spectrum at a resonant frequency of 2.2GHz. 
That means 650MHz of bandwidth here. But there is just 

56MHz bandwidth in the traditional inset feed microstrip 
patch antenna resonating at 2.4GHz. Bandwidth can be 
extended up to 175.7 MHz by using the LHM(Left 
handed metamaterial) wire array structure[7]. Although 
the resonant frequency of the proposed architecture has 
changed, the bandwidth has improved by 474.3MHz, 
indicating an increase of 269.95% than the previous one. 
 

4. PARAMETRIC DESIGN EQUATIONS 
 
     With  = 4.4 and h = 1.6mm, the rectangular 
microstrip patch is designed. The patch, with dielectric 
substrates of thickness 'h' and relative dielectric constants 

, is planned for 2.2GHz. It is possible to measure the 
patch width and effective length by 
 

               =
2
√( 2

+1
)                                      (1) 

 
                =

2 √
                                      (2) 

  
The addition of patch length is derived from, 
 

  =  
+ 1
2

+
 − 1

2
 [1 + 12

ℎ
]

1
2          (3) 

 

         ∆L = 0.412h 
(  + 0.3)(ℎ  + 0.264)

( − 0.258)(ℎ  + 0.8)
                    (4) 

 
The actual length of the patch is, 
 

                  Lp =  - 2∆L                                     (5) 
 
Here,  is the effective dielctric constant that is based 
on width of patch and height and dielectric constant of 
the dielectric material. This is needed to calculate to find 
out the length extension(∆L) and effective length of the 
patch. Then lastly actual patch length is calculated from 
effective length and length extension.  
 

5. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
     The planned antenna is manufactured on an affordable 
1.6 mm thick FR4 layer, with a permittivity of 4.4 and a 
tangent loss of 0.025. 
     The VSWR would be identical to 1 for a better design, 
which reflects that the device is perfectly matched. At 2.4 
GHz, the minimum VSWR is 1.464. The minimum 
VSWR falls to 1.20 at 2.2 GHz after CSRR is deployed. 
When VSWR ≤ 2 for individual design bandwidth is : 
 

Table 2: Frequency range for various structures 
 

Structure Frequency Range Bandwidth 

Without 
LHM 

2.3738-2.4298 GHz 
[6] 

56 MHz 

With LHM 2.31-2.49 GHz [6] 175.7MHz 
With CSRR 1.88-2.53 GHz 650MHZ 

 
     Table-2 exhibits bandwidth enhancement for three 
different antenna structures. Hence, bandwidth 

ε

ε

ε
ε ε

ε
ε

ε

ε

ε
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maximization is proved here by deploying the proposed 
structure including the minimization of the design. 
The return loss on the 2.4 GHz conventional inset feed 
patch antenna is -16.25 dB.  The return loss decreases to 
-20.53 dB after CSRR is used. One of the significant 
considerations of the microstrip patch antenna is the 
voltage standing wave ratio. 
 

          
 

Fig.5: Radiation pattern(2D) 
 
Here in figure-5, the simulated antenna 2D radiation 
patterrn is seen at 2.2GHz(operating frequency). This is 
bi-directional radiation pattern meaning that radiates 
much of the energy in just two directions or absorbs it. 
There are two high-gain paths for the bidirectional 
antennas, typically antithesis-oriented in space to each 
other.  
 

 
                           

Fig.6: Return loss plot 
 

Figure-6 conveys the return loss plot of the proposed 
simulated antenna. The x-axis and y-axis display 
frequency/GHz and magnitude in dB respectively. 
At 2.2GHz the return loss is -20.53dB seen from the 
above figure. The bandwidth is represented by the return 
loss plot below -10dB. From the figure-4,  below -10dB, 
the frequency spectrum is approximately 650MHz, so 
called the proposed antenna bandwidth. 
 

Table 3: Comparison of bandwidth maximization results 
 

Frequency 

of 

resonance 

Rectangular 

Conventional 

patch (BW)  

With LHM 

(BW) 

With 

CSRR 

(BW) 

2.4GHz and 

2.2GHz( for 

only with 

CSRR 

insertion) 

 

 

56MHz 

 

 

175.7MHZ 

 

 

650MHz 

 
     The comparison of frequency ranges for traditional 
patch antennas with LHM integration and also with 
bandwidth maximization effects with CSRR integration 
is shown in table-3. 
 

 
 

Fig.7: VSWR at resonating frequency 
 
     VSWR(Voltage standing wave ratio) is seen in figure-
7 at 2.2GHz. As stated before, the unity VSWR is suitable 
for ideal architecture, ensuring there is no radiation loss 
or the characteristic impedance of the antenna is ideally 
aligned with the antenna's output impedance. The 
proposed design is not practically ideal thus VSWR is 
1.20 approximated.  
 

 
 

Fig.8: 3D radiation pattern 
 
The proposed simulated antenna 3D radiation pattern is 
given in figure-8. Here, from the simulation result it is 
found that, 
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Table 4: Simulation result of proposed structure 
 

                        Simulation Result 

Main lobe magnitude = 3.8 dBi 
Main lobe direction = 5.0 deg 

Angular width (3db) = 81.4 deg 
Directivity = 3.797dBi 
VSWR = 1.20 at 2.2GHz resonance 

 
     The summary of the simulation result is depicted here 
in table-4.  
     Firstly, only two complementary split ring resonators 
were used to verify the bandwidth. The resonant 
frequency dropped to 1.8GHz, however, the bandwidth 
was not any higher. Finally, the optimal effect is 
discovered by applying four complementary split ring 
resonator and bandwidth maximization is achieved. 
In the configuration of the band pass filter, band rejection 
filter, low pass filter and high pass filter, this arrangement 
of CSRR is often used[3]. This structure is created by 
etching the form necessary and breaking it on either side 
of the structure. So here the structure is used for 
bandwidth enhancement of rectangular microstrip inset 
feed patch antenna. The antenna gain is calculated 
6.02dB. 
     The aim was to increase the bandwidth before 
designing the proposed design and then, after studying 
various metamaterial structures and different research 
works, CSRR implementation with coplanar waveguide 
feed is eventually integrated into the proposed design and 
thus, simulation findings finally define bandwidth 
improvement. 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

 
     The rectangular patch microstrip antenna (RPMA) 
configuration was discussed and observed in this paper 
by using an external complementary split ring resonator 
on the back ground plane. Compared to the RPMA 
configuration without CSRR and with wire array LHM, 
the employed CSRR provides a positive effect that 
increases the antenna bandwidth by up to 269.95%. In 
comparison, the CSRR helps in a greater miniaturization 
of the antenna that decreases by up to 14.623%. In 
addition, good radiation quality has been obtained. The 
antenna is low-cost and has a basic structure and is thus 
can be a model for practical device systems. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Symbol Meaning Unit 

W Substrate Width (mm) 
L Substrate Length (mm) 

Wp Patch Width (mm) 
Lp Patch Length (mm) 
h Substrate Thickness (mm) 

Wf Feed Width (mm) 
Lf Feed length (mm) 
G Split Gap (mm) 

 Permittivity (F/m) 
µ Permeability (H/m) 
L1 Half patch length 

without inset gap 
(mm) 

L2 Half patch length with 
inset gap 

(mm) 

S1 Upper ground plane 
on the patch 

(mm) 

 

ε
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Abstract- In this paper, a gain enhancement technique is 
focused on dual frequencies tree-shaped Microstrip 
patch antenna (MPA) for X band applications. The 
antenna is a tree-shaped patch with a stripline around 
the shape. Multiple dielectric substrate layers have been 
used to increase the gain in this proposed antenna. This 
antenna has three substrates where materials are FR4 as 
“substrate 1” and “substrate 3” and Polyimide as 
“substrate 2”. Polyimide dielectric substrate 2 is 
sandwiched between FR4 dielectric “substrate 1” and 
FR4 dielectric “substrate 3”. Considering the X band 
satellite applications, the small size of antenna has been 
used to overcome the problem of narrow bandwidth and 
low gain. The overall dimension of the antenna is 18 mm
�  16 mm �  2.45 mm. The 10-dB impedance bandwidths 
and gains are achieved 184 MHz and 0.38 dBi at lower 
operating frequency and 420 MHz and 3 dBi at higher 
operating frequency, respectively. This antenna has been 
designed and simulated in CST Microwave Studio Suite 
Software. The simulation shows the impressive result 
which is utilized for x band (8-12) GHz application.  
 
Keywords: Microstrip patch antenna (MPA), X band, Linear 
polarization, Multiple Substrate, Gain 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Antenna’s for satellite application has been playing a 
vital role in communications, navigations, broadcasting, 
weather forecasting etc. Still, now satellite applications 
is an ongoing project for the demand for modern 
technology. No doubt that satellite communication 
application system has essential activates for mankind. 
Microstrip patch antenna (MPA) is lightweight, low 
profile, planner, rugged, low cost, fabrication friendly etc. 
which can be designed for a dual or multi-frequency 
operation. MPA can be integrated with the circuit element 
which is suitable for satellite applications. [1]. 
     There are so many frequency bands for satellite 
applications. Such as L band (1-2 GHz) which is used in 
satellite mobile phones and Global positioning systems, 
C band (4-8 GHz) which is primary used for satellite 
communications and for satellite TV networks, X band 
(8-12 GHz) which is initially used for the military 
purposes, Ku band (12-18 GHz) which is used for mainly 
direct broadcast satellite service, ka band(26-40 GHz) 
which is used for Communications satellites and close-
range targeting radars on military aircraft. [2]. 
     The X-band (8-12 GHz) has been assigned merely for 
military, naval and governmental use. X-band radar is 

requisite for naval operations including the tracking and 
searching of surface targets, while X-band 
communication antenna systems provide email and 
internet access for operational and crew use. [2]. 
     Previously many researches have been done under 
satellite application by the researchers. A caterpillar 
shaped microstrip patch antenna design for S, Ku and K 
band applications in [3]. A high gain optically transparent 
microstrip patch antenna reported for K band 
applications in [4]. A patch antenna loaded with notches 
and slit has been designed for dual Ku band in [5]. A 
coaxial feed Adidas logo shaped microstrip patch 
antenna designed for multi-band satellite applications in 
[6]. In [7] a microstrip antenna of the defected patch and 
ground design is used to achieve wide Ku band 
applications. A shorted pin single layer dual-band patch 
antenna designed for satellite applications in [8]. A 
rectangular microstrip patch antenna with a spiral slot 
discovered to cover 79% of Ku band in [9]. 
     There are several techniques has been investigated to 
increase the gain, bandwidth and efficiency by some 
researcher like using multiple dielectric substrate layers, 
meta-material, partial substrate methods and using 
resonator etc. [10-15]. There are several ways to increase 
the gain of an antenna. Such as, a better quality conductor 
and a good dielectric substrate can increase the gain in 
microstrip antenna. Gain also can be increased by 
extending the substrate area also [13-15].  
     In this paper, a tree-shaped Microstrip patch antenna 
(MPA) has been proposed for dual bands applications. 
The antenna consists of three substrates (two FR4 and 
one Polyimide), patch and ground. The tree-shaped patch 
is surrounded by a strip-line. The tree-shaped patch is 
connected with a 50Ω microstrip feed line. Multiple 
dielectric substrates have been used to increase the gain 
and bandwidth in this paper. Satisfactory gain and 
efficiency have been achieved in the operating bands 
though antenna size is very small.  
     The geometric structure, antenna parameters 
dimensions are elaborated in antenna design and 
parametric analysis, is responsible for simulation results, 
parameters observation. 
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2. ANTENNA DESIGN AND PARAMETRIC 
ANALYSIS 

 

 
Front view

 
Side view. 

 
Fig.1: Overall view of the proposed antenna 

 
     Figure 1 represents the overall view of the proposed 
antenna. This antenna’s patch is designed like a Chrismas 
tree shape with a rectangular strip line and plane ground. 
First, the rectangular stripline is designed and then the 
tree-shaped patch is designed. The Chrismas tree shape 
has four branches. Each one has been designed one after 
one to improve the result. The patch and ground are 
designed with the material copper having a thickness of 
0.025mm. The antenna has three substrates. These are 
two FR4 substrates and one Polyimide substrate having a 
dielectric constant of 4.3 and 3.5, respectively. The 
thickness of each substrate is 0.8 mm. A different 
substrate is used for improving gain. The overall size of 
the antenna is 18 mm� 16 mm� 2.45 mm. This antenna is 
fed by a microstrip feed line.  
     Figure 2 represents the cross-section view of the 
different design stage. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding 
simulation result of S11 and Fig. 6 shows the parametric 
change of gain.  
     The radiating patch of the antenna is almost the same 
for the substrate 1, 2 and 3. Only the parameters have 
changed for better result. 
 

(a) Stage 1 

(b) Stage 2 
 

(c) Stage 3 
 

Fig.2: Cross-section view of antenna design stages 
 
     With the one substrate (FR4) at design stage 1, Fig. 3 
shows impressive reflection co-efficient but gain is very 
low. The antenna has return loss of −51.50 dB & −44.30 
dB at resonated frequencies at 8.07 GHz & 11.87 GHz, 
respectively. But the gain is attained −5.34 dBi and −0.87 
dBi. Therefore gain enhancement technique has been 
applied. 
     For adding a new substrate (Polyimide), along the 
previous substrate. It is noticed that there is a noticeable 
change in gain as shown in Fig 6. The antenna has 
achieved return loss of −26.02 dB & −17.96 dB at 
resonated frequencies at 8.27 GHz & 9.57 GHz, 
respectively.  The gain is obtained −1.24 dBi and −12.48 
dBi at resonating frequency. Still, the gain is not 
acceptable for practical applications. Therefore, for 
reaching the intending result, the gain improvement 
technique has been applied again in the previous way 
which is mentioned. This time, an FR4 dielectric 
substrate is designed as the third substrate with the same 
height again. At this stage, the resonance shifted to the 
previous frequency and increase the gain which is 
suitable for x band applications. After some optimization, 
the reflection coefficient and gain increased 
simultaneously. The reflection coefficient is achieved 
−21.84 dB and −30.86 dB at resonated frequencies 8.06 
GHz and 11.22 GHz, respectively. 
     Figure 4 and 5 show corresponding results of the 
efficiencies (radiation efficiency and total efficiency). 
This clearly shows that the efficiency has been improved 
gradually after adding the second and third substrate. The 
efficiency is increased from 12% and 8% to 44% and 
52%, respectively. The efficiency is low due to the small 
size of the antenna.   
     To better understand the operating principle of the  
Chrismas tree-shaped antenna element, the surface 
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current distributions of the antenna at 8.06 GHz and 
11.22 GHz is studied, and the results are shown in Figs. 
7(a) and 7(b), respectively. When the antenna is excited, 
it is noticed that the maximum current is around the 
rectangular strip line. Fig. 7(a) shows that there are four 
null points which is the second fundamental mode for the 
antenna. Fig. 7(b) shows that there are six null points 
which is the third fundamental mode for the antenna. 
 

 
  

Fig.3: Simulated reflection coefficient for substrate1, 2, 3 of 
the proposed antenna 

 

 
Fig.4: Simulated radiation efficiency for substrate1, 2, 3 of the 

proposed antenna  
 

 
 

Fig.5: Simulated total efficiency for substrate1, 2, 3 of the 
proposed antenna 

 

 
 

Fig.6: Simulated gain for substrate1, 2, 3 of the proposed 
antenna 

 

 
(a) 

 
 

 
(b) 

 
Fig.7: Surface current distribution at (a) 8.06 GHz (b) 11.22 

GHz when the port is excited   
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Figure 8 shows the impact of the width (f) along the major 
axis of the stripline on the reflection coefficient. The 
resonant frequencies move to the lower frequency and 
increase the S11 when the width of f is 1.2 mm. The 
resonant frequencies move to the higher frequency and 
decrease the S11 when the width of f is 0.2mm.  
The complete antenna dimension is enlisted in Table 1. 
 

 
 

Fig.8: Reflection coefficient result for the different values of f 
 

Table 1: Numerical data of antenna parameters 
 

Parameter Dimension
(mm) 

Parameter Dimension 
(mm) 

W 18 i 9 
L 16 j 1.5 
a 15.2 k 7 
b 10.7 l 1 
c 6.1 m 5 
d 0.7 n 0.9 
e 0.7 o 1.2 
f 0.8 p 1.8 
g 11 q 5.55 
h 1.75 r 1.45 
s 0.25 t 3 

 
3. RESULT ANALYSIS    

  

 
 

Fig.9: Simulated S11 of the proposed antenna 

 
 

Fig.10: Simulated efficiency of the proposed antenna 
 

 
 

Fig.11: Gain of the proposed antenna 
 
     To simulate the antenna, CST Studio Suite Software is 
used. Extensive simulations have been done to get better 
result. 
     Figure 9 demonstrates the reflection coefficient. The 
antenna resonates on dual frequencies within the band of 
interest. The resonating frequencies are obtained at 8.06 
GHz and 11.22 GHz having reflection coefficient of 
−21.84 dB and −30.86 dB, respectively. 10-dB 
impedance bandwidth is found 184 MHz (7.97 GHz - 
8.15 GHz) and 420 MHz (11.02 GHz - 11.44 GHz), 
correspondingly. 
     Figure 10 shows the result of the efficiencies of the 
designed antenna. The antenna achieved 44% and 52% of 
radiation efficiency and total efficiency, respectively. 
Moreover, the total efficiency is the same as radiation 
efficiency at resonating frequencies. 
     Figure 11 represents the gain of the proposed antenna. 
Basically, gain indicates how much power is transmitted 
in the direction to an isotropic region [15]. The gain is 
achieved 0.38 dBi and 3.0 dBi at 8.06 GHz and 11.22 
GHz, respectively. 
     Figure 12 and 13 show the radiation pattern of linear 
polarization at resonating frequencies of the proposed 
antenna. Basically, it indicates the direction of the 
radiated power to the antenna [15]. The polarization 
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senses are cross-polarization and co-polarization in the 
linear directional radiation pattern. The antenna has 
maximum radiation in theta = 0°  and phi = 0°  in both 
bands. Moreover, the cross-polarization level is more that 
40 dB in both 10-dB impedance bands. 
     A comparison between the proposed antenna and 
previous works has been shown in Table 2. The proposed 
antenna has a comparatively smaller size than other 
mentions work and also satisfactory result comparing 
with others.  

 
 

Fig. 12: Radiation pattern at 8.06 GHz 
 

 
 

Fig.13: Radiation pattern at 11.22 GHz 
 

Table 2: Comparison table between the proposed antenna and 
previous works 

 
Ref. 
No. 

Size 
(m2) 

10-dB 
impedance 
bandwidth 

Gain 
(dBi) 

Efficiency 

[16] 20×20 30 MHz , 
110 MHz 

3.2, 
1.2 

22%, 75% 

[17] 38×38 500 MHz 2.8 68% 

[18] 47×35 460 MHz 
 

2.3 ----------- 

[19] 10.12×8.7 490 MHz 2.6 ----------- 

[20] 77×36 All are 
around 

200 MHz 

1.7, 
1.1, 
2.3 

----------- 

This 
work 

18×16 184 MHz 
420 GHz 

0.38, 
3 

44%, 52% 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
     In this study, a dual-band MPA is presented and 
demonstrated the result for X band applications. Multiple 
substrates are added for improving gain. Return loss -
21.84 dB and -30.86 dB, gain 0.38 dBi and 3 dBi, 
bandwidth 184 MHz and 420 MHz is obtained at 
resonant frequencies 8.06 GHz and 11.22 GHz, 
respectively. Moreover, the cross-polarization level is 
more than 40 dB in both 10-dB impedance bands. The 
simulation result is quite satisfactory to work in the 
desired bands. These radiation patterns, impressive gain, 
efficiency is made the antenna quite compatible for X 
band applications. This advocate that the antenna can be 
used in satellite communications, aircraft communication 
and radar communications. Improving the lower band 
frequency, improve the efficiencies and find out the more 
effective value of this proposed antenna will be future 
modifications of the research.  
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Abstract-The study was conducted to find out the 
suitability of lime with fly ash as stabilizers in clay soil 
for constructing rural roads and light traffic roads. Lime 
and fly ash have been used to investigate the strength 
properties of stabilized clay soil collected from Mirpur, 
Dhaka. In this research, unconfined compressive strength 
(qu) was studied. Strength test was carried on the 
specimens with different amount of lime where amount of 
fly ash was fixed at 2% of dry weight. The tests were 
performed on the specimens up to 42days curing period. 
The results show that the unconfined compressive 
strength of inorganic clay soil can be increased using 
lime and fly ash as stabilizer compared with untreated 
soil. The unconfined compressive strength of stabilized 
specimens acted as a function of stabilizer at different 
percentages and curing age. Long curing periods yielded 
more gain in strength. It can be presumed that lime-fly 
ash stabilization of clay soil would be satisfactory for use 
in road construction.  
 
Keywords: Stabilizer, Lime, Fly ash, Unconfined compressive 
strength, Inorganic clay. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
     In connection with road construction, stabilization is 
simply referred as means by which the engineering 
properties of surged and pavement materials can be 
improved in order to withstand traffic loading and 
weather effects [1]. Stabilization of in situ soils by 
admixtures has become an increasingly accepted method 
for improving the bearing capacity of either the 
substructure or some other components of the pavement 
[2]. Stabilization is contemplated when it would be more 
economical to overcome a deficiency in a readily 
available material rather than to bring in another which 
compiles with the specified requirements, or when 
enhanced properties are required for pavement design 
purposes [3]. 
     Stabilization of soil with cement and lime have been 
successfully used for the construction of road foundation 
in USA, UK, Australia, South Africa, India and in many 
other countries. Lime has already been used as stabilizer 
for the sub-base layer construction of a segment of 
highway in the Northern district of Bangladesh. A soil-
cement trial pavement was also constructed at Dhalapara, 
Ghatail, Tangail under the local Government Engineering 
Department (LGED) on the Ghatail- Sagardighi feeder 
road on either approach of (East and West) of a bridge 
over River Bangshi. Bangladesh Transport Survey (1974) 
also recommended the possibility of cement stabilization 

for non-plastic alluvial soils of food plans of Bangladesh 
for sub-base and base construction of roads. 
 
SAMPLING AND COLLECTION OF SOIL SAMPLE 
 
     Disturbed soils from a selected site Mirpur, Dhaka 
area were collected for the present investigation. Soil 
sampling was carried out according to the procedure 
outlined in ASTM D420-87 to a depth of approximately 
one feet using hand shovels. Proper care was taken to 
remove any loose materials debris, coarse aggregate and 
vegetation from the bottom Disturbed samples were 
collected from the bottom of the excavated area by hand 
shovels. All the samples were packed in the large 
polythene bags covered by gunny bags and were 
eventually transported to the Geotechnical Engineering 
Laboratory of BUET. 
 

UNCONFINED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 
 

     Unconfined compressive strength test was carried out 
to determine the unconfined compressive strength of the 
untreated and treated specimens [4]. For such tie length 
and diameter of the specimens were measured. Then the 
specimen was placed in the unconfined compressive 
strength testing machine with its vertical as near the 
center of the loading plates as possible. The test was done 
under strain controlled condition. The specimen was 
sheared in compression up to failure. The load and the 
deformation at failure were recorded .The untreated 
specimens were tested immediately after preparing. 
 

LABORATORY TESTING PROGRAMME 
      
     A comprehensive laboratory investigation 
programme was undertaken in order to examine the 
Atterberg limit of base soils (i.e., untreated soils). Lime 
and fly ash were used for stabilization [5]. The whole 
laboratory testing programme consisted of carrying out 
the following tests on samples of the Mirpur, Dhaka. 
 
(i) Atterberg Limits test i.e. shrinkage limit, plastic limit, 
liquid limit and linear shrinkage of untreated soil. 
(ii) Grain size analysis of untreated soil. 
(iii) Compaction test of untreated soil. 
(iv) Unconfined compressive strength of untreated soil. 
(v) Unconfined compressive strength of treated soil with 
three different lime contents (4%, 6% and 8%) and 2% 
fly ash. 
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Table 1:  Index Properties and Classification of Untreated Soil 
 

Index Properties and Classification Soil 

Specific Gravity 2.66 
Liquid Limit 41 
Plastic Limit 17.2 
Plasticity Index 19.3 
Shrinkage Limit 10.5 
Linear Shrinkage 9.29 
% of Material Finer than No. 200 Sieve 95.1 
Unified Soil Classification CL 
Optimum Moisture Content 20% 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
     In Table 2, the values of unconfined compressive 
strength and axial strain at failure for the untreated and 
treated samples with 2% fly ash and different lime 
contents (4%, 6% and 8%,) and curing for 7, 14 and 42 
days are presented. It can be seen from Table-3 compared 
with untreated samples, unconfined compressive 
strength(qu) of the treated samples have increased 
significantly, depending on the lime content and curing 
age. Failure strain was in the range of 0.05 to 0.07, seems 
that failure strain values did not fluctuate so much. It is 
also observed that the value of Modulus of Elasticity (Fig. 
4) increases with increasing lime content and curing age 
compared with untreated soil. 
 

Table 2: Unconfined Compressive Strength, Modulus of 
Elasticity and Failure Strain by Unconfined Compression Test 
 

Lime 
Content 
with 2% 
Fly ash 

 (percent) 

Curing 
Age in 
Days 

Unconfined 
Compressive 
Strength, qu 

(KPa) 

Modulus of 
Elasticity, E 

(KPa) 

Failure 
Strain 

Untreated  151.13 6587.19 0.06 
 7 156.85 9419.73 0.07 
4 14 166.22 18054.34 0.05 
 42 205.95 18839.33 0.06 
 7 167.71 18334.33 0.05 
6 14 179.28 18877.30 0.06 
 42 214.84 19382.33 0.06 
 7 171.51 18858.40 0.07 
8 14 198.55 25956.00 0.05 
 42 229.11 27529.40 0.05 

 
 

 
Fig.1: Axial stress and strain relationship for different lime 

content with 2% fly ash and 7 days curing 
 
 

 
Fig.2: Axial stress and strain relationship for different lime 

content with 2% fly ash and 14 days curing 
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Fig.3: Axial stress and strain relationship for different lime 
content with 2% fly ash and 14 days curing 

 

 
 

Fig.4: Modulus of Elasticity and Different Lime Content 
Relationship by Unconfined Compression Test 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
     The important findings and conclusions drawn on 
various aspects of this study can be summarized as 
follows:  
1. The index and physical properties determined by 
various tests in preliminary investigation are as:  
i) The specific gravity of the soil sample used for this 
investigation has been found 2.66 which is quite higher 
than the usual values. 
ii) Based on Atterberg limits test, grain size distribution 
and unified soil classification, the soil is classified as 
CL (medium plasticity). 
iii) Derived moisture density relation has shown the 
maximum dry-densities for various lime treated tests are 

reliable. Dry density from standard proctor test have 
been obtained 16.49 KN/m3 for untreated soil and for 
90% of maximum dry density optimum moisture 
content is 20%. 
2. Increase in lime content there is a little fluctuation of 
failure strain (ranges from 0.05 to 0.07) but stress 
increase of lime content and curing age.    
3. Untreated soil has unconfined compressive strength 
151.13 kN/ m2 and for 8% lime, 42days curing the 
strength increased to 229.11 kN/m2. Only about 1.5 times 
of strength gained. 
4. The values of Modulus of Elasticity of treated sample 
soil with 8% lime with 2% fly ash and cured at 42 days 
were found to be about 4 times higher than the untreated 
sample. 
5. In unconfined compression test, the values of 
unconfined compression strength are unsatisfactory 
because of using low amount of fly ash, it should be in 
the range of 10% to 15% of dry soil sample where as we 
used only 2%.  
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Abstract-Road accidents are one of the alarming issues 
for developing countries like Bangladesh. The accidents 
have an effect on both human and economic status. The 
study is conducted to estimate road accident cost in 
Bangladesh. A cost estimation model has been performed 
by the Human Capital method. Historical accident data 
was collected from Accident Research Institute (ARI), 
BUET. During the period of year 2000-2015, a total 
number of forty-seven thousand three hundred ninety-one 
(47,391) accidents are considered in this study. Every 
year about 3,500 people die and 2,650 get injured in road 
accidents. A questionnaire survey has been done to find 
out vehicle damage cost and administrative cost. This 
study estimates a total cost of accident in the year of 2020 
is about 4,118 million USD (BDT 35,001 crore) which 
constitutes 1.3% of the total Gross Domestic Products 
(GDP) of Bangladesh. 
 
Keywords: Road Accidents, Economic Cost, Human Capital 
Method, Gross Domestic Products (GDP). 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
     Road traffic accidents become a major cause of 
premature fatalities and disabilities in all over the world. 
It is a serious threat to the human life and it impacts on 
the world economic status. Due to road accidents many 
people die and get injuries. In Bangladesh, the road 
accident becomes a matter of concern due to the 
increasing rate of fatalities and injuries. A huge amount 
of economic loss caused by these accidents for not only 
victims but also governments. The factors responsible for 
road accidents in Bangladesh are overtaking tendency, 
over speeding, avoid safety gears like seat belt and 
helmet, poor road qualities, hazardous roads, drug and 
alcohol, overloading, incompetency of the driver, 
violating laws etc. 
     According to accident crash database, nearly 3,500 
people are killed and 2,650 get major injured in every 
year due to road accidents in Bangladesh. According to 
the statistics of WHO (2019), it is also found that the 
leading causes of death due to road accidents in low-
income countries is around 200,000 which is the seventh 
reason for premature death [1]. In another study of the 
World Health Organization (2012), the road accidents 
cost is about 2% of GDP in Bangladesh. The road 
accident cost is an aggregate value of all types of cost 
associated with road accidents. The road accident costs 
are medical costs, damage cost of roads and property, 
indirect costs like lost productivity, lost wages of victims, 

productivity losses by families and friends involved in 
care, travel delay for uninjured travelers that results from 
road crashes, economic value of pain and suffering, 
disability and death etc. [2]. The Specific objective of this 
study is to estimate the annual financial cost of GDP in 
road accident in Bangladesh. 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
     The human capital method is one the most widely 
used technique for estimating road accident cost. This 
method estimates the road accident cost in terms of the 
lost earnings incurred by the casualties. Another 
prevalent method is the Willingness to pay that estimates 
the cost as the amount that individuals are willing to pay 
to reduce the risk of experiencing a road accident [3]. 
     Most of the traffic accident-related studies consider 
the accident rate in relation to the population or number 
of registered vehicles in the study area. A road traffic 
accidents study in China revealed that the reasons behind 
the road accidents in China are unskilled drivers, damage 
roads and the level of urban development surrounding the 
road. The study also identified factors linked to the high 
fatality rates, included drunk driving, poor road 
conditions, and expensive tolls (which lead to overloaded 
trucks) [4, 5]. 
     Jiang and Zhang, (2014), investigated the effect of 
traffic congestion caused by accidents, and the provision 
of real-time traffic information on the drivers’ behavior 
in Japan. The study was based on a stated preference 
survey that comprised 2,500 drivers. The results 
indicated that accident clearance time had the largest 
influence on driver’s behavior and that information about 
accident clearance should be provided as an interval, 
rather than as an exact time [6]. 
     The road accident data used in this study was collected 
from Accident Research Institute (ARI), BUET. This 
study utilized the Human Capital Method to estimate the 
road accidents cost in Bangladesh. The estimating cost of 
road accidents using human capital approach includes 
economic cost of all fatalities and injuries, economic cost 
considering pain, grief and sufferings, resource cost like 
damage of roads, damage of vehicles, medical 
expenditure, police overhead, court overhead and other 
incidental expenses. These costs are classified in some 
categories shown in the Table 1. 
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Table 1: Road Accident Costs in Human Capital Method 
 

Victim related cost 

Fatality cost 
Disability loss 
Injury cost 
Medical cost 
Funeral cost 
Pain, grief and sufferings 
Travel delay cost 

Property damage 
cost 

Vehicle repairing cost 
Road repairing cost 
Environmental cost like damage on 
trees or palms 

Administrative cost 
Police service 
Insurance administration cost 
Court overhead 

 
      There are some errors in the estimation of damage-
causing and fatal accidents in Iran. Most of the time, 
damage-causing accidents are ignored because they do 
not include serious pain, suffering and loss of life. 
According to Iranian police records, a crash is defined as 
‘fatal’ if the person dies exactly at the crash site. If a 
person dies on the way to hospital, it will not be 
considered as a ‘fatal’ crash. Therefore, in reality, the 
fatal data should be higher than that shown in Iranian 
police records [7]. On the other hand, in Bangladesh, a 
‘fatal’ case is being recorded if the death occurs within 
thirty days of the accident. The number of registered 
motor vehicles in Bangladesh are shown in Table 2. 
Further vehicle damage cost have been estimated using 
this table. 
 

Table 2: Authorized Motor Vehicles in Bangladesh 
 

Vehicle Type Total Vehicles (up to 
May/2020) 

Ambulance 6,554 
Bus 51,133 

Cargo Van 9,702 
Covered Van 34,782 
Delivery Van 31,250 

Jeep (Hard/Soft) 65,776 
Microbus 1,05,665 
Minibus 29,356 

Pick Up (Double/Single Cabin) 1,29,414 
Private Passenger Car 3,69,366 

Special Purpose Vehicle 12,114 
Tanker 5,895 
Taxicab 45,377 
Tractor 46,682 
Truck 1,54,301 
Total 1,097,367 

 
The Value of Loss of Output 
     It is considered from the loss of working time in the 
year of accident occurs and the future years for the 
victims (permanent disabled or killed persons). The 
country loses productive manpower permanently or 
temporarily due to road traffic accidents. The 
methodology used for estimating the output losses of the 
victims utilizing discounting method to convert all of 

their future incomes into present income considering the 
10% discount rate and the lost future productive years. 
Various type of accidents and casualty level are shown in 
Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. Victim related cost have 
been estimated using these tables. 
 

Table 3: Accident Severity Level 
 

Year 
Accident Severity 

Fatal Grieve Simple Collision Total 
2000 2,523 1,029 209 209 3,970 
2001 2,029 642 137 117 2,925 
2002 2,599 904 200 238 3,941 
2003 2,752 921 239 202 4,114 
2004 2,509 683 216 158 3,566 
2005 2,424 631 142 125 3,322 
2006 2,695 602 124 145 3,566 
2007 2,923 705 166 160 3,954 
2008 2,841 675 154 128 3,798 
2009 2,156 474 71 109 2,810 
2010 1,911 387 62 77 2,437 
2011 1,566 313 80 58 2,017 
2012 1,515 284 86 54 1,939 
2013 1,421 232 74 28 1,755 
2014 1,269 218 66 32 1,585 
2015 1,337 260 71 24 1,692 

Total= 34,470 8,960 297 1,864 47,391 
 
Medical Cost 
     This cost is associated with medical treatments, 
ambulance services, hospital fees and so on. Due to road 
accidents, one may get injured and he/she may need to 
take medical treatments. If the accident is more severe, 
then ambulance service, hospital service, hospital fees or 
other necessary costs need to be included. In the 
government medical, average total cost of an injured 
person is about BDT 13,277 (156 USD) and for a fatal 
case, it is less than BDT 1,000 (12 USD) [8]. 
 
Pain, Grief and Sufferings 
     Pain and sufferings are another level of adverse 
consequences of road accidents. The victims of road 
accident suffer from the inferiority of income and 
employment opportunities. For this reason, they suffer 
due to lack of money which is burden for him/her and 
their family. To estimate the extent of under-
ascertainment and underreporting of accidents recording 
in Bangladesh, the study assumes accident cost of one 
fatality is equal to 12 times of a fatality and accident cost 
of one injury is equal to 8.2 times of a injury. About a 7% 
of serious injuries that lead to permanent disability or 
fatality. 
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Table 4: Casualty Level 
 

Year Fatal Grieve Simple Total 
2000 4,246 1,881 416 6,543 
2001 3,314 1,333 306 4,953 
2002 4,188 1,752 398 6,338 
2003 4,707 1,908 459 7,074 
2004 4,317 1,387 472 6,176 
2005 4,077 1,194 259 5,530 
2006 4,175 1,181 306 5,662 
2007 4,202 1,278 292 5,772 
2008 4,342 1,360 280 5,982 
2009 3,445 884 114 4,443 
2010 3,243 790 122 4,155 
2011 2,769 613 138 3,520 
2012 2,565 571 159 3,295 
2013 2,152 416 142 2,710 
2014 1,917 429 131 2,477 
2015 2,354 484 131 2,969 
Total 56,013 17,461 4,125 77,599 

 
Vehicle Repairing Cost 
     The vehicles need to be repaired after a single or 
multiple vehicle crash. This vehicle damage cost includes 
the cost of repairing, accident severity and distance of the 
car repairing shop from the accident spot. A questionnaire 
survey has been done to find out vehicle repairing cost. 
The survey results reveal that is costs about BDT 4,250 
(50 USD) to repair a damaged vehicle. The number of 
vehicles Involved in an accident are shown in Table 5. 
 
Administrative Cost 
     This type of cost includes police work cost, insurance 
company and court services. However with respect to 
Bangladesh, there is a few associated administrative cost-
like police service and insurance services. Therefore, this 
study conducted a questionnaire survey to calculate 
administrative related accident cost. 
 
Road Damage Cost 
     The damages of roads and bridges are common 
phenomena in Bangladesh. About 10% of accidents are 
occurred in bridges. Damages of roads are negligible but 
a great portion of damages are happened in the bridges 
(nearly 10%). This study has calculated these damages 
taking rate schedule from Public Works Department, 
Bangladesh. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 5: Number of Vehicles Involved in An Accident 

 

Year 
Number of Vehicles 

one two three Above 
three Total 

2000 2,416 1,535 15 4 3,966 
2001 1,880 1,031 14 0 2,925 
2002 2,498 1,436 6 1 3,940 
2003 2,512 1,583 15 4 4,110 
2004 2,218 1,321 24 3 3,563 
2005 2,186 1,125 11 0 3,322 
2006 2,293 1,253 18 2 3,564 
2007 2,572 1,358 16 7 3,946 
2008 2,337 1,441 14 6 3,792 
2009 1,676 1,112 16 5 2,804 
2010 1,444 944 20 3 2,411 
2011 1,212 777 26 2 2,015 
2012 1,144 781 12 2 1,937 
2013 1,087 656 12 0 1,755 
2014 938 638 8 0 1,584 
2015 1,009 662 18 0 1,689 
Total 29,422 17,653 245 39 47,323 

 
Travel Delay Cost 
     Travel delay cost is related to the accident with the 
crossing vehicles. Because the speed of other vehicles are 
interrupted due to the above mentioned type of accidents. 
The average time delay cost in road accident has been 
calculated by the following equation. 

 
VC = AAHT + CD + PLC + RCL 

Here:  
 
VC       = lost capacity due to congestion using vehicle 
hour as a unit measure 
AAHT = average annual hourly traffic 
CD      = crash duration 
PLC    = probability of lane closure 
RCL   = percentage of blockage to the road accident 
direction 
 
     Jordan’s data has been considered as the reference 
data to calculate average delay per accident with respect 
to Bangladesh. Because economy of Jordan is classified 
as an emerging market economy like Bangladesh and 
roads of Jordan are also similar to Bangladesh [10]. Table 
6 denotes the average delay per accident (vehicle hour). 
 

Table 6: Average Delay per Accident (Vehicle Hour). 
 

Type of Vehicle 
Accident Severity Level (Vehicle 

Hour) 
Fatal Injury 

Private Car 1,043 699 
Bus 39 26 

Truck 420 281 
Total 1,502 1,006 
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CALCULATION OF TOTAL ACCIDENT COST 
 

A. Cost of all fatalities and injuries: 
Average fatalities per year= 3,500 
Average injuries per year= 2,650 
Average age of accident= 30 years 
Average age of retirement= 65 years 
Expectation of life= 73 years 
GDP per capita (2020) = 1,970 USD 
Total GDP (2020) = 318 billion USD 
If a person dies at 30 years, the years of life lost= 35 
Lost output= 
w= Average years of wages of fatal crash casualty. 
r= discount rate (10%) 
n= average number of years of cost output per fatal 
casualty 
     If a person dies at 30 years, the years of life lost= 35 
years 
For both fatal and injury cases, income lost= 40,890 USD 
Economic cost of all fatalities = 143.12 million USD 
Economic cost of all injuries= 7.59 million USD 
Considering underreporting, Cost of fatal is 12 times of 
reported value and cost of injuries is 8.2 times of fatal of 
reported value, 
Economic cost of all fatalities considering 
underreporting= 1,717.39 million USD 
Economic cost of all injuries considering 
underreporting= 1,173.55 million USD 
Total Economic cost of all fatalities and injuries= 
3,041.65 million USD 
 
B. Economic Cost Considering Pain, Grief, Sufferings 
Economic cost of Pain, grief, sufferings= 20% of fatal + 
50% of injury 
Total Economic cost of all fatalities and injuries= 930.25 
million USD 
 
C. Economic Cost of Disabilities 
Percentage of serious injuries that lead to permanent 
disability or fatality= 7 
Total economic cost of all disabilities (including 
underreporting) = 100.18 million USD 
 
D. Hospital and Medicine Cost (Govt. Medical) 
For fatal case, average cost per person= 10 USD 
For injury case, average cost per person= 155 USD 
For minor injury case, average cost per person= 5 USD 
Economic cost of Hospital and Medicine (including 
Underreporting): 4.26 million USD 
 
E. Vehicle Damage Cost 
Average registered vehicle involved in accidents per 
year= 4,100 
Per vehicle damage cost (average) = 50 USD [from 
questionnaire survey] 
And if 10% of the registered vehicles (Table 2) have been 
damaged permanently then 
Economic cost of vehicle damage= 2.67 million USD 
 
F. Administrative Expenses 
 
Average expense per accident = 15 USD [from 
questionnaire survey] 

Economic cost of administrative expense= 0.115 million 
USD 
 
G. Travel Delay Cost 
Average cost per hour= 18 USD 
Economic cost of Average delay= 38.25 million USD 
 
H. Road Damage Cost 
Average 10% accident occurs in Bridge. It is assumed 
that about 5m3 RCC works need to be repaired (railing, 
pedestal, pavement and divider) after an accident. Cost of 
railing per cum 265 USD and for pedestal 142 USD. 
Labor cost per day is 4.6 USD. [PWDB rate schedule 
2018] 
Economic cost of road damage 0.435 million USD 
     Table 7 reveals that the total 4,117.81 million USD 
(BDT 35,001 Crore) that constituted 1.3% of the GDP of 
Bangladesh. 
 

Table 7: Total Accident Costs in Bangladesh (2020). 
(1 USD= 85 BDT) 

 

Accident Cost Item 
Cost in 
USD 

(million) 

Cost in 
BDT 

(crore) 
Cost of all Fatalities and Injuries 3,041.65 25,854.03 

Cost Considering Pain, Grief, Sufferings 930.25 7,907.125 
Cost of Disabilities 100.18 851.53 

 Cost of Hospital and Medicine (Govt. 
Medical) 4.26 36.21 

Vehicle Damage Cost 2.67 22.695 
Administrative Cost 0.115 0.9775 
Travel Delay Cost 38.25 325.125 
Road Damage Cost 0.435 3.6975 

Total 4,117.81 35,001 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

     The summary of the above estimated accident costs 
comprises the following discussions 

Economic cost of all fatalities and injuries 
comprises the largest cost item of about two 
third of the total cost and economic cost 
considering pain, grief, sufferings is the second 
largest. Travel delay cost also comprises a 
significant item. 
Total number of traffic accidents and fatality 
rate are decreasing and it has decreased by 50% 
between the year of 2000 and 2015. 
The costs of medical treatment are taken from 
government hospitals, which include a large 
number of hidden subsidies. 
In calculation, there was no classification of 
victims in wages and ages. Adding these 
classifications will increase the accuracy level. 
It is always better to collect accident data from 
different sources such as Roads and Highway 
Department, Bangladesh and Police Records 
and so on. However, this study only includes 
accident records from a single source. 
Therefore, the results has biasness due to a large 
number of underreported accident records.  
A very few studies were carried out regarding 
economic analysis of road accidents in 
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Bangladesh. The calculation of this study was 
performed by one particular method among 
many others. Therefore, the estimated road 
accident cost of this study might have some 
lacking with respect to the area coverage and 
accuracy.  
In this study, some special factors were 
considered for calculating the future loss of 
accident cost of victims called future 
consumption which means a person would have 
consumed in his full lifespan. 
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Abstract-Rail transport is one of the safest, and 
economical mode in Bangladesh. The study aim is to 
identify the main service quality factors of Chittagong 
railway station during COVID-19. 350 passengers 
perceptions were collected to identify the controlling 
imputes that affects the passengers satisfaction. Based on 
average score and factor analysis of 14 service quality 
indicators, the overall rating found 3.68 out of 5 which is 
fair. Among the factors toilet facilities, rail employees 
mentality, hand wash facilities are scored poor. The study 
will help to improve rail service during pandemic 
situation.  
 
Keywords: COVID-19, Railway Station, Service Quality, 
Imputing Factors, Passengers Perceptions. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

     Travel in train is considered safe, 
environmental-friendly, energy efficient and reliable than 
other mode of transport. Hence, the Bangladesh railway 
is playing an important role in the socioeconomic 
development and industrialization in Bangladesh. 
However, Bangladesh railway captures huge amount of 
land resources in Bangladesh. Railway sector share 
around 20% passengers among all transport sectors in in 
this country[1]. It has been serving commercial 
enterprise and public utility service. As a commercial 
service, earn a lot of revenue and as a public utility 
service, it provides transport facilities to large number of 
passengers and movement of necessary commodities. 
Intercity and local trains are very popular in Bangladesh. 
It is very high occupancy of intercity trains at east zone 
(Dhaka-Chittagong route) [2,[2]. People are claiming 
different issues about railway service, hence rail service 
quality evaluation is considered important issue for 
improving this sector. 
     Very few studies have been found on rail service 
quality evaluation in Bangladesh.  A study was 
conducted at Joydebpur railway station, based on 
average score and 24 indicator factors ranking. The 
overall rating found 2.169 out of 5 which is very poor. 
Among the imputing factors drinking water availability, 
toile facility, level of crossing safety are the worst 
condition. Others factors are comparatively fair [3]. 
Another studied at Airport railway station was conducted 
on service quality issues, based on average score and 
rank of 8 factors at station and 13 factors for train interior 
facility. Overall rating found 3.04 out of 5 which is poor 
condition and 2.93 found inside station and train. Toilet 

facility 2.68 out of 5 and travel time 2.03 out of 5 were 
marked as the worst inside station [4]. Customer service 
quality in Yogyakarta railway station found based on 
dimensions of real, reliability, assurance, responsiveness 
and sympathy are very poor by passengers as consumers. 
The grades of the service quality score are 
responsiveness (-0.23), reliability (-0.23), assurance 
(-0.31), sympathy (-0.40), and reality (-0, 41). There final 
result is the customer service quality in railway station in 
Yogyakarta is very bad by the customers. [5]  
For this research considered 7 factors and 16 variables 
for analyze the passengers satisfaction. The research 
analysis was based on eigen value, reliability coefficient, 
components correlation matrix etc. the result was for that 
study expressed that height important factors in 
determining the satisfaction of passengers are found in 
the train hygiene, basic facilities, safety, security, health 
care etc. [6] 
     There identified of service quality for components of 
Indian railway at railway platform. That study was 
explorative in nature. And factors analysis to factors of 
passengers satisfaction with service quality. The findings 
were based on five factors are considered as 
determination satisfaction with railway platform. There 
most important factors includes refreshments and 
behavioral factors.[7] 
     The analysis was based on the findings of the survey 
conducted by interviewing rail passengers to understand 
their perceptions of rail service quality. The results of the 
study is revealed that the spacious quality gap related 
with "transit time" which is the most important 
dimension of used in the process quality for freight 
services.[8] 
     Assurance and Reliability measure of Railway service 
quality. The important factors for determining 
satisfaction of passengers including basic facilities, 
safety security, employee behavior to passengers etc. 
Here found that the measures that influence the 
satisfactory services were Reliability and Assurance. [9] 
The broad measures which are used by customers in 
determining the quality of a freight service. freight 
contributes about 70% of the revenues of the railway. It 
helps subsidize the loss making passenger services.[10] 
     Reviewing existing literatures suggest that the service 
quality in Bangladesh railway is worse condition 
specially for COVID-19 scenario the service quality need 
to improve much. Hence, this research applied for 
evaluating railway passengers satisfaction during 
COVID-19 period. 
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Objectives for this study given below, 
Passengers perception about Bangladesh 
railway service quality during COVID-19  
To determine passengers satisfaction about 
Bangladesh railway services. 

2. STUDY AREA AND METHODOLOGY 
 
     Figure 1 illustrates study procedure where it starts 
problem discovery and end with recommendation. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Methodology of the study 
      
     Chittagong railway station is one of the busiest 
stations in Bangladesh. Chittagong railway station which 
is located downtown of Chittagong, Bangladesh and its 
co-ordinate is 22.3338°N and 91.8201°E. It connects 
from Dhaka to south east part of Bangladesh (245 km). 
Before survey was investigated study area. After 
investigation make some questions for questionnaire 
survey. For determine railway services during 
COVID-19 situation in Bangladesh. Data collection has 
been done based on questionnaire survey. Data collected 
from 350 passengers from different profession like 
student, teacher, service holders, house wife, daily 
workers, private sector, Businessman etc. Basis on their 
opinion performed this survey. Everyday a large number 
of peoples travel from this station to Dhaka, Feni, 
Comilla, Brahmanbaria, Sylhet etc. The survey was 
carried from 17th October 2020 to 25th December 2020. 
The service quality questioners were collected on 5-point 
Liker scale where 1=Very Poor, 2=Poor, 3=Fair, 4=Good, 
5=Excellent [6]. Total 350 passengers are participated 
from different ages and occupations.  
      After collected data it was checked, verified and 
finally edited at laboratory. After check Final data 
calculated by using MS Excel. Results shown by table 
and graph. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Chittagong railway station location. (source: Google 
map) 

 
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
3.1 Demographic Characteristics of Passengers 
     Figure 3 shows that majority participates for this 
survey are male 85.61% (female 14.39%). Maximum 
female passengers do not feel comfortable to travel in 
pandemic situation. Maximum passengers are found age 
between 18-30 years old 45.07% and second height 
found between the age 31-40 years 31.16% (Fig.2). The 
numbers of child and older passengers are very poor 
because they have much chance to get affected 
COVID-19. 
 

 
 

Fig.3: Passenger’s Gender 
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Data Processing and Analysis
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Fig.4: Passenger’s age 
 

     In Figure 4 found, height passengers are Graduate 
educated 45.07% and second height passengers are 
higher secondary educated 25%. However, maximum 
passengers are student (39.21%), service holders 
(26.59%), and private sector (16.87%) (Fig.5). It 
indicates that, comparatively educated persons are 
travelled in train because of the job, education and 
business issues. 

 
 

Fig.5: Passenger’s education 
 

 
 

Fig.6: Passengers occupation 
 

     Figure 6 illustrates that, 31.06% passengers income 
are between 16000-25000 BDT who are maximum 

preferred travel by train. Monthly income between 
26000-40000 BDT are second height 29.55% are travel 
by train. 
     From Figure 7 Travel frequency has been found 
71.03% (1-4 visit). It indicates that majority passengers 
are travel by train for emergency reason because of 
pandemic situation. Maximum time they used alternate 
travel mode. More than 20 visits are found 2.07% which 
indicates that they are traveled almost daily. Maximum 
daily travelers occupation are service holder and student 
(Fig.8). 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Passenger’s income 
 

 
 

Fig.8: Passenger’s travel frequency 
 

3.2 Passengers Perception  
     Maximum passengers preferred online ticket 
(61.36%) due to health concern (Table 1). Because it is 
easy to purchase ticket using Bangladesh Railway 
website. And there have no risk for purchase ticket in 
online system. The Remaining 38.64% ticket was bought 
in offline.  
 

Table 1: Ticket buying type 
 
Response category % 

Online 61.36 

Offline  38.64 

45%

31%

15%

9%

18-30 years 31-40 years

41-50 years  >50 Years

Primary
4%

Secondary
6%

Higher 
Secondary

25%

Graduate
45%

Post 
Graduate

17%

Illiterate
3%

39.21%

26.59%

16.87%

4.70% 5.39% 7.24%

17%

9%

31%

29%

14%

0-8000 BDT 9000-15000 BDT

16000-25000 BDT 26000-40000 BDT

>40000 BDT

71%

19%

8%

2%

1-4 visit 5-10 visit 11-20 visit >20 visit
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     60.47% passengers do not face any problems while 
ticketing activities. Remaining 39.53% faced problem 
like internet problem, fail to get desire class, server 
problem, long queue length for ticket etc. (Table 2). 
 
Table 2: Difficulties during buying ticket on online and offline 
 
Response category % 

Yes 39.53 

No  60.47 

 
     Majority passengers are faced problems during 
COVID-19 situation where 35.09% are fail to get desire 
class. Maximum passengers are bought ticket in online 
31.58% are faced server problems (Table 3). 
 

Table 3: Problems of train ticket buying 
 
Response category % 

Fail to get desire class 35.09 

Internet problem 8.77 

Server problem 31.58 

Black marketing 10.53 

Waiting in long queue line 
for ticket 

14.03 

 
     Total 12.5% Passengers do not feel safe travel in train 
during COVID-19 situation (Table 4). Mostly Female 
passengers did not feel safe to travel this time. But male 
passengers have no problems travel in train this time. 
 

Table 4: Travel safety during COVID-19 
 

Response category % 

Yes  87.5 

No 12.5 

 
     Table 4 shows that, 643.12% are traveled by train with 
safe distance. But due to indifference, 35.88% are not try 
travel while maintaining a safe distance.  
 

Table 5: Safe distance travel 
 

Response category % 

Yes  64.12 

No  35.88 

 
     From Table 5, Majority passengers are weared mask 

while travel. But 4.55% did not wear mask due to lack of 
awareness and others reason. 
 

Table 6: Usage of mask during travel 
 
Response category % 
Yes  95.45 
No  4.55 
 
3.3 Passengers Satisfactory of Rail Service  
     Passengers satisfaction score classified into different 
categories (Score between 1-5) like 1.For Very poor, 
2.For Poor, 3.For Fair, 4.For Good, 5.for Excellent [3]. In 
case E-ticketing, 4.35% passengers perception was poor, 
18.26% found fair, 60% found fair, 17.39% excellent. 
The overall score is 3.90. Which is closer to good. during 
pandemic COVID-19 e-ticket become very popular in 
Bangladesh. In case of ticket collecting line, 7.56% 
found poor, 50.75% found fair, 31.06 found good, 10.6% 
found excellent. Overall score is 3.44 which indicates it 
was fair. In case ticket price, 2.2% passengers found 
ticket price poor, 34.62% found fair, 26.37% found good 
and 36.81% found excellent. Overall score found 3.59. 
Passengers are happy with this ticket price. In case food, 
6.82% passengers found poor, 29.55% found fair, 
52.27% found good and 11.36% found excellent. Overall 
satisfaction score was 3.68 which means fair.  
     In case soft water, 2.27% passengers was found poor, 
43.94% found fair, 42.42% found good and 11.37% 
found excellent. Overall score found 3.63 it fair. In case 
drinking water availability, 2.27% passengers are found 
this service was poor, 7.58% found fair, 78.89% found 
good and 11.26% found excellent. Overall score 3.99 
which very closer to good. In case of safety for women, 
4.55% passengers are found fair, 81.82% found good and 
13.63% found excellent. Overall score was 4.09 which 
indicate good. In case of safety for children, 96.21% 
passengers feeling good and 3.79% found excellent. 
Overall score found 4.04 which is good. In case toilet 
performance, 18.94% passengers found that very poor, 
53.03% found poor, 10.61% found fair, 9.84% found 
good and 7.58% found excellent. Overall score found 
2.27. Which indicate toilet performance poor. In case of 
waiting room performance, 2.26% passengers found 
poor, 18.95% found fair, 64.39%% found good and 
14.4% found excellent. Overall score is 3.91 which is 
closer to good.  
     In case rail employees mentality, 5.3% passengers 
found that very poor, 13.64% found poor, 55.45% found 
fair, 20.45% found good and 5.16% found excellent. 
Overall score is 3.26. In case information scope, 3.03% 
passengers found poor, 40.15% found fair, 41.67% found 
good and 15.15% found excellent. Overall score is 3.67 
which means fair. In case train schedule, 8.33% 
passengers found poor, 12.88% found fair, 65.15% found 
good and 13.64% found excellent. Overall score is 3.84.  
In case of hand wash facilities, 31.06% passengers found 
poor, 14.39% found fair, 50.76% found good and 3.79% 
found excellent. Overall score is 3.27 which indicates 
fair. 
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Fig.9: Passengers satisfaction score 
 
Factors attribute of railway service during COVID-19 
 

  
(a) Chittagong railway station (b) Waiting room 

  
(c) Ticket counter (d) Wash room 

  
(e) Information and 

enquiry room 
(f) Foot over bridge 

 

 

(g) Hand wash 
 

 

Fig.10: Pictorial view of Chittagong railway station 
 

     Factors attribute of railway service given in figure 10 
(a-g). Figure (a) given Chittagong railway station picture. 
It’s one of the busy railway station in the Bangladesh. In 
figure (b) show waiting room there waiting passengers 
but there have no social distance. Same situation in figure 
(c) in ticket counter there have no social distance. Figure 
(d) showing wash room, toilet condition is very poor. 
Figure (e),(f),(g) showing Information and enquiry room, 
Foot over bridge, Hand wash facilities. From 
Information and enquiry room passengers easily can 
collect information. Foot over bridge and Hand wash 
facilities are good. 
 

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
     The main objective of this research to identify the 
service quality impute that affect the passengers 
satisfaction during COVID-19 at Chittagong railway 
station. From this research participate passengers are 
85.61% male and 14.39% female. Their occupation 
39.21% student, 26.59 service holder, 16.87% private 
sector.  And there education level 45% graduate, 25% 
higher secondary and 17% post graduate. There age level 
between 18-30 years 45% ,31-40 years 31%, and 41-50 
years 15%. Travel frequency 1-4 visit 71%, 5-10 visit 
19%, 11-20 visit 8% and more than 20 visit 2%. Based on 
passengers satisfactory, The very good score found into 
safety for women(4.09), safety for children(4.04), 
availability drinking water(3.99) and Train schedule 
(3.84). And poor score found into Toilet (2.27), rail 
employees mentality (3.26), hand wash facilities (3.27). 
The study will help to city planner and policy makers to 
take suitable decision to improve passenger service 
quality in pandemic situation. Finally, can be 
recommended, 

1. Always keep the toilet clean. 
2. Passengers should be warned about COVID-19 

(Example: Wearing mask, maintain a safe 
distance). 

3. Encourage E-ticket.  
4. To ensure safety for children and older 

passengers. 
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APPENDIX 

     This is a survey is to evaluate passenger perceptions about rail 
service quality during COVID-19 period. However, the responses of 
passenger only use for research purpose only.  
 
Passenger’s perception about railway travel during covid-19 
period   

1. Gender: (a) Male (b) Female  
2. Age:  
3. Occupation: (a)Student (b)Service holder (c)House 
wife (d) professional (e)Business (f)Daily labor (g)others  
4. Income:   
5. Education: (a) Primary (b)Secondary (c) Higher Secondary 
(d) Graduate (e) Post- Graduate (d) Illiterate   
6. Travel frequency:  
7. Ticket buying type: (a) online (b) offline  

8. Have you faced any problem 
when buying ticket? (a) Yes (b) 
No 

9. What are problem faced 
while buying ticket?   

(a)Fail to get desired class (b) 
Internet problem (c) Server 
problem` (d) Black marketing 
(c)Waiting in long queue for ticket 
(d) others  
10. Do you think it’s safe to travel by train during 
COVID-19 period?: (a) yes (b) No  
11. Is everyone traveling at safe distance for 
COVID-19: (a) Yes (b) No  
12. Do you think it’s enough to provide 
encouragement to wear a mask? : (a) Yes (b) No  

 
Passenger’s satisfactory during COVID-19 period:  
1= Very poor, 2= Poor, 3= Medium, 4= Good, 5= Excellent 
 

13. E-ticket:  
14. Ticket collecting line:  
15. Ticket price:  
16. Food:  
17. Soft water:  
18. Drinking water:  
19. Safety for women:  
20. Safety for children:  
21. Toilet performance:  
22. Waiting room facilities:  
23. Rail employees mentality:  
24. Information scope:  
25. Train schedule:  
26. Hand wash facilities: 
 

Thank you for your valuable response. 
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Abstract-Walking is one of the oldest and most 
comfortable travel modes for all classes of people. 
Careless road crossing is one of the important reasons 
for road accidents. Hence, this paper explores road 
crossing behavior in two important city Khulna and 
Chittagong. Total 300 Data were collected from 10 
different un-signalized intersections for this research 
using video camera and questionnaire survey. Total 
47.6% pedestrians in Khulna city and 79.4% pedestrians 
in Chittagong city follow road crossing rules. Female 
pedestrian break road crossing rules most 
(58.49%).  Pedestrians between 15 to 18 years old is 
57.89%, pedestrians who have secondary education is 
46.3%, and 58.82% daily laborers violated road crossing 
rules. Time consuming, lack of awareness, lighting 
problem and security problem are the reason for traffic 
rules violation. Finally, few solutions have recommended 
to ensure safe road crossing in developing country 
condition.  
 
Keywords: Road Crossing, Un-signalized intersection, 
Pedestrians, Road Crossing Behavior. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Walking is the old, common and convenient travel 
mode. Huge number of pedestrians cross the roadway 
every day. For pedestrians crossing unsignalized 
intersections is risky. About 48.55% pedestrians were 
involved in road accidents from 1998 to 2008 in Dhaka 
city. It is anxious that, 73.8% pedestrians are involved in 
fatal accident [1].  To minimize accidents on the roadway 
clear zebra crossing should be provided near the 
intersection. Proper monitoring systems should be 
required whether the pedestrian and drivers are following 
the proper rules and regulations provided by the authority 
[1]. 
     Pedestrian characteristics study considered important 
for traffic rules formation and modification. Studies 
shows pedestrian behavioral parameters such as offering 
signal, crossing ways and using mobile phones 
influenced pedestrians crossing speed. Pedestrians 
become over conservative at an adult age [2]. According 
to Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (2008) total 
37% accidents occurred at uncontrolled intersections 
with 27% happened at controlled intersections. About 
34.8% two wheels and 10.5% pedestrians are the most 
vulnerable groups and are killed in road accidents [2]. 
     Total 39.25% pedestrians were violated the road 

crossing rules because of lack awareness at tiger pass 
intersection in Chittagong city. Female (40.5%) 
pedestrians are violated rules more than male (39.08%) 
pedestrians [3]. Among three road crossing systems like 
at grade, overpass and underpass maximum pedestrians 
are preferred overpass more than at grade and underpass 
in Dhaka city [4]. Investigation showed that pedestrians 
(58%) and drivers (32%) responsible for crashes and 
both are 9% responsible for fault [5,6]. 
     Pedestrians characteristics like age, gender and 
carrying baggages or luggage affects on pedestrians flow, 
crossing speed and waiting time. Male and children are 
road crossing speed higher than others [7]. 
    The survey was in Chandigarh city, the existing 
pedestrians crossing facilities near of 46 signalized 
intersection. There pedestrians crossing facilities very 
poor. Since, there 60% intersections have no cross 
marking and 57% intersections have no foot over bridge. 
[8]. 
     Socio-economical variables under consideration tune 
was able to explain between 39% to 52% the motives for 
crossing the road vary in the manner describe in the 
circumstances [11].  
     During road crossing male pedestrians are (v=1.377 
m/sec) faster than female pedestrians (v=1.3m/sec). 
pedestrians road crossing speed during red light 
(v=1.35m/sec) and green traffic light (v=1.26m/sec) [12].
     It is found that few researches have been done in 
Chittagong but no study has been done in Khulna city 
yet. Hence this research we try to find out road crossing 
behavior at un- signalized intersections and compare the 
two city scenario finally give some suitable 
recommendation of the problems. 
     Objectives for this study given below, 

To determine break road crossing rules based on 
different categories like age, education, 
occupation, monthly income etc. 
To find out reasons behind the break road 
crossing rules. 

 
2. STUDY AREA AND METHODOLOGY 

 
     Figure 1 illustrates about the methdology of the study 
where the first and last steps are problem dscovery and 
recommendation. 
 

●

●
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Fig.1: Methodology of the research 
 
     Chittagong and Khulna are the two major cities in 
Bangladesh. Where Chittagong is the second largest city 
which total area is 155.4 km2 and total population is 2.5 
million, and Khulna is the third largest city which total 
Area is around 45 km2. Total population of this city is 1.5 
million [7,8].   
     For this research data were collected using a video 
graphic system and questionnaire survey from 10 
different intersections in Khulna and Chittagong city (5 
in Chittagong and 5 in Khulna).  The data was collected 
from 5th to 24th November 2020 from 10 different 
locations in Khulna and Chittagong city given (table 
1&2). Data collection and processing apparatus are: 
camera, mobile phones, internet, calculator, MS word, 
MS Excel etc. After collected data it was checked in 
laboratory. Finally data calculated by using MS Excel. 
Results shown by table and graph. The data was collected 
based on two categories: (1) pedestrians who follow the 
rules and (2) pedestrians who didn’t follow the rules.  
     After collected data it was checked, verified and 
finally edited at laboratory. After check Final data 
calculated by using MS Excel. Results shown by table 
and graph. 
 

 
(a) Study locations in Chittagong. 

 
(b) Study locations in Khulna 

 
Fig.2: Study area (a) and (b) 

 
Table 1: Study plan for Chittagong city 

 
No. Intersection  Sample size 

(no of 
pedestrians) 

Zebra 
crossing 

Foot 
over 
bridge 

01 2 No. gate 30 Have no 
mark 

No 

02 Agrabad  30 Don’t 
clear 

No 

03 Free port 30 Have no 
mark 

Yes  

04 GEC more 30 Don’t 
clear 

No  

05 Tigerpass 
more 

30 Don’t 
clear 

No  

 
Table 2: Study plan for Khulna city 

 
No. Intersection  Sample size 

(no of 
pedestrians) 

Zebra 
crossing 

Foot 
over 
bridge 

01 Dakbangla 
more 

30 Don’t 
clear 

No 

02 Moylapota 
more 

30 Have no 
mark 

No 

03 Power 
house more 

30 Have no 
mark 

No 

04 Royal more 30 Have no 
mark 

No  

05 Shibbari  
more 

30 Don’t 
clear 

No  
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Khulna Chittagong 

 

 

(a) Dakbanglo Intersection (b) Agrabad Intersection 

 

 

(c) Shibbari Intersection (d) Free port Intersection 

 

 

(e) Moylapota Intersection (f) 2 no gate Intersection 

 

 

(g) Royaler Intersection (7) Tigerpass Intersection 

  

(i) Power house Intersection.  (j) GEC more  
 

Fig.3: Different intersection in Khulna and Chittagong city 
 
       Figure 3 illustrate that, most of the zebra crossings in 
Khulna city have been removed. Most of intersections 
don’t have any traffic signal and rest of the traffic signals 
are don’t work. There is no foot over bridge in the whole 
Khulna city. 
        In Chittagong city some the zebra crossings are 
removed. Near of few intersections have foot over 
bridge. Maximum traffic signals are don’t work. 
Intersections are control by traffic police. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
     Table 3 shows 81.14% people are male and 18.86% 
people are female which indicates that female are less 
user of road intersection. Additionally, most of the 
people did not follow traffic rules 63.7% and Female 
(59.26%) are mostly violated traffic rules in unsignalized 
intersection compare with male (31.14%). Because 
female are less aware of traffic rules and regulation 
particularly for unsignalized intersection. 
 

Table 3: Gender data in study area 
 
 Type   Chittagong and Khulna 

intersections 
Total  Result (%) 

Gender  Male  243 81.14 
Female  57 18.86 

Total  Followed rules 191 63.7 
Did not follow 
rules 

109 36.3 

Male  Followed rules 167 66.67 
Did not follow 
rules 

76 33.33 

Female  Followed rules 23 41.51 
Did not follow 
rules 

34 58.49 

 
3.1 Pedestrian Behavior Impact on Demographic 
Characteristics  
     Figure 4 shows impact of gender where 66.67% male 
pedestrians follow rules and 58.49% female pedestrians 
do not follow rules. It is showed male pedestrians 
followed rules more than female pedestrians. 
     Figure 5 shows that 15-18 years old pedestrians are 
maximum (57.89%) who violated road crossing rules.  
Below 15 years old pedestrians are 54.55% who violated 
road crossing rules.  At the age of 25-34 maximum 
(73.91%) pedestrians followed road crossing rules. 
Pedestrians between 15-18 years old break rules most 
because lack of awareness. 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Violation of existing rules in road crossing based on 
gender. 

66.67%
41.51%

33.33%
58.49%

Male Female

followed didn’t followeddid not follow
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Fig.5: Violation of existing rules in road crossing based on age 
 

 
 

Fig.6: Violation of existing rules in road crossing based on 
education 

 
     46.3% Pedestrian did not follow traffic rules who 
have secondary education and 43.24% of pedestrians are 
graduated. Since Primary educated (80%) pedestrians 
followed traffic rules most, then 70% illiterate and 
65.22% post graduates followed road crossing rules 
among all classes. Secondary educated pedestrians 
mostly are young age and they don’t care about traffic 
rules during road crossing in most cases (Fig.6). 
     Figure 7 shows that 58.82% daily labor and 44.74% 
are students broke traffic rules during road crossing. 
House wife contains 85.71% those who follow rules and 
75% businessmen follow road crossing rules. Maximum 
daily laborers break rules because they don’t have such 
knowledge about road crossing rules. Students break 
traffic rules because lack of awareness. 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Violation of existing rules in road crossing based on 
occupation 

     Figure 8 shows that 94.44% of pedestrians follow 
road crossing rules whose income is between 22000 to 
30000 BDT. It also shows that 66.67% broke road 
crossing rules whose income is more than 60000 BDT. 
Respondents whose income is more than 60000 BDT are 
businessmen and they know road crossing rules so that 
they violated road crossing rules because of time 
consuming. 

 

 
 

Fig.8: Violation of existing rules in road crossing based on 
income. 

 
     73.30% pedestrians didn't follow rules because they 
think it is time consuming (Fig.9), and 13.09% due to 
lack of awareness. But at night lighting problems have 
been observed 5.24% which is one of the causes of traffic 
rules breaking. In most places’ zebra crossings have been 
erased or obscured. 
 

 
 

Fig.9: Causes of break rules 
 

     From the results of the survey, it is found that 69.43% 
of pedestrians know about road crossing rules.  About 
84.34% of pedestrians agreed to construct foot over the 
bridge. Most of the traffic signals in Khulna city do not 
work properly and most are damaged. In both cities 
95.78% pedestrians are interested in using traffic signals 
at intersections (Fig.10). 

45.45% 42.11%
62.50% 73.91% 64.29% 61.11% 53.33%

54.55% 57.89%
37.50% 26.09% 35.71% 38.89% 46.67%

below
15

15-18 19-24 25-34 35-45 46-60 more
than 60

followed didn’t followed

70% 80%
53.70% 62.75% 56.76% 65.22%

30% 20%
46.30% 37.25% 43.24% 34.78%

followed didn’t followed

75%
41.18%

72.73%85.71%71.72%64.29%55.26% 40%

25%
58.82%

27.27%14.29%28.28%35.71%44.74% 60%

Followed Didn’t followeddid not follow

55.17%69.23%70.67%60.29%
94.44%

40.00%

85.71%

33.33%

44.83%
33.77%29.33%39.71%

5.56%

60%

14.29%

66.67%

followed didn’t followeddid not follow

13.09%

73.30%

5.24% 6.28% 2.09%
lack of

awareness
time

consuming
lighting
problem

security
problem

others

did not follow 
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Fig.10: Pedestrians opinion from field survey 
 

3.2 Comparison Between Chittagong and Khulna city 
     Total 47.6% of pedestrians follow road crossing rules 
in Khulna city.  About 79.1% intersections have no zebra 
crossing and 20.9% are not clear. Among all respondents 
74.62% want to construct foot over bridge near 
intersection. Road crossing rules break because of time 
consuming (64.4%) and lack of awareness (9.87%). 
About 20.6% respondents violated road crossing rules in 
Chittagong city. And zebra crossings (35.38%) are not 
clear near intersections. About 93.1% respondents want 
to use foot over bridge at intersections. Time consuming 
(69.22%) and lack of awareness (14.91%) responsible for 
road crossing rules break in Chittagong. Chittagong 
people are more conscious of traffic rules compare with 
Khulna. 
 

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
     The main objective of this research is to find out the 
reasons of traffic rules violation on un-signalized 
intersections based on different categories like gender, 
age, education, occupation, monthly income. From this 
research some important issues can be highlighted here, 
total 63.7% pedestrians are followed road crossing rules 
and 36.3% are violated rules. Male pedestrians are 
68.86% followed crossing rules and female pedestrians 
are 40.74% are followed road crossing rules. Between 
25-34 years old 73.91% followed rules and between 
15-18 years old 57.89% violated road crossing rules. 
Middle income level pedestrians (22,000-30,000 BDT) 
are 94.44% followed proper rules and more than 60,000 
BDT income pedestrians 66.67% violated rules. 
Secondary educated 46.3% are violated rules and primary 
educated 80% pedestrians are followed proper rules. 
73.30% shows that it is time consuming to follow traffic 
rules. 
   In Khulna city have no foot over bridge and in 
Chittagong city have very little numbers of foot over 
bridge which is not enough. In Khulna city 100% traffic 
signals doesn’t work. 
     Based on the study findings, the following 
recommendations can be put forward to improve the 
present conditions of road facilities: 

Zebra crossing should be provided at 
intersection where zebra crossings have been 
erased or obscured.  

 Proper traffic signals should be provided at 

intersection where it is not available and damage 
traffic signals need to be repaired. 
Foot over bridge should be constructed at 
intersections or near intersections. 
Penalties can be introduced for violating traffic 
rules of pedestrians. 

     The study has some limitations. In this paper we did 
not discuss individually about two cities by using graph 
or table. 
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Abstract-The forecasting of solar irradiation is 
important not only for the grid stability but also for the 
smooth operation of grid. With the aim to develop a 
forecasting model, this paper develops the Elman neural 
network (ENN) to forecast the one step ahead solar 
global horizontal irradiance (GHI). The developed 
model is trained using the time series data of location 
Ahmadabad, Gujarat, India. Different learning 
algorithms: Conjugate Gradient with One Step Secant 
(OSS), Beale–Powell Restarts (CGB), 
Lavenberg–Marquardt (LM), BFGS Quasi-Newton 
(BFG) and Gradient Descent with Adaptive Learning 
Rate (GDA) are used with the ENN to forecast the GHI 
with better accuracy. The concept of normalization is 
also used in the model to prepare the stable data. The 
three year data is used to train the model whereas; one 
month hourly data is used to test the model. The model 
with different algorithms is evaluated by error metrics: 
root mean square error (RMSE (w/m2)) & mean absolute 
percentage error (MAPE (%)). The experiment proves 
that the LM algorithm performed better than the other 
algorithms with RMSE of 62.2 (w/m2) and MAPE of 
9.55 % for annual forecast. 
 
Keywords: Elman neural network, Solar irradiance, 
Levenberg-Marquardt, RMSE, MAPE 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Nowadays, the generation of electrical energy from 
various renewable energy sources (RES) is increasing 
worldwide. A major growth in grid interconnected RES 
has already been seen in the last decade also[1]. Amongst 
all RES, solar energy is one of the popular RES for 
electricity production due its easy installment and 
eco-friendly nature. However, the operation & 
management system of electricity production becomes 
more complex due to RES penetration to the grid system. 
The fluctuations in the electrical power generation due to 
climate variability make the solar system more 
challenging[2]. So, the accurate prediction of solar power 
output from the conversion of solar GHI is highly 
necessary for grid stability. The poor forecasting of solar 
GHI results to a grid instability with huge penalty on the 
operator[3].  
     Several forecasting models have been proposed in the 
last few years to forecast accurate solar GHI. These 
models are based on the artificial intelligence (AI)[4], 
regression theory[5], numerical weather prediction 
(NWP)[6], markov chain[7] etc. these models were 
different in terms of input variables, forecasting 
approach and algorithms. However, the models 

developed from AI techniques were most popular and 
accurate among all. The literature is already full of 
techniques like feed-forward neural network (FFNN)[3], 
radial basis function (RBF)[8], generalized neural 
network (GRNN) [9]etc to forecast the solar GHI.   
     In this paper, Elman neural network (ENN) is 
designed to forecast one step ahead solar GHI. The 
model is designed using the different learning 
algorithms: LM, CGB, OSS, BFG and GDA with ENN. 
The main aim of using different learning algorithms is to 
collect the better forecasting results with better accuracy 
the time series dataset is considered as an input to the 
model with the suitable time lag. The solar GHI is taken 
as the output of the model. In the paper, the main 
contributions are: (a) the normalization of the input 
dataset. (b) Development of ENN for different training 
algorithms. (c) Performance comparison of each training 
algorithms in terms of RMSE & MAPE. Therefore, the 
paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the 
ENN and their training algorithms. The section describes 
the methodology of the study whereas; section 4 explains 
the results of the experiment. Finally, section 5 
concluded the paper. 
 

2. ELMAN NEURAL NETWORK 
 
     ENN is one of the examples of recurrent neural 
network (RNN) having wide & dynamic application in 
solar and wind forecasting. This Network is a neural 
feedback network that Elman developed in 1990[10]. In 
this network, the physical structure of the neural network 
of Elman is broadly divided into four layers: the input 
layer, the hidden layer, the layer of Undertake, and the 
output layer. The context layer is used to remember the 
output of the hidden layer. The output of the hidden layer 
interacts with its input through the delay and memory of 
the enterprise layer, as it is based on a back propagation 
neural network[11]. The basic architecture of ENN is 
shown in figure 1.  

 
Fig.1: Architecture of ENN 
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The final output of the network can be expressed as: 
 

)()( +1 tHWty nn   (1) 

 
Where ‘Wn+1’ is the weighted matrix and ‘Hn’ is hidden 
layer. 
The output of hidden layer ‘j’ can be expressed as: 
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3.1 Training Algorithms 
Conjugate Gradient with Beale–Powell Restarts  
     The weight and the bias of the network are updated 
according to the conjugate gradient Back propagation 
algorithm with Powell-Beale restarts while learning of 
network[12].  The network learns the pattern according 
the input provided, bias and weight. The performance 
derivate is calculated as: 
 

dSaSS    (3) 
 
Where ‘a’ is parameter to reduce the performance 
alongside the search direction and ‘dS’ is search direction 
represented as: 
 

ZdSgSdS old   (4) 

 
‘gS’ is gradient and ‘Z’ is calculated in different ways 
 
One Step Secant  
     The gap between the training algorithms: gradient and 
quasi-Newton methods are filled by this function. 
Methods.  This method does not preserve the entire 
Hessian matrix; only previous Hessian matrix is taken as 
at the identity matrix at time of each iteration[13]. The 
back propagation method is used in this algorithm like 
CGB evaluate the performance derivative.  
The performance derivate is calculated as: 

dSaSS    (5) 
     Where ‘a’ is parameter to reduce the performance 
alongside the search direction and ‘dS’ is search direction 
represented as: 
 

dgSBcSAcgSdS step  (6)
 

 
Where ‘gS’ is gradient, ‘Sstep’ is weight updating from 
last stage and ‘dgS’ is gradient updating from last stage. 
 
Lavenberg–Marquardt  
     The weight and biases of the network is updated 
according to the LM optimization method. This method 

is also trains the network with the provided input, 
transfer function and weights[14]. The Jacobean (iS) 
factor is calculated here as over the weight and bias of the 
network variables S. 
 

)( muIiidS
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  (7) 

where ‘E’= errors, ‘I’= identity matrix. 
 
BFGS Quasi-Newton  
     In this algorithm, the weight and bias are also revises 
corresponding to the BFG Squasi-Newton algorithm[15]. 
The performance derivative is calculated using  

 
dSaSS    (8) 

 
where ‘dS’= the search direction, ‘a’= used to reduce the 
performance alongside the Search direction. 
 
Gradient Descent with Adaptive Learning Rate 
     The weights and bias are revised corresponding to the 
gradient descent with adaptive learning. Similar to the 
previous described training functions[14],[15].The 
derivatives of the performance is calculated as 

 dSdperflrdS /   (9) 
The performance decreases at every epoch in the 
direction of target; the increment in the learningrate will 
be by the factor lr_inc. 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
     This section describes the methodology used in the 
study to perform the one step ahead forecast of GHI 
using ENN using different algorithms.  
     From the beginning of the experiment, the data has to 
be prepared according to the network. The solar data 
received from any agency is generally in raw for, it must 
be cleaned and filtered before feeding to the network. 
The next step of the forecasting is to normalize the 
dataset. The normalization is the step to make the random 
data stable and stationary. The literature has already 
proved that the normalization of the dataset improves the 
performance of the model as compared to the 
non-normalized data. The training dataset now further 
divided into training and the testing dataset. The training 
data set is used to train the model for pattern learning 
whereas the testing data is used to make the prediction 
for measuring the performance. The study used the 
training dataset of three years with time series of GHI as 
an input variable while the monthly forecasting has been 
performed on an hourly basis. To move from month to 
month in the testing dataset, we used the moving window 
technique as a special technique to provide the data to the 
network. 
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Fig.2: Flow chart of Experiment 
 
     Overall, the performance of the network was 
evaluated by the different error metrics: RMSE & MAPE. 
The formula for the MAPE & RMSE can be expressed 
as: 
 

Mean absolute percentage error 
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Where ,  is predicted series and ,  is real series. 

Root Mean Square Error 
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Where ,  is predicted series and ,  is real series. 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
     This section explains the results obtained from the 
ENN using the different training algorithms. The study 
used the data set of Ahmadabad location; a city of 
Gujarat, India. The data set was collected from the NREL 
website. The results are discussed here obtained from the 
ENN using various algorithms for one step ahead hourly 
forecast of GHI. The time series was considered as an 
input to the model whereas one hour ahead solar GHI 
was considered as the output of the model. The ENN 
network used the input delay by 1:2 and the hidden 
neurons were varied from 1 to 30 to obtain the suitable 
RMSE & MAPE. However, the best configuration of the 
model was opted for different algorithm instead to a 
single configuration of the network. Table 1 show that 
the performance of the ENN model using the different 
algorithm. The table clearly shows the lowest RMSE & 
MAPE obtained from each algorithm along with the 
network configuration. 

 
Table 1: RMSE & MAPE obtained from different training algorithms with ENN 

 
 Config.  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Avg 

LM 10-12-1 R 41.2 51.2 33.1 26.4 49.1 68.8 115.7 132.1 112.2 51.9 38.4 31.0 62.6 
M 5.29 5.55 2.99 2.31 5.87 9.07 22.63 22.4 22.45 6.09 5.79 4.19 9.55 

CGB 10-7-2 R 41.5 54.1 32.3 27.1 49.7 69.0 114.2 130.6 113.0 50.8 40.6 31.2 62.9 
M 5.11 6.39 3.08 2.51 5.78 9.09 23.33 22.46 22.4 5.89 6.27 4.38 9.72 

OSS 10-18-3 R 41.2 51 33.8 27.9 50.1 68.3 117.3 136.1 118.0 52.4 39.3 30.3 63.8 
M 5.19 5.81 3.08 2.45 5.74 9.12 22.27 23.21 24.4 5.78 6.04 4.00 9.76 

BFG 10-9-4 R 39.5 49.5 33.5 28.3 50.3 69.8 113.6 131.0 111.4 52.4 39.5 32.7 62.6 
M 5.3 5.56 3.03 2.69 6.7 9.05 22.15 21.6 22.72 6.19 6.02 4.24 9.60 

GDA 10-11-5 R 39.0 49.6 31.9 31.2 52.0 69.4 117.6 138.9 113.2 51.4 44.1 30.8 64.1 
M 5.22 5.72 2.94 3.22 6.01 9.12 22.99 22.69 23.35 6.14 6.9 4.05 9.86 

 
# R= RMSE, M= MAPE 
 
From the table 1, it is clearly proved that the LM 
algorithm outperforms the all other algorithm: CGB, 
OSS, BFG, and GDA. The RMSE obtained from the LM 
algorithm for annual forecast is 62.2 (w/m2) whereas; 
MAPE is 9.55 % with configuration of 10 inputs, 12 
hidden neurons & one output.  However, the algorithm      
performed best after the LM algorithm is CGB with 
average yearly RMSE of 62.9 (w/m2) and MAPE of 
9.72% with configuration of 10 inputs, 7 hidden neurons 

and one output.  The performance of all algorithms is 
also shown in fig 3 as a histogram where LM algorithm 
performs better than others.  
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Fig.3: Performance of different training algorithms 
     
     It is clearly evident from the figure 3 that the LM 
algorithm performed better than other algorithms. 
However, CGB performed after the LM algorithm for 
RMSE and MAPE. So, the LM algorithm can be used 
with the ENN model to forecast the solar GHI. 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Actual GHI tracing by model with LM algo 
 
     The real value tracing by the ENN using LM 
algorithm is also shown in the figure 4. It is clear from 
the figure that the errors are high at the region of 
uncertainty in the datasheet. It proves that the cloudy 
seasons and the rainy seasons are most sensitive to the 
errors. The errors are in high value at these points.  

5. CONCLUSION 
 
Forecasting of solar GHI is one of the crucial tasks in 
electrical systems. The accurate forecasting is much 
necessary to maintain the balance in electrical system. 
The ENN is the type of artificial neural network which 
has wider application in many areas. This network is 
used in the study to forecast the one step ahead hourly 
solar GHI. The paper forecast the one step ahead solar 
GHI for each month of a year. Different training 
algorithms: CGB, OSS, LM, BFG, GDA are used to 
obtain the best forecasting accuracy. However, the three 
year hourly dataset was used as a training model. The 
results show that the LM algorithm performed 
betteramongst all with RMSE for annual forecast is 62.2 
(w/m2) whereas; MAPE is 9.55 %. 
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Abstract-Today's high social economic development and 
environmental problems have led many western societies 
to emphasize the importance of a safe and reliable 
service. In addition, Micro-grids are often used to deliver 
power efficiently and utilize renewable energy sources 
efficiently. In this analysis, various optimization 
algorithms are implemented for direct operation of a 
standard Micro-grid (MG) connected to renewable 
energy sources to cover the power mismatch or to store 
surplus of energy when required. The problem proposed 
with Whale optimization algorithm (WOA) to mitigate 
both running expense and net pollution was conceived as 
a multi-objective problem. The suggested algorithm is 
evaluated on a standard MG in island mode and grid 
connected mode. 
 
Keywords: MG, WOA, wind, biomass, solar and hydro 
turbines. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

     Alternative energy sources such as wind, biomass, 
solar, hydro and more have more recently become 
common as they generate cheaper energy with less 
environmental impact. Integration of these renewable 
sources with MG is proposed. Distributed Generation 
(DG) including photovoltaic (PV), micro-turbines, fuel 
cells and storage devices can play an important role in 
energy production in the future. 
     However, a higher percentage of DGs entering the 
grid setting could lead to new electrical system 
challenges. This can be partially addressed by MG, 
which is characterized as an aggregation of distributed 
generation, loads, and the distribution system 
interconnected between them. In this regard, the 
methodologies applied to handle and monitor the 
operation of MGs are going through continuous 
changing in order to make these networks configured and 
active structures, hence there is a strong need for more 
precise scheduling of energy sources in MGs considering 
different objectives [1]. 
     Numerous research articles have been published on 
the optimum process scheduling under various 
environmental conditions. In the beginning, traditional 
economic scheduling was suggested as a solution to the 
optimization problem by seeking an optimal set of 
generators to fulfill power demands and operational 
constraints while being economically efficient. Due to 
the environmental issues, and toxins generated by 
conventional fossil fuel units, a multivariable 
optimization problem should be used in this situation. 

     Multi-objective optimization - based strategies have 
been introduced in articles to include the emission as a 
distinct goal in order to choose a certain number of units 
for serving the load in certain situations, taking account 
of minimum cost levels and grid emissions. DG is a 
technique used to produce a range of distributed 
resources, including renewables and fossil fuel. It can be 
divided into two main categories, namely, fuel supply 
and without fuel supply. Micro turbines and the fuel cell 
can be common for the form with fuel supplied. Micro 
turbines with integrated generators and energy 
electronics are scaled down turbine engines. 
     DG have the benefit of lower emissions, greater 
energy efficiency, and more versatile installations; 
transmission and distribution resources and maintenance 
costs can be saved and the concentric transmission line 
loss minimized. It can also reduce total power grid 
capability, increase peak and valley quality and power 
supply reliability. 
     It supplies the power network strongly and efficiently. 
When the DG penetrates more and more, its inherent 
problems are clear. Single access costs and control issues 
are high. First, DG is not an easily managed source, so 
that large systems tend to be restrained, isolated to handle 
it, so that their effects on the power grid are minimized. 
DG has certain characteristics, on the other hand, that 
cause DG to connect and operate as a load [2], which 
would result in a very limited shape of the distributed 
generation.  
      To incorporate the distributed generation into the net 
and optimize the economic, energy and environment 
advantages of the distributed generation, the MG 
definition is proposed. MG consists of charges, turbines, 
and energy storage devices, as smaller, autonomous and 
decentralized device. It decreases feeder loss, increases 
the reliability and energy efficiency of local electricity 
supply. In isolated mode as well as in grid-connected 
mode, MG works through a point of common coupling to 
share power from the host grid. MG and the host grid 
support one another in grid-connected modes and thereby 
improve power supply stability. 
 

2. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 
 
     Meta-heuristic products can typically be divided into 
two major categories: one-solution-based and 
population-based. The search procedure begins at one 
candidate solution in the earlier class (Simulated 
Annealing for example). In the course of the iterations, 
this single candidate solution is then strengthened. 
However, population-based metaheuristic optimize the 
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method with a series of solutions (population). In this 
case, the search process begins with an initial population 
of the random population (multiple solutions), which is 
strengthened during the processes [3]. 
      Meta-heuristic in population have some advantages 
as compared to single solution-based algorithms: 
multiple candidate solutions share search information 
which leads to sudden jumps into the promising search 
field. Multiple applicant solutions enable each other to 
avoid optimum solutions locally. Meta-heuristics based 
on populations typically have a better analysis than 
single solution algorithms. Swarm Intelligence is one of 
the fascinating industries of population-based 
meta-heurism. 
 
2.1 Whale optimization algorithm 
     The WOA algorithm based on the hunting technique 
is a new algorithm in this work, which belongs in these 
groups of so-called nature influenced algorithms shows 
in Fig.1. While it is a question for scientists to debate 
about the real goal of and the details of this complex 
biochemical process of generating this flashing light, 
many researchers feel that it allows fireflies to locate 
matrons, defend them against predators and attract their 
possible prey. 
      This hunting method or bubble net strategy, which 
enables the WOA swarm to travel to brighter and 
desirable spaces to achieve the most effective optimum 
solutions, is associated with the objective function of a 
certain optimization problem. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Biology inspired Optimization Algorithm 
 
     In this paper, we will demonstrate how the newly 
developed WOA algorithm can be used to address the 
reputed problem of MG economic load optimization. 
This challenging problem of optimization constitutes one 
of the most critical problems for the operation and design 
of power systems in which a direct solution cannot be 
found, and metaheuristic methods such as the WOA 
algorithm must therefore be used to find near optimum 
solutions. This issue deals with allotting loads for a 
minimum overall fuel cost to power generators in a plant 
while respecting the power demand restrictions. This 
problem is modeled in several different ways in the two 

objective functions and constraints. 
     In addition, we will show how the WOA algorithm 
operates and how this approach can be easily adapted to 
solve this problem. We will also understand that this 
approach is adequately reliable and simple for the 
operation and management of power systems in real 
time. We will use, for example, a sample practical trial 
system with six power generators for the efficiency and 
validation of this algorithm. 
 

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
     The multi-operation management problem of a typical 
MG is described in a way that minimizes the operational 
costs of MGs and the emissions of net contaminants into 
the grid at the same time and satisfies many equalities 
and inequality limitations. It also includes allocating 
optimal power generation sets to divisive units. The 
following can be expressed in the mathematical model of 
this problem. 
 
3.1 Cost Minimization 
     The overall cost of service of MG in $ includes DG 
fuel costs, start-up and shutdown costs, as well as power 
exchange costs between MG and utilities.  
 

where BGi(t) and BSj(t) are the bids of the DGs and 
storage devices at hour t, SGi and Ssj represent the 
start-up or shut-down costs for ith DG and jth storage 
respectively, PGrid(t) is the active power which is bought 
(sold) from (to) the utility at time t and BGrid(t) is the bid 
of utility at time t. X is the state variables vector which 
includes active power of units and their related states. 
 
3.2 Power loss  
     Total electricity provided by DGs within the MG must 
cover total grid demand. Since the project is planned for 
a small 3-feeder radial L.V system, no numerically low 
transmission losses need to be considered urgently.  
 

            
 
where PLk is the amount of kth load level and Nk is the 
total number of load levels. 
 

4. PROPOSED WHALE OPTIMIZATION 
ALGORITHM FOR DG 

 
     In this proposed approach, each whale is represented 
and linked to a true power supply (i.e., the potential 
solution) which is encoded as a real number for 
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Table 1: Optimal output power and corresponding status of each DG and Utility   power grid – Grid Connected Mode 
 

Time (h) 

Demand, DG sources and outputs (kW) Status Cost ($) 

MT FC PV WT Grid MT FC PV WT Grid Grid DG sc 

1 6 14 0 0 30 1 1 0 0 1 6.9 6.858 0 

2 14.5 3 0 0 30 1 1 0 0 1 5.7 7.509 0 

3 26.08 30 0 0 -8.58 1 1 0 0 1 -1.081 20.738 0 

4 6 30 21.51 0 -9.01 1 1 1 0 1 -0.973 67.151 0 

5 28.33 30 0 11.11 -15.95 1 1 0 1 1 -1.722 33.695 0 

6 7.19 30 0 0 24.31 1 1 0 0 1 4.86 12.105 0 

7 15.28 3 19.23 0 30 1 1 1 0 1 6.9 57.542 0 

8 29.96 25.3 0 0 17.25 1 1 0 0 1 6.553 21.128 0 

9 30 30 20.93 13.1 -20.52 1 1 1 1 1 -27.703 90.652 0 

10 29.93 29.93 24.91 7.74 -15.02 1 1 1 1 1 -54.065 95.156 0 

11 30 30 20.9 14.92 -20.82 1 1 1 1 1 -74.962 92.55 0 

12 30 30 17.35 14.82 -19.67 1 1 1 1 1 -70.804 83.257 0 

13 27.53 14.94 0 0 27.53 1 1 0 0 1 41.296 16.974 0 

14 30 30 17.04 12.98 -20.03 1 1 1 1 1 -72.099 80.504 0 

15 30 30 18.11 14.89 -19.51 1 1 1 1 1 -35.113 85.318 0 

16 23.39 24.12 0 0 29.98 1 1 0 0 1 58.47 17.783 0 

17 27.92 27.55 0 0 28.03 1 1 0 0 1 16.817 20.859 0 

18 30 30 14.29 0.01 11.69 1 1 1 1 1 4.795 59.479 0 

19 28.63 29.18 0 0 29.18 1 1 0 0 1 10.215 21.664 0 

20 28.77 27.45 0 0 28.77 1 1 0 0 1 12.373 21.221 0 

21 19 28.15 0 0 28.85 1 1 0 0 1 33.759 16.957 0 

22 30 25.33 0 0 14.77 1 1 0 0 1 7.975 21.127 0 

23 20.57 30 0 0 11.43 1 1 0 0 1 3.429 18.22 0 

24 6.61 16.89 0 0 30 1 1 0 0 1 7.8 7.988 0 
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Table 3: Optimal output power and corresponding status of each DG and Utility power grid – Island Mode 
 

Time (h) 
Demand, DG sources and outputs (kW) Status Cost ($) 

MT FC PV WT Grid MT FC PV WT Grid Grid DG sc 

1 30.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 19.590 0.00 

2 30.00 4.48 13.02 0.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 48.676 0.00 

3 17.50 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 16.818 0.00 

4 18.50 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 17.275 0.00 

5 23.50 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 19.560 0.00 

6 30.00 30.00 0.75 0.75 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 25.273 0.00 

7 30.00 30.00 0.54 6.96 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 31.390 0.00 

8 30.00 30.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 35.945 0.00 

9 30.00 30.00 0.00 13.50 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 37.018 0.00 

10 30.00 30.00 12.24 5.26 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 59.798 0.00 

11 30.00 30.00 10.23 4.77 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 54.080 0.00 

12 30.00 30.00 0.00 12.50 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 35.945 0.00 

13 30.00 30.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 33.262 0.00 

14 30.00 30.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 33.262 0.00 

15 30.00 30.00 0.00 13.50 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 37.018 0.00 

16 30.00 30.00 12.44 5.06 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 60.099 0.00 

17 30.00 30.00 16.33 7.17 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 72.420 0.00 

18 30.00 25.61 24.99 5.40 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 91.599 0.00 

19 30.00 30.00 25.00 2.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 89.276 0.00 

20 30.00 30.00 25.00 0.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 87.172 0.00 

21 30.00 30.00 1.00 15.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 41.209 00.0 

22 30.00 3.00 25.00 12.00 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 92.067 0.00 

23 30.00 30.00 0.95 1.05 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 26.110 0.00 

24 30.00 8.53 0.00 14.97 0.00 1 1 1 1 0 0.000 32.284 0.00 
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each power generator unit, while a bubble net of the 
whales is correlated with the cost of the fuel (i.e. the 
problem's objective function). The values for the control 
parameters of this simulation are: α = 0.2, α = 1.0, ß0 = 
1.0, n = 12, and maximum whale generation (iterations) 
is 500. As inputs to the Whales Algorithm are given the 
fuel costs, the coefficients, the power limits of each 
generator and the total demand for power. 
     Three idealized laws are used by WOA 
     (1) Every whale is trying to capture the fish close to 
the surface. 
      (2) Then it was observed that this search was finished 
close to the surface to provide a bubble net covering the 
small fish to fish. 
      (3) The value of the objective function of a given 
problem defines the bubble net around a whale. The 
bubble net is proportional to the value of the objective 
function for maximization problems. 
       Moreover, the algorithm is very efficient and may be 
superior to other traditional algorithms for the solution of 
a number of optimization problems, for example genetic 
algorithms, according to recent bibliography. The fact is 
justified in the recent research in which statistical 
efficiency was evaluated using standard stochastic 
against other established optimization algorithms. Its key 
benefit lies in the fact that the swarming particles (i.e., 
whale), primarily use real random numbers and thus 
appear more successful in the multi-target optimization 
such as the economic problem of shipment of loads, in 
our case. 
       It is necessary, finally, to note that for every 
generation (iteration), the swarm of whales is classified 
as brighter (i.e. an optimal solution is possible), while the 
others are modified on the basis of objective function and 
according to their bubble net strategies the swarm of the 
whale is ranked. In the final round, the walnuts with the 
surrounding net strategy of the bubble swarm are chosen 
as the encircling strategy which is the best solution for 
the problem. 
     This section of the paper uses the proposed WOA 
algorithm to solve the issue for a standard MG as shown 
in the Fig.2. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: A typical L.V Micro Grid 
 

4.1 Grid Connected Mode 
      Table 1 shows optimal schedule of PV, FC, MT and 
WT in MG for a day in grid connected mode. The total 
cost of DGs in MG and power cost to the grid for the 
proposed method for a day is 976.43535 $ and   -110.58 
$ respectively as shown in Table 2. Suppose if the total 
generated power from the FC and MT is not sufficient to 
meet the load demand, then the remaining required 
power is imported from the main grid to satisfy the total 
load demand. The convergence characteristic of whale 
optimization algorithm for grid connected mode is 
shown in Fig.3. From Fig.3, it is clearly seen that the 
optimal result is achieved within 480th iterations hence 
the proposed approach is much faster in obtaining the 
results. 
 

Table 2: Optimal cost – Grid Connected Mode 
 

Cost of Grid -110.68011$ 

Cost of DG 976.43535$ 

Start –Up /Shutdown Cost 0.00000$ 

Maintenance Cost of DG 159.69720$ 

Operation Cost of MG 1025.45243$ 

 

  
    

Fig.3: Convergence property of whale algorithm – Grid 
Connected Mode 

 
4.2 Island Mode 
     Table 3 shows optimal schedule of PV, FC, MT and 
WT in MG for a day in island mode. The total cost of 
DGs in MG for the proposed method for a day is 
1097.10378 $ as shown in Table 4. Suppose if the total 
generated power from the FC and MT is not sufficient to 
meet the load demand, then the remaining required 
power is imported from the main grid to satisfy the total 
load demand. The convergence characteristic of WOA 
for island mode is shown Fig.4. From Fig.4, it is clearly 
seen that the optimal result is achieved within 500th 
iterations, hence the proposed approach is much faster in 
obtaining the results. 
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Table 4: Optimal cost – Island Mode 
 

Cost of Grid 0.00000$ 

Cost of DG 1097.10378$ 

Start –Up /Shutdown Cost 0.00000$ 

Maintenance Cost of DG 200.06388$ 

Operation Cost of MG 1297.16766$ 

 

 
 

Fig.4: Convergence property of whale algorithm – Island Mode 
 

     The overall operation cost of MG obtained using 
WOA is compared with other techniques as shown in 
Table 5 it is seen that WOA results is better minimization 
of operating cost. 
 

Table 5: Comparative study 
 

Techniques Operating Cost ($) 

GA 1266.97 

PSO 1177.69 

BAT 1136.085 

DE 1036.69 

WOA 1025.45 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
     A WOA algorithm is proposed and implemented to 
solve the problem of multi-operation management in a 
typical MG with RES. A typical MG in standalone and 
grid connected mode is simulation results are obtained 
subsequently to determine the efficiency of the proposed 
algorithm. The numerical findings show that the 
approach proposed shows not only superior efficiency, 
but also dynamic stability and excellent swarm 
convergence. The proposed method gives the device 
operators a real, well-developed range of optimum 
solutions to choose a suitable power delivery plan based 
on economic considerations 
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Abstract-This paper reports a cross-connected source-
based multilevel inverter (CCS- MLI) with unequal dc 
voltage sources. In this work, a reduced switch 7 level 
inverter, which is designed, simulated, and investigated 
with proper modulation and control techniques by using 
asymmetrical switching. Low frequency-based harmonic 
mitigation technique as well as high frequency based 
Multi-carrier pulse width modulation (MCPWM) 
technique, both are realized for the proposed inverter. 
The designed 7 level inverter is simulated by using 
MATLAB/ Simulink environment for resistive and 
inductive load. It is also explored for grid-tied power 
generation with the MCPWM strategy. The power quality, 
i.e., the THD, is the only parameter considered for the 
feasibility study of the suggested inverter according to 
IEEE-519-2014. The grid-tied system is further 
investigated through hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) for real 
power generation. 
 
Keywords: CCS-MLI, Reduced Switch Topology, 
Asymmetrical Switching, Harmonic Mitigation Technique, 
MCPWM, THD, Grid-Tied PV Power Generation, HIL. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Conventional two level inverters suffer from low 
power quality, i.e., high THD and high filter requirements 
in the output because of dominant lower order harmonics. 
Besides, two level inverters face lots of challenges in 
high voltage high power applications [1]. That is why the 
concept of high power multilevel inverter (MLI) arrives, 
as it has tremendous advantages according to topology 
and waveforms. As stated by waveform, it has an 
excellent harmonic profile with THD, reduced dv/dt 
stress, flexibility in the control of output voltages, low 
common-mode voltages, and high & low frequency-
based modulation techniques can be applied easily. Based 
on topology, it has a low voltage rating of switches 
concerning operating voltages, switching redundancy, 
efficient fault-tolerant operation, equal load sharing 
among different input dc sources, effective and efficient 
renewable power generation as well as in the industrial 
drives applications [2]. 
     By tradition, three basic multilevel inverters (MLIs) 
are used in different industrial applications. These are 
diode clamped MLI, flying capacitor MLI, and cascaded 
H bridge MLI [3]. The limitation of traditional MLI is 
that with the increase of the number of levels, it adds high 
switches and component counts that incorporate system 
losses of the inverters. Thus, researchers are highly 
inspired to design reduced switch MLI, including 
different combinations of DC input sources, either 
symmetrical or asymmetrical. Symmetrical means all the 

DC input sources are equal, and asymmetrical means the 
DC input sources are different such as natural sequence 
MLI (NSMLI), binary hybrid MLI (BHMLI), or trinary 
hybrid MLI (THMLI) [4]. Also, asymmetrical switching 
improves the inverter output voltage level according to 
the topology under investigation. 
     In this study, a cross-connected source-based [5] 
reduced switch 7 level inverter with asymmetrical inputs 
is proposed for low and high-frequency modulation 
techniques. The proposed inverter is also investigated for 
grid-tied application for future implementation of 
renewable power generation. 
 

2. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 
 
     Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of the proposed 
topology. It has six switches S1, S2, S3 & S1

/, S2
/, S3

/, 
where the second set is complementary to the first one.
The diodes D1, D2, D3, and D1

/, D2
/, D3

/ is the bypass 
diodes for the reverse power flow at inductive load. Two 
cross-connected sources, V1 (=V) & V2 (=2V), are 
realized for asymmetrical switching. The switching states 
of the inverter for 7 level design are presented in Table 1.
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S1 D1

S2 D2

S3 D3

D1/
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S1/
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Fig.1: Proposed 7 level inverter 
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Table 1: Switching states for 7 level design 
 

Output 
Voltage 

S1 S2 S3 S1
/ S2

/ S3
/ 

0 off off off off off off 
V1 on off off off on on 
V2 off off on on on off 

(V1+V2) on off on off on off 
-V1 off on on on off off 
-V2 on on off off off on 

-(V1+V2) off on off on off on 
 

3. MODULATION TECHNIQUE 
 
    The suggested 7 level inverter is designed for two 
different modulation strategies. The first one is the low 
frequency based harmonic mitigation technique, as low-
frequency switching reduces switching losses of the 
inverter [6]. The second one is the high frequency based 
MCPWM technique because high-frequency switching 
has higher-order harmonics in the THD spectrum, which 
reduces output filter size [7]. 
 
3.1 Harmonic Mitigation Technique 
     There are four different types of harmonic mitigation 
techniques proposed in [8]. Among them, the half-height 
(HHM) method is the best method of switching angle 
optimization as it improves the inverter's THD 
performance dramatically. The switching angles are 
calculated iteratively in the first quarter of the quarter-
wave symmetry approximation of the proposed 7 level 
inverter. The following formula is used for the offline 
calculation of switching angles for HHM- 
 

αi= sin-1 (
2i-1
p-1

)  where i=1, 2, 3,……….
p-1
2

 
 
(1) 

 
     Here, p is the number of levels to be designed. For the 
7 level inverter, it is 3, i.e., three switching angles are 
needed to be computed in the first quadrant. So, there will 
be twelve switching angles in the four quadrants. The 
other switching angles can be calculated considering the 
quarter-wave symmetry of MLI. Therefore, the switching 
angles, which are estimated iteratively for 7 level 
inverters, will be- 9.60, 30.00, 56.44, 123.56, 150, 170.4, 
189.60, 210.00, 236.44, 303.56, 330.00, 350.40. 
 
3.2 MCPWM Technique 
     In the case of the MCPWM technique, four types of 
multi-carrier modulation methods are used normally. 
These are phase disposition (PD), phase opposition 
disposition (POD), alternate phase opposition disposition 
(APOD) and variable frequency PWM (VFPWM) [9]. In 
this paper, multi-carrier PD modulation is investigated. 
Here, all the carriers are in phase, i.e., the upper and 
lower time axis carriers. Fig. 2 displays the PD 
modulation technique for 7 level inverter design. Here 6 
carriers are shown as for p level inverter (p-1) carriers are 
need to be used. 

 
 

Fig.2: PD modulation technique for 7 level inverter 
 

Two essential parameters are generally investigated in 
the MCPWM technique. One is the modulation index 
(Mi), which is the ratio of the amplitude of the sinusoidal 
wave or reference wave (Am) and a carrier wave (Ac). 
For 7 level inverter design, this ratio is actually Am / 6 
Ac. The modulation index change exposes the power 
quality of the output waveform, i.e., it affects the THD of 
output voltage and current. Another critical parameter is 
the frequency ratio (Fr), which reveals the dominating 
harmonics in the output harmonic spectrum because it is 
the ratio of ωC/ ωM. Where ωC is the carrier frequency & 
ωM is the frequency of the reference sinusoidal wave, 
which is 50Hz indeed. 
 

4. GRID- TIED SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
     For grid-tied 7 level inverter design following control 
circuit is designed and simulated, given in Fig. 3. The PLL 
block is used to generate an inverter reference current. If 
the inverter reference current is a cosine wave, the inverter 
will supply real power to the grid. On the other hand, if 
the inverter reference current is a sine wave, it will deliver 
the reactive power to the grid. Using this controller, the 
real and reactive power flow can be controlled for the grid 
operation.  
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Fig.3: Grid-tied 7 level inverter design 
 
     The PR controller is used as a current controller to 
effectively control the inverter current for generating the 
sinusoidal reference voltage so that the MCPWM 
technique can be applied for 7 level inverter design. The 
advantage of using a PR controller relating to the PI 
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controller is that the PR controller has an additional 
negative feedback loop that improves the controller 
performance by introducing zero steady-state error. The 
transfer function of the PR controller is given below [10]. 
 

T(s)=KP+KI
s

s2+ω2  
(2) 

 
     So, the reference voltage generated by adding the PR 
controller output and grid voltage is fed to the switching 
system's comparator block. This comparator compares 
the carrier signals and reference signal where the set of 
positive carriers are CP1, CP2 & CP3, and CN1, CN2 & 
CN3 specify the negative carriers. The comparator output 
is connected with different logic blocks to generate gate 
inputs for S1, S2, S3. The gate signals for S1

/, S2
/, S3

/ are 
complementary in nature. 
 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
     The designed inverter is simulated for low-frequency 
harmonic mitigation (HHM) and high frequency 
MCPWM techniques considering the following 
parameters. 

(1) Switch type- IGBT/ Diode 
(2) Input DC voltages, V1=100V & V2= 200V 
(3) Resistive load, R= 100Ω 
(4) Inductive load, R=10Ω & L= 30mH, p.f.=0.73 
(5) Peak output voltage =300V 
(6) MCPWM reference wave frequency=50Hz 
(7) Carrier frequency=10kHz 
(8) Modulation Index=1.0 

      
     Figure 4 shows the output voltage and current 
waveform for resistive load with the low-frequency 
HHM method. As the switching angles are calculated 
using equation (1), the output waveform is sinusoidal in 
nature. The spectrum of output voltage in Fig. 5 displays 
better harmonic profiles with 12.22% THD, which is less 
than 15% without filter that meets the demand of IEEE 
519-2014. 

 

 
 

Fig.4: Output voltage and current for HHM method with R 
load 

 

 
 

Fig.5: Output voltage THD spectrum for HHM method 
 
     The simulation results for the PD modulation 
technique with inductive load is illustrated in Fig. 6. It 
shows the output voltage and load current with 0.73 p.f. 
and Mi=1.0. 
      Also, Fig. 7. shows the load current THD, which is 
equal to 4.55% that also specifies the demand of IEEE 
519, as it is less than 5% as well. 
 

 
 

Fig.6: Output voltage and current for PD modulation with 
inductive load 

 

 
 

Fig.7: Output current THD spectrum for inductive load with 
the PD modulation method 

 
     For the grid integration of the proposed 7 level 
inverter following parameters are considered. 

(a) Grid voltage =300V peak 
(b) Grid frequency =50Hz 
(c) Grid filter (LCL), L1=L2=5mH, C=1μF 
(d) Inverter input, V1=100V & V2= 200V 
(e) Controller parameter, KP=30, KI=50, additional 

feedback constant=1000 
     The grid filter has been designed by using parametric 
analysis as reported in [11]. Figure 8 shows the grid 
voltage and current, including the inverter current, when 
the inverter supplies real power to the grid. In this case, 
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the inverter reference current from the PLL block is a unit 
amplitude cosine wave.  
     Figure 9 shows the THD spectrum of grid current 
when the inverter contributes real power to the grid. The 
current THD is 1.37%, which is also realized the demand 
as stated by the IEEE 519-2014. 
 

 
 

Fig.8: Grid voltage, grid current, and inverter current for real 
power supply to the grid 

     

 
 

Fig.9: Grid current THD when the inverter providing real 
power to the grid 

 
     Following figure 10 displays the grid voltage, grid 
current, and inverter current for reactive power 
generation. In this case, the phase shift between grid 
voltage and current is 90 degrees, i.e., grid current lags 
the grid voltage, which means the inverter supplies 
reactive power to the load. It is also noted here that if the 
Mi is changed, any phase shift can also be obtained 
between grid voltage and current to provide any power 
factor from the inverter.  
 

 
 

Fig.10: Grid voltage, grid current, and inverter current for 
supplying reactive power to the grid 

 
6. DISCUSSIONS 

 
The proposed CCS- MLI is an asymmetrically input 

reduced switch 7 level topology. It requires only six 
switches and two DC power supply to produce 7 level in 
the output. The component count of the proposed 
topology with respect to conventional topologies for the 
employment of 7 level output is compared in Fig. 11. 
From figure 11, it is realized that the total component 
counts for 7 level design in CCS- MLI is reduced by 
86.67%, 82.22% & 80.95%, respectively, compared to 
DCMLI,  FCMLI, and CHBMLI. Fig. 12 shows the 
comparison of the proposed topology with some previous 
works considering THD as a parameter. 

 

 
 

Fig.11: Comparison of proposed inverters with classical 
MLIs 

 

 
 

Fig.12: THD comparisons with some previously reported 
works. 
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     From Fig. 12, it is recognized that the proposed 7 level 
inverter has significantly less THD output without the 
filter. Obviously, it will reduce the filter size in the output 
for a particular application. 
 

7. REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION 
 
     The grid- tide simulation of the proposed 7 level 
inverter is further investigated using real-time hardware 
implementation. It is called the hardware in the loop 
(HIL) experiment, where any system with sophisticated 
control can be executed through a real-time actual 
physical structure. So, in this experiment, the real-time 
controller is used in an FPGA based system call OPAL-
RT (OP5600) to integrate the MATLAB/Simulink result. 
Fig. 13 shows the inverter current, grid current, grid 
voltage, and inverter voltage when the system supplies 
real power to the grid. 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 
     This work presents a reduced switch CCS- MLI for 
off-grid and grid-tied applications. The feasibility study 
of the proposed 7 level inverter is cross-examined for 
both the resistive and inductive load. The low frequency-
based HHM and the high frequency-based PD 
modulation are both successfully applied to this inverter 
to smoothly control the output voltage, ensuring good 
controllability of the inverter. The simulation waveforms 
and THD values ensure the proper operation of the 
inverter according to IEEE 519-2014 standard. The grid-
connected simulation of the inverter incorporates its 
application in the field of renewable power generation. 
The system loss is reduced concerning classical MLIs 
intensely, which confirms the inverter's good efficiency. 
The real-time simulation through the FPGA based system 
also identifies its viability of the proposed system at high- 
frequency switching based grid-tied system. In the future, 
the complete system can be applied for grid-connected 
PV (photovoltaic) power generation as a separate DC 
power supply can be easily integrated through PV 
module or array combinations. 
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GRID 
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Fig.13: Inverter current, grid current, grid voltage, and inverter 
voltage when inverter supplying real power to the grid 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Meaning Unit 
CCS Cross-Connected Source - 
MLI Multilevel Inverter - 

DCMLI Diode Clamped MLI - 
FCMLI Flying Capacitor MLI - 

CHBMLI Cascaded H Bridge MLI - 
HHM Half-Height Method - 
PD Phase Disposition - 
HIL Hardware-in-the-Loop - 
THD Total Harmonic Distortion - 
p.f. Power Factor - 
Mi Modulation Index - 

PLL Phase-Locked Loop  
PR  Proportional-Resonant  
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Abstract-Increasing complexity in most of the grid 
system available in the world leads the grid network 
system to transform into the deregulated structure as it is 
more compatible than the conventional system. 
Bangladesh grid system is yet to transform into a new 
system, though, due to rising complexity both the user 
side and power producer have an interest for this type of 
system implementation. In the paper, a comprehensive 
analysis has been done for an apart IEEE 14 bus system 
which is adopted from the available bus system of a grid 
zone. This analysis indicates that    the deregulated 
system structure can reflect the energy cost more 
accurately. 
 
Keywords: Power System, Power Grid, IEEE Bus, LMP 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Power Grid is one of the complex innovations of 
human civilization that connect multiple generations, 
transmissions and low consumption utility units in a 
common network. In the primary stage, there was a 
centralized plant structure for power generation 
connected with several substations through some 
transmission lines. These distribution networks were 
originally designed to carry one-way power with a slow 
changing load assumption. With a rapidly growing 
technological requirement, power grids have to evolve 
the emergence of new types of loads. To cope up with this 
quick changing situation, many countries have to change 
the traditional structure of the power system division [1]. 
       In Bangladesh, the total power system is still in 
regulated structure but some separate companies are 
participating in power generation and distribution system. 
Bangladesh is still on planning stage of deregulating the 
power system. The infrastructure of power system is not 
fully capable to support the deregulated activity of a 
national power system. Already, Bangladesh is 
formulating an extensive energy and power development 
plan up to the year 2041, covering energy balance, power 
balance, and tariff strategies [2]. 
 
1.1 Power Division Structure of Bangladesh 

Bangladesh Power Division is consisted of several 
number of private companies and government 
organization. Government organization like Bangladesh 
Energy Regulatory Corporation (BERC) and Power cell 
are monitoring the energy regulation. Bangladesh Power 
Development Board (BPDB) is actively participating the 
power generation, transmission and distribution of power 

in several part of the country. Also, it purchases power 
from different Generator Companies (GenCos) and also 
maintain several distribution level organizations. Power 
Grid Company of Bangladesh (PGCB) is the main 
transmission companies (TransCos) which maintain the 
grid and transmit the bulk power all over the country. 
Other private company that are participating in the power 
network for area base power distribution are DPDC, 
DESCO, WZPDC and REB. BPDB purchase the power 
from different GenCos, Independent Power Producer 
(IPP) and imported power entity and also produced 
power from local generation as an ancillary service. 
PGCB is transmitting the power all over the country 
including some wheeling charge. Different distribution 
organization purchase this power from the BPDB and 
distribute over different type customers. Details money 
flow block diagram is represented in the figure(fig:1) [2]-
[4]. 

 

  
 

Fig. 1. Cash Flow structure of Bangladesh Power System 
  

1.2 Costing of Energy and Tariff Balance 
     BPDB is the single buyer who purchase power from 
all power producers and sell it in a retail tariff regulated 
by BERC. All tariff in Bangladesh is government 
regulated and government of Bangladesh (GoB) manage 
the required intensive to BPDB for maintaining the 
regulated price. The energy source of Power production 
is mainly the natural gas though coal and nuclear power 
plants are installing as a new source of energy in power 
network. Also, a little amount of solar and wind resources 
is going to be included as sustainable energy production 
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in the country. As per PDB annual report GoB had to 
subsidize a sufficient amount of money every year for 
power purchasing purposes [3]. Following table 
containing the tariff table represents that PDB has to 
purchase the power from the GenCos with an average 
value of 6.01 Tk per Kwh whether the average bulk tariff 
rate is 5.17 Tk per Kwh needs a huge amount of money 
as subsidy from the GoB (Table-1). 
 

Table 1: Tariff at different stage 
  

Particulars 
Type 

Responsible 
Organization 

$ Per 
Kwh 

Tk Per 
Kwh 

Average Generation Cost BPDB GenCo 0.054 4.58 
Average Procurement Cost IPP, SIPP,Public 0.078 6.56 
Average Generation Cost BPDB 0.071 6.01 

Average Bulk Tariff BERC 0.061 5.17 
Average Wheeling Charge PGCB 0.003 0.29 

Average Retail Tariff BERC 0.084 7.13 
  
1.3 IEEE 14 Bus Adaptation 
     This research largely handles on analysis for system 
cost, a consideration of fuel mix including the review 
analysis of modified IEEE-14 bus system. Matpower- a 
MATLAB base software system, specially designed for 
OPF calculation, is utilized to find out the essential 
output data. IEEE 14 bus data system is a well-used 
system bus data used to analyze the power system 
performance. Here, the IEEE 14 bus data is changed upon 
a local grid system. This data has been obtained from the 
PGCB website [2]-[14]. To observe network power 
production costing to the end-user energy supply price, 
we have used the OPF methods for different data and load 
condition. As the power price is a critical issue to the 
consumer, this is why charge calculation is the prime 
concern of this calculation. The adopted IEEE 14 Bus 
system is represented in the figure(fig:2) 
 
2. POWER PRICING: THE GRID REQUIREMENT 

 
        From the introductory evaluation it can easily 
describe that though the power structure of Bangladesh is 
still in regulated stage but there is a huge opportunity to 
reduce the production cost. As the grid is a complex 
system there are a verity of research is going on to 
optimize the grid system. There are several problems that 
can be identified if analysis is conducted on high 
production cost. High fuel consumption, costly fuel 
consumption, lack of availability of natural resources and 
old machines with poor efficiency are the main cause of 
high-cost production of power. In developed countries, 
the structure of power division is maintained, and there is 
a little opportunity for high-cost power supplier [5][14]. 
 
2.1 Power Production Cost 
        The number of power producer to participating for 
power supply to the grid is not so many and they are 
generating power so that demand and supply should be 
kept stable at all times. This stability is an essential 
requirement for managing the power grid network. Power 
consumption never considered as restricted but the 
boundary for affordable load consumption depends on 
the infrastructure. Moreover, though the production of      

 
 

Fig. 2. IEEE 14 Bus for Chittagong Power Grid System. 
 

excess energy might not be a severe problem, it is the 
power grid network capability constraint that makes the 
associated specialists worry [6]-[10]. Grid network 
optimization is needed to adjust the demand side of power 
distribution to find out the dynamic load control system 
[11]-[13]. Table- 2 represents the summary of average 
production cost in Bangladesh 2018-19 for the financial 
year. Here the HFO, HSD and Diesel are costlier than the 
gas as a fuel. The hydro power plant power production is 
the cheapest solution, but It is obvious that if the power 
authority should maintain the expected cost as low as 
possible. 
 

Table 2: Production cost of power production 
  

Type $ per 
Kwh 

Tk per 
Kwh 

Avg. (Hydro) 0.021 01.60 
Avg. (Wind) 0.991 81.87 
Avg. (Solar) 0.179 15.24 

Avg. PDB (Gas) 0.031 02.51 
Avg. PDB (Coal) 0.101 8.24 
Avg. PDB (HFO) 0.211 17.35 

Avg. PDB (Diesel) 0.279 22.73 
Avg. Total PDB 0.0554 04.57 

*Source[3] 
 

2.2 Locational Marginal Price as a Indication of 
Power Pricing 

     Deregulated electricity markets always demand open 
and reasonable pricing plans to maintain customer and 
producer satisfaction. The locational marginal price 
(LMP) of optimal power flow solution reflects the 
particular nodal operation cost increment for any 
incremental changes in nodal loads. Generally, LMP 
indicates the pricing of power produced by market 
operators [23]-[24]. 
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3.OPTIMAL POWER FLOW AS A GLOBAL 
SOLUTION 

 
     The Optimal Power Flow (OPF) method is the best 
choice which focuses the complex grid power solution 
methodologies for the application areas. Also, many 
researches are conducted to find out more dynamic 
approaches for the OPF solution [18]- [19]. Many review 
papers on this method provide a standard overview of this 
solution techniques that helps improvement on solving 
OPF solution technique. Finally, Power distribution 
authorities develop the operation of OPF advanced 
enough to rise of modern arrangements and grid 
modeling techniques [20]. In the OPF solution method to 
reduce the entire generation expense, the solution 
obtained is more exact than the ELD solution. A regular 
objective function applied in OPF solution is the 
minimization of generation costs [21],[23]-[25]. 
        For total calculation MATPOWER software is one 
of the powerful systems to find out the OPF Solution for 
various test system. To find out OPF solution if C(a) is 
the power production cost of a generation then the 
following equation are used: 
 
min ( ) = ∑ ( ) + ( )            =1 (1) 
 
subject to 
 ε(a) = 0                                             (2) 
 Γ(a) ≤ 0                                            (3) 

amin ≤ x ≤ amax                                                    (4) 
 

    
a = 
  

          (5) 
   

    
       

     As previously described, the objective function, C, is 
calculated by the summation of all participating 
generator real power cost functions   and reactive 
power cost functions , for, for, l = 1 ……. n, and n = 
number of gensets. If we consider the equality constraints 
€ in a set of nonlinear equations €P and €Q, respectively, 
where i = 1 ……. nb and nb = number of buses. 
 

€ = {
€P(θ, , ) = (θ, ) + −
€Q(θ, , ) = (θ, ) + −

 

 
Similarly, for the inequality constraints, , where the 
apparent parts are C  , and to Ct, ends of each line: 
 

= {
C = |C (θ, )| −
C = |C (θ, )| −

 

Considering the voltage angles , magnitudes Vmin, 
and the generation side outputs  and for real and 
reactive parts [22]. 

4. CASE STUDIES FOR IEEE 14 BUS GRID 
 
    To obtain the impact of the deregulated structure on an 
operating system IEEE has launched verity of test bus 
cases     to observe and investigate the system as test basis 
[27]. In this paper, a IEEE 12 bus test case is selected for 
analyzing target zone of Bangladesh Power grid. All 
gencos are adopted and   grid lines are inserted as per 
running network in this test case. All these data required 
for the test case are secured from them system data 
accessible at the Power system website [26]. For easy 
calculation, only a certain zonal area of the system is 
taken into consideration. Here fourteen substations are 
considered with real power grid rating. details of the 
system are included in the Table- 3. 
 

Table 3: Bus data for ieee 14 bus modification 
 

Bus 
No 

Sub 
Staion 

Real 
Power 

demand 

Reac. 
Power 

demand 

Volt. 
Mag.(Appx) 

1 SKbaha 25 0 1.06 
2 Kptai 3 0 1.043 
3 HTzari 69 0 1.01 
4 CDrghona 32 0 1.019 
5 BRulia 131 0 1.03 
6 Julda 35 0 1.02 
7 BKulia 73 0 1.052 
8 HLshahar 84 0 1.011 
9 MDnnhat 47 0 1.043 
10 A. K. Stl. 14 0 1.051 
11 Khulshi 137 0 1.057 
12 M. Steel 16 0 1.045 
13 T.K. chemical 11 0 1.03 
14 SHHmirpur 21 0 1.045 

 
5. OPF SOLUTION FOR A TYPICAL GRID 

NETWORK 
 
     At first, a daylong demand data had been taken for a 
typical summer day of recent type for particular 
substations. All data for every hour were used for OPF 
solution for this test IEEE14 Bus System modified for 
test purposes. Finally, the resultant bus. data had been 
analyzed to find out the LMP variation in every node. 
Also, for generation the common assumption had been 
taken. For hydro power production typical summer 
reservation was considered. As the thermal power plant 
and the combined cycle gas turbine generations had 
limitation for gas supply, it was considered during the 
calculation. Finally, the result for OPF solution are 
presented as Demand Curve with Fuel Mix in the fig 
(fig:3). 
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Fig.3. Fuel Mix with Load Curve for OPF Solution 
 

6.ANALYSIS ON CONVENTIONAL VS 
DEREGULATED SYSTEM 

   
           Some studies have been conducted for the IEEE 14 
test bus for a different period. All the test data are 
collected from the usual day time data of a standard day 
of the demand curve in a selective region  area.  Though  
most  of  the  demand data is within the boundary limit, 
the transmission line capacity cannot be considered as per 
the limit of the power flow from the grid wheeling 
requirement. As a result, there are transmission 
constraints among the test cases. Also in real case power 
generation with a moderate expense is a big challenge for 
the power authority. All the full capacity of the cheap fuel-
powered power station cannot supply during pick hours. 
The power grid voltage is considered within 0.94 P. U. to 
1.06 P. U. for standard voltage limits. 

Table 4: Converged objective function for ieee 14 bus 
modification 

 
Time 
Hr 

LMP MIN 
$/MVA-hr 

LMP MAX 
$/MVA-hr 

Differnece 
With 

Retail Tariff 

Objective 
Value 

$/MVA-hr 
1:00 18.95 22.06 61.94 33610.93 
2:00 18.95 21.97 62.03 33500.23 
3:00 18.95 21.59 62.41 32680.75 
4:00 18.95 21.52 62.48 32222.4 
5:00 18.95 21.46 62.54 32207.54 
6:00 18.95 21.59 62.41 32680.75 
7:00 31.54 37.01 46.99 33273.63 
8:00 38.13 45.16 38.84 35030.98 
9:00 38.13 45.16 38.84 35030.98 

10:00 34.79 40.96 43.04 34110.5 
11:00 38.13 45.16 38.84 35030.98 
12:00 47.38 56.72 27.28 36535.42 
13:00 47.38 56.72 27.28 36535.42 
14:00 45.2 53.49 30.51 35360.33 
15:00 45.2 53.49 30.51 35360.33 
16:00 45.2 53.49 30.51 35360.33 
17:00 47.38 56.72 27.28 36535.42 
18:00 38.668 370.7 -286.7 75335.19 
19:00 38.26 373.86 -289.86 82105.26 
20:00 38.81 369.73 -285.73 73090.19 
21:00 39.23 366.88 -282.88 66389.11 
22:00 39.75 346.1 -262.1 57739.05 
23:00 77.68 240.12 -156.12 41878.3 
0:00 47.38 56.72 27.28 36535.42 

 
 

 
The output of the calculation is listed in the table- 4. 
Finally, the difference between LMP max to the retail 
price (83 $ pr MW) is represented, during the pick hour it 
is high. For the pick hours, losses are considered for the 
consumer side, though, they have  to pay less than the 
retail price during all other cases. 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 
     Here is the representation of a MATLAB base solution 
for the system performance of an IEEE 14 test bus system 
model.  In the proposed system, the lowest achievable 
objective function can be obtained for the load is 
32207.54 dollars of expense per hour for the probable 
market condition. Similarly indicating the lowest 
maximum LMP for any load can be 18.95 $ per KW 
power generation and most of the time, except the peak 
hours, it well below the retail price. For any complex grid 
network where the supply need in pick hour is critical can 
analyze in such a way and both constrained and power 
tariff can be found for a virtual network. Finally, the 
analysis proves that, if any system is transformed into a 
deregulated structure, both the consumer and the system 
get benefit from it.  
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Abstract-The process of energy harvesting is one of the 
most popular searches among researchers in recent 
years and the application of piezoelectric elements in 
harvesting energy from road pavements has gained 
significant attention in this context. Sadly, millions of 
vehicles travel along the roadway every day by 
consuming a lot of fossil fuels, and whenever a vehicle 
passes over the road, the road deforms, vibrates, and 
heat is produced which all are different sources of energy 
but wasted. As piezoelectric element harvest and converts 
these wasted mechanical energies into electrical energy, 
it’s a new technological evolution to provide us a 
sustainable energy solution. We set up the piezoelectric 
device with 44 piezoelectric elements and collect relevant 
data. The road vertical stress below the pavement depth 
of 5cm was analyzed considering the vehicle speed to be 
70km/h. The estimated energy production was used for 
the cost-benefit analysis. 

Keywords: piezoelectric roads, piezoelectric technology, 
renewable energy, energy harvesting roads 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

      A remarkable amount of research work in the 
academic community has been seen using the idea of 
harvesting energy from the pavement recently. 
Presumably, we’re about to finish our fossil fuel reserve 
within the next half of the 21st century, and thus, the 
search for renewable sources of energy is getting more 
intense. The total length of the Bangladesh highway 
network is about 3,790.861 km [1]. Energy is exposed in 
these roadways in the form of vehicle vibrations, loading 
stresses, and strains that can be harnessed. These 
potential resources can be converted into electric power. 
Among all of the resources, piezoelectric disks are the 
most eminent way for energy harvesting. From loading 
stresses and vibrations, piezoelectric disks can generate 
electric voltage. Activities of piezoelectric devices are 
largely dependent on oscillation of load. The piezo 
elements will polarize to form two distinct surface 
charges if the magnitude of loads changes with time [2]. 
Thus, charges are the real source of electrical voltage. 
The piezoelectric materials are largely available in 
different shapes. They might be widely used to collect 
vibrations and stresses energy of vehicles on roads. This 
research was mainly concentrated on only developing the 
piezoelectric device and maximization of energy 
harvesting process. We tried to find out the possible 
outcomes and consequences of these outcomes. 
1.1 Objective of the Present Study 

The objective of this research work is to develop a 
stressed induced piezoelectric energy harvesting device 

for flexible pavement and explore the potential of that 
device in terms of feasibility and financial sustainability. 

i. To explore the potential of self-made piezoelectric 
device designed with locally available materials 
and piezo elements. 

ii. To analyze the result and to find a relationship with 
the applied load and generated electricity by the 
device via quantitative analysis of the results. 

iii. To determine the feasibility and financial prospect 
of the device by comparing the results & finding 
the ways of improvements. 

 
1.2 Literature Review 
     Curie Brothers first discovered the piezoelectric effect 
and principally applied in sensors or transducers to detect 
signals [4]. Basically, the journey for the search of 
piezoelectric sensor’s application in harvesting energy 
started from the year 2000. The Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) designed a “heel-
strike generator” for soldiers to convert mechanical 
energy to electrical energy, which paved the way of the 
concept of harvesting lost energy from the sources [5].  
     Ajitsaria et al. (2007) modeled a PZT bender for 
generating voltage and power generation by converting 
vibrations into electrical energy [14]. Wang and Wu 
(2012) developed a numerical model to design a 
piezoelectric coupled beam and studied the effect of size 
and location of the piezoelectric patch to calculate 
maximum power generation [6]. By using a piezoelectric 
coupled cantilever with a proof mass, Xie et al. (2013) 
developed a mathematical model to calculate generation 
of electrical charge and voltage from high rise buildings 
[7]. In 2005, a theoretical model was described by Priya 
about harvesting energy from piezoelectric bimorph 
transducers mounted on a windmill in low frequency 
range [8]. In 2014, Li and Vladimir studied modeling of 
piezoelectric energy harvester and its potential in an 
educational building, where energy harvesting potential 
of commercialized piezoelectric tiles were analyzed [9]. 

 
2. THE DEVICE SETUP 

 
     Considering the typical vehicle wheel width and the 
depth of pavement, we designed energy harvester with a 
volume of 44*31*3 cm3 contained 44 piezoelectric 
elements. To optimize the harvester, the circuit was 
rectified to the output current from each piezoelectric 
element and connected the elements in parallel to avoid 
phase difference interruptions. Analyzing the road 
vertical stresses below the pavement depth of 5 
centimeter, under vehicle speeds of 70 km/h & 
considering the relevant frequency of the national 
highway N-1 of Bangladesh, we applied the similar 
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compressive load on the energy harvester device in 
laboratory and calculated the output of electrical power 
of the elements. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Setting the device in the laboratory 
 

3. DATA COLLECTION AND RESULT 
 
     The road vertical stress below the pavement depth of 
5cm was analyzed considering the vehicle speed to be 
70km/h & also considered the relevant frequency of the 
national highway N-1 of Bangladesh. We applied the 
similar compressive load in the laboratory and collected 
data for 9 different positions by applying pressure on the 
device with a range of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 
40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80 KN load. After 
collecting the values of voltage (V) and current (I), the 
values of power (P) is calculated with P = I*V formula. 
Finally, we calculated the average value from those data.  
 
The table related to this data is shown in Table 1. 
 
    As any recent data of growth rate of vehicles in the 
Dhaka-Chittagong highway was not available, the value 
from a theoretical analysis work of Mohammad Ahad 
Ullah, Hamid Nikraz, and Professor Dr. Md. Shamsul 
Hoque in 2009 was interpolated and used (20% growth 
rate) to estimate the road traffic volume for a range of 10 
years of 2021-2031 [10]. The percentage of moving 
vehicle on this roadway was also collected.  
 
4. RELATIONSHIP OF VOLTAGE, CURRENT AND 

POWER VALUES WITH LOAD 
 
     Your The interpolating equations are generated using 
python’s scikit-learn library. Polynomial of order 7 is 
used because the overfitting of data was observable in the 
polynomial of order greater than 7. 
 
4.1 Voltage vs. Load 
     Voltage value is directly proportional to the applied 
load. We found the following polynomial equation from 
the data: 
    The root mean squared error is: RMSE = 0.2611 

    The regression value is: R2 = 0.9952. 
    y = 2.287E-10x7 – 6.968E-08x6 + 8.545E-06x5 – 
5.389E-04x4 + 0.019x3 – 0.335x2 + 2.949x (1) 
 
The relationship between them is shown in the Figure 2 
 
4.2 Current vs. Load 
     The similar procedure can be followed to show the 
relationship between current and applied load.  
    The root mean squared error is: RMSE = 0.0340 
    The regression value is: R2 = 0.9988 
 
    y = 1.539E-11x7 – 5.094E-09x6 + 6.731E-07x5 – 
4.529E-05x4 + 1.637E-03x3 – 0.031x2 + 0.291x (2) 
 
The relationship between them is shown in the Figure 3 
 
4.3 Power vs. Load 
     The similar procedure can be followed to show the 
relationship between current and applied load. 
    The root mean squared error is: RMSE = 0.4865 
    The regression value is: R2 = 0.9989 
 
    y = 7.141E-11x7 – 2.729E-08x6 + 4.027E-06x5 – 
2.965E-04x4 + 0.012x3 – 0.229x2 + 2.510x (3) 
 
The relationship between them is shown in the Figure 4 
 
     Based on the developed Equation (3), generation of 
power values for each movement of different types of 
vehicles are calculated in the Table 2. The amount of 
energy harvested shown here is for one single device. So, 
the total power generation for one kilometer strech of the 
roadway would be found by multiplying the number of 
devices used for the generation in that road segment, 
which is showed in the later section of the article. 
 

5. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
 
     (1) Data of 2020 was avoided because of the 
COVID’19 situation. Dhaka-Chittagong National 
Highway of 1km of strip road was considered for this 
research. As the generated electricity is proportional to 
the amount of vehicle running in the roadways, we can 
see the rise of energy in every year from the Figure 5. 
     (2) Locally available materials were used during the 
designing of this device. The cost of making this device 
is about 390 BDT. The dimension of our device is 
17in*12in. We have considered 2 lanes of 7.5m width for 
1km road strip for one direction and the same for the 
other direction. So we approximated a total of 113,970 
devices for this area and calculated cost-benefit analysis 
considering this. The data demonstrated in Figure 6. 
     It can be seen that within 17 years from now, we will 
achieve the breakeven point. The main reason for this 
long period of breakeven point is the material used for 
making this device was poor in quality. 
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6. FOOTNOTES, TABLES AND FIGURES 
 

Table 1: Power Generation Data Obtained from the 
Application of Loads 

 
Load(KN) Voltage(V) Current(mA) Power(mW) 

1 3.33 0.3 0.999 
2 5.67 0.53 3.0051 
3 6.76 0.65 4.394 
4 7.9 0.82 6.478 
5 9.04 0.9 8.136 
10 9.741 1.09 10.61769 
15 10.08 1.16 11.6928 
20 10.47 1.33 13.9251 
25 11.12 1.55 17.236 
30 11.65 1.67 19.4555 
35 12.1 1.84 22.264 
40 12.63 2.11 26.6493 
45 12.69 2.27 28.8063 
50 13.12 2.41 31.6192 
55 13.44 2.48 33.3312 
60 13.7 2.7 36.99 
65 13.89 2.88 40.0032 
70 13.94 3.15 43.911 
75 13.99 3.22 45.0478 
80 14.04 3.28 46.0512 

 
Table 2: Amount of Generated Power for Single Movement 

from a Single Device 
 

Vehicle 
Type 

Load Applied for 
Single Passing 

Expected 
Generation per 

Single Movement 

Total 
amount 
(mW) 

Motor 
Cycle 0.882+0.882 o.882*1.306 + 

0.882*1.306 2.3 

Scooter 0.735+0.735 0.735*0.988 + 
0.735*0.988 1.45 

Car 3.675+3.675 3.675*5.912 + 
3.675*5.912 43.45 

Micro 
Bus 3.0625+3.0625 3.0625*5.105 + 

3.0625*5.105 15.35 

Mini 
Bus 3.675+3.675 3.675*5.912 + 

3.675*5.912 43.45 

Bus 32.7+32.7 32.7*21.47+ 
2*32.7*40.349 3340.8 

Truck 24.5+4*24.5 24.5*16.357 + 
2*24.5*30.829*2 3422 

Trailer 21.7+6*21.7 21.7*14.851 + 
2*21.7*27.88*3 3952 

Toll 
Free 0.49+0.49 0.49*0.439 + 

0.49*0.439 0.43 
  Total 10821.5 

 

 
Fig.2: Relationship of Load-Voltage values 

 

 
Fig.3: Relationship of Load-Current values 

 

 
 

Fig.4: Relationship of Load-Power values 
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Fig.5: Showing the outcome in energy 
 
 

 
 

Fig.6: Time to achieve the breakeven point 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
     This paper emphasized generating piezoelectricity by 
installing piezoelectric devices on the road and its 
potentiality to lessen the dependency on fossil fuels. 
Based on the findings, how this technology can be used 
in the context of Bangladesh that was described. The 
following conclusions are obtained from the study: 

This technological application is 
environmentally friendly and a source of green 
energy. 
Produced electricity can be used for low power 
electronics such as street lamps, traffic signals 
and traffic cameras. 
Locating high traffic area is critical for 
optimization of the energy harvesting efficiency. 
If the harvesting device can be produced 
industrially, its overall cost will be reduced. 
And also quality products can boost their 
performance and will help to achieve the 
breakeven point quickly. 
As the number of impulse load applied by a 
single vehicle for complete movement is 2 as 
because one from the frontal wheel and the other 

from rear end wheel, the number of vehicles 
passed over the device = Number of impulse 
signal received / 2 , which can be a handy tool 
for traffic volume survey. 
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Abstract-Heritage structures are the evidence of our past 
and part of our cultural identity. Mymensingh, being 230 
years old district, is rich in historical structures. Due to 
improper conservation, most of the structures are on the 
verge of extinction. In this study we have surveyed some 
heritage edifices of Mymensingh; Soshi Lodge, 
Alexander Castle, Muktagacha Zamindar House, Jor 
Mondir. These edifices followed mostly the Indo-British 
architectural and Islamic architectural styles. 
Documentation of existing plan, sectional elevation, 
dimensions have been done in this study by physical 
measurement. Also, analysis of architectural features, 
identification of faults and damages, and necessary 
conservation steps have been described here. The 
objective of the study is to uphold heritage structures as 
our cultural identity. Also, the discussion of this study 
will help to conserve the heritage structures for posterity. 
 
Keywords: Heritage, Documentation, Plan, Damages, 
Conservation. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Background 
     Mymensingh is a 230 years old district that is rich in 
culture and history. Heritage buildings bear the evidence 
of the past and cultural identity of this city. We have 
conducted a detailed survey on four heritage edifices of 
Mymensingh; Soshi Lodge (known as Mymensingh 
Rajbari), Alexander Castle (known as Lohar Kuthir), 
Muktagacha Zamindar House (previously known as Aat 
Ani Zamindar House), Jor Mondir (also known as Jora 
Kalibari or Jora Shiv Bari). All of these structures are 
listed in the Archeological Register of our country. These 
heritage structures were mostly constructed in the 17th 
and 18th centuries. Soshi lodge and Alexander Castle are 
situated in the main center of the city. The other two are 
situated in Muktagacha about 25 km away from the main 
city. Maharaja Surya Kanta Acharya built Soshi lodge 
and Alexander Castle. Due to an earthquake in 1897 
Soshi lodge was damaged and Maharaja Soshi Kanta 
Acharya rebuilt it again [1]. Muktagacha Zamindar 
House was built by Zamindar Sree Krishna Acharya 
Chowdhury [2] Jor temple which is couple temple of 
Hindu God and Goddess was built by Maharani Bimola 
Debi [3]. Soshi lodge is now being used as a museum, 
Alexander Castle is being used as the library of 
Government Teachers’ Training College. [4,5]. Due to 
improper conservation, inadvertence of administration 
these heritage structures are on the verge of extinction. 

The Constitution of Bangladesh (Article 24) and 
Antiquities Ordinance of 1976 provide legal support to 
conserve heritage sites for posterity [6]. Also, 
Bangladesh National Building Code 2007 has provisions 
to conserve heritage buildings [7]. So preservation of 
these structures is immensely important for our society. 
 

  
(a)                                     (b) 

  
(c)                                       (d) 

 
Fig.1: (a) Soshi Lodge, (b) Alexander Castle, (c)Muktagacha 

Zamindar House, (d) Jor Mondir (Source: Authors) 
 
1.2 Objectives  
     This study explains the architectural features, 
identification of faults and defects, and probable 
conservation suggestions. The objectives of the study are: 
1. To identify the cultural heritage-built forms in 
Mymensingh City area and classify to preserve these 
invaluable heritages. 
2. To investigate and perceive the historic significance of 
the buildings and determine their heritage value. 
3. To investigate present condition of the built forms and 
the existing ruins, and making suggestions to prolong the 
life of a cultural heritage as represented by these artifacts. 
4. To examine the structural condition and assess the 
possibility of change in use. 
5. To develop the recommended conservation strategies 
or polices with considering degrees of intervention for 
the artifact. 
6. To propose the policies, phases, and guidelines for 
developing a plan that considers the artifacts’ heritage 
conservation approach. 
7. To determine which portion of the heritage should be 
kept intact and which portions are defected and require 
retrofitting. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 

     The methodology is the combination of necessary 
steps to complete the study. To fulfill the objectives of the 
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study following steps have been followed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Field Survey of Heritage Buildings 
     Field surveys were conducted in December 2020 in 
various heritage sites. Five different heritage sites are 
selected for further study. 
  
2.2 Heritage significance assessment 
     Significance of heritages was assessed using 
appropriate criteria. According to guidelines of Australia 
ICOMOS, aesthetic, historic, scientific, social and 
spiritual values are the criteria, in descending order, 
which can be used for understanding the concept of 
heritage significance values [8] Each criterion was 
divided into sub criteria and classes. Four classes 
(excellent, good, fair, poor) are considered for the 
assessment. A score of 100 was assigned for each 
criterion as 100 represent as a numeric value and this 
score was distributed among the sub-criteria according to 
their relative importance [9]. The criteria, sub criteria and 
classes are explained below: 
 
(1) Historical significance 
 Trends exhibited by building: 
– Excellent: the building can be linked to a specific and 
important trend, spatial pattern related to the 
Mymensingh city’s history, and exhibits the trend 
extremely well. 
– Good: the building can be merged with a locally 
significant trend. 
– Fair: the building can be linked to a very general trend 
or theme by using date of construction. 
– Poor: the building cannot be linked to any historically 
significant trend, pattern or theme. 
 Persons associated with building 
– Excellent: if the building is famed by the name of any 
person who is important in the history of city, region or 
local area. 
– Good: the person or entity is reasonably important and 
had strong ties with building but not exclusively related 
to the building. 
– Fair: stories can be found on the association of the 
building with locally important personalities such as 
“Jamindar” (landlord).  
– Poor: no association with any person, group or 
organizations. 
Date of construction 
– Excellent: if the buildings of the study area belong to 
the Pre-Mughal and Mughal period (1608-1757) [9]  
– Good: buildings from the British era (1757-1947) [9] 

– Fair: buildings from the Pakistan period (1947-1971) 
[9] 
– Poor: new building (after 1971 to date). 
 
(2) Architectural significance 
 Style or design 
– Excellent: the building is relative to its local area 
because of its artistic merit, design and uniqueness. 
– Good: the building relative to its local area portrays 
some unusual design characteristics, but due to exterior 
alterations the original conditions have changed. 
– Fair: major alterations have been done on the buildings, 
but still some notable characteristics exist which require 
evaluation. 
– Poor: the building is not notable, unique in style and 
design. 
 
Architectural intactness 
– Excellent: the physical condition of the building is 
intact or the changes are not visible. 
– Good: the changes are minor or easily restorable. 
– Fair: overall character remains, but the building has 
gone through minor changes and is not reversible. 
– Poor: the character of the site is completely lost due to 
alteration. 
(3) Group value 
 Landmark status 
– Excellent: the building is greatly visible, or acts as a 
point of reference from several points in the city. Soshi 
Lodge, Muktagacha Zamindar house are landmarks of 
the area. They are visible from distance because of their 
historic, cultural and architectural significance. People 
also use them as point of reference for locating other sites 
in the area. 
– Good: the building is a familiar structure, for example, 
Alexander Castle 
– Fair: the building is familiar in the neighborhood 
context. 
– Poor: building is not familiar, for example, the old 
houses of the study area. 
 
Community context 
– Excellent: the building is strongly associated with the 
area through its historic significance and has its function 
to the community. For example, 
Soshi Lodge is used as museum that is why people are 
strongly connected to it. 
– Good: historically important building, but used as 
public building. The building no longer serves in the 
same capacity as an important component of life in the 
community. Alexander castle is historically significant 
and used as a college. 
– Fair: the building has a limited historical association 
with the neighborhood, but this association may not be as 
a result of the building being a public use building. Many 
of the temples which are part of the heritage because of 
their age and spiritual 
reasons those are important to the community. For 
example, Jor mondir, Muktagachha. 
– Poor: the building has no historical association with the 
neighborhood in terms of either age or function. 
 

Field Survey of Heritage Buildings 

Heritage Significance assessment 

Data collection and analysis 

Assessing condition of Heritage buildings 

Discussion on Conservation plan 
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(4) Rarity 
Rarity in style 
each of the historical periods had their own style 
identities which reflect in the buildings. 
– Excellent: the building shows the style that can be 
easily understood such as the Mughal style. For example, 
Muktagacha Zamindar House was partly influenced by 
Mughal style, 
– Good: the building style reflects the British influence, 
for example, Soshi Lodge, Jor mondir. 
– Fair: the building depicts the style from the Pakistan 
period. 
– Poor: new buildings. 
 
Rarity in construction 
– Excellent: the property is constructed fully with unique 
materials and elements of construction. 
– Good: exceptional materials or elements are 
recognizable and easily visible. 
– Fair: some parts of the building show unique materials 
or elements which differ from recent times. 
– Poor: no difference found in the

 
Table 1: Assigned score for each class of sub criteria [10] 

 
Criteria Sub-

criteria 
Excell
ent 
(E) = 
100 

Good
(G) = 
67.67
% of 
E 

Fair 
(F) = 
33.3
3% 
Of E 

Poo
r 
(P)
=0 

Historic
al 

Trends 
exhibite
d by 
building 

40 27 13 0 

 Person 
associate
d with 
building 

15 10 5 0 

 Date of 
construc
tion 

15 10 5 0 

Architec
tural  

Style or 
design 

40 27 13 0 

 Architec
tural 
intactnes
s 

30 20 10 0 

Group 
value 

Commu
nity 
context 

40 27 13 0 

 Landmar
k status 

60 40 20 0 

Rarity Style 25 17 8 0 
 Construc

tion 
25 17 8 0 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Process of acquiring heritage significance score [10] 
 

Criteria Sum of 
sub 
criteria 

Weight 
(%) 

Total 
Score 

Historical A 20 A × 20% 
Architectural B 30 B × 30% 
Group value C 20 C × 20% 
Rarity D 30 D × 20% 
Total Score - -  

 
Table 3: Final grading for assessing heritage significance [10] 

 
Total 
Score 

Grade  Significance 

70-100 1 Major significant, worthy of 
preservation and conservation 

45-69 2 Significant, worthy of 
preservation 

Less 
than 45 

3 Noteworthy, worthy of 
documentation 

 
2.3 Data collection and analysis 
     Primary data are collected from the field survey. We 
have collected the historical background and took 
dimensions of the site by physical measurement. 
Secondary data were collected from different newspapers. 
 
2.4 Assessing condition of heritage buildings 
     We performed a detailed inspection of the existing 
structures. Information about real conditions had been 
noted. During the inspection, we collected data on faults 
and defects such as cracks on structure, material 
condition, visible deformation, corrosion and spalling, 
biological actions, changes in the surface. 
 
2.5 Discussion on conservation plan 
     After identifying all types of faults and defects, we 
suggested possible conservation plan for the heritage 
buildings. 
 

3. FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Checklist of information 
     We have created a checklist of information from the 
preliminary survey of the Structures. 
 

Table 4: Structure Information 
 

No.
 

Structure 
Name & 
Location 

Construction 
Period 

No. 
of 
Floor
s 

Material 
Used 

1 . 
Soshi 
Lodge/ 
Batirkol, 
Mym 

1905 (Rebuilt 
after the 
earthquake of 
1897) 

1 Brick, 
RCC, 
and Iron 

2. 
Alexander 
Castle/ TT 
college, 
Mym 

1879 2 Brick, 
Wood, 
Iron, 
RCC 

3 Muktagacha 1725 2 Brick, .
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Zamindar 
House/ 
Muktagacha 

RCC, 
Iron 

4.
 

Jor Mondir/ 
Muktagacha 

1820 1 Brick, 
RCC 

 
3.2 Preparation of plan  
     Soshi lodge was constructed as 2 storied building. But 
later in 1897, an earthquake demolished most of the 
building part. In 1905, Maharaja Soshi Kanta rebuilt it as 
one story building. It is being used as a museum now. 
There are two administrative offices and three exhibition 
spaces. Other rooms are closed. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Ground floor plan of Soshi Lodge 
 

Alexander Castle is rectangular in plan (90 feet*80 feet). 
It is a two storied building. Ground floor has 7 rooms and 
first floor has 7 rooms. The floor height is 20 feet. Four 
cylindrical hollow iron piers are situated on the four 
corners. 

 
 

Fig.3: Ground Floor Plan of Alexander Castle 
 
Jor mandir is rectangular in shape (70 feet by 40 feet). It 
has two octagonal domes. The plinth is 3 feet high from 
the ground. 

 
 

Fig.4: Ground floor plan of Jor Mandir 
 
     There is a cluster of houses and temples inside 
Muktagacha Zamindar House. Once there were offices, 
king’s palace, temple, courtyard, and other functional 
spaces. 
 

 
 

Fig.5: Site Plan of Muktagacha Zamindar House 
 
3.3 Architectural Features 
Muktagacha Zamindar House established in 1725 is a 
perfect example of Indo-British architecture. The 
architectural features of the Entrance Gate include: 

i. Domed kiosks 
ii. Miniature domes or chhatris 

iii. Onion shaped dome. 
iv. Greek “Post and Lintel” form (composed of 

upright columns or posts and supporting 
horizontal beams 

v. Greek Tympanum (Triangular wall surface over 
an entrance 

vi. Two types of columns: Complex grid columns 
(derived from Hindu temple architecture) and 4 
roman composite columns are joined together to 
form a massive column. 

 
(a) 
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(b)                          (c) 

Fig.6: (a,b,c). Architectural features of Muktagacha Zamindar 
House 

 
Shoshi lodge has the following architectural features. 

i. Greek Corinthian columns 
ii. Portico (British architecture pattern) 

iii. Use of indigenous corbels to lift the roof 
iv. Roman arch with decorative keystone 
v. Tympanum (Triangular pediment) 

vi. Semi-circular arch 
vii. Islamic minaret on 2 sides 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Fig.7: (a, b). Architectural features of Soshi Lodge 

 
Jora Mandir has following architectural features: 

i. This temple depicts the character of Bengal 
Chadni Dalan Mandir Typology 

ii. 2 shikharas (octagonal in shape) 
iii. Use of indigenous corbels to lift the roof and 

shikharas 
iv. A massive column with a rectangular base and 

octagonal shaft (to ensure stability without 
mortar) 

v. Shikhara decorations: 
a. Flat cusped arch 
b. Corbels 
c. Chala Pattern 

vi. Front elevation: 
a. 1 cusped arch on middle 
b. 2 semi-circular arch on two sides 

 
 

Fig.8: Architectural features of Jor Mandir 
 

     Alexander castle is built by following bungalow-style 
architecture. The use of iron and steel bears the example 
of British architecture style. So this structure is also 
known as “Lohar Kuthir”. 
 
3.4 Heritage significance assessment 
     After the heritage assessment score and grading it was 
found that, Muktagacha Zamindar House and Soshi 
Lodge can be labeled as Grade 1 heritage. They are most 
significant and worthy of conserve and preserve. Grade 1 
category was in good condition. On the other hand, Jor 
Mondir and Alexander Castle can be labeled as Grade 2 
heritage which is significant and worthy of preservation. 
But grade 2 are not satisfactory. This implied that special 
attention is needed to conserve those buildings. 
 
3.5 Assessing condition of heritage buildings 
     We have identified various faults in defects in these 
structures by visual inspection. Soshi lodge had gone 
through some retrofitting measures. But other structures 
are damaged in different portions. We have noted two 
types of changes; structural and non-structural (ISO 
13822) [11]. Structural changes like cracks, deformation, 
crushing, excessive loads, failure of joints, stability loss 
are noted. Non-structural changes like environmental 
actions; humidity, biological damages, temperature, etc 
have been noted. 
 

 
 

Fig.9: Inspection criteria of different types of structure (Flow 
chart) 

 

Brick 
masonry

• Cracks, 
deformations
,

• Environment
al actions

Wooden 
Structure

• Excessive 
loads,cracks

• Damages due 
to fungi, 
rainwater

Steel Structure

• Failure of 
welds and 
joints, 
stability loss,

• Corrosion

RCC Structure

• Insufficient 
tensile 
strength, 
inadequate 
load bearing 
member.

• Environment
al actions
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Fig.10: Corrosion in the wall (Muktagasa Zamindar House) 
 

  
 

Fig.11: Cracks in the ground floor (Muktagacha Zamindar 
House) and Cracks in the column and arches (Jor mandir) 

 

  
 

Fig.12: Damaged Pier (Alexander Castle) and Cracks in the 
wooden first floor (Alexander Castle) 

 

 
 

Fig.13: Cracks in the wall (Alexander Castle) 
 
3.6 Repair technique 
 
3.6.1 Cracks in the wall 
     Narrow cracks in the wall can be repaired by pressure 
injection techniques [12]. The surface is cleaned and low 
viscosity epoxy resin is injected. The resin is pushed 
through the cracks. Larger cracks need a larger packer 
depending on the thickness of cracks. Repointing, 
Ground Filling, Crack Stichting techniques can be used 
also for strengthing walls. 
 
3.6.2 Cracks in column and beam 
     The column jacketing and beam jacketing method can 
be applied for re-strengthening [13]. 
 
3.6.3 Cracks in the wooden ceiling 
     The damaged wooden ceiling has to remove first. Box 
frames have to made using horizontal and vertical 

frames. To prevent biological actions, anti-corrosive 
wood or preservative-treated wood can be used. 
 
3.6.4 Cracks in the floor 
     At first loose material have to be removed. If needed, 
V grove is dressed in the crack. Filters like fresh stone 
chips can be used. They can be stitched together to 
prevent widening. 
      

4. DISCUSSION ON CONSERVATION PLAN 
 
     A conservation plan must start with the road map for 
development. A master plan should have short-term, 
mid-term, and long-term targets. Detail documentation 
(Plan, elevation section, existing photograph) of the 
existing state of the structure is the first step for 
conservations. The total conservation strategy can be 
managed in three steps. 

1. Policy Stage  
2. Planning Stage 
3. Implementation Stage  

 
4.1 Policy Stage 

i. Detail documentation of the structure 
ii. Identify the change in use. 

iii. Identify the different levels of interventions. 
iv. Rules, regulation, and guidelines monitoring 

 
4.2 Planning Stage 

i. Prepare a master plan 
ii. Adopting conservation techniques and reuse 

criteria 
iii. Manpower training 

 
4.3 Implementation Stage 

i. Institutional work 
ii. Manpower implementation 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
     Heritage structures bear our cultural identity. In the 
above study, we have seen the structures are in critical 
condition. Repair techniques and conservation 
procedures have also been noted in the study. Necessary 
steps should be taken by the authority. Most significant 
and less significant structures should be identified. 
Conservation and preservation according to their 
significance is immensely important to preserve cultural 
heritage for a society. 
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Abstract-In this study rainfall Intensity Duration 
Frequency (IDF) curves for Chattogram city using a 
record of 3-hourly rainfall of Bangladesh 
Meteorological Department (BMD) are derived. The 
derived curves are also validated using daily (24 
hourly) rainfall data record. The mathematical 
equations for the parameters of IDF s (rainfall depths, 
intensity etc.) for different return periods (1, 2, 5, 10, 
25, 50 and 100 years) are estimated using nonlinear 
multiple regression method. The fitness of the curves 
and equations are checked and is seen that the R2 
values for the relationship between rainfall depth 
(mm) and duration of rainfall (hr) ranges between 
0.9751-9954, while that for 24, 48 and 72 hours of 
rainfall between 3-hourly and 24-hourly datasets, are 
0.9736, 0.9808 and 0.9901. The outcomes of this study 
hope to assist in selection of appropriate rainfall for 
designing stormwater infrastructures in Chattogram 
city as well as for ungauged sites having similar 
characteristics. 
 
Keywords: BMD, IDF, return periods, rainfall intensity, 
rainfall depths 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
      
     A mathematical association between rainfall 
intensity (I), the duration (D), and the return period 
(T), often denoted graphically termed as the Intensity–
Duration–Frequency (IDF) curve.  This relationship 
bears a key role to develop design storms to achieve 
peak discharge and hence, the hydrograph or 
hyetographs shape in any hydraulic design, such as to 
design and size securely and economically storm water 
network of a city or flood control structures. 
Considering the spatiotemporal inconsistency of 
rainfall within a region and with the consequences of 
climate change, it is well understood that the 
obligation of constructing IDF curves for a city/region 
with available rainfall records. In this sequence, IDF 
relationships requires historical data of good quality 
and continues for long term, which is normally not 
available in most countries. Although, many studies 

have been done to develop the IDF relationships in 
various regions  [1], [2]and few studies have been 
conducted in for local or regional scale. With climate 
change, one of the anticipated impacts is an increase 
in the intensity and frequency of extreme rainfall 
which further increase the region’s flood devastations, 
human fatalities and monetary loss. The site control or 
regional control/ mitigation measures can be effective 
only when stormwater systems are designed using 
rainfall Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) curves 
derived from a long and good quality rainfall data 
available at particular sites. Developing IDF curves for 
the future climate can be even more thought-
provoking exclusively for ungauged sites. The current 
practice to derive current climate’s IDF curves for 
ungauged sites is, for example, to ‘borrow’ or 
‘interpolate’ data from regions of climatologically 
alike characteristics. 
     Bangladesh is the biggest shop of different climatic 
extreme events as compared with the other countries 
of the world. Every year it appearances frequent 
flooding, high intensity rainfall, drought, cyclone, 
water logging and other natural as man-made 
disasters. Therefore, design of urban drainage, 
hydraulic structures (bridges, culverts, dams, polders 
etc.) and other water sensitive configurations becomes 
problematic as the inconsistency of these climatic 
extreme events are quite ambiguous [3], [4]. IDF 
curves are extensively used for the calculation of basin 
area, time of concentration, imminent rainfall 
intensity, runoff coefficient, peak runoff rate, 
irrigation scheme capacity, capacity of hydraulic 
structures etc.[5], [6]. 
     Various researchers attempt to develop IDF curves 
in different regions of Bangladesh are seen to exist [3], 
[4], [7]–[10]. These studies are in general based on 
daily rainfall data record with the prediction of the 
relatively small scale (1-hr, 2-hr, 3-hr, 5-hr, 8-hr, 12-
hr) using an empirical formula suggested by the Indian 
Meteorological Department (IMD). Point to be noted 
that the derivation of such curves may subjected to 
inaccuracy as most of the values are prophesied 
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without validation with a very short period of rainfall 
events. Consequently, this study aims to construct IDF 
curves using long term available records for 
Chattogram city, for which such studies are not found. 
The study aims to address the uncertainty involved 
with existing IDF curves from the short term short 
period rainfall records to provide an effective and 
optimum guideline for design rainfall selections for 
Chattogram city. 
     
 
 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Study Area 
     Chattogram City Corporation (ChCC) as seen in 
Fig. 1 (22.3569◦ N and 91.7832◦ E) is the second largest 
city and financial capital having the largest port of 
Bangladesh. ChCC is located in the southern part of 
Bangladesh near the Bay of Bengal with tropical 
monsoon climate. The area of ChCC is about 185 sq. 
km (60 sq. miles) with a population of 25, 82401(BBS, 
2011). ChCC is divided into 11 thanas, 41 yards and 
211 mahallas consisting 5, 56,451 households [11].  
 

Fig.1: The study area map showing ChCC along with variation in elevation
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Based on long term rainfall records, it is seen that the 
average rainfall received by the ChCC is about 3378 
mm that is substantially greater than country’s annual 
average of rainfall of 2300 mm. Analyzing the rainfall 
records it has also been revealed that the rainfall is 
mostly confined between May to October in a calendar 
year. Furthermore, it is noted that the highest 
precipitation with an average of 743 mm generally 
found in the month of July [12]. Reviewing studies in 
Chattogram, it has been identified that nearly half of 
the city suffered by water jam with a 0.2 to 2.1 m 
overland water depth causing lot of subsequent issues 
and inconveniences while areas remained drowned 
about 48-72 hours [13], [14].    

2.2 Data Collection and Methods 
     3-hourly rainfall data from (2003-2019) and daily 
(24- hourly) rainfall data (1953-2019) were collected 
from Bangladesh Meteorological Department (BMD) 
for Chattogram Station (22.35◦N and 91.82◦E). 3-
hourly rainfall depth data were arranged as descending 
order based on their magnitude. The successive 
rainfall depth records were studied for predicting 
possible rainfall amount in different return periods 
probability. Moreover, the extreme rainfall 
distributions were done following standard protocols. 
For the daily rainfall data were analyzed with different 
probability using Weibull’s equation as mentioned in 
Eq. (1). 

=
+1

   (1) 
 

     Where, P refers the probability of occurrence, m 
indicates the successive ranking observed rainfall 
value after arranging them with particular order and N 
is the total number of years of rainfall record. 
      In this study IDF curves were developed for 
Chattogram City with 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 100 years 
return period. Firstly, rainfall depths were determined 
for 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72 hours with 1, 2, 5, 10 and 15 
years of return period using 3-hourly data (2003-
2019). Because of measured data records of 17 
consecutive years, return period beyond 15 years are 
derived using nonlinear multiple regression method 
for selected rainfall durations of 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72 
hours, as presented in Table 01. The equations derived 
were checked using R2 statistic and it has been seen 
that the values ranging between 0.8344 - 0.9814, 
illustrating a reasonably good fit. The necessary 
biased, errors, outliers were also checked using SPSS 

and Excel made spreadsheet. All the primary rainfall 
records used here were collected from the Bangladesh 
Meteorological Department (BMD). 
 

Table 1: Relationships between rainfall depth (mm) and 
return periods (year) 

 
Return duration Derived Equations R2 value 

3 hour P1=84.245 T1
0.0675 0.8344 

6 hour P1=103.65T1
0.1409 0.9789 

12 hour P1=136.81T1
0.1102 0.8378 

24 hour P1=184.39T1
0.1678 0.9171 

48 hour P1=265.41T1
0.1593 0.9814 

72 hour P1=310.14T1
0.2313 0.9563 

 
Where, T is the return periods (year) and P is the 
rainfall depth (mm).  
     Following on, the rainfall depths are determined 
further for 25, 50 and 100 years return period using the 
derived relationships that was not found from the 
record. Similarly, the rainfall depths are estimated for 
24, 48 and 72 hours with 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50 years 
of return period using daily (24-hourly) dataset from 
1953 to 2019 (67 years). Cross validation was done 
between rainfall intensity for 24, 48, 72 hours duration 
of the 1, 2, 5, 10 and 15 years of return period for 3-
hourly and 24-hourly datasets. In addition, the 
relationship between rainfall depths (mm) and 
duration (hr.) is developed using nonlinear multiple 
regression method for different return periods (1, 2, 5, 
10, 15, 25, 50, 100 years). Thereafter, following 
standard procedure, rainfall intensity (I), rainfall 
volume (P) and duration (D), the IDF curves are 
constructed graphically showing the variation of 
intensity (I) versus duration (D) for a different return 
period.   
 

3. RESULT & DISCUSSION 
 

3.1 Generation of IDF curves  
     Developed relationships between rainfall depth 
(mm) and duration (hr.) for different return periods are 
shown in Table 02. As seen in Table 02, it is seen that 
the relationship derived exhibit very strong 
relationship based on R2 statistics ranges between 
0.9751 – 0.9954.  
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Fig.2: The variation of rainfall depth with duration for different return period

Using these equations rainfall (see Table: 02) depths 
are determined for different return periods and curves 
between rainfall depth (mm) and duration (hr) are 
made and shown in Fig. 2.  

Table 2: Equations showing relationship between rainfall 
depth and duration 

Return Period Equations R2 value 

1 year P2=48.959D2
0.4204 0.9919 

2 year P2=52.980D2
0.4501 0.9954 

5 year P2=52.905D2
0.4968 0.9919 

10 year P2=55.423D2
0.4991 0.9905 

15 year P2=53.953D2
0.45372 0.9774 

25 year P2=56.157D2
0.5508 0.9844 

50 year P2=57.541D2
0.5784 0.9799 

100 year P2=58.958D2
0.6061 0.9751 

 
     Where, P2 is rainfall depth(mm) and D2 is duration 
(hour). 
     As revealed from Figure 2, the shorter duration of 
rainfall (smaller than 10 hr.) the variation of rainfall 

depths are of less significant, while that for a longer 
duration rainfall that seems to be fallen in monsoon 
period (typically in the month of July) the significant 
variability is seen to be exist, indicating that the longer 
rainfall for a significantly higher return period is 
highly sensitive. The study findings are seen 
consistent with previous studies with a slightly higher 
depth as expected in consideration of climate changes 
effect. The rainfall depths increase sharply beyond 30 
hours’ duration, as for example, the rainfall depth of 
0.5-hour duration estimates 38 ± 1 mm, whereas the 
depth is 521 ± 164 mm for 72-hour with different 
return periods.  Similarly, from the Fig. 2, rainfall 
depths for 1 and100 year return period found as 142 ± 
94 mm and 308 ± 274 mm for different duration of 
rainfall, as expected.   Generated IDF curves for 
Chattogram City is shown in Fig. 3. The value of 
rainfall intensity is high for least durations with 
different return periods. As evident from Fig. 3, the 
rainfall intensities are found as 76 ± 2 mm/hr. and 72 
± 2mm/hr. for 0.5 and 72 hours of rainfall with a 
different return period, whereas intensity for 1 and100 
year return period are found as 24 ± 25 mm/hr. and 33 
± 24 mm/hr. for different duration of rainfall.    
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Fig.3: Generated IDF curves for Chattogram City 
 
3.2 Validation of IDF Curves  
     The results as obtained from the IDF curves 
generated are further validated for rainfall intensity of 
24, 48, 72 hours duration with 1, 2, 5, 10 and 15 years 
of return period for 3-hourly and 24-hourly datasets 
and is shown in Fig. 4. As seen in Fig. 4, it has been 

enumerated that the derived curves fit well as R2 
statics are found as 0.9736, 0.9808 and 0.9901 for 24, 
48 and 72 hours of rainfall with two more data sets for 
similar region with different rainfall distributions. This 
further confirms the applicability of the derived curves 
with certainty for any related purposes as appropriate.  

 
 

Fig.4: Validation of derived IDF curves in this study 
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4. CONCLUSION 

     IDF curves are indispensable input parameter in 
different watershed management purposes. The 
present study derives IDF curves for 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 25, 
50 and 100 years return periods for a rainfall duration 
ranges 0.5 to 72 hours for Chattogram city. Moreover, 
mathematical relationships between rainfall depths 
and duration are formulated for different return 
periods for flexible application. The constructed IDF 
curves for Chattogram city are further validated with 
two more data sets and is found with good fit 
indicating the curves’ versatilities in relevant uses.   
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Abstract -Children are one of the most vulnerable road 
users. The incidence of overall child involvement in road 
accident fatalities in Bangladesh is found to be very high 
compared to worldwide average. This paper indicates 
overall road safety situation for children in Bangladesh 
from the year 2006 to 2015 by studying police reported 
accident data which covers the whole country. Nearly 
3000 fatalities are reported each year in road accidents 
of which almost 17 percent are children under 18 years 
of age. Recent studies revealed that the road traffic 
injuries are the leading cause of fatalities to children. 
Any road improvement work in general and safety 
scheme in particular, will have direct impact on overall 
safety situation, particularly on collision pattern. The 
introduction of safe community programs (e.g. road-
safety education, driver training, awareness programs) 
by creating supportive environment has the potential for 
improving child pedestrian safety. 
 
Keywords: Road safety, Children traffic casualty, Accidents, 
Fatalities, Injuries. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Every child is a precious gift. It is tragic for a child to 
be injured or killed in road accident. But the facts still 
remain. Road accidents are one of the leading causes of 
death and injury to young children in Bangladesh. The 
risk to children in the traffic situation is greatly increased 
today than in the past [1]. Currently road accidents are 
around the eighth biggest cause of premature deaths in 
the world [2]. Latest studies (WHO) suggest that there 
are 1.35 million deaths from road traffic injuries each 
year in the world, of which nearly 93 percent occurring 
in the low- and middle-income countries of the world [2]. 
Between 20 and 50 million more people suffers from 
non-fatal injuries caused by road accidents worldwide 
each year, many of which often leads to permanent 
disability [3]. WHO also reports that road traffic crashes 
cause most countries to cost 3% of their gross domestic 
product [3].  
     On average, 21 percent of all people killed in traffic 
accidents in developing countries are children under 15 
years of age [4]. This is more than twice as high as in the 
developed world [4]. Reducing the number of children 
mortality in road traffic accidents is clearly important in 
achieving the millennium development goals. The 
Specific Objective of proposed paper is to observe the 
child road safety situation in Bangladesh and thus 
provide some recommendations to improve the current 
situation. This paper first deal with the methodology of 
accident analysis and results are depicted after that. 
Finally, some conclusions and recommendations are 

presented. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 
     This study aims to identify the contributing factors of 
children traffic accidents by analyzing accident record 
data. Knowledge on accident rate, severity, temporal 
distribution, collision pattern is essential to determine 
cost effective countermeasures for reducing both the 
number of accident and extend of severity. For this study 
analysis of children casualties in all of Bangladesh for the 
period of year 2006 to 2015 were obtained from the 
police reported accident database stored in Accident 
Research Institute (ARI) using MAAP (Microcomputer 
Accident Analysis Package). The accident trend for 
children and adult people has been demonstrated with a 
view to enhance the familiarity with real situation. 
 

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
     For identifying the causes of children casualties in 
road traffic accidents, case study of a sophisticated 
dataset is necessary. In developing countries like 
Bangladesh many accidents remain unreported. Yet 

 significant number of accident reports are recorded by 
police using MAAP database (Figure 1). As record 
keeping is still an inadequate practice in Bangladesh, 
various attribute information was unreported in different 
record files. For particular categories of analysis, record 
files with missing attributes required for analysis were 
excluded from the statistics to avoid biased or unrealistic 
results. Only record files with known value of required 
attribute were taken into accounts for corresponding 
analysis. A total of 25622 accident reports were analyzed 
through the process. Each of these accident reports 
contains 72 types of attributes, either reported or missing. 

 
Fig.1: Sample of accident records in MAAP5 Database  
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3.1 Children Casualties in Bangladesh 
     Involvement of children in road accidents is more in 
developing countries than those in developed countries. 
Every year about three thousand people is killed in road 
accidents in Bangladesh and almost 17% of them are 
children but this figure is only about 6.6% in the 
developed countries (Figure 2) [5]. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: Children fatalities in different countries [5] 
 
       From the close perception of Table 1, percentage of 
children fatalities (16.9%) are almost alike in every year 
and injuries are on average 13.6%. Every year children 
fatalities are about 4 to 5 times greater than children non-
fatal injuries. This outcome helps to make a conclusion 
that most of the children accidents are fatal accidents 
because children cannot absorb shock of accident and 
recover from injuries as well as an adult.  
 

Table 1: Children fatalities and injuries in Bangladesh 
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2006 2697 530 19.7 813 148 18.2 
2007 2747 552 20.1 862 126 14.6 
2008 2639 483 18.3 913 106 11.6 
2009 2191 360 16.4 606 74 12.2 
2010 2084 339 16.3 521 77 14.8 
2011 1898 323 17.0 471 70 14.9 
2012 1755 289 16.5 428 59 13.8 
2013 1738 231 13.3 376 53 14.1 
2014 1570 219 13.9 415 39 9.4 
2015 1746 224 12.8 439 45 10.3 
Avg. 2107 355 16.9 584 80 13.6 

 
3.2 Children Casualties in Urban and Rural Areas 
     Children fatalities in rural and urban areas are 
significantly varied. From close observation of Figure 3 
children in rural areas are more vulnerable to road 
accidents than those in urban areas. Children fatality rate 

in rural areas (70%) is about 2.5 times higher than that in 
urban areas (30%). Cases of road traffic injuries are also 
higher in rural areas (58%) than urban areas (42%). It was 
also found in the analysis that in the urban area children 
fatality is 14.3% of total fatalities whereas in the rural 
area it is 18.2%.  
 

 
 
Fig.3: Comparison of children fatalities and injuries in urban 

and rural area 
 
3.3 Distribution of Children Fatalities and Injuries by 
Road Classes 
     The distribution of fatalities and injuries involving 
children by road classes is shown in Figure 4. It can be 
seen that children fatalities occurred on the National 
Highways (40%), which is more than one third of the 
total children fatalities, are three times higher than those 
occurred in Urban Roads (13%) whilst children injury 
rates are around 1.5 times in National Highways (33%) 
than in Urban Roads (22%).  This indicates that road 
traffic accidents are more fatal for children in National 
Highways. 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Distribution of children fatalities and injuries by road 
classes 
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3.4 Children Casualties by Sex 
     Male fatalities and injuries are about 3 to 4 times 
higher than those of the female. This is partly because 
boys tend to be impulsive and take more risk than girls. 
Also due to the patriarchal social structure of the country 
male population are more exposed as a road user than the 
female population which might contribute in higher 
casualty in male population. Adult female fatalities are 
16% and injuries 13% whereas child female fatalities are 
31% and injuries 29%. That means female child road 
traffic victims are nearly 2 times higher than the female 
adults.  
 

 
 

Fig.5: Distribution of children fatalities by sex 
 

     Figure 5 shows distribution of children fatalities as 
different types of road user by sex. It is clear that male 
children are frequently affected by road accidents, as a 
bicyclist in particular. As pedestrians, male children 
fatality rate is 68% and injury rate is 70%, whereas it is 
32% and 30% respectively in case of female children. 
 
3.5 Children Casualties by Age Group 
     Table 2 presents the distribution of children fatalities 
and injuries by different age group. The dominant age 
group of children fatalities (36.1%) is in the age group of 
5-9 years which corresponds to primary school going 
children. Perhaps it reflects their inability to cope with 
the complexity of traffic. However, this needs further 
investigations. The 10-14 years age group, corresponding 
to high school going children, also dominates in 
casualties. 
 
Table 2: Distribution of children fatalities and injuries by age 

group 
 

Age 
Group 

Children 
Fatalities 

% of 
Children 
Fatalities 

Children 
Injuries 

% of 
Children 
Injuries 

0 to 4 668 18.9 140 17.7 
5 to 9 1276 36.1 252 31.9 
10 to 14 1019 28.9 215 27.2 
15 to 17 568 16.1 183 23.2 

 

3.6 The Risk of Children as Different Road User 
     From observation of Figure 6, cases of children 
fatalities as pedestrian (64%) are much higher than those 
of passengers (33%) or bicyclists (3%). Hence Safety for 
Child Pedestrian is the prime issue. 
 

 
 

Fig.6: Distribution of children fatalities by road user groups 
 
3.7 Hourly Distribution of Child Fatalities and Injuries 
     According to Figure 7, 1st peak of child casualties 
curve occurs during 10-12 noon within the entire day 
period and the 2nd during 16-17 afternoon. It implies that 
at those periods involvement of children is high. Usually 
in Bangladesh, schools operate in two shifts of classes in 
morning and afternoon. At 1st peak period, most morning 
shifts end and afternoon shifts start, thus it increases the 
volume of children involvement and activities in road and 
risks school going children to road accidents. On the 
other hand, at 2nd peak period casualty happens to the 
children going to their home or playground after ending 
afternoon shifts in school. 
 

     
 

Fig.7: Hourly distribution of children and adult fatalities  
 

     About 44% of adult fatalities occurred within the 
period of 9 am to 5 pm whereas 59% of children fatalities 
occurred on that 8-hour period. A significant portion of 
fatalities of adult persons is occurred at night time 
whereas children fatalities at night is negligible. Probable 
exposure and road activities of adult persons at night is 
higher than children.  
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3.8 Children Pedestrian Casualties by Different Types 
of Vehicle 
     From close observation of Figure 8 studies of road 
accidents revealed that heavy vehicles such as trucks, 
heavy trucks and buses including minibuses are major 
contributors to pedestrian fatalities. Buses, trucks, 
minibuses and motorcycles are the leading causes of 
child pedestrian fatalities in road accidents. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
     The aim of this paper is to assess the child road safety 
situation in Bangladesh. Details of analyses results are 
presented in the earlier section. On the basis of the 
analyses, summary of important findings and 
recommendations for future probable research study are 
presented in the following section. 
     Involvement of children in road accidents are 
attributed to many factors i.e. excessive and 
inappropriate speeding, careless and hazardous behavior 
of both drivers and children, inadequate and ineffective 
engineering methods to safeguard children in traffic as 
well as inadequate education and unsatisfactory law 
enforcement [6]. Important findings of this paper are as 
follows: 

 Most of the children accidents are fatal accidents 
because of the incapability of children compared 
to adults to absorb shock of accident and recovery 
from accident injuries. 

 Children in rural areas are more susceptible to 
road accidents than those in urban areas. This 
might be resulted from the fact that in urban areas 
usually child pedestrians use roads under adult 
supervision or guidance hence reducing the 
accident risks.  

 40% of the children fatalities occurred on the 
National Highways which is three times higher 
than those Urban Roads (13%) whilst children 
injury rates for both in National Highways and 
Urban Roads are 33% and 22% respectively.  

 Involvement of boys is more in recorded injury 
accidents than girls. Male children are frequently 

affected by road accidents, as a bicyclist in 
particular. As pedestrians, male and female 
children fatality rate (68.4% & 31.6%) and injury 
rate (70.4% & 29.6%) is proportional. Perhaps this 
is due to differences in their general exposure or 
their physical, social or psychological 
development. 
The dominant age group of children in fatalities 
(36.1%) is the age group of 5-9 years, representing 
the primary school going children age group. 
Perhaps it reflects their inability to cope with the 
complexity of traffic as they are not familiar with 
traffic rules and practices. 

 A significant portion of fatalities of adult persons 
occurred at night time whereas children fatalities 
at night is negligible. It concludes that probable 
road use activities of adult persons at night is 
higher than children. 
Heavy vehicles such as trucks and buses including 
minibuses are major contributors to road accidents. 
Highest number of child pedestrian fatalities 
occurred by bus (23.6%) and heavy trucks 
accidents (20.5%). 

 
5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
     The children are highly vulnerable in the traffic 
situation of Bangladesh compared to many other 
countries of the world. The child safety issue deserves 
urgent attention by addressing the special needs and 
requirements for children. The development of law 
enforcement and engineering measures is an 
indispensable aspect to reduce child road accidents. 
Indeed, this study has many limitations in terms of 
inadequate data. Consequently, in order to improve safety 
for children, policy and practice should focus three key 
areas: education, training and publicity. The study should 
consider the following strategies of these three areas: 

Safe and sustained road safety environment must 
be ensured for the children. 

 Road safety policy should include specific 
strategies for improving child safety including 

Fig.8: Distribution of child pedestrian fatalities by road user groups 
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specific targets for casualty reduction and 
monitoring and reviewing the evidence base. 

 Road safety education in schools should use 
approaches based on sound educational practice 
with an emphasis on problem-solving and 
practical skills training. It needs to be an ongoing 
program in schools and not a one-off activity. 
Driver training is an integral part of the safety 
education system, and while children need to 
know how to behave safely on the roads, drivers 
need to take more care and responsibility and to 
recognize that children will not behave in the same 
way as adults. 

 Publicity needs to address all road users and age 
groups using a targeted approach for individual 
audiences to raise awareness of how children will 
behave in traffic. Publicity should also be aimed at 
improving driver behavior, especially in respect of 
inappropriate speed. 
Traffic engineers and planners have a duty to take 
children’s needs and abilities into account in 
designing the built environment. 
More priority needs to be given to vulnerable 
modes through the use of traffic calming and 
facilities for walking and bicycling. 
Required pedestrian facilities should provide with 
comfortable attractive and obstruction free 
footpaths and in every stage, pedestrian should be 
provided first priority. 
All young children should be provided with child 
restraints in vehicles that are suitable for their age 
and size, and properly fitted and used. 

 Vehicle design should incorporate safety features 
such as crumple zones, airbags and safety locks for 
doors and windows that take account the needs of 
children. Parents need good advice on the correct 
use of child restraints and the safest seating 
positions particularly where airbags are fitted. 

 Vehicle designers and legislators on vehicle 
standards should give more attention to protecting 
pedestrians and bicyclists as well as vehicle 
occupants from injury and death. 
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Abstract-Public transportation provides people with 
mobility and access to employment, community resource, 
medical care, other social and personal activities across 
a city. In Chattogram public transport includes City 
buses, Tempo, Human Hauler, etc. Bus plays a vital role 
in public transport as it can carry a large number of 
passengers using less road space. There are 11 bus 
routes where about 1300 buses are providing service 
across the city and suburban areas. But the insufficient 
number of buses, pick and drop at unscheduled 
stoppages, illegal parking are causing immense suffering 
to the commuters. To provide comfortable and fixed 
counter service "Metro Provati" was introduced on 15 
January 2017. The bus is commuted from Kaptai Raster 
Matha to Potenga Sea Beach which is existing bus route 
number 10. At first 30 buses were in service and the 
number of buses is around 100. There are fixed counter 
stoppages in different busy points for commuters. To 
measure the performance of Metro Provati bus service as 
well as to compare its service with other city buses in 
Chattogram, the paper will explain transit performance 
indicators like trip time, travel speed, trip fare, peak 
frequency, average operating speed, route distance, 
passenger safety, loading and unloading with user 
satisfaction. A questionnaire survey of 200 passengers is 
conducted to determine the perception of users. Eight 
LOS indicators were identified and defined, including 
accessibility, travel time, the directness of service, delay, 
frequency of service, reliability, passenger density, and 
passenger comfort. The findings of the study will help to 
improve the level of service (LOS) of the mass transit 
system which is seriously lacking in most urban areas in 
Bangladesh. Also, this study will help relevant 
authorities to prioritize the service quality of Metro 
Provati.  
.  
Keywords: Evaluation, Bus Service, Metro Provati, 
Transportation, Level of Service 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     1.1 Study Background  
     Chittagong known as the port city of Bangladesh is a 
major coastal urban area and the oldest commercial hub, 
containing a population of 8.4 million people. The bus 
plays a vital role in the public transport network in this 
city. Currently, 11 bus routes are serving the urban area in 
which 1300 buses are running [1]. Before 2017 no major 
counter-based bus services were available here (Field 
survey, 2020). The insufficient number of buses, pick and 

drop at unscheduled stoppages, illegal parking are the 
common sufferings for the passengers using public 
transport inside the city. Metro Provati was inaugurated 
in January 2017 in order to introduce a fixed 
counter-based bus service for the first time in 
Chattogram. This bus service follows the existing bus 
route no 10 (Kaptai Rastar Matha to Potenga Sea Beach). 
At first 30 buses were introduced in the route. Because 
the demand for public transport is higher than the supply 
of buses, the authority of Metro Provati bus service 
increased buses. The current number of the bus is around 
100 (Field Survey). The total route distance is 25 
kilometers. 
 
1.2 Objectives 

i. To evaluate the service of Metro Provati. 
ii. To determine performance indicators like trip 

time, fare, travel speed and distance, passenger 
safety measures. 

iii. To assess the perception of user 
iv. To assess the performance as a mode of service 

 
2. METHODOLOGY 

 
     The methodology is the combination of steps in which 
the study is accomplished. The following methodology 
has been selected for the entire study. 
 
                                   Field Survey 
 
 
                              Data Collection 
 
      
                     Analyzing Existing Condition 
 
 
                           Questionnaire Survey  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Field Survey 
     Field surveys were conducted to collect information 
from 27 and 28 January and 9 March 2020 onwards. The 
surveys were conducted in different bus counters and 

 Findings and Discussion 

Proposals 
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inside Metro Provati buses. 
 
2.2 Data Collection 
     The data for this research consisted of information on 
physical and operational characteristics. Various data 
have been collected concerning the study. Information 
about bus and counter locations, existing bus route maps 
have been collected from enumerator observations and 
questionnaire surveys. Travel time, average speed, and 
trip time have been collected using GPS data recorder of 
Google. Some secondary data have been gathered from 
previous research work, newspapers, and articles. 
 
2.3 Analyzing Existing Condition 
     After analyzing data existing conditions have been 
noted for further discussion. The number of buses, 
counter services, bus fare, trip time, level of service has 
been analyzed. 
 
2.4 Questionnaire Survey 
     To conduct the study a questionnaire had been 
prepared systematically. A survey was conducted on 200 
users of the Metro Provati bus. The technique of indexing 
was applied to evaluate the performance of the Metro 
Provati bus service. The service attributes are the 
following: 

i. Average travel speed 
ii. Average trip time 

iii. Waiting time 
iv. Riding comfort and safety 
v. Crew behavior 

 
2.5 Findings and Discussion 
     This study conducts some discussion on the following 
topics: 

i. Origin and destination 
ii. Bus fare 

iii. Service of counter 
iv. Bus condition 
v. Perception of user 

 
2.6 Proposals 
     Proposals are given after analyzing the existing 
performance and service of this bus. 
 

3. EXISTING PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IN 
CHATTOGRAM 

 
     Chattogram is structured with an internal roadway 
and waterway network. Chattogram is interconnected 
with 12 canals. But internal water transport is limited. 
The only available water route is Sadarghat to Airport. 
So the transportation network is predominantly 
road-based. Chittagong city mainly depends on various 
types of vehicles like rickshaw, bus, minibus, tempo, 
human hauler, truck, etc. There is a total of 157 square 
kilometers of the area that is connected by a zigzag and 
narrow road network [2]. Both motorized (Single decker 
bus, double-decker bus, tempo, human hauler, car, jeep, 
CNG) and Non-motorized (Rickshaw, van, bicycle, etc) 
vehicles have occupied the internal road network. Mainly 
buses play a vital role in public transportation in 
Chattogram. Around 7.5 lakhs of people use public 

transport in the city [3]. Though the number of buses is 
inadequate for passengers. Private ownership buses are 
running in the whole road network with a few 
government-owned BRTC buses. Recently the 
government started public bus service only for school 
students [4]. The following table is showing the public 
bus routes' origin and destination. 
 
Table 1: Bus Route Number and Route Distance in Chattogram 

 
Route 
Number 

Origin Destination Route 
Distance 
(K.M) 

1 Kotowali Kalurghat 10 
2 Newmarket Kalurghat 14 
3 Newmarket Foteyabad 14.5 
4 Newmarket Vatiary 15 
5 Newmarket Airport 18.6 
6 Lal Dighi Sea Beach 16.6 
7 Newmarket Vatiary 16.1 
8 Newmarket Oxygen 

square 
8 

10 Rastar matha Sea beach 25 
11 Vatiary Sea beach 23 

Source: RTC, Ctg Metro. 2015 [5] 
 

Table 2: Key Transport Mode in Chattogram 
 

Service 
type 

Mode Seatin
g 
capaci
ty 

No. 
Of 
Route
s 

No. Of 
Vehicle 

City Route Urban Bus 30-40 11 1300 
 Human 

Hauler 
12-14 16 2700 

 Tempo 10-12 18 1700 
Work 
Transport 

Worker 
Bus 

30-40 N/A 140 

Long 
Distance 
Route 

Inter-Distri
ct Bus 

40-45 19 1100 

 Rail 800-1
000 

N/A 14 

Rickshaw 
type 

Rickshaw 2-3 N/A Up to 
150000 

 CNG 3-4 N/A 25000 
Source: World Bank. 2018 [1] 
 

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Origin and destination 
     Metro Provati operates from Kaptai Rastar Matha to 
Sea beach. It follows an existing bus route no. 10. The 
first trip starts at 7 in the morning and the last one at 9 in 
the night. This special counter service remains closed on 
Friday. 
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Fig.1: Present Bus Route (Source: Google Map 2020) 
 
4.2 Distance between stoppages 

 
Table 3: Distance Between Stoppages 

 
From To Distance (K.M.) 
Kaptai Rastar 
Matha 

Boddarhat 6 

Kaptai Rastar 
Matha 

Muradpur 7 

Kaptai Rastar 
Matha 

GEC Circle 10 

Kaptai Rastar 
Matha 

Lalkhan 
Bazar 

11 

Kaptai Rastar 
Matha 

Agrabad 13 

Kaptai Rastar 
Matha 

Kathgor 22 

Kaptai Rastar 
Matha 

Sea Beach 25 

Source: RTC, Ctg Metro [5] 
 
4.3 Bus fare 
     The bus fare of Metro Provati is different from other 
public bus services. Other public bus services follow the 
fare chart of the Regional Transport Authority. The 
lowest fare of any route is 5 Taka after which it increases 
by 1.60 Taka per kilometer. The fare of  Metro Provati 
ranges from 10 TK to 55 Taka. 
 
4.4 Counter and ticket service 
     Metro Provati started their journey with a fixed 
counter-based ticket system. Passengers have to buy a 
ticket for their destination before getting on the bus and 
have to wait in the queue for the bus. There is one 
designated ticket seller for every counter. 
 
4.5 Differences with other city bus services 
     There are no proper rules and regulations followed by 
other public bus services on this route. Most of the buses 
lack authorized and renewed vehicle fitness certificates. 
Buses are operated by immature drivers and helpers. As 
these buses do not have any counter system with the 
proper stoppage, they take in passengers from the road 
randomly. It causes a delay to reach the destination of 
passengers. Also, women and children feel unsafe riding 
on these buses. 
 

5. PERCEPTION OF USERS 
 
     We have conducted a questionnaire survey for the 
users of Metro Provati. The questions from the 
questionnaire are described below: 

1. What is your age? 
2. Sex. 
3. Are you a regular Passenger? 
4. From which counter you get on the bus? 
5. Which one is your destination counter? 
6. How much time does it take to reach your 

destination?  
7. How long do you usually wait for the bus at the 

counter?  
8. Is there any waiting space for the passengers? 
9. What is your opinion on bus fare? 
10. Speed of the bus 
11. How do you feel about riding on the bus? 
12. Do you feel safe on the bus? 
13. In which type of bus service you are interested? 
14. What is your alternative vehicle in this route? 
15. Would you like more counter-based bus 

services like metro provati? 
16. Your views on Metro Provati bus service. 

 
5.1 Nature of respondents 
     In the survey, we have found 56% of people were 
aged between 26 to 40 years. 30% of people were 
between 41 to 50 years. 13% were aged below 25 years. 
66% of respondents were male and 34% were female. 
Male passengers were much higher in proportion to 
female passengers. 
 

 
                            

Fig.2: Age of respondents 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Sex of respondents 
 

5.2 Average trip time and average waiting time 
     The data of average trip time are taken from 20 trips 
of both directions. The study was conducted at different 
periods of the day. From the study, it was found that the 
average trip time was 31 minutes to 1 hour to complete 
one direction trip. 

30%

56%

13%
1%Age

18-25 26-40 40-50 50+

34%

66%

Sex

Male Female
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The average waiting time of a passenger at a stoppage to 
get on a bus was collected from the questionnaire survey. 
The waiting time for the majority of passengers (55%) 
was 21-30 minutes. Around 23% of passengers wait for 
more than minutes. 11 % of passengers wait less than 20 
minutes. 
  

  
 

Fig.4: Average Trip Time 
 

 
 

Fig.5 : Average waiting time 
 
5.3 Average travel speed 
Travel speed is measured by counting trip time in one 
direction. 17 trips were made in this route. The maximum 
speed was 7.5 Kilometer per hour which was 52% of the 
whole one-direction trip. The average speed was 5 
Kilometer per hour. The minimum speed was 2 
Kilometer per hour which was caused due to traffic 
congestion. 
 

 
 

Fig.6 : Average travel speed 
 

5.4 Opinion on comfort and safety 
     From the questionnaire survey, it was found that 
among the passengers 67% of passengers feel 
comfortable riding in the bus while 33% do not.  
89% of passengers feel safe riding in this bus where 11% 
of passengers stated that they were not contented with the 
safety measures. 
 

6. MEASURING LEVEL OF SERVICE 
 
     The LOS concepts are proposed to enable the 
evaluation of an entire transit system. Eight LOS 
indicators were identified and defined, including 
accessibility, travel time, the directness of service, delay, 
frequency of service, reliability, passenger density, and 
passenger comfort (acceleration, temperature). 
Quantitative values corresponding to levels-of-service A 
through F were assigned to each indicator. Based on user 
preferences, a weighting technique was developed to 
determine the relative importance of each indicator. [6] 
 
6.1 Indicator 1 (Accessibility) 
     Transit access time shall be defined as the time 
necessary to get to transit from a trip origin, then from 
transit to the trip destination. It should be noted that basic 
to this indicator is the requirement that a trip is 
pedestrian-accessible at least at one end of the trip. LOS 
c is suitable for Metro Provati according to accessibility. 
 

 
6.2 Indicator 2 (Travel time) 
     The length of time required to travel between two 
points is certainly one of the most important factors. The 
ability of public transportation to compete with private 
auto in terms of travel time can be measured by the travel 
time ratio. The ratio is the travel time by transit divided 
by the travel time by auto. Metro Provati is in LOS-E. 
Transit time is no more than twice slower than a private 
vehicle. 
 

0%

11%

55%

23%

11%

Average Trip Time (Min)

10 min 11-20 min 21-30 min 31-60 min More than 1 Hour

56%

44%

0%
Average Waiting Time

10 min 11-20 min 21-30 min

52%
14%

34%

Average Travel Speed (KM/h)

Maximum (7.5) Minimum (2) Average (5)

 
Table 5: Travel time ratio [7] 

 
LOS Travel time 

ratio 
Travel time 
description 

A Less than 
1.00 

Transit is faster than 
auto 

B 1.01 to 1.10 Transit is up to 10% 
slower than auto 

C 1.11 to 1.34 Transit is up to 1/3 
slower than auto 

D 1.35 to 1.50 Transit is up to 50% 
slower than auto 

E 1.51 to 2.00 Transit is no more 
than twice slower 
than auto 

F 2.00 or more Transit is more than 
twice slower than 
auto 

Table 4: Transit access for one trip end [7] 
 

LOS Time Walking 
distance 

A 2 min or 
less 

0-375 ft. 

B 3-4 min. 376-600 ft 
C 5-7 min. 661 to 1320 

ft. 
D 8-12 min. 1321 
E 13-20 min. 2001 -3300 

ft. 
F 20 min.+ 3300+ ft. 
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6.3 Indicator 3 (Directness of service) 
     The directness of service represents transfers and 
waiting time. It is generally acknowledged that people do 
not like to transfer vehicles in their routes as it causes 
inconvenience for them. Table 6 proposes to consider 
transfers independently of travel time and assigns LOS 
values based on a combination of the number of transfers 
and waiting time associated with them. The waiting time 
for passengers varies from counter to counter for Metro 
Private. The average waiting time is generally 5 to 10 
minutes. LOS value C is assigned for the bus service. 
 

Table 6: Directness of service [7] 
 

LOS No. of transfers and waiting time 

A 0 transfers 
B 1 transfer with less than 5 minutes delay 
C 1 transfer with 5-10 minutes delay 
D 2 transfers with less than 5 minutes delay or  

1 transfer with more than 10 minutes delay 
E 2 transfers with more than 5 minutes delay 
F 3 or more transfers. 

 
6.4 Indicator 4 (Delay) 
     Delays represent a reduction in the level-of-service 
and are defined as unexpected increases in normal 
running time. Delay occurs due to traffic congestion, 
loading-unloading, and parking. In calculating delay 
time, the duration of each delay that occurs during a 
single trip is measured and then added together to obtain 
a total delay time for that trip. The total delay time is an 
average of 25 to 50 minutes for Metro Provati. Due to 
heavy traffic congestion, the LOS value indicates the 
lowest point F for Metro Provati. 
 

Table 7: Delay [8] 
 

LOS Total delay time 

A 0 minutes 
B 0 to 1 minute 
C 1 to 2 minutes 
D 2 to 4 minutes 
E 4 to 8 minutes 
F 8+ minutes  

 
6.5 Indicator 5 (Frequency of service) 
     The frequency of transit service (often referred to as 
policy headway) is a measure of the maximum time 
between consecutive buses. For Metro Provati LOS 
value is C for peak hour and A for an off-peak hour. 
 
Table 8: Frequency of service standards for a large transit 

system 
LOS Frequency of peak 

hour 
Frequency of 
off-peak hour 

A 10 min. or less 15 min or less. 
B 11 to 15 min. 16 to 30 min. 
C 16 to 25 min. 31 to 45 min. 
D 26 to 40 min. 46 to 60 min. 
E 41 to 60 min. 60 to 90 min. 

F 60+ min. 90+ min. 
 
6.6 Indicator 6 (Reliability) 
     The reliability of transit service is directly related to 
how well the service adheres to its schedule. Service 
which fails to run according to schedule affects the travel 
time and causes delay. Unreliable service can also 
discourage the occasional users. Maintenance of proper 
headways and passenger loading standards are also 
affected by the degree to which schedules are maintained.
LOS D value is applicable for Metro Provati. 
 

Table 9: Indicators of reliability [7] [9] 
 5 minutes headway or less 

LOS % of runs 0 min. late to 3 min. early 

A 85% to 100% 
B 75% to 84% 
C 66% to 74% 
D 55% to 65% 
E 50% to 54% 
F Less than 50% 

 
6.7 Indicator 7 (Passenger density) 
     From the transit user's point of view, any density 
greater than one person per seat is undesirable, 
particularly when standing is required for considerable 
periods. The sitting system of Metro Provati has been 
arranged with one seat per passenger. Thus Metro 
Provati indicates LOS C. 
 

Table 10: Passenger density [7] 
LOS Passenger density at maximum load point 

A Each passenger has an individual seat with a 
high back seat. 

B One seat per passenger, with upholstered 
seats, a minimum of 5 sq. ft. per person 

C One seat per passenger, with molded seats 
or, a minimum of 5 sq. ft. per person 

D Perimeter seating or 100% to 110% of seated 
load or 3 to 5 sq. ft. per person 

E From 111% to 125% of seated load or 2 to 3 
sq. ft. per person 

F More than 125% of the seated load. 
 
6.8 Indicator 8 (Passenger comfort) 
     Levels of comfort on public transit systems are 
affected by several different factors like acceleration, 
temperature, and noise. Rapid acceleration (or 
deceleration) increases overall average system speed but 
does so at the expense of passengers’ comfort. We have 
measured acceleration value with GPS. Value of LOS D 
should occur rarely, LOS F should occur only at the time 
of the accident. Metro Provati indicates acceleration 
value LOS C. 
 

Table 11: Acceleration [8] 
 

LOS Horizontal (ft/sec. 2) 

A Less than 1.0 
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B 1.0 to 2.0 
C 2.0 to 3.0 
D 3.0 to 3.5 
E 3.5 to 4.0 
F More than 4.0 

 
Value of LOS D should occur rarely, LOS F should occur 
only at the time of the accident. 
 

7. PROBLEMS OF METRO PROVATI BUS 
SERVICE 

 
     We have analyzed existing data and user perceptions 
from the field survey. The problems we have found in the 
bus service are following: 

i. Traffic congestion during office time and peak 
hour initiate lacking of buses in most of the 
counters for a certain period. This is the main 
problem for passengers. Sometimes they have 
to wait a long time for buses. Sometimes they 
do not get any seat and stand during the ride. 

ii. Mixed-mode of transport causes traffic 
congestion. It increases the trip time for the bus. 
Different land for buses is suggested in the city. 
Moreover, hawkers, pedestrians, on-street 
parking cause the trip delay. 

iii. Lack of bus stoppages is also a problem. 
Though there are 40 ticket counters and the 
number is increasing.  

iv. There is an insufficient number of drivers, 
helpers, cleaners, and other staff.  

v. There is no seating and waiting for space on the 
counter. People have to wait on the roads. 
 

8. PROPOSALS TO IMPROVE LEVEL OF SERVICE 
  

i. Only 6 seats are reserved for women and 
children. (Field survey,2020). Also, there is no 
facility to ride on the bus for a physically 
challenged person. The door width should be 
increased for them. Also, the number of 
reserved seats for women and children should 
be increased. 

ii. More buses should be introduced on the road at 
peak hours which will reduce the waiting time 
for the passengers. Also, defined traffic signals 
and proper traffic control are mandatory. [6] 

iii. Seating and waiting space should be 
constructed for the users in the counters. Also, 
the display board with the trip time list should 
be displayed for the passengers. 

iv. Regular maintenance and fitness checking 
should be operated. BRTA should initiate a 
performance evaluation of the buses running on 
the road. [10] 

v. An online payment system and GPS tracking 
can be added for the passengers to digitalize the 
service. 
 

9. CONCLUSION 
 

     Metro Provati has ensured an improved level of 
service for the passengers on this route. Safety has been 
increased and the over-crowd situation is reduced. A 
fixed counter helps people to wait for the bus and ensures 
definite fares for different destinations. Metro Provati 
has a great potential to upgrade the public bus service in 
Chattogram. More fixed counter-based bus services 
should be introduced in other routes of Chattogram. This 
step will secure an user-friendly and easily accessible 
public bus service in the city. There is also a demand for 
air-conditioned public buses on this route. As bus service 
is cheaper and safer than private vehicles, the concerned 
authority should deploy more counter-based buses. Also, 
they should initiate performance checks to evaluate the 
perception of users. 
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Abstract-Visual cryptography is one of the prominent 
and illustrative candidates for securing sensitive printed 
materials. Design and implementation of a visual 
cryptographic system is considered as a challenge and 
has the advantage of being highly secure yet easily and 
readily decryptable. The decryption process needs no 
manual or digital computation. We propose a 2 out of 2 
scheme for implementing the algorithm for binary 
images and to generate encrypted image shares. The 
original image goes through a process of encryption, 
expansion and pixel mapping along with a randomly 
generated image. The proposed approach divides each 
image into two shares. To recover the encrypted 
information, both the shares are necessary. The 
effectiveness of the proposed scheme can be measured by 
merging the image shares in a photo-editing program, or 
manually printing them on a transparent paper and 
superimposing them. This scheme can be used to 
securely and reversibly convert binary images or printed 
text documents to multiple shares and securely store and 
transmit those with the confidence of no leakage.   
 
Keywords: Visual cryptography, image encryption, one-time 
pad cipher 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Cryptography is a widely-used, profoundly practical 
yet highly theoretic section of knowledge. It deals with 
turning information into systematic garbage and 
recovering meaning out of the garbled data. Today we 
have a vast array of various types of cryptographic 
algorithms of varying strength. But limiting the 
applicability of cryptography only to binary data will be 
an ineffective move. Thus, we try to attain its power in 
other medium of information transmission. Visual 
cryptography is a method of encrypting visual data, i.e. 
images into a cryptic form which can be decrypted back 
to the original image, preferably through a manual, 
computation-less procedure. Though the world is moving 
towards a paperless state, we still need a lot of documents 
in paper format. There are important archived documents 
in paper format. Various sensitive documents are still 
transmitted through men and paper system. Thus, the 
need of securing hard-copy documents is not decreasing. 
In recent years, various document-leaking events are 
taking place in our country. Reviving the usage of visual 
cryptography can reduce the chances of leakages. This 
work delves into the implementation of a system to 
illustrate the mechanisms of a visual cryptography 
system. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
     Naor et al. [1] first proposed visual cryptography in 
their ground-breaking work in 1994. They proposed a k 
out of n scheme, where k < n for encrypting binary 
images. This method resembles the mechanism of a 
one-time pad encryption, which is an absolutely secure 
method of encryption. This way of encryption is also 
called linear codes, as the rows of the images are 
processed linearly. Each pixel of the original image is 
converted into n shares of binary transparencies, which if 
stacked together reveals the original image. At first, a 
random share is generated with random binary pixels, 
which looks exactly like noise. Then, the original image 
is morphed according to a set of rules. They also 
proposed image pixel expansion to increase cipher space 
and also to maintain aspect ratio of the image. The 
general k out of n scheme can be extended to a k out of k 
scheme. The paper of Naor et al. [1] was originated and 
extended from the works of Shamir [2]. Bhunje et al. [3] 
surveyed all the existing methods of visual cryptography 
schemes. Kiran et al. [4] and Bhagate et al. [5] also 
carried out similar surveys and reviews of visual 
cryptography practices. Li et al. [6] analyzed various 
steganographic and steganoanalytic techniques in the 
image domain. Steganography is the study of hiding 
information, especially digital information, in various 
other data medium, like sound files, image files etc. 
Visual cryptography can be used for image 
steganography as surveyed by [6]. Lee et al.  [7] 
proposed an extended algorithm for image forensics 
using visual cryptographic techniques. They have used a 
two-phase algorithm. Firstly, they generated the 
encrypted image using systematic pixel patterns as the 
random share. Then, they used a visually meaningful 
cover photo and merged them using steganographic 
processes.  
     A method of encrypting color images was devised in 
[8], but the recovered image quality is much deteriorated. 
An interesting approach of using meaningful mask 
images rather than random noise-like images to visually 
encrypt color and gray scale images is described by 
Nakajima et al. [9]. Shyu et al. [10] proposed a method of 
sharing multiple secret images in a single encrypted 
share. Wang et al. [11] proposed a visual cryptographic 
method to include watermarking and authenticity 
verification. Visual encryption of gray-level images is 
explored by various researchers [12], [13], [14]. In [12], 
Lin et al. proposed dithering to enhance the deciphered 
image resolution. In [14], Lukac et al. proposed bit-level 
comparison of image pixels to enhance the deciphered 
gray image’s quality. Zhou et al. [15] proposed a method 
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of visual cryptography using blue-noise dithering and 
encoding the secret binary image into n halftone images.  
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
     A 2 out of 2 schemes is chosen as our proposed 
method. Target image will be encrypted into two shares 
and both of the shares will be needed to retrieve the 
original image. The two image shares will contain binary 
color values. When two image shares are printed on a 
transparent paper and stacked upon each other, the 
overlapped matching patterns create a black pixel group 
of four pixels, which represents the presence of 
information. On the other hand, the overlapped 
non-matching patterns create a gray shade, which 
denotes an empty pixel group of four pixels. The 
algorithm mainly deals with the image in three parts. 
First, a random image is generated, then the original 
image is encrypted and finally, the image shares are 
saved after pixel expansion and mapping. The steps are 
illustrated in Fig.1:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Proposed steps 
 
3.1 Convert to Binary Image 
     The input image is converted into binary image 
through binary thresholding. We use RGB value 128 as 
the threshold point and convert the image accordingly.  
 
3.2 Generate Random Image 
     After binarizing the image, we generate an image of 
equal resolution to the original image. This generated 
image is a mosaic of random black and white pixels. 
  
3.3 Create Encrypted Image 
     Now we create an encrypted image using the binary 
image and random image using the following procedure.  
 
if original pixel at (j, i) is less than threshold 
        if random pixel at (j, i) is less than threshold 
                set output pixel at (j, i) to white  
        else 
                set output pixel at (j, i) to black 
 
if original pixel at (j, i) is greater than threshold 
         if random pixel at (j, i) is less than threshold 
                set output pixel at (j, i) to black  
        else 
                set output pixel at (j, i) to white  
Here, we use 8-bit hexadecimal color codes which 
encode transparency i.e. alpha values in RGBA channels 

in the last two bits.  0x800000ff is used as the threshold 
value to compare the original and randomly generated 
pixel values.  
 
3.4 Create Encrypted Share 
     We expand the image space and create encrypted 
shares. This pixel expansion will increase the cipher 
space and make the visual encryption tougher to decipher 
without both the shares in our 2 out of 2 scheme. We 
compare the pixel values against the threshold value and 
expand each pixel into a 4-pixel group. There are six 
patterns, out of which we chose 2 patterns for pixel 
expansion. They are illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3.  
 

 
 

Fig.2: Possible pixel patterns 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig.3: Chosen pixel pattern for expansion 
 
     We use the following procedure to expand the pixels 
of the encrypted shares. For every pixels in the image 
shares,  
 
if pixel at (j, i) is less than threshold 
        expand pixel at (j, i) with the pattern in Fig.3(a) 
else  
        expand pixel at (j, i) with the pattern in Fig.3(b) 
 
     After pixel expansion, we have two completely 
random pixelated images that hold the original image in 
encrypted form. When the image shares are 
superimposed, some pixel combinations create gray pixel 
blocks, which represent empty bit i.e. no data. They are 
illustrated in Fig.4. On the other hand, some pixel 
superimpositions, as illustrated in Fig.5, create black 
pixel blocks, which represent information bit.  
 

 
 

Fig.4: Superimposed empty pixel block 
 

Convert image to 
black and white  

Generate random black 
and white pixel image  

Create encrypted 
image 

 

Generate 
encrypted shares 

(a)                   (b) 
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Fig.5: Superimposed information pixel block 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
     We have built a GUI tool to feed images into the 
system. Java is used as the programming language. As 
the resulting images are transparency-sensitive and 
normal raster image formats cannot handle alpha 
channels gracefully, we have used GIMP photo editing 
tool to merge the encrypted shares to digitally generate 
the resulting superimposed image. These images can be 
printed on a transparent paper and superimposing the 
hard-copies will reveal the original image.  
 

5. RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS 
 
     To illustrate the results, we take Fig.6 as test image.  
 

 
 

Fig.6: Sample image 
 
     After encryption and pixel expansion, we have two 
shares of the encrypted image. They are completely 
unintelligible to human eyes or other photographic and 
computing measures. These shares are illustrated in Fig.7 
and Fig.8. 
 

 
     

Fig.7: Encrypted image share 01 

 
 

Fig.8: Encrypted image share 02 
 
     These two images in Fig.7 and Fig.8 are merged using 
GIMP editor while retaining their transparency values. 
This results in Fig.9 which reveals our original image in 
expanded form.  
 

 
 

Fig.9: Deciphered image 
 

     We present another example where we take Fig.10 as 
input image.  
 

 
 

Fig.10: Sample image (Lena) 
 

     We have binarized the image in Fig.10 and applied 
encryption on it which resulted in two encrypted image 
shares. They are illustrated in Fig.11 and Fig.12.  
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Fig.11: Encrypted image share 01 (Lena)  
 

 
 

Fig.12: Encrypted image share 02 (Lena)  
 

     If we print these image shares on transparent papers 
and stack them over one another or merge them using an 
image editing program, we will see the recovered image 
presented in Fig.13. 
 

 
 

Fig.13: Deciphered image (Lena) 
 
     In this work, the dimension i.e., height and width of 
the resulting image is double the dimension of original 
image. This expansion is essential for binary pattern 

mapping. The dimension of the resulting image is 
four-times larger than the original. The image space 
could be expanded height-wise or width-wise. But 
expanding along only one axis will hugely distort the 
aspect ratio of the resulting image. The expansion results 
in extra calculation during pixel pattern mapping.  
     Each pixel is expanded into a set of four pixels and the 
binary color values of the image shares are set after a 
comparison against a threshold value. Then, each pixel is 
assigned a pattern shown in Fig.3. This is a crucial step of 
the algorithm. This is the procedure by which the 
expanded cipher-space is filled with systematic noisy 
data. This mapping of pixels, when overlapped on top of 
each other, creates a full black set of pixels or a 
black-white mixed set of pixels i.e. grey pixels. The 
black pixels hold the information, while the grey pixels 
are empty. This expansion of size and data is 
disproportionate. The same amount of information is 
retrieved from double amount of information space. 
Thus, the overall contrast or the quality of the resulting 
image deteriorates by the scale of 50%. Though the 
resulting contrast is low, the data is recovered with 
confidence. Furthermore, we can use dithering to 
enhance the image’s visual appeal.  
     This method can be applied for paper documents. If 
we need to securely transfer some paper documents, we 
can do so by encrypting the original document and 
sending the encrypted shares through multiple persons. 
In this way, we can be able to prevent and detect any case 
of leakage of secure documents. In this proposed method, 
we used a 2 out of 2 scheme. That means two encrypted 
shares will be generated and both the shares will be 
necessary to reproduce the original document. Thus, any 
leakage of the original document is possible only if both 
the shares are merged.  
     The cryptographic strength of the scheme is similar to 
that of a one-time pad. In one-time pad cipher, every 
plaintext character is encrypted with a random, 
equi-length data stream to produce a cipher text which is 
theoretically completely secure and practically highly 
secure. The chosen method of visual encryption also 
generates random image pixels and encrypts them 
through mapping into new pixels and expanding the 
cipher space in the process. This approach increases the 
cipher space, thus reducing the scope of exhaustive i.e. 
brute force decryption. On the other hand, the one-time 
pad-like encryption and mapping foils almost all types of 
statistical and pattern matching based cryptanalytic 
attacks. It is also absolutely unintelligible to human eyes.  
Thus, the proposed system with stated algorithms is 
cryptographically strong and highly secure for practical 
purposes. Furthermore, the k out of n scheme is very 
flexible.  
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
     Visual cryptography is one of the amazing sectors of 
classical cryptography. Application of this process is 
manifold. From exam question papers to classified 
national and military documents - everything can be 
securely stored, transmitted and recovered with ease and 
confidence with the application of visual cryptography. 
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We have proposed a 2 out of 2 scheme for the adaptation 
of visual cryptography in hard-copy document security. 
At first, the images are binarized and compared against a 
random image share. After that, we employed pixel 
expansion and mapping to generate the final encrypted 
shares. The proposed method can be validated by 
printing the encrypted shares and stacking them, or by 
merging them using a photo editing software. We intend 
to extend this work for color images and in conjunction 
with steganography in future. 
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Abstract-The aim of the image enhancement techniques 
is to transform the image pixel values to yield a satisfying 
image & the term Fuzzy Image Processing is referred to 
the group of all approaches that understand, process and 
represent the image, their segments and features as a 
fuzzy sets. In an underwater scene, images are sometimes 
deteriorated by the scattering and absorption of light, 
non-algal particles and colored dissolved organic 
matter. To solve this problem we have proposed fuzzy 
logic based image enhancement algorithm using 
Convolutional Neural Network (pretrained). It has the 
ability to manage the vagueness and ambiguity efficiency 
by representing an image as a fuzzy set, reducing noise 
and enhanced image for human viewer by enhancing the 
visual feature of the image. This proposed algorithm will 
have the ability to compare with the existing classical 
image processing techniques by measuring the 
performance using performance parameters. 
 
Keywords: Fuzzy Image Processing, Convolutional Neural 
Network, Mean Square Error, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, 
Signal to Noise Ratio. 
 

1. INRODUCTION 
 
Underwater images are degraded by the dangerous 

effects of light absorption and scattering because of 
particles in the water as well as plant life, colored 
dissolved organic matter and non-algal particles. For 
research work acquisition of clear underwater images 
incorporates a great importance however, raw 
underwater images rarely meet the expectations 
regarding image visual quality. The aim of the image 
enhancement technique is to produce a satisfying image 
by modify the image pixel values for specific objectives 
such as brightness enhancement, contrast improvement 
and denoising for human viewer. Fuzzy image processing 
technique can manage the unclearness and ambiguity 
efficiently by representing the image as a fuzzy set. The 
term Fuzzy Image Processing is referred to the group of 
all approaches that understand, process and represent the 
image, their segments and features as a fuzzy set. 

Several researchers have already been proposed 
various fuzzy logic-based algorithm to improve the 
visual quality of the image. Existing methods employ 
various impression to attain suitable results for image 
enhancement. Though, for some specific scenes these 
algorithms share the common drawback that the 
appropriate assumptions might not perform. In this 
research, we have used 1000 image dataset to experiment 
our proposed method. First of all we experiment the 
existing method with poor classical image to improve the 
image quality, then we use fuzzy image by creating fuzzy 
membership function to enhance the fuzzy image by our 

proposed algorithm. After enhancing both classical 
image with the existing method and fuzzy image with the 
existing and proposed technique, we compared each 
algorithm mentioned in this paper on the basis of PSNR 
(Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio), MSE (Mean Square Error) 
and SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio). 

The main aim of our thesis work is to improve the 
concept of information in images for human viewers by 
implementing a fuzzy logic-based algorithm and to give 
improved result for the deep underwater images both for 
classical images and fuzzy images. 

 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
     In the field of image enhancement there are several 
researches has been done. Research done in the area of 
classical and fuzzy image enhancement are discussed 
shortly for understanding the methods with necessary 
theoretical knowledge. 

Pooja Kaushik and Unnati Gupta proposed an 
algorithm which is based on Histogram technique to 
enhance low-level resolution images which leads to 
decreases unusual effect and high intensity of 
enhancement [9]. Besides, performance of contrast 
comparison of different types of existing histogram 
enhancement method with the proposed enhancement 
algorithm is evaluated by three popular parameters that is 
PSNR, MSE and BER.  

To improve the quality of historical degraded images 
like historical documents and to remove the background 
noise Neetu Mittal and all proposed a method [11]. In this 
paper, the aim of this method is to preserve the important 
information and the culture of a country by storing these 
documents alive to construct them into a digital form. 
This method will also be able enhance the quality and 
visualization of the historical images. 

Sos Agaian and all proposed an algorithm for the 
enhancement of the color image based on manipulating 
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients which 
is novel Modified Multi Scale Contrast Enhancement 
(MMCE) [17]. In this paper, by reformulating the 
frequency spectral bands and suggesting more band 
enhancement methods to achieve a better result the 
proposed Modified Multi Contrast Enhancement 
algorithm is an enhanced version of multi contrast 
enhancement. 

Saeed Anwar and all proposed Underwater Image 
Enhancement Algorithm (UWCNN) which is based on 
Convolutional Neural Network that is trained effectively 
using underwater image databases [18]. In this paper, the 
proposed algorithm used an automatic end-to-end and 
data-driven training mechanism that directly reconstructs 
the low contrast underwater images. First of all, this 
paper manufacture ten different oceanic image databases 
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then for each underwater image separately train multiple 
UWCNN models. On real-world and synthetic 
underwater images, the final experimental results 
exhibits that the presented method generalizes well on 
different underwater scenes. 

Yang Wang and all proposes an algorithm for 
underwater image enhancement based on end-to-end 
framework and CNN-based network called UIE-Net is 
presented where the UIE-net is trained with two tasks i.e., 
haze removal and color correction [3]. For the strategy of 
the proposed learning framework this paper proposes 
CNN-based algorithm that significantly improves the 
convergent speed and accuracy.  

Wei-Yen Hsu and Ching-Yao Chou proposes a novel 
image enhancement method which is based on Histogram 
Equalization that incorporates hue preservation [5]. In 
this paper, to incorporate hue preservation study proposes 
a novel image enhancement method. Using general 
histogram equalization method and the proposed 
algorithm the performance of the result is compared and 
gives higher results using the performance parameter 
MSE and PSNR. 

V. Magudeeswaran and all have given a novel 
algorithm for the contrast or brightness enhancement of 
MRI brain images which is Brightness Preserving Bi-
Level Fuzzy Histogram Equalization (BPFHE) algorithm 
[20]. This proposed algorithm includes two steps: based 
on fuzzy logic theory fuzzy histogram is calculated and 
based on the mean intensities of the multi-peaks in the 
original input image the fuzzy histogram is partitioned 
into two sub-histograms. 

David Bonanno and all presents an approach for 
combining rule-based methodology into neural networks 
by embedding Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS) into deep 
learning networks [2]. In caption generation and 
language translations Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN) continue to manage image classification problems 
and recursive neural networks have proven their utility. 

Depending on a finite fuzzy set Amita Nandal and 
all proposed a fuzzy based approach which is defined to 
optimize noise, entropy, edge and intensity details of an 
image [19]. By controlling sharpness parameter this 
proposed algorithm enhances the image which influence 
the visual quality of the images. To form a fuzzy set the 
proposed fuzzy algorithm, mapped the overexposed and 
underexposed images using fuzzy membership functions.  

Kaushal Kumar and Jaspreet Singh proposed a new 
way of fuzzy image contrast enhancement [8]. For 
achieving the enhanced processed image, the main 
strategy of this proposed algorithm is that the weighted 
average of the histogram equalization, gamma correction 
and the original image are combined together & also 
preserves a sufficient level of brightness level. 

Based on a new local contrast enhancement method 
Amer Mohammed Salih and all proposed an algorithm 
which is called Adaptive Fuzzy Exposure Local Contrast 
Enhancement (AFELCE) [21]. By using specific 
algorithms for different regions this method is 
specifically designed to enhance the brightness and 
contrast. 

If we went through the all-research papers which has 
been mentioned above, we can clearly notice that there 
are various image enhancement techniques based on 

classical and fuzzy image enhancement has been 
proposed. But it is also clear that there is no available 
methodology yet which is related to this paper where they 
worked together with classical image & fuzzy image 
enhancement using convolutional neural network at the 
same time. Thus, our aim is to build a system where we 
can enhance both classical & fuzzy image using neural 
network and which will also be able to compare both the 
classical & fuzzy image enhancements algorithm for 
achieving the most effective & efficient enhancement 
result. 

 
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Methodology and the flow chart of our proposed 

algorithm has been presented below. We have proposed 
an algorithm based on Fuzzy Logic that is Fuzzy Image 
Enhancement for enhancing the image quality and 
smoothing the low-level & low-contrast image by 
reducing the noise with the concept of fuzzy logic 
theory. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: Methodology of Fuzzy Image Enhancement 
 

Fuzzy Image Enhancement Algorithm and Flow 
Chart: 
 

Our proposed Fuzzy Enhancement Algorithm are 
declared below: 

 
Step-1: Start with opening new script in MATLAB. 

 
Step-2: Take a RGB image as an input image. 

 
Step-3: Preprocessing:  

i. Convert the RGB input image into HSV 
image. 

ii. From the HSV image, extract the ‘V’ 
component. 

 Take an RGB image as input image 

 Convert the RGB input image into HSV 
image.

From the HSV image, extract the ‘V’ 

Edge Correction 

Optimization 

Fuzzy Smoothing 

Average in all direction 

Convert the resulted image into RGB 

Display the resulted image 

Image Classification 
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Step-4: Correction of Edge: 
Remove noise from the converted HSV image 
and detect in which directions have edges near 
the pixel value. Now, consider a ‘3x3’ block of 
pixels and in all eight possible location, find the 
difference in luminance value. We will achieve 
a mean filter without edge preservation when 
we will add the average of the difference 
luminance values. Detect edges by comparing 
the luminance difference for the rest of the 
neighboring pixels in a direction which is 
perpendicular to the direction of correction. 
There is no edge if any two values or all three 
values are small, in the given direction and its 
correction value. Then the luminance difference 
should be added to the correction value. 
But when there is edge, then only a very small 
fraction of the correction will be added to final 
correction. 
 

Step-5: Optimization: 
In this Optimization stage, sd is the minimum 
Standard Deviation of the image of all 8x8 
blocks. We will take the minimum sd and this 
will give us a measure of the minimum amount 
of variation in luminance values. 

 
Step-6: Fuzzy Smoothing: 

From previous step, the calculated membership 
function must be in calculation of final corrected value 
and is used to find how powerful the difference of value 
in a direction. The greater fraction of luminance 
difference will be added when the greater membership 
grade will be produced [25]. Now we will take the 
following observation- 

The difference of pixel value in its 
perpendicular direction should be added to final 
correction when there will be no edge in a direction.  

 
Step-7:  Averaging In all Directions 

In this step we will average the value to obtain 
final correction after getting output for all 
directions. 

 
Step-8: Define Error: 

If there is no edge, in the given direction then 
the luminance difference should be added to the 
correction value. 

 
Step-9: Feature Extraction: 

To extract useful features from the image data 
we use Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) 
as a feature extraction technique. Extracted 
HOG features are returned from an input image 
(preprocessed) and the returned features encode 
local shape information from regions within an 
image. 
 

Step-10: Trained CNN Model: 
Using Deep Learning Toolbox load the 
pretrained AlexNet neural network and the 
network requires input images of size 227-by-
227-by-3. 

Step-11: Classification with SVM: 
To solve classification problem, we use 
supervised machine learning algorithm that is 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classifying 
the data using the features that was extracted 
through deep CNN. By Extracting features 
from sequence video frames, the resulting 
feature vector is then fed as an input to the 
SVM classifier to assign each instance to the 
corresponding label. 
 

Step-12:  Stop 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2: Flowchart of Fuzzy Image Enhancement 
 

4. RRESULT ANALYSIS 
 

We have built the system architecture as this will be 
able to measure the performance of existing and proposed 
image enhancement algorithm on various image dataset. 

Preprocessing 

Feature Extraction  

Edge Correction 

Trained CNN Model 
(Alexnet) 

Fuzzy Smoothing 

Model Training 

Classification with 
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Optimization 

Average in all direction 
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Training Evaluation 

Stop 
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Training Image Data 
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We have used 1000 image dataset to experiment our 
proposed method For performance measurement to 
compare the techniques on various image dataset we have 
used three different parameters such as Mean Square 
Error (MSE), Peak-Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and 
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). 

 
i. Mean Square Error (MSE) 

Mean Square Error (MSE) is defined as the average 
squared difference between the reference signal and 
distorted signal. MSE measures the errors of the 
average of the squares. MSE is nearly strictly positive 
values closer to zero (not zero) are better. Let the image 
size of m × n, the MSE is given by- 
 

=  1
m∗n

∑ ∑ [ I(i, j)  −  K(i, j)]2n−1
j=0

m−1
i=0           (1)             

 

ii. Peak Signal To Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
The ratio between the maximum possible power of a 

signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the 
fidelity of its representation is known as Peak-Signal to 
Noise Ratio (PSNR). PSNR can be evaluated as 
following: 

=  10 log10 (MAX I
2

MSE
)                           (2)             

=  20 log10 ( MAX I
√MSE

)  
 
iii. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 

The ratio between the Signal Power and Noise 
Power which is used in imaging to characterize image 
quality is called Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). SNR can 
be evaluated as following: 

=  10 log10 (
PSignal

PNoise
)             (3)              

 
From the Figure 3 shown below, we can assume that the 
system is able to the basic image processing operation 
such as- Taking input image from file, Original image to 
Gray scale conversion, original image to RGB 
conversion, histogram Equalization of the original image, 
adjusting intensity of the input image, generating 
Histogram of Gary scale and RGB image, feature 
extraction, enhancement button to go to the select 
interface to select enhancement technique. 
 

 
 

Fig.3: Basic Operation of Image processing 
 

From the Figure 4 shown below, the system will be 
able to implement Fuzzy Image Enhancement algorithm. 

 

 
 

Fig.4: Implementation of Fuzzy Image Enhancement 
algorithm 

 

 
 

Fig.5: Performance Measurements of the Image Enhancement 
Techniques 

     From the Table 1 we can see the performance 
evolution of different data set. 

 
Table 1: Performance of different Image Enhancement 

Algorithm 
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In table 1 we are showing performance measurement 
for 10 datasets. It has been observed that this proposed 
fuzzy algorithm yields- 
i. MSE value is low for the proposed algorithm which 

means the modified image is approximately error 
free. 

ii. PSNR value is higher for the proposed algorithm 
which means the modified image is achieved the 
better quality result. 

iii. SNR value is also higher for the proposed algorithm 
comparing to the other algorithm which means the 
modified image get the better quality result. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
The main objective of our research is to experiment 

on poor low quality image. To improve the poor quality 
image this approach has the ability to enhance the 
brightness, contrast intensity and to reduce noise in 
digital images by utilizing the smoothing based Fuzzy 
Image Enhancement Algorithm. By studying the concept 
of classical & fuzzy image and their enhancement 
technique our aim is also to compare the proposed Fuzzy 
Image Enhancement algorithm with the existing classical 
image enhancement techniques by measuring the 
performance using performance parameters MSE, PSNR 
and SNR. By comparing to the proposed fuzzy algorithm 
with the other algorithms, the proposed algorithm is 
computationally fast and efficient as MSE value is low 
and PSNR & SNR Value is higher for the proposed 
algorithm. 

In future work, we will introduce an improved 
method to produce the better result having the capability 
of enhancing the brightness and contrast intensity that 
will be more efficient and effective.  
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Abstract-Human ear recognition has a great connection 
to pattern recognition and biometrics analysis due to its 
simple formulation, and rich characteristics compared to 
other used biometrics such as the face, iris, and voice. In 
this paper, we have developed an efficient algorithm for 
recognizing the ear from three different benchmark 
datasets, IIT Delhi, AMI, and USTB. In our proposed 
method, we have done the image acquisition first. Then, 
we have applied a few preprocessing techniques and used 
the Histogram of Oriented Gradients for feature 
extraction from these images. In the training phase, we 
have used the Support Vector Machine for developing the 
model upon 70% images. The rest of the images are used 
for testing the proposed method. The experimental result 
shows overall accuracy of 94.65% when we experiment 
on each dataset individually and near about 65% when 
two datasets at a time are experimented affected by 
illuminating changes and pose variations. 
 
Keywords: Human ear recognition, Histogram of Oriented 
Gradients, Support Vector Machine.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Image analysis and detection from a given picture or 
scene for deriving a useful descriptive relational structure 
appropriate for taking certain decisions is often a 
complex task. Much effort has been devoted to various 
aspects of image processing, most of which are based on 
recognizing an object. Recently, ear recognition has 
gained a lot of popularity as ear shape does not change 
with time. Besides, the ear is considered the most natural 
body part that is used for biometrics application, pattern 
recognition, and surveillance. The tracking system has 
applications in the head or ear tracking and poses 
estimation. Ear detection is used in the biometrics system. 
It has also been used to improve the accuracy of face 
detection. Successful recognition of the human ear can 
play a great role in the processing of images from 
passport, biometric identification for finding out 
criminals, and detective sectors in the country. The 
problems at the time of recognizing ear are: (1) 
occultation of ear by hair or accessories; (2) ear can be 
invisible because of head orientation of human; (3) 
imaging conditions can vary in terms of illumination and 
viewing angles [4]. 
     The overall aim of the research is to develop an 
effective method for ear recognition. Our proposed 
method consists of (i) Image acquisition (ii) Image 
preprocessing by making RGB image to gray image, 
filtering, and resizing the image (iii) Feature extraction 
using Histogram of Oriented (HOG) and (iv) 
Classification using Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. 
We review the existing research work of this domain in 
Section 2. Section 3 presents our proposed method of the 
ear recognition system. Section 4 mentions the datasets 
in our experiments and displays our experiment and 
result. The conclusion and the future work are described 
in Section 5. 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
   There were many works done for analyzing ear images 
used for tracking, detecting, or recognizing in literature.  
   The algorithm titled Elliptical Local Binary Pattern 
with Discrete Wavelength Transform by Benzaoui et. al. 
[1] obtained 94.51% accuracy. In that recognition system, 
the normalized ear images are decomposed for extracting 
texture descriptors. They used IIT Delhi ear databases.  
    Deepak et. al. [2] proposed a snake-based background 
removal and ear localization method. After localizing the 
ear in images, they used the SVM classifier for 
classification. 
   The authors in [3] used contour information and skin 
color for ear detection and CAMSHIFT for tracking ear 
images.  
   Emeršič, Ž et al. [4] used convolutional encoder-
decoder networks for pixel-wise ear detection. They 
obtained 99% accuracy using SegNet architecture for 
distinguishing ear and non-ear images. 
   The authors in [5] used three efficient techniques 
named 2nd level Haar wavelet transform, Histogram of 
oriented gradients descriptors, and geometrical based 
technique for obtaining ear recognition. Their work was 
based on Voting of Geometrical and Statistical 
Techniques and they obtained 99.6% accuracy. 
   Omara I et al. [6] experimented with deep features 
using pairwise SVM for recognizing the ear and obtained 
98.7% accuracy. They used USTB I and USTB II 
databases for evolution.  
   The algorithm titled band-limited phase-only 
correlation and discrete wavelet transform used by 
Arunachalam M et al. [7] showed efficiency in 
recognizing the ear. They used the IIT Delhi ear dataset. 
   Takanari Minamidani et al. [8] used Pyramid HOG for 
feature extraction and linear discriminant analysis for ear 
preprocessing [8]. In their paper, the IIT Delhi ear 
database and University of Notre Dame ear database 
were used, and the system had an accuracy of around 
96.6%.  
   The authors in [9] introduced an improved ear 
recognition for forensic analysis using unimodal and 
multimodal recognition based on inter-level and intra-
level fusion [9]. 
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  The authors in [10] implemented a feature extraction 
approach using the local color texture descriptors method 
for automated 2D ear description and recognition using 
only one sample person in the training-set [10]. In their 
paper, the writers Benzaoui A et al. used SVM classifier 
and USTB-I databases.  
   Adil Ahmad et al. introduced an ear recognition 
technique for an unconstrained dataset of the ear which 
improved the existing ear recognition system [11].  
   The authors in [10] implemented an ear recognition 
using local features of the human ear employing a neural 
network algorithm that had an accuracy rate of about 
98.2% [12]. 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
         In this section, the workflow of ear recognition is 
described. We develop the method for recognizing the ear 
from the dataset where images of both ear and non-ear 
objects exist. The steps of the ear recognition system are 
shown in the following block diagram in Fig 1: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig.1: Block diagram of the ear recognition system 

 
3.1 Image Acquisition 
     Image acquisition is the first step for recognizing the 
ear. It is usually processed by a hardware-based source. 
There are many ways of image acquisition. The most 
popular way is digital photography. In this stage, we 
collect the human ear images from the internet. The IIT 
Delhi ear Database, the AMI ear database, and the USTB 
ear database have been collected here as part of image 
acquisition. 
 
3.2 Image Preprocessing 
     Here, we have applied three different preprocessing 
techniques for preprocessing the ear image. At first, the 
RGB ear image has been converted to a gray image, then 
removed its noise by filtering and then resized to adjust 
it. 
 

3.3 Feature Extraction 
     Feature extraction refers to the processing of making 
the image informative, descriptive, and non-redundant. 
The popular HOG descriptor is used for extracting 
features. HOG descriptor is regarded as an efficient 
feature extraction process for pattern recognition and 
detection. In this regard, the HOG descriptor can be used 
for ear recognition. Implementation of the HOG 
descriptor algorithm can be obtained in three stages: (i) 
Gradient calculation; (ii) Histogram generation and (iii) 
Block normalization [13]. 
 
(i) Gradient Calculation: The primary stage of the HOG 
descriptor is gradient calculation. Firstly, cells need to be 
formed by breaking the complete ear image into small 
connected regions, and then edge orientations or a 
histogram of gradient directions for the pixels within that 
cell is calculated for each cell. Then the HOG feature for 
x-direction and y-direction of the pixels of the ear image 
have to be calculated. The formula is given below [13]: 
 
fx (x, y)  f (x 1, y)  f (x 1, y) (1) 
 
fy (x, y)  f (x, y 1)  f (x, y 1) (2) 
 
where  ( , )  is the brightness value of the image in 
( , ). 
The calculation of magnitude Arg and direction θ in 
( , ) according to equation (1) and (2) is done by the 
following formula [13]: 
 

( , ) = √  ( , )2 +  ( , )2                    (3) 

 ( , ) =  ( , )
 ( , )

  (4) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.2: Cell and block used for HOG. Each cell is 8x8 pixels. 

Block is 2x2 Cells [13] 
 
(ii) Histogram Generation: The second step in the HOG 
descriptor is histogram generation. In this step, angular 
bins need to be formed from each cell according to the 
gradient orientation. There are six bins for each cell and 
that's why thirty-six bins are created from one block and 
these nine bins are presented as a 36D vector v [13]. 
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Fig.3: orientation bins in HOG and an example for HOG in a 
cell [13] 

 
(iii) Block Normalization: The third and last step of the 
HOG descriptor is block normalization. There are many 
normalization techniques in the HOG descriptor. The 
popular normalization formula is the L2 normalization 
formula. The L2 normalization formula is given below 
[13]:  
 

v 
√|| ||2

2+ɛ2
  (5) 

 
Where ε is a small constant inhibiting division by zero, 
which is generally 1. V is a normalized vector [13]. 
 
3.4 Classification 
     Classification is an important step in image processing 
which determines which class label the test image 
belongs to. Firstly, training and test data are defined for 
performing feature extraction. Then, the feature 
description of training data along with its class label is 
stored in a model. After obtaining a feature description of 
test data, classification checks and calculates the 
probability of class label of test data by comparing with 
the model. For classifying ear between many classes, 
multiclass, SVM is used. SVM works following the 
Maximum Margin Separator phenomenon that is 
determined by a subset of the data points and data points 
in this subset are called “support vectors” [14]. The data 
points below the maximum margin are negative data 
points and the datapoint above the maximum margin are 
positive data points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4: SVM classification 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
4.1 Ear Dataset 
     In the experiments, IIT Delhi, AMI, USTB ear 
databases have been used. We have chosen these 
databases due to their properties and the fact that both 
were created in a controlled environment. 

(i) IIT Delhi Database: IIT Delhi, New Delhi, India has 
created this dataset [15]. IIT Delhi ear database contains 
grayscale images of ears without significant occlusions 
and resolution around 272 x 204 pixels where each of 
these is in jpeg format. We have used 498 ear images of 
83 people of this database where the ear images contain 
the six different poses of every person. 
 

    
 

Fig.5: IIT Delhi Database [15] 
 
(ii) AMI Database: AMI contains color images without 
occlusions, varying angles with both left and right ears. 
that is created by Esther Gonzalez [16]. 492 x 702 pixels 
images are in jpeg format. The samples of the AMI 
database are given in Fig 6. We have used 175 ear images 
of 25 people of this database where the ear images 
contain the seven different poses of every person. 
    

     
 

Fig.6: AMI Database [16] 
 
(iii) USTB database: This database was created by Hello 
ear Co. Ltd [17]. The main characteristic of these ear 
images is that all ear images are gray images, and they 
are enriched with pose variation, hair occultation, and 
accessories. We use some samples of the database (10 ear 
images of a person with a different position) due to a 
license issue. The resolution of that database is around 
300 x 400 pixels The samples of the USTB ear database 
are given in the following Fig 7.  
    

 
 

Fig.7: USTB database [17] 
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4.2 Experimental Result 
     For evaluating the ear recognition method, three types 
of ear databases mixed with some non-ear images 
mentioned in subsection 4.1 have been used. The non-ear 
images may contain a picture of any type of object. An 
SVM model is trained with three individual databases 
where data splitting for training and testing is in the ratio 
of 70:30 that gives a highly efficient accuracy of around 
94.65%. It is a very time-consuming and slow process but 
gives high accuracy. Subsequently, the IIT Delhi and the 
AMI database combined with some non-ear images have 
experimented that gives accuracy near about 62%. Then 
the AMI database and the USTB database have been 
experimented with and found accuracy near about 
68.45%. And lastly, The USTB database and the IIT 
Delhi database have been experimented with and found 
accuracy near about 64%. The Table I shows the accuracy 
for those three types of databases individually and Table 
II shows the accuracy of two datasets combined at a time. 

 
Table 1: The individual dataset accuracy table and the elapsed 

time for executing 
 

Database Name Accuracy Elapsed Time 
IIT Delhi 94.84% 5.101359 seconds 

AMI 94% 5.959945 seconds 

USTB 94.32% 5.805601 seconds 
 

Table 2: The accuracy table and elapsed time of combined 
datasets at a time 

 
Database Name Accuracy Elapsed Time 

IIT Delhi  and AMI 62% 1.101359 seconds 

AMI and USTB 68.45% 1.355945 seconds 
USTB and IIT 64% 0.777601 seconds 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
    In the field of image processing and object recognition, 
human ear recognition has great importance. There are 
many applications of human ear recognition in our real 
life, for example, user identification, checking the 
accurate format of a formal picture of a candidate for a 
job, etc. In the application of detecting human facing 
direction, the recognition of visibility of both ears could 
be adopted. We have proposed a method to recognize the 
human ear from given pictures. After applying a few 
preprocessing techniques, we have extracted the feature 
using the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG). Then 
we have utilized the Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
classifier to classify the given image.  We have achieved 
a good classification accuracy of 94.65%. 
     In the future, geometrical techniques can be applied 
for preprocessing, deep learning can be used to increase 
the accuracy of human ear recognition.  
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Abstract-In the present era of information, the use of 
biometric techniques has many applications in our 
everyday life. Applications like automatic door opening 
system, accessing the account at ATM and automatic 
unlocking of mobile phone uses human recognition 
based on iris recognition. Although we have some 
security systems such as Password or PIN that are used 
successfully in every sector of our life but they cannot 
provide enough security and reliability.  Now people 
from all over the world are getting attracted to biological 
feature based security systems as they provide a better 
results than the conventional system. There are various 
kinds of biometric features like finger, face, voice, palm, 
DNA, retina and iris, etc. Among all of them, iris 
recognition is proved to be very reliable because the 
pattern of the iris is unique for each people and its 
pattern remains unchanged during the whole lifetime of a 
human. Our proposed method can be split into five 
stages: Image acquisition, segmentation, normalization, 
feature extraction, and classification. We have utilized 
the Circle Hough technique for segmentation, the Rubber 
Sheet model for normalization and the HOG descriptor 
for feature extraction. Finally, we have used the Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to train the model of 
our method. We have got a good accuracy rate on the 
CASIA database. 

Keywords: Biometric, Iris Recognition, Circle Hough, Rubber 
Sheet Model, HOG, SVM  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
    For storing the most important resources security is 
crucial. Conventional security system requires 
remembering user-defined passwords but it is likely to be 
forgotten or stolen. For resolving this problem people are 
getting addicted to biometric security systems. There are 
a lot of biometric systems such as Fingerprint, Hand 
Geometry, Voice Verification, Iris recognition, 
Signature matching, facial recognition, Retina Scanning, 
etc. Among all of them, iris recognition is the most 
accurate for their unique features. The iris carries some 
important unique features, such as stripes, freckles, 
coronas crypts radial furrow, rings, and zigzag collarette. 
These features are known as the texture of the iris. Iris 
recognition system use iris pattern to identify people 
individually. One interesting thing about the iris is that 
the pattern of the iris is different in the two eyes. Iris is 
composed before birth and remains unchanged 
throughout one’s lifetime [1]. 
     The recognition process begins with an image of the 
human eye. The image can be captured using a 
specialized camera that captures a very high-resolution 

image. The accuracy of this proposed method largely 
depends on image quality. Segmentation and 
Normalization are also very important factors because 
the accuracy of the result depends mainly on 
segmentation. In the segmentation step, the iris and pupil 
region is detected from eye images. Then in 
normalization step, the segmented iris image is converted 
from circular shape to rectangular form to minimize the 
dimensional inconsistency. Feature extraction is the key 
process where two-dimensional images are converted to 
mathematical parameters. From normalized iris region 
distinctive pattern of the iris is extracted using HOG 
(Histogram of Oriented Gradients). Then, we apply the 
SVM classifier to classify the feature of test data. This 
paper is organized as follows. In section II, we have 
briefly discussed the background of this research along 
with the result of each paper. In section III, a detail 
description of the proposed method has discussed with a 
diagram. Section IV contains the experimental setup with 
some screenshots of the method. In section V, the result 
of the proposed method is discussed. Finally, an overall 
discussion is added to draw the conclusion in section VI. 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
    During the 19th century, the theory of iris recognition 
was studied first, but most research has been done in the 
recent decades. Dr. Frank Burch first proposed to use iris 
patterns as a method to recognize an individual [2]. 
      Daugman [3] used a multi-scale quadrature method 
to extract texture phase structure information of the iris 
to generate 2,048-bit iris code. For matching the test iris 
template with training templates they used Hamming 
distance. 
Jagadeesh N and Patil CM [4] proposed a method for 
segmentation that used the Canny Edge detector and 
Gaussian filter. After filtering all of the major edges of 
the eye are detected from which iris boundary can easily 
be localized. For feature extraction, they use Curvelets 
Transform. Finally, SVM has been used for classification 
purposes. 
     Naderi et al. [5] proposed a biometric recognition 
system that used iris, palm print, and fingerprint features. 
For iris recognition, they used three major phases: image 
preprocessing, feature extraction, and feature matching. 
Image enhancement and de-noising, iris localization, 
polar to Cartesian texture mapping, and extraction of iris 
valid region of interest (ROI) are done in the image 
pre-processing step to enhance the quality. Histogram 
equalization is also used for image enhancement. Then 
for localizing the inner and outer boundaries of the iris, 
they also used the canny edge detector and hough 
transform. They performed a normalization technique to 
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convert the circular iris region in polar coordinates and 
map it into cartesian coordinates to reduce complexity. 
By removing one-third of the resultant iris texture from 
the top they obtain the valid ROI. For extracting the most 
discriminative features of the iris they utilized a modified 
2D Gabor filter. In the feature matching phase, they used 
Hamming distance for measuring the similarity between 
two sets of iris codes by comparing them in bit by bit. 
     Dillakand Bintiri [6] used a novel filter named 
amoeba median filter with an existing Gaussian filter in 
order to enhance the effective area of the iris. Then, a 
modified version of CHT (Circle Hough Transform) is 
used to segment the iris region from the whole image of 
the eye. The popular Daugman’s Rubber Sheet algorithm 
was used for normalization purposes. After 
normalization, maximum probability, correlation, 
contrast, energy, homogeneity, and entropy were 
extracted using multiple 3D-GLCM which is the 
advanced version of 2D-GLCM. Finally, they trained an 
Elman Recurrent Neural Network / 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to obtain the accuracy. 
In this paper, they got recognition rates of 91% using 
CASIA-Iris- Synv4 dataset and CRR of 94.22% using 
CASIA-Iris-Synv1 dataset.  
     Harakannanavar et al. [7] present a comparative study 
on iris recognition. From this paper, we can summarize 
that Ankita Satish et.al used the Swarm Optimization 
Algorithm model with Gabor Filter for feature extraction. 
This paper showed 99% accuracy on the CASIA 
database.  
     Kavita Joshi et al. [8] used the combination of Log 
Gabor Wavelet and HAAR Wavelet for extracting the 
feature from the iris region and used Hamming Distance 
as the classifier. It showed 100% accuracy on the CASIA 
database.  
     Ehsan M. Arvacheh [9] worked on segmentation and 
normalization to decrease error. Because all of the 
algorithms initially take the region of an eye as a circle, 
but it is not an exact circle. He worked on it and found a 
good result. 
     Jimoh Rasheed [10] used Fast Wavelets Transform 
(FWT) to extract features from normalized iris. 
Normalization is done by Daugman’s Rubber Sheet 
techniques. 
     Das A. [11] used Circular Hough transforms to 
segment the iris images and a modified version of the 
Daugmen’s Rubber Sheet technique is used for 
normalization. Finally, he used a 1D log Gabor filter 
instead of the Gabor filter to overcome the effect of the 
DC component. From experimental results, he found that 
the iris recognition has an FRR of 5.26 % and FAR of 
4.72 %.  
     Houston C [12] utilized the CHT method for 
segmentation and the Rubber Sheet algorithm for 
normalization. Finally, using the 3rd level wavelet 
decomposition method they divided the normalized iris 
region into some sub bands. Edge information from 3rd 
level bands is combined and threshold to create iris code. 
All of the codes are stored in a database which will be 
used for matching. A match is found by comparing the 
test iris code to the defined database. The smallest 
Hamming distance between the test iris code and the 
database iris code is considered the match. 

     Faundra MR [13] presented a comparative study on 
the performance of three popular feature extraction 
methods. These are HOG, LBP, and Gabor filter. It 
showed that HOG presents better result than LBP. 
     Savithiri G and Murugan [14] present a comparative 
study on the performance of some feature extraction 
methods. This paper discussed Gabor Wavelet, LBP, 
HOG techniques to extract the iris feature on a specific 
region of the iris. These papers present a new idea to use 
the lower portion of the iris instead of the full iris region 
and it had good accuracy on the MMU database. 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
   In this section, we will briefly describe the component 
of our method. The basis of our method is the acquisition 
of images, preprocessing of the image, image 
segmentation, normalization, feature extraction, and 
classification. 
The block diagram of the proposed method is given in the 
following figure – 
 

 
 

Fig.3.1: Block diagram of the iris recognition method 
 

3.1 Image Acquisition 
     Image acquisition is the first step of any image 
processing system. We can capture images by using a 
camera or we can collect a large number of images from 
databases like CASIA, UPOL databases. In the proposed 
method, we used the CASIA iris database which contains 
756 images which are collected from 108 distinct people. 
This is one of the largest eye databases available for 
public research. 
 
3.2 Pre-Processing 
     In the iris recognition method, image pre-processing 
is a very important step because accuracy largely 
depends on the quality of the eye images. We have done 
some pre-processing methods in order to get rid of the 
image the noise, and prepare the iris image for better 
feature extraction.  
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3.3 Image Segmentation 
     Image segmentation is done on the original images to 
extract the region of interest when features from whole 
image are not important for making a decision. In the 
segmentation stage, only the iris part is segmented from 
an eye image using different segmentation techniques. 
We have some popular techniques for segmentation such 
as Hough transform, Integro Differential Operator. We 
used Circle Hough transform a modified version of 
Hough transform to segment the iris region from the eye 
image. 

Hough Transform Technique 
     Circle Hough transform is generally used for 
detecting a circular object in a digital image. It is a 
popular technique used for iris segmentation. In a 
two-dimensional space, a circle can be described by: 
 

= ( − )  - ( − ) ………………………. (1) 
 
Where (a, b) is the center of the circle and r is the radius. 
If a 2D point (x, y) is fixed, then the parameters can be 
found according to (1).This algorithm detects two circles 
from an eye image, one is the iris boundary and the other 
is the sclera boundary along with the centers and radius 
of two boundaries. We have found that all the values of 
the iris radius span from 60 to 90 pixels and the pupil 
radius spans from 20 to 50 pixels. 
 
3.4 Normalization 
     In the iris recognition method, normalization is the 
process of preparing an eye image for extracting the iris 
features. In this research, Daugman’s Rubber Sheet 
Technique is used to normalize the iris region. 
 
Daugman's Rubber Sheet Technique 
     Daugman’s Rubber Sheet model [7] is used to 
normalize the segmented circular pattern of iris to a 
rectangular area. This algorithm remaps each point 
within the circular the iris region to polar coordinates 
( , )where r is on the interval [ , ]and θ is angle 
[ , ] from the Cartesian coordinates. 
 

 
 

Fig.3.2: Daugman’s rubber sheet model 
 

The remapping of the circular iris region from Cartesian 
coordinates to the normalized non-concentric polar 
representation is modeled as  

 
( ( , ), ( , )) = ( , )……………………………… (2) 

With  
 

( , ) = (1 − ) ( )+ 1( )…………………….. (3) 
 

( , ) = (1 − ) ( )+ 1( )…………………….. (4) 

 
     Where ( , )is the circular iris region image, ( , ) 
are the original Cartesian coordinates, ( , )  are the 
corresponding normalized polar coordinates. The 
normalized iris region is used for feature extraction. 
 
3.5 Feature Extractions 
     Feature extraction is the most significant task of any 
image processing system based on which system can 
recognize new images. In this research, we used the 
HOG descriptor to extract the feature from the 
normalized iris region. 
     In the HOG feature descriptor, the input image is 
divided into some square cells. Dalal [5] has 
recommended some fixed values for cell and block size. 
The optimal value of the cell is 8×8 and 16×16 pixels are 
suitable for block size. HOG feature descriptors make 
some blocks by combining cells. The gradient magnitude 
and orientation of each cell are computed. The 
orientation can range from 0-180 degrees. 
 

 
 
 

Fig.3.3: Image Gradient and Orientation Histogram [17] 
 
The next step is orientation binning. This process 
involves creating cell histograms by the weighted vote 
method. Each cell consists of a 9 bin histogram of 
Oriented Gradients and each block contains the 
concatenated vector of its entire cell. 
We have applied HOG on the normalized iris region. 
Finally, the extracted feature is stored on a 
one-dimensional array. 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
     In this section, we will discuss the implementation 
details of the iris recognition method. The following 
work is implemented using MATLAB R2017 on 
Windows 8.1 operating system with Intel Core i3 
processor using the CASIA-iris database version 1. The 
database consists of 108 subjects, 2 classes, and a total of 
756 eye images with a resolution of 320×280. 
After acquiring an image from database, we segmented 
the circular iris region from the eye image using Circle 
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Hough Techniques along with the radius and the center 
of the detected circles.  
 

  
 

Fig.4.1:(a) Original Image 
 

(b) Circles detected by Hough 
Algorithm 

 
Normalization is done by using Daugmen’s Rubber 
Sheet model. It maps the circular iris region into a 
rectangular shape to reduce the dimensional 
inconsistency. 
 

  
 

Fig.4.2: Illustration of Normalization Technique 
 
     For extracting the features from the normalized iris 
region we used the HOG descriptor. The magnitude and 
orientation of each cell of the training image are 
calculated and stored in a one-dimensional array. For the 
test images again we have to repeat the task of 
segmentation, normalization, and feature extraction. 
Then the correct class level is classified by the SVM 
classifier. 
 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
     The automatic method that we implemented for the 
segmentation process proved to be quite successful. The 
normalization process also proved to be quite accurate. 
Our method showed good results on this database. The 
system has an accuracy rate of 100% on the CASIA 
database. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
     Iris Recognition is one of the most accurate and 
challenging areas in the field of biometrics. The accuracy 
achieved by the proposed system was excellent. The 
application of iris recognition are many and it is already 
been used in many sectors where security is crucial. 
     In this research, we have made an attempt to develop a 
simple and efficient method for iris recognition. The time 

consumption of the system is also very low. We can 
summarize that the proposed method is interesting since 
it gets the relative relevant information from the region 
of the iris and has provided better accuracy.  
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Abstract-There are many applications of hand gesture 
recognition in modern era. Now-a-days, the number of 
deaf and dumb people increases day by day due to 
physical and organic abnormality, mishaps and verbal 
diseases. They cannot communicate with others. For this 
reason, they have to rely on visual communication. Sign 
language is one of the important communication media 
for them. The main aim of this research is to develop a 
method which recognizes Gestures of hand. Our 
proposed approach is divided into following stages such 
as collecting  images from different sources, segmenting 
the hand portion, extracting features, and classification. 
Image acquisition is performed by collecting images 
from internet sources. Hand part segmentation is 
carrying out to separate the hand portion from each 
image. After this segmented RGB images are converted 
into gray scale images. For feature extraction, applying 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients method on this 
converted gray scale image. We extract the histogram 
oriented gradient features from gestures, and after that 
apply support vector machine classifier for training our 
model. We have found a satisfactory accuracy in our 
recognition model.  
Keywords: Hand Gesture Recognition, HOG, sign language, 
SVM.

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
        The meanings are accepted for disabilities in the 
law giving of Disability Welfare Act of 2001 defined as: 
“Lost either one or both the hands, lost feeling, partially 
or entirely, of either hand, lost either one or both the feet, 
lost sensation, partly or wholly, of either or both the feet, 
physical distortion and deformity, forever lost physical 
balance owing to neuro-disequilibrium” [2]. Disability is 
a vigorous issue with respect to constitutional rights and 
cannot be put aside while considering state development 
activities of a country. Persons who disable can have 
constructive involvement to the national economy Sign 
language is one of the beneficial communication tools 
for the behaviors who are not able to express or perceive 
whatsoever. Sign language that is a one kind of language 
uses manual communication to convey the meaning of a 
message. This can appreciate of simultaneously using 
hand gestures, movement, coordination of the limbs, 
arms or physique, and facial expressions . In not the 
same part of the world, different sign languages are used. 
Sign language of any specific place is influenced by 
upon the spoken language and culture of that individual 
place. In this paper we existent method that identifies 
hand gesture of different user. Accomplishing this 
method, we have worked on machine learning method 
which contains training the model using Histogram of 

Oriented Gradients feature extraction method. Using 
support Vector Machine classifier, Classification has 
been performed. Finally, we have stately satisfactory 
accuracy by testing our model.  

 
     2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
     D.-H. Vo, H.-H. Huynh [1] proposed a method to 
notice “hand gestures identical to alphabetic characters 
of Vietnamese Sign Language (VSL) used a sequence of 
images (video) captured from the depth sensor in a 
Microsoft Kinect. Microsoft Kinect is not anything but 
there is a depth sensor which arrange for depth images as 
long as the space among Kinect focal point and taken 
sights” [1]. For object extraction, they used key frames. 
And they also performed Support Vector Machine 
(SVM). The proposed system gives 91% accuracy.  
     H. Cooper, B. Holt and R. Bowden [3] present the work 
for the analysis of the Taiwanese Sign Language. Their 
working procedure divides into two classifications. For 
feature extraction, Generic cosine descriptor (GCD) is used 
on hand postures. The experimental outcomes show that 
their system can succeed 100% recognition rate. 
     K. Dabre and S. Dholay [4] proposed a visual Indian 
Sign Language recognition system which converts 
sentences of gesture into a text and also it into audio. 
Identify sign and also there are meaning using   Haar 
Cascade Classifier. Afterward, text converted into speech 
using speech synthesizer. 
     P. V. V. Kishore, M. V. D. Prasad, D. A. Kumar, and A. 
S. C. S. Sastry [5] worked to extract hand tracks and 
hand shape features from constant signing videos for 
gesture classification using back propagation neural 
network. Horn Schunck optical flow (HSOF) abstracts 
tracing features and Active Contours (AC) remove 
shape features. A feature matrix describes the signs in 
continuous sign videocassettes. A neural network 
article with back propagation training algorithm 
categorizes the signs into several words structures in 
digital design. Digital word orders are translated into 
text with similar and therefore the becoming text is 
voice converted using windows application 
programmable interface (Win-API). Ten signers, each 
responsibility sentences having 30 words long tests 
the presentation of the algorithm by calculating word 
corresponding score (WMS). The WMS is changing 
between 88 and 91 out of 100 when achieved on 
dissimilar cross stands on numerous 
computers like Windows8 , Windows8.1 and 
windows10 successively MATLAB13. 
     R. M. Prakash, T. Deepa, T. Gunasundari, and N. 
Kasthuri, [6] provide up-to-date a special gesture 
recognition and fingertip detection algorithm for 
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Human Computer Interaction, in specific mouse 
control operations via real time camera. The hand 
gestures are taken by real time camera. The hand 
region only is segmented consuming region growing 
algorithm surveyed by morphological operations. The 
centroid of the palm region is meant and therefore 
the finger tips are then noticed using the convex hull 
algorithm. The suggested system is verified on five 
different gestures and therefore the consequences 
evidence that the gestures are capable to be 
recognized and the finger tips detected. The method is 
often functional for hand gesture organized mouse 
actions. 
     Cao Dong, Leu, M. C., & Yin, Z [7] offer the effort on 
American Sign Language Alphabet Recognition By 
means of Microsoft Kinect. Kinect is unknown but 
Microsoft motion sensor which contains of depth sensor, 
RGB camera and multi array microphone. For mining 
different features distance adaptive structure was used 
and maintenance vector machine is used for 
classification determination. This coordination has one 
drawback that it gives narrow accuracy. 
     P. Trigueiros, F. Ribeiro, and L. P. Reis [8] projected a 
vision-based system for recognition of Portuguese Sign 
Language. In this paper real time operation can be 
finished and support vector machine method is recycled 
for evaluation. In this structure vowels recognized with 
accuracy 99.4% and consonants recognized with 99.6% 
accuracy. 
     M. Hasan, T. H. Sajib, and M. Dey [9] effort to 
present a system which goals at conversion 
of signing to speech in order that disabled people 
have their own voice to speak with the 
overall people. During this paper, Hand Gesture 
recognition is completed by means of HOG 
for removing of features since the gesture image and 
SVM like classifier. Last, forecast the gesture image 
with output edition. This output edition is converted 
into audible sound via TTS (Text to Speech) 
converter. 
     K.-ping Feng and F. Yuan [10] proposed a at work 
method to correctly recognize dissimilar hand gesture for 
this purpose by HOG features descriptor that mined the 
gradient direction histogram (HOG) features of 
gestures, at that time, a Support Vector Machines is 
secondhand to coach these feature vectors, at testing 
period, a result's occupied using the formerly learned 
SVMs, and associated an equivalent gesture 
recognition rate in diverse light conditions. Trial 
results show that the HOG feature extraction and 
multivariate SVM classification devices features 
a great recognition percentage, and therefore 
the classification features a better strength for the 
illumination. 
     M. M. Gharasuie and H. Seyedarabi [11] 
recommended a method to recognize English number 
from 0 to 9 via dynamic hand gestures. The method 
mainly focused on image preprocessing and 
classification. Discrete Hidden Markov Model is 
secondhand for the classification which is skilled by 
Baum-Welch algorithm with usual recognition 
percentage from 93.84% to 97.34%. 
 

A method proposed on extended HOG model that skin 
color histogram of oriented gradients, which called 
SCHOG, to paradigm a human hand detector X. Meng, J. 
Lin, and Y. Ding[12]. In first, they abstract their SCHOG 
feature by combining HOG with skin color cues. 
Afterward they applied SVM classification algorithm on 
SCHOG model for detection on hand image. Finally, 
they experiment their system on the testing dataset for 
the SCHOG features and the unaffected HOG features 
separately. As trial results shown, SCHOG displays a 
respectable performance on our testing dataset. 
     R. A. Elsayed, M. S. Sayed, and M. I. Abdalla [13] 
planned forceful and fast system for HGR that is founded 
on dimensionality reduction of histogram of oriented 
gradients feature vectors through spread over principal 
component analysis without down performance, in 
addition falling computational cost and memory wants. 
SVM and KNN classifiers are used to categorize the 
hand gestures. The planned algorithm attains regular 
recognition rate of 97.69% below different hand postures 
and compound background with alterations in lightning. 
Their projected algorithm decreases gesture matching 
computational cost and memory desires by 98.6%. 
Experimental results display that average accuracy with 
KNN classifier is well than with SVM classifier. The 
results too expression that their descriptor is strong 
against multiple differences such as rotation, scale, 
translation, and lighting though offers respectable 
performance. 
     H. N. Saha, S. Tapadar, S. Ray, S. K. Chatterjee, and 
S. Saha [14] proposed  to optimize an algorithm for 
recognition of hand gestures with reasonable accuracy, 
where the input to the pattern recognition system will be 
given from the hand Possible reference models are 
already available such as ASL or American Sign 
Language. Image is collected from a webcam followed 
by preprocessing. Further segmentation of the figure is 
done through polygon approximation and approximate 
convex decomposition. Feature extraction is completed 
by recording the exceptional feature among the several 
convex fragments of the hand. The consequential 
individualities are then charity as extracted feature 
vectors. This includes training with the got features 
which are approximately exclusive for different hand 
gestures. Thus, they are able to identify sign languages 
and successively make disabled individuals socially 
acceptable. 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
    In this section, the overall architecture of this 
proposed system is presented in Figure. This hand 
gesture system can be divided into following steps. 
Generally, hand gesture recognition consists of 
following basic processing stages 

A. Image acquisition 
B. Hand Part Segmentation 
C. Gray conversion 
D. Gesture Feature Extraction. 
E. Database Creating 
F. Gesture Classification. 
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Fig.1: The overall architecture of proposed system 

 
3.1 Image Acquisition 
     As name implies image acquisition means retrieve 
image from some source. It is usually processed by 
hardware- based source. There are many ways of 
acquisition image from source. The most popular way of 
image Acquisition is done by digital photography. In this 
stage, we collect images of different person hand from 
internet and also create a hand dataset. during this 
dataset, there are total 1142 pictures like A , B, C, D, E, F 
alphabets are sixty pictures and alternative remaining 
alphabets G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, V, Y alphabets are 
fifty pictures. Sample of images shows in fig.2. 
 

 
 

Fig.2: sample of image [5] 
 

3.2 Hand Part Segmentation 
     Image segmentation means separation of region of 
interest from an object (like image). we segment hand 
part from creating database. Afterwards we store it for 
final process. 
     The segmentation is done by manually. We crop 
hand portion for every image and also show in fig 2 
below: 
 

  
 

Fig.3. Original image and segmented image 
 
3.3 Gray conversion 
    When we convert a color image into a black and 
white image so that color information is removed, its 
displays only pixel intensity or amount of light, it is 
called gray conversion. In this experiment ,color 
information don’t help us identify important edges or 
other features For this reason we take segmented RGB 
images and separates the luminance plane from the 
chrominance plane which helps to identify important 
edges or other features. We convert RGB image to gray 
scale image using matlab function. 
 
3.4 Feature extraction 
    Feature extraction is a reduction process that 
represents a significant data from reducing unnecessary 
resources from amount of large data set. When we are 
working with complex data, there are needed large 
amount of space and computation power which is the 
biggest problem for a classification method. Because of 
over fitting to training samples, and poorly predict to 
new samples. In image processing, feature extraction is 
one of the important stages. We extract our feature 
using Histogram of Orientated Gradients (HOG). 
Histogram of Orientated of gradient is a feature 
descriptor which describes graphic features of images, 
video and any object detection purpose. It 
characterized colors, shapes and the motion or the 
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textures from any defined object. HOG consists of 
following step such as: 
 
3.4.1 Gradient computation 
     In the Gradient computation that is initial step of 
HOG and work with finding gradient values for each 
cell. In each the horizontal and vertical directions, 
exploitation the 1D center purpose distinct by-product 
mask for exploit gradient direction for each cell. 
Applying by-product mask, work out gradient vector of 
every spinoff in cells and additionally its magnitude 
and directions. 
 
3.4 .2 Orientation binning: 
     The first and foremost responsibility of orientation 
binning is creating cell histogram.it create a histogram 
channel with the available gradient computation values 
of each pixel in cells. Cell can be either rectangular or 
radial and channels of histogram are consistently range 
over 0 to 180 degrees or 0 to 360 degrees. 
 
3.4.3 Descriptor blocks and Block normalization 
      Illumination and contrast are sensitive for image 
gradients that, the cell needs to group together into larger 
connected blocks. These blocks overlaps with each other 
and finally contributes in creating descriptor. We use 
rectangular R-HOG blocks which are square grid and 
localized cells per block, pixels per cell, and channels 
per cells histogram. 
      Size of cell and block area unit 8×8 pixels and 2×2 
cells once input image is split. In every cell, binned 
together magnitude values of these 64 cells and each 
block has cumulatively four histograms to form one 
dimensional vector of 36 values. Afterwards, these 
vectors are normalized to have a unit weight. Then the 
concatenation of the entire block vector is the final hog 
feature vector. After doing this a classifier (SVM) is 
needed for object recognition tasks. 
 
3.4.4 Classification 
     Classification is another necessary stage of image 
process task. It’s done by exploitation renowned 
classifier that is made a classification model from given 
input dataset. What is more active associate rule to 
differentiate the model that most closely fits within the 
dataset? For classifying hand gestures between several 
categories, multiclass SVM ar used.SVM Classification 
which is defined a well-ordered set of related classes 
used to collection data according to its similarities. 
Support vector machine is one of the most important 
supervised machines learning classifier. It is a biased 
classifier that is defined a separate hyper plane among 
classes. The process of the SVM algorithm is created on 
outcome the hyper plane that gives the leading lowest 
distance to the training data. SVM classifier is also a two 
class or bi-class classification method, which has to be 
changed to contract the multiclass jobs. 

 
 
 
 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION 

 
Table 1: Accuracy Table 

 
Class Recognition rate 

Alphabet class A 92% 
Alphabet class B 90% 
Alphabet class C 87% 
Alphabet class D 89% 
Alphabet class E 84% 
Alphabet class F 91% 
Alphabet class G 85% 
Alphabet class H 80% 
Alphabet class I 91% 
Alphabet class K 93% 
Alphabet class L 95% 
Alphabet class M 83.33% 
Alphabet class N 93% 
Alphabet class O 89.04% 
Alphabet class P 86% 
Alphabet class Q 90.00% 
Alphabet class R 87.33% 
Alphabet class V 83% 
Alphabet class W 88% 
Alphabet class Y 87% 

 
   There are 1060 gesture images of the 20 alphabets 
from collecting 10 different users. We arrange 1060 
gesture images in 20 classes. Each class has their own 
alphabet images corresponding hand gestures. We train 
a SVM model with this gesture images. In this model, 
we train 848 gestures and test with 212 gestures. At first, 
we experiment each alphabet class individually and it 
gives a highly efficient accuracy around 95%. It is very 
time consuming and slow process but gives high 
accuracy. To account for this consideration, we 
experiment at a time 5 different gestures class .there are 
needed 4 time run this 20 alphabet gesture classes. And 
also we take average accuracy of 5 different classes. 
 

Table 2: Accuracy Table of Individual Class 
 

Method 
and 
Classifier 

Class Number 
of 

Gestures 

Recognition 
Rate 

HOG and 
SVM 

Alphabet A 
Alphabet B 
Alphabet C 
Alphabet D 
Alphabet E 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

63.75% 

HOG and 
SVM 

Alphabet F 
Alphabet G 
Alphabet H 
Alphabet I 
Alphabet K 

60 
50 
50 
50 
50 

59% 

HOG and 
SVM 

Alphabet L 
Alphabet M 
Alphabet N 
Alphabet O 
Alphabet P 

50 
50 
50 
50 
50 

52% 

HOG and 
SVM 

Alphabet Q 
Alphabet R 
Alphabet V 
Alphabet W 
Alphabet Y 

50 
50 
50 
50 
50 

52.73% 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 

     One of the helpful communication tools is sign 
language for people who are unable to speak or hear 
anything.  It is also useful for those who are able to 
speak but not able to hear or vice versa.   For deaf and 
stupid people, it is a blessing. It is primarily a 
combination of the hand, body, and facial expression 
of various gestures, shapes, and movements. We have 
worked with the image acquisition stage that collects 
the image from the Internet and built a dataset for 
further steps. From this dataset, we then segmented the 
hand portion. There are 20 distinct types of alphabet 
for sign indication. After segmentation, converting 
hand portion RGB image into Gray scale image. Then 
we extract the histogram-oriented feature from this 
grayscale image called Histogram Orientation 
Gradient (HOG). We divide working procedure two 
phase as training and test phase. In each part, we 
extracted and matched the feature. We have measured 
recognition accuracy by providing gestures as input to 
the model. Experimental result shows that we have 
achieved a satisfactory rate of recognition. 
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Abstract-Industry 4.0 has become a popular term in 
recent years which is a great initiative introduced by the 
German government in 2011. The objective of this fourth 
industrial revolution is to transform industrial 
manufacturing through information and technology and 
exploitation of the advantages of newly invented 
technologies and concepts. Thus an Industry 4.0 
production system is more flexible as well as smart and 
enables industries to produce more customized products 
with high efficiency. The target of this study is to present 
and facilitate an understanding of Industry 4.0 concepts, 
its components and the investigation of challenges of 
implementing it in a developing country like Bangladesh. 
It has been found through survey that there are some 
factors that are working as barrier to implement Industry 
4.0. Some of those factors are weak infrastructure, 
availability of cheap labor, costly installation of 
technologies, lack of government policy and supports 
and most importantly lack of knowledge. Finally, some 
possible solutions have been depicted to overcome these 
challenges. Also the benefits of implementing Industry 
4.0 in Bangladesh have been described specially in 
garments sector which is one of the most valuable 
exporting sectors of Bangladesh. 
 
Keywords: Industry 4.0, Smart Factory, Challenges, Internet 
of Things (IoT), Garments. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     Now we are living in an era of modern technology 
with fastest growth. In this context, the term “Industry 
4.0” is frequently used to denominate the developing 
process in the management of production and 
manufacturing as well as chain production. Therefore, it 
holds significant importance for developing industrial 
countries which significantly depend on production and 
export. Most developing countries, such as Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, India, Philippines, and Nigeria, depend on the 
manufacturing of products to be delivered to foreign 
countries/companies [1]. Therefore, if these nations can 
adapt with the management of their manufacturing 
productions and chain productions, the present rate of 
unit output would be greatly increased compared to unit 
input, a key parameter that Industry 4.0 is important for 
these countries to go ahead. Industry 4.0 is a plighting 
approach based on combination of the business and 
manufacturing and production processes, as well as 
summation of all factors in the company’s value chain 
(suppliers and customers as well as employees). 

Technical facts of these requirements are represented by 
the application of the generic concepts of industrial 
Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber-Physical Systems 
(CPS) to the industrial production systems [3]. In this 
paper, we will perform an analysis on the concept of 
industry 4.0 and the assessment of opportunity of 
implementing it in Bangladesh as well the factors that 
hinder the process of establishing Industry 4.0.  
 

2. BACKGROUND OF INDUSTRY 4.0 
 

     Industry 4.0 that stands for the fourth industrial 
revolution. We have already seen first, second and third 
industrial revolution. To properly understand the 
meaning and outcome of Industry 4.0, it is needed to 
know about previous revolutions. In fig.1, it is depicted 
that the first and initial industrial revolution started with 
the mechanization and mechanical power generation in 
1800s [3]. It made possible to bring the transition from 
manual work to the first manufacturing and production 
processes; mostly in garments and apparel industry. An 
ameliorated quality of life was a main factor of the 
change. The later industrial revolution was introduced by 
electrification that made the ability of industrialization 
and mass production. The 3rd industrial revolution was 
started with the digitalization with introduction of 
microelectronics and automation in production. In 
manufacturing this facilitates flexible production, where 
different products are manufactured on flexible and 
automated production lines with programmable 
machines or robots. Unfortunately, such production 
systems however still do not have flexibility regarding 
production quantity. Now we are in the 4th industrial 
revolution called “Industry 4.0” that was introduced by 
the improvement of Information and Communications 
Technologies (ICT) along with modern manufacturing 
facilities [1]. 
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Fig.1: The stages of industrial revolution [3] 
 

3. INDUSTRY 4.0 AND ITS CORE COMPONENTS 
 
     The Industry 4.0 concept derives from Germany 
which has one of the most improved and strong 
manufacturing industries in the world and is even a 
global pioneer in the field of smart and heavy 
manufacturing equipment. Industry 4.0 is an advanced 
commencement of the German government that 
nationally heavily supports improvement of the 
industrial field. In this sense, Industry 4.0 can be seen 
also as a step regarding holding Germany’s position as 
one of the most powerful countries in machinery and 
automated manufacturing [8]. The basic idea was first 
introduced at the Hannover fair in 2011. Since its start, 
Industry 4.0 is in Germany as well as in whole world a 
common discussion subject in academic, research, and 
industrial communities at different occasions. That’s why 
the importance of Industry 4.0. The prime idea is to 
extract the potentials of new technologies and ideas such 
as: 
• The utilization of the CPS and IoT, 
•Collaboration of technological processes and 
commercial processes in the companies, 
• Digital integration and virtualization of the real and 
physical world, 
•Introduction to ‘Smart’ factory which has been shown in 
fig.2 having a capability to produce smart products.[3]. 
In short, Industry 4.0 is a combined term for ideas, 
technologies and notions of value chain organization. 
Within the boundary of Smart Factories of Industry 4.0, 
CPS will monitor the physical processes, make a virtual 
copy of the real world and make efficient and effective 
decisions. Through the IoT, CPS connects and cooperates 
with other CPS and human in actual time. Over the 
internet of service (IoS), both internal and external 
privileges are offered and utilized by participants of the 
company [5]. 
     The core components of Industry 4.0 are autonomous 
robots, big data and analytics, Cyber-Physical–System 
(CPS), simulation, IoT and service, cyber security, 
system integration: horizontal and vertical system 
integration, cloud computing, additive manufacturing, 
augmented reality, machine learning etc [17]. To 
implement Industry 4.0 at any sector, it has to be ensured 
that these component or facilities are fully available to 
the industries of that sector. 

 
Fig.2: Industry 4.0 smart factory [3] 

 
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
     To complete this research work, the authors has 
visited some industries specially garments industry and 
took about 10 interviews from the experts of those 
industries to find out the reality and challenges of 
implementing industry 4.0 in their industries. These 
interviews were both taken in local and international 
languages (English) to fully observe the real scenario of 
industries in Bangladesh. After visiting industries and 
taking interviews, an overview was prepared and found 
some common factors that are responsible for hindering 
the process of implementing Industry 4.0 in Bangladesh. 
And finally, the author has depicted some possible 
solution to overcome these challenges. 
 
5. RESULTS: PRESENT STATUS OF INDUSTRY 4.0 

IN BANGLADESH 
 
     After surveying in different industries, it has been 
found that Industry 4.0 is not established in Bangladesh, 
even Industry 3.0 has not been implemented somewhere. 
There are so many reasons have been found behind this 
scenario which has been shown in fig.3. The main reason 
is the deficiency of knowledge. Lack of knowledge of the 
employees, particularly in management level and key 
deciders, has been identified as a great challenge that has 
been working as a barrier for the embodiment of this new 
revolution and business integration to facilitate 
automation in the manufacturing and production 
industries in Bangladesh. 
     Someone says that some employees have less idea 
about the data stealing if once the data is saved in 
computers while many of them also have conception that 
automation may incorporate complexity and tangle 
rather than increase in production. Another said that 
owners of the manufacturing companies, particularly in 
textile garments factories, are not well educated and well 
known to the new technologies and concepts; therefore, 
many of them do not prefer to introduce automation. 
Moreover, availability of cheap labor to produce cloths 
which poses as a barrier for the automation of the 
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production process and for Industry 4.0”.Poor 
infrastructure is also a great fact. From all the interviews, 
it is evident that the poor and weak infrastructures of the 
country, like weak roads and poor transportation as well 
as poor production floor also work as a barrier.  
 

 
 

Fig.3: The challenges of Industry 4.0 
 
     An expert said that “There are so many infrastructural 
problems such as poor communication and transportation 
facilities, poor broadband internet connections, and 
frequent occurrence of floods and other natural disasters 
which are making barriers for the implementation of the 
automation in Bangladesh. This also makes challenges 
for the country to take the benefit of Industry 4.0. 
Another fact is the availability of cheap labor in 
Bangladesh. As Bangladesh is a developing country, a 
huge portion of population is still illiterate. That’s why 
these people are available with cheap cost. As a result, 
the industry owners don’t have any intention to leave this 
cheap labor and invest for new structures and machines 
for implementing Industry 4.0. Poor and weak 
infrastructure is also a huge barrier. Industry 4.0 requires 
more flexible structures with modern technological 
facilities. But almost factories in Bangladesh are 
developed in traditional way with low cost. Another fact 
is that the cost of installation of new technologies. 
Obviously, the components of Industry 4.0 are not so 
cheap, though these components are very efficient and 
useful for every industry, but the initial cost is of a prime 
concern. Another important fact is the lack of willingness 
of industry owners and associates. Many of them think 
let everything go to the way it is. In this case 
governmental support and intervention would be very 
much effective. If it is essential to follow the rules of 
Industry 4.0 by government, each industry will be 
obliged to follow that.  
 
5.1. The Possible Outcome of Industry 4.0 If 
Implemented In Bangladesh 
     Bangladesh is a potential country for industrial 
revolution. Since this country has a huge human resource 
and environmental support, if it is possible to implement 
Industry 4.0, Bangladesh will face a tremendous 
economic growth within short period of time. Industry 4.0 
will lead to digitalization and improvement of the 
production and manufacturing process and supply chain, 
achieving flexibility and smartness of production based 
on CPS, IoT and IoS together with ERP, PLM, SCM, 
MES, SAP and other software systems. Industry 4.0 

motivates the application of huge information, CPS IoT 
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) together as shown in fig.4. 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Benefits of Industry 4.0 [17] 
 

     This revolution provides an idea of an industrial 
environment where smart machines not only enable 
automation of production lines, but also can interact with 
each other, while analyzing and understanding a certain 
level of production and understanding the less effort of 
human operator. Though this fourth revolution is 
preliminarily considered to implement in most of the 
manufacturing industries, these revolution will affect 
customers, operation companies, retailers, as well as other 
service providers. From survey, it has been evident that 
Bangladesh govt. is so much interested to rapid industrial 
growth.  Bangladesh is a leading RMG (Ready Made 
Garments) exporting country, second after China. 
Bangladesh is also proficient in leather industry, jute 
industry, fish industry etc. Thus, if Industry 4.0 would be 
applied in all factories, the total production with 
increased efficiency can be attained. In order to assist 
rapid industrial growth with the help of information and 
technology, Bangladesh govt. has taken so many projects 
on IT Business Incubator in several districts throughout 
the country as shown in fig.5.  
 

 
 

Fig.5: Planned IT Business Incubator in CUET, Chattogram 
[19] 

 
5.2. Industry 4.0 and Bangladesh Garments Industry 
     Bangladesh is one of the biggest garments exporting 
country as said earlier. Thus, there is a great opportunity 
to implement Industry 4.0 in this sector. The yearly 
survey of the Industries of Bangladesh elicits that the 
production is dominated by having 96.5% of the 
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industrial establishments and 86% of them contain the 
apparel and textile products. There are more than about 
5000 garment factories in Bangladesh, in where almost 
4.4 million people are working for earning their wages. 
According to the US Green Building Council (USGBC), 
there are 67 Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) green factories in the RMG sector in 
Bangladesh. Among them, 13 is LEED Platinum rated, 
when more than 280 factories are registered with 
USGBC for LEED certification[18]. Therefore, there is a 
huge opportunity in RMG sector of Bangladesh That’s 
why it is so much important to establish Industry 4.0 in 
garments sector of Bangladesh. Because 4th industrial 
revolution comes with the change of fast and variable 
economy, business and industry, production and 
manufacturing, management and governance. 
 
5.3. The Possible Solutions to Overcome the Challenges 
to Implement Industry 4.0 in Bangladesh   
     From the previous discussion, it is clear that Industry 
4.0 should be implemented in Bangladesh as soon as 
possible for rapid economic and industrial growth. To 
accomplish this task, not individual effort rather a team 
effort is necessary. The industry owners, employees, 
technology experts and govt. have to work together and 
simultaneously. First of all, everyone associated with 
industry has to be properly educated with the knowledge 
of Industry 4.0 and its importance in industry. With a 
view to fulfilling this, frequent training, workshop, 
seminar, and symposium should be arranged by industry 
as well as by the govt. For successful installation of 
industry 4.0, the following steps are recommended to 
follow- 
• Taking steps to develop ICT infrastructures to 
implement Industry 4.0: As the ICT infrastructure 
obtained a prominent importance and weight, it is clear 
those policy makers, decision and industrial personnel 
need to put more endeavor to improve it for supporting 
and sustaining the initiation and subsequent progress of 
automation in their existing production process. 
•  Determining and implementing strategic rules and 
steps for reconfiguring manufacturing pattern: For 
establishing Industry 4.0, it is needed to reconfigure the 
manufacturing pattern due to the initiation of smart 
production process lines. Therefore, policy makers and 
deciders may obtain some sort of understanding of the 
disposition of these challenges from this 
observation/study which will help them to overcome 
these challenges to implement Industry 4.0 in all sectors 
of Bangladesh. 
•   Providing proper knowledge regarding Industry 4.0 to 
the employees and workers to make them ready to adopt 
this new fourth industrial revolution. 
• Providing adequate motivation to the industrial 
personnel to implement smart technologies: In the 
traditional production process, companies may not be 
able to optimize greatly their waste materials. In the 
epoch of Industry 4.0, new technologies may help to 
lessen the waste materials as well as shorten energy and 
power consumption.  
Finally, and most significantly, Bangladesh govt. have to 
offer some temptable tax incentives to production and 

manufacturing companies particularly the RMG industry 
to inspire the implementation of Industry 4.0 to increase 
the efficiency and effectiveness of those industries. [17]. 
Moreover, Experts from industrially developed country 
in where Industry 4.0 is already successfully installed 
should be brought in those workshops for fruitful training. 
Government should also come forward in this operation. 
Importance and necessity of Industry 4.0 can be spread 
among all classes of people through radio, television, 
social media, internet, newspaper, articles and so on. All 
kind of industries should be forced by govt. policy to 
obey the guideline of Industry 4.0. Without installing this 
revolution, Bangladesh will not remain in the fight of 
modern industrial war triggered by Industry 4.0. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
     After the previous discussion, it can be concluded that 
the modern world is trying to rapidly go with Industry 4.0 
to fulfill the demand of new generation of information 
and technology. Unfortunately, being as a newly 
developing country, Bangladesh still can’t cope up with 
this new industrial revolution flow due to some specific 
reason. These are poor/weak infrastructure, availability 
of cheap labor, costly installation of new technologies, 
deficiency of governmental policy and supports and most 
importantly lack of proper education and knowledge. 
Therefore, it has become so much difficult and 
challenging for Bangladesh to take the extensive 
advantages from Industry 4.0. But it is hoped that 
Bangladesh will get in the flow of Industry 4.0 within a 
short period of time by overcoming the challenges that 
are hindering the implementation of Industry 4.0. and 
become one of the dominating industrial country in the 
whole world. 
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Abstract-Industrial advancement is one of the most 
important factors that boost a country to grow very 
rapidly. Developed industries are using lean 
manufacturing for getting better output by using the 
valuable time more. Bangladesh is a developing country 
with a lot of opportunity in the garments industry. 
Initiation of lean manufacturing in the garments industry 
will be one of the biggest keys to advancing. With this aim, 
we did a case study at ABC garments industry situated in 
Cumilla, Bangladesh and find the current value stream 
map, and propose a future value stream map for that 
industry. After observing all the processes, we completed 
a current state analysis of the value stream map and 
proposed a future state value stream map for the industry. 
In the later part of the paper, the improvement that 
happened in the future state map has been analyzed. 
 
Keywords: Continuous production flow, lean, supermarket, 
VSM. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

     Lean is a process to make improvements and increase 
the effectiveness of it by the elimination of waste. It 
maximizes customer value by using its resources so that 
the process has less wastage in the system. Lean 
manufacturing is the method of reducing waste without 
changing productivity in the total manufacturing system. 
As in this competitive world, the processes are 
continuously changing, so it is a must to make the proper 
use of time. For doing the proper use of time, the main 
change needed is to lessen the unwanted time, i.e., to 
reduce the wastage in the case of the manufacturing 
system. The study of reducing wastage is to be done by 
using Lean manufacturing in the industries. For lean 
manufacturing, the tools, principles, and practices are 
necessary for eliminating waste, reducing the time, 
optimum use of the products and types of equipment and 
the market situation. Bangladesh is the second-largest 
among the countries for the apparel exporter in western 
fashion brands. The textile industry is the largest source 
of growth in Bangladesh's rapid growth and is exported 
to over 132 countries around the world. The total export 
of Bangladesh crossed USD 30.18 billion marks for the 
first time of its history, which was around 13.83% of the 
growth during the last fiscal year. The development is 
estimated to be doubled from 2010 to 2015 and nearly 
triple by the end of 2022. The employment opportunities 
of around 4.4 million people in the country is here and of 
which 80% are women [1]. The country can have more 

future growth if the industry efficiency can be increased, 
and for that reason, in the clothing industries, the 
implementation of lean manufacturing is a must. By 
using this concept, it would be possible to reduce wastage 
in the workplaces and by doing so, smooth production 
will also be obtained. In lean manufacturing, the Value 
Stream Map (VSM) is the most important thing. VSM is 
also known as "material and information flow mapping" 
in the lean management system. It is the flowchart 
documenting every step in the process. It is actually the 
fundamental tool that is used to identify the key factors 
that are needed to change in the whole process. There is 
a material flow in the VSM by which it is easily possible 
to identify the processes happening across the entire 
system. As a value stream map works for the whole 
material flow, finding the correction of time from where 
excess time can be reduced is possible. By using the value 
stream map of the present condition after finding and 
analyzing, it is possible to get the excess wastage of time. 
By doing so, it is possible to apply the lean 
manufacturing system in the VSM for the future state so 
that the non-productive time reduces and it is possible to 
get a very good material flow. 
 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
     Industry management was different from today before 
the innovation of lean manufacturing. The discovery of 
lean is one of the amazing things that people could think 
of. But, it was not that easy in the starting phase. Mike 
Rother and John Shook was the first to think about the 
concept of lean. Mike was working with the concepts of 
lean and also with the possibilities of how it can be useful 
in the industries. On the other hand, John was a man 
experienced about the tools that for more than ten years 
and had the experience of working with Toyota and later 
realized that mapping was the most important thought. 
This method is known as a value stream map from Toyota, 
and after working with it, the concept of lean started to 
grow in many industries throughout the world [2].In the 
sector of leadership and organizational development, two 
people named Emiliani and Stec made the use of value 
stream maps, and it is done to elaborate on the behaviors, 
beliefs, and competencies of the business leaders [3]. In 
China, using the value stream map, the minimization of 
wastage time was done in electrical manufacturing 
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services by Shen and Han. The production lead time is 
reduced by 19 days from 23.5 days resulting in 4.5 days. 
Along with that, the increment of customers' needs was 
also increased [4]. Singh and Sharma carried out the work 
of reducing the production lead time of 49.20 days from 
53.31 days resulting in 4.11 days. Along with that, value-
added lead time was also lessened by 2220 seconds [5]. 
Which lean principles are perfect for the textile industries 
is also conducted by Hodge [6].In India, a case study of 
a value stream map was presented by Marudhamuthu 
about an Indian garment industry. The case study was 
done about improving the productivity and elimination of 
wastes [7]. The application of value stream mapping in 
the production line in the colour industry is made by 
Rohani and Zahraee to improve the production line and 
also to do the eliminate waste, so the improvement of the 
whole process occurred [8]. Mitsuo applied Kaizen to 
make a reduction of the lead time and also in the 
inventory process [9]. In the sector of the small-medium 
enterprise, to improve productivity, Azizi had work done 
by eliminating waste and also, the non-value-added 
transaction is done [10]. In a midsize glass fabrication 
company, a value stream map was applied by Atieh to 
increase the manufacturing process. To reduce the cycle 
time in PVC, Kaizen was applied by Kilic and Ayvaz [11]. 
Detty and Yingling made the quantification of benefits by 
the application the lean manufacturing [12]. The 
description of Kanban and pull systems and also the 
simulating systems are described by Marek [13]. Lean 
manufacturing principles and their application were 
described by Fled [14]. Evaluation of the lean 
manufacturing relationship practices and environmental 
management along with business performance outcome 
is established by Yang [15]. There is a lot of was work 
done related to lean manufacturing and VSM, which 
shows how important it is to apply the concept of lean for 
the overall growth of an industry. By doing so, it is 
possible to make the works of an industry going more 
smoothly, and it can make better use of time in all 
possible ways. In Bangladesh, a case study on knit jacket 
is done by Maruf, Mustafizur, Shams, Elahi and Mazedul 
about lean techniques application advantages in the 
apparel industry showing the standard minute value 
(SMV) data in two phases. This was done by showing the 
data with the traditional line and with the implementation 
of the lean technique to make comparison in different 
stages of the production system [16]. A study and 
implementation of lean manufacturing was done in 
Bangladesh showing the existing layout and a future 
layout was proposed which can enhance the production 
system. The sustainability of the proposal was also 
judged by using the software ARENA [17]. 
   

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
     For implementing lean manufacturing techniques 
with a value stream map, we have selected ABC garments 
industry which is situated in Cumilla, Bangladesh. The 
first step, to acquire more knowledge about the garments 
industry and its production process. Figure 1 represents 
the methodology that we used in our research work. 
 

 

Fig.1: Research methodology 
 
     By following all the steps that are mentioned in the 
research methodology, we did our work.  
 

4. CURRENT STATE VALUE STREAM MAP 
 
     It is the mapping that shows the overall activities of 
the manufacturing system, along with the material flow. 
Both the value-added time and non-value added time are 
kept into consideration in VSM. It actually gives a clear 
idea about the production flow and the design flow. The 
process starting from getting an order up to the delivery 
of the product is there in any VSM. It gives all the 
relevant information about all the processes inside the 
material flow system, and also the calculation about the 
production lead time along with the value-added time is 
also there in the VSM. It is possible for any person to 
understand the industry process if he has an idea of the 
current state map. In ABC garments industry, we have 
selected jacket Eclipse as the product family. The 
customer is named Revit, and they ordered different 
styles of that jacket, both for men and women. Customer 
requirements 9,600 pieces in order, which is to be 
shipped 100 days after getting the order. The raw material 
comes from either China or Taiwan and on average, it 
takes 40 days to receive the raw material. Two types of 
flows are mainly considered while preparing VSM. They 
are- 

1. Material Flow  
2. Information Flow 

All the material flow and information flow are displayed 
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in Figure 3, which is the current state VSM of our visited 
industry. At first, the available working time per day is 
36000 seconds. We have calculated that the customer 
demand rate per day is150 pieces. So from the formula of 
the takt time calculation, we have obtained that-  
Takt Time = (36000/150) seconds 
                 = 240 seconds 
The first process is cutting, which is an automatic process. 
In this process, ten operators work and have a cycle time 
of 7 seconds. The next process is the sewing line and 
assembly, which is a semi-automatic process. In this 
process, 42 operators work and have a cycle time of 173 
seconds. The third process is quality control, which is a 
semi-automatic process. In this process, 4 operators work 
and have a cycle time of 53 seconds. The next process is 
finishing and packing, which is a semi-automatic process. 
In this process, ten operators work and have a cycle time 
of 145 seconds. 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig.2: Cycle times of current state 

 

 
Fig.3: Current state value stream map
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5. FUTURE STATE VALUE STREAM MAP 
 
    After drawing the current state of the value stream 
mapping of our garments industry, now we have a 
complete understanding of the material and information 
flows. Now we have to draw the future state VSM so that 
the non-value adding times are minimized, and all the 
wastage has been removed by implementing lean 
techniques. 
 
5.1 Introduce Continuous Flow 
     From the current state value stream mapping, we saw 
that the takt time is 240 seconds. The main value-adding 
operations are cutting, sewing line and assembly, quality 
control, packing and finishing. All the operations cycle 
time is below takt time as the industry maintains a good 
balancing layout. Suppose we introduce a combined 
work cell with both sewing line and assembly, quality 
control together. In that case, it won't affect the entire 
system’s productivity because still the combined work 
cell has a cycle time of 226 seconds. Figure 5 represents 
the future state combined work cell and their cycle times. 
 
5.2 Supermarket Pull Systems  
     In the future state map, we have introduced two 
supermarkets. One in between incoming quality control 
process and cutting operations. Another one in between 
cutting and newly designed sewing line, assembly and 
quality control. We name them as supermarket one and 

supermarket two. The customer process of supermarket 
one is cutting section and the supplying process in 
incoming quality control. Incoming quality control 
section will place all the spread bundle of clothes in the 
supermarket. When the cutting section picks up a certain 
batch of clothes from the supermarket, a batched 
withdrawal Kanban will be sent to the supermarket. This, 
in turn, will generate a Kanban signal to the incoming 
quality control section. The customer process of 
supermarket two is the sewing line, assembly and quality 
control process, and the supplying process in cutting 
section. A withdrawal Kanban will be sent to the 
supermarket by the sewing line, assembly and quality 
control section which in turn will trigger a production 
Kanban to the cutting section. The establishment of the 
supermarkets will greatly reduce the amount of inventory 
in between the process and which will also reduce the 
production lead time. 
 
5.3 Introduce First In, First Out (FIFO) Lanes 
     As sewing line, assembly and quality control is the 
pacemaker process in our future state map we have 
introduced first in, first out (FIFO) lanes after this process. 
We have observed that after the quality control, the 
finished jacket has to be carried downstairs manually. 
This causes wastage in the transportation process. We 
have proposed the preparation of a tunnel system to 
downstairs to reduce the transportation process as well as 
inventory. 

  
Fig.4: Proposed future state value stream map 
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     We proposed some Kaizen activities and lean 
techniques in many places. If all the things of the future 
state map are implemented, it will reduce the production 
lead time to some extent. 
  

 
Fig.5: Future state cycle times 

 
     The conditions that we proposed in the future state 
VSM may not be ideal for the industry. But this will 
provide them with the data of the wastage and will also 
help them to do more Kaizen activities in various stages 
of production. At the future state map, we observed that 
the production lead time is decreased by 11.56 days 
which will remove many non-value-added activities. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
     The current state VSM is analyzed using the proper 
data that was received from the exploration to the ABC 
industry. We observed that by using lean manufacturing, 
it is possible to reduce the production lead time. So, we 
proposed the future state VSM where it is possible to get 
a continuous flow of material by using a supermarket. By 
doing KAIZEN, FIFO and tunnel, the production lead 
time is also reduced. In this way, lean manufacturing can 
be implemented to get a smooth production where 
production lead time will be reduced, and technological 
advancement will give it a more efficient production flow. 
If the industry wants to use this model for these reasons, 
they will be able to utilize their processes perfectly. 
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Abstract-Work measurement is the critical analysis of 
work done in an organization using consistency and 
materials. This paper represents the implementation of 
new methods in the garment industry to reduce SMV 
and productivity improvement. In many garments 
industries, method study is not followed strictly which 
results in higher cost of production and increasing of 
lead time. Along with other techniques of work 
measurement, method improvement techniques can 
play a vital role in the utilization of resources to 
ameliorate profit margin. In this study, two 
operational methods were modified and compared the 
results with the old standard It has been found that the 
implementation of the new method significantly 
increased productivity.  
 
Keywords: Work Measurement, Method Study, Time 
Study, Productivity, Lead Time 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
     
     Bangladesh is one of the leading garments 
manufacturer of the world. In the last seven years, the 
annual revenue of Bangladesh from the garments 
industry has increased from $19 billion to $34 billion 
that is a 79 percent rise [1]. Abundant number of 
techniques still has been left behind, which can 
increase the productivity even more. Implementation 
of these techniques may lead to further increase in 
annual revenue percentage. Productivity reflects the 
ability to generate higher income or value addition for 
the organization. Moreover, labor performance which 
is another important aspect of productivity is affected 
by many factors and is usually linked to the time, cost, 
and quality constraints [2].In order to improve 
productivity, new work measurement techniques can 
be useful. Work measurement is concerned with 
determining standard time for a job, using a distinct 
method [3]. Standard time calculation is one of the 
many work measurement techniques of enhance 
productivity. Standard time are the time taken by a 
qualified and trained operator to complete certain job 
while working at efficient, yet sustainable rate, using 

specific method, tools, equipment, arrangement of 
workplace and working conditions [3]. Reduction of 
waste and labor, specifically in sewing section of an 
apparel industry, may decrease cost of production. 
Standard Minute Value (SMV) is used for calculating 
cost of manufacturing, man machine planning, line 
balancing, proper target setting and designing 
incentive plan [4]. A short manufacturing lead time is 
a competitive advantage; many customers want the 
delivery of their products as soon as possible 
following the placement of the order [5]. Most labor-
intensive part of garments industry is joining together 
of components called sewing.  Due to having priority 
to some works before assembling, the structure 
became more complex [6]. Wrong SMV calculation in 
sewing section can increase production cost and hence 
price of the final product. To shrink such cost, work-
time study, assembly line balancing and simulation 
can be applied to apparel production line to find 
alternative solutions to increase the efficiency of the 
sewing line [7]. The effective factors behind the 
production efficiency are machine problem, sewing 
problem, shade variation, late come, size mistake, 
cutting problem, accessories problem, delay input, 5S, 
7 Wastages, salary based/piece rated operator and 
power failure [8] Though scenario has changed a lot, 
yet many Bangladeshi garments are not following any 
scientific way of reducing unnecessary labor to 
increase efficiency. In garments sewing section, the 
operation breakdown of a garment consists of several 
long, medium and short operations and operators also 
allocated on those specific operations based on their 
performance and grade [9]. This study was conducted 
in a garments industry where we have reduced two 
independents operation time by reducing labor with 
gauge technique. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
 
     This experiment was conducted in a sewing section 
of the renowned apparel industry in Bangladesh. At 
first, 5000 Men’s polo T-shirts (Single jersey fabric, 
GSM of 160) of three different sizes (small, medium, 
and large) were manufactured applying the old 
method. A total of 20 manpower was involved in the 
whole process. In the old method, for attaching 
neckline rib with sleeve, one Overlock sewing 
machine with a knife was employed to cut access rib. 
Another operation in which one helper worked 
deliberately to mark button attaching point in the box 
plate of the polo T-shirt.  Individual SMV of all the 
twenty-five operations, as well as the overall SMV, 
were recorded and filed for comparison with the new 
method. After then, a total of 19 manpower including 
10 sewing operators of the low, medium, and high 
skills were selected and trained to follow the 
instructions. A measurement pattern of three sizes was 
developed to attach buttons without marking in the 
box plate of the polo T-shirt. Again another 5000 polo 
T-shirts were manufactured and all the operations 
were kept similar except for only two operations. In 
one operation, only one overlock sewing machine was 
used to attach rib with the sleeve as well as for cutting 
extra rib. For another operation, an individual 
measurement pattern of each size was attached to the 
button attaching the machine to mark and attach the 
button at the same time. During this process, one 
helper from the button attaching operation, who was 
actually needless at that moment, was removed and 
shifted to another department.  Altogether, ten sewing 
machines were used during the whole process.  
 
2.1 Method Study 
     Method study is the technique of sequential 
recording and critical examination of the old processes 
and finding ways to make the process easier and cost-
effective without reducing the efficiency. One of the 
prime goals of method study is to find the best way of 
doing a job.   
 
2.2 Time Study 
     Time study is defined as the recording of time for 
a specific task or its elements carrying out in a given 
condition. It is one of the work measurement 
techniques which is used to determine the SMV of a 
garment. There have some strict conditions for 
calculating the SMV of a garment.  These are I) 
workflow in an operation should be normal, ii) total 
amount of work must be normal, and iii) size of the 
work have to be normal. 
Standard Minute Value = (Basic minute + allowances) 

Basic time = observed time in minute × performance 
rating 
 
2.3 Operator Training 
     A rigorous training session, two hours every day, 
was carried for four days to increase the performance 
of the worker. It helped the workers identifying a 
critical process and making themselves expert before 
starting the final work. 
 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

    Comparing with the old method, SMV of 0.52 is 
saved in the new method for an individual garment. 
For 5000 garments it is exactly 2600 minutes which 
easily could be used in sewing another 355 garments. 
From the table I, we obtained the SMV of measure and 
cut excess rib for 3 cm is 0.14 & cut excess sleeve rib 
of 38 cm is 0.22. In addition, SMV for the mark and 
button attached is 0.17.  In the new method, two 
operations (13 & 23) were excluded and adjusted 
using new techniques. So, this new method is 
Increasing Productivity, eliminating waste and non-
value-added activities. 
 

Table 1: Old Method 
 

 
 

Serial 
No. 

Operation Type of 
Machine 

SMV No. of 
Machine  

1 Attach 
placket 
(with top 
stitch) - 
16 CM 

SNLS 0.48 1 

2 Cut 
Placket 
mid 

HEL 0.12  

20

7.12

0.68

7.8

0 5 10 15 20 25

Total Manpower

Machine SMV

Manual SMV

Total SMV

Old Method
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position - 
men’s 

3 Tack at 
placket 
peak - 
(men’s 
Polo) 

SNLS 0.20 1 

4 Tack care 
label at 
side seam 
- 4CM 
(men’s 
Polo)  

SNLS 0.17  

5 Sew 
shoulder 
seam - 
16X2CM 
With DE 
chaining 

4TOL 0.31 1 

6 Cut 
excess 
collar rib - 
55CM 

O/L 
CUTT 
ER 

0.12 1 

7 Mark 
collar 

HEL 0.02  

8 Attach 
collar 
with twill 
tape and 
turn 
placket 
peak - 
55CM 

SNLS 0.65 2 

9 Upper 
placket 
1/16 top 
stitch and 
lower 
placket 
close- 
18CM 

SNLS 0.47 1 

10 Upper 
placket 
close 
stitch with 
trim - 
18CM 

SNLS 0.23 1 

11 Sew 
placket 

SNLS 0.21 1 

box- 1X3 
CM 

12 Close 
Neck 
Twill 
Tape - 
55CM 

SNLS 0.33 1 

13 Measure 
& cut 
excess 
sleeve rib 
- 3CM 

O/L 
CUTT 
ER 

0.14  

14 Cut 
excess 
sleeve rib 
- 38CM 

O/L 
CUTT 
ER 

0.22 1 

15 Attach rib 
at sleeve 
by folder - 
40X2CM 
(men’s 
Polo) 

4TOL 0.49 2 

16 Match 
sleeve and 
body 
(men’s 
Polo) 

HEL 0.16  

17 Attach 
sleeve 
plain - 
60X2CM 

4TOL 0.61 2 

18 Sew side 
seam and 
ol at 
placket 
end once - 
60X2CM 
(men’s 
Polo) 

4TOL 0.89 3 

19 Tack at 
sleeve 
opening & 
1/4 Tack 
at sleeve 
opening 

SNLS 0.50 1 

20 Sew 
bottom 
hem - 
110CM 

3TFL 0.31 1 
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(Barrel 
form) 

21 Tack at 
bottom FL 
stitch end 

SNLS 0.18 1 

22 Sew 
button 
hole (3) 
and turn 
garment 

BTH 0.33 1 

23 Mark for 
button 
attach 

HEL 0.17 1 

24 Attach 
button -3 

BAT 0.27 1 

25 Insert 
button - 3 
using 
fixed tool  

 

HEL 0.21  

 
Table 2: New Method 

 

Serial 

Number  

Operation Type 

of 
machine 

SMV No 

of  

Machine 

1 Attach 
placket 
(with top 
stitch) - 
16 CM 

SNLS 0.48 1 

2 Cut 
Placket 
mid 

HEL 0.12  

position - 
men’s 

3 Tack at 
placket 
peak - 
(men’s 
Polo) 

SNLS 0.20 1 

4 Tack care 
label at 
side seam 
- 4CM 
(men’s 
Polo) 

SNLS 0.17  

5 Sew 
shoulder 
seam - 
16X2CM 
With 
Dechainin
g 

4TOL 0.31 1 

6 Cut excess 
collar rib - 
55CM 

O/L 

CUTTE
R 

0.12 1 

7 Mark 
collar 

HEL 0.02  

8 Attach 
collar with 
twill tape 
and turn 
placket 
peak - 
55CM 

SNLS 0.65 2 

9 Upper 
placket 
1/16 top 
stitch and 
lower 
placket 
close- 
18CM 

SNLS 0.47 1 

10 Upper 
placket 
close 
stitch with 
trim - 
18CM 
(men’s 
Polo) 

SNLS 0.23 1 

11 Sew 
placket 

SNLS 0.21 1 

19

6.76

0.51

7.28

0 5 10 15 20

Total Manpower

Machine SMV

Manual SMV

Total SMV

New Method
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box- 1X3 
CM 

12 Close 
Neck 
Twill 
Tape - 
55CM  

SNLS 0.33 1 

13 Measure 
& cut 
excess 
sleeve rib 
- 3CM 

O/L 
CUTTE
R 

0.00  

14 Cut excess 
sleeve rib 
- 38CM 

O/L 
CUTTE
R 

0.00 1 

15 Attach rib 
at sleeve 
& cut 
Excess - 
40X2CM 
(men’s 
Polo) 

4TOL 0.49 2 

16 Match 
sleeve and 
body 
(men’s 
Polo) 

HEL 0.16  

17 Attach 
sleeve 
plain - 
60X2C 

4TOL 0.61 2 

18 Sew side 
seam and 
ol at 
placket 
end once - 
60X2CM 
(men’s 
Polo) 

4TOL 0.89 3 

19 Tack at 
sleeve 
opening & 
1/4 Tack 
at sleeve 
opening 

SNLS 0.50 1 

20 Sew 
bottom 
hem - 
110CM 

3TFL 0.31 1 

(Barrel 
form) 

21 Tack at 
bottom FL 
stitch end  

SNLS 0.18 1 

22 Sew 
button 
hole (3) 
and turn 
gmt 

BTH 0.33 1 

23 Mark for 
button 
attach 

HEL 0.00  

24 Attach 
button 
without 
Marking 

BAT 0.27 1 

25 Insert 
button - 3 
using 
fixed tool 

HEL 0.21  

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
    This entire study was based on only two operational 
method improvement in a specific style of garment. 
But this operational modification has positive impact 
on productivity. Exactly 6.67% of time saved which 
led to 10.07% productivity increase for this particular 
style. This is a huge improvement in terms of input to 
output ratio. Production planning department can use 
this method while producing polo-shirt for the sake of 
meeting the global demand of lead time depletion. As 
this is a new method, an intensive training and 
adequate knowledge of size pattern should be 
provided to the workers before starting the 
implementation of this method. 
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Abstract-The recent study helps us to find some 
important information about deformation of lycra yarn 
on denim fabric. Though the investigation has been 
carried out on five types of Twill structure with various 
range of Lycra percentage(1%, 2% and 3%) but the 
findings become commercially successful. During first 
phase without application of solutions, the output was 
frustrating but after embedded those solutions it has been 
found extremely impressive result. Lycra deformation 
range deduced from 109 out of 120 pieces to only 12 
pieces. This obtained result not only improves the 
productivity but also ensure the quality and reduce the 
re-work processes. That’s why these information could be 
apply to ensure RFT and do shipment without any hassle. 
 
Keywords: Spandex, Lycra, stretch recovery, Lycra 
deformation. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

     Jeans, the most acceptable outfit for young generation 
is made from Denim fabric which is strong and durable 
cotton based textile material having 2/1 or 3/1 twill 
(either S or Z) structure. Mostly the warp yarn is colored 
from indigo dye staff and the weft yarn remains white. 
Denim Fabric is significantly utilized to manufacture 
fashionable articles as well as shirts, jackets, skirts for 
male and female for any ages. [1, 2]Denim fabrics are 
widely used in the clothing industry because they bring 
together several features highly appreciated by the 
consumers. The denim garments are comfortable, durable, 
versatile, affordable, and always fashionable, being an 
appropriate choice for all age groups.[3]   
     Plethora innovations are being done to make denim 
suitable for various end uses with improved performance. 
Stretch denim is one of the finest example of it. Stretch 
denim fabric ideologically provides some extra fitting 
allowance without restricting the body movement so that 
human bodies feel comfort Generally adding 1-5% of  
Lycra with cotton will help to edify this phenomena. It 
could be noted that more percentage of  Lycra using does 
not provide more comfort level.so, it will be quite  
effective if the amount of Lycra  insert on the basis of 
requirement[4]. 
     Spandex which is commercially called Lycra or 
elastane is a synthetic fiber known for its exceptional 
elasticity. It is a lightweight, synthetic fiber that is used 
to make stretchable clothing such as sportswear. It is a 
polyether-polyuria copolymer that was invented in 1958 

by chemist Joseph Shivers at DuPont's Benger 
Laboratory in Waynesboro, Virginia [5]. Spandex is a 
synthetic material having a long-chain polyglycol 
combined with a short di-isocyanate, and it made up with 
at least 85% polyurethane. Thats why it can be stretched 
to a certain degree and it retains  when released. These 
fibers are excellent in quality than rubber because they 
are lighter, more stronger and multipurposed. In fact, 
spandex fibers can be stretched to almost 500% of their 
length [6]. 
 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
     After manufacturing denim fabric subjected to various 
operations to obtain their aesthetic appearances as 
different wearable items. Most of the time it has been 
found that Lycra yarn deformed for some basic causes on 
production scheme viz. fabric store section, cutting and 
sewing section, washing section and lastly finishing 
section. 
     Here, 100 pieces of denim garments from each 
composition has been surveillance from looming to final 
product with their various fabric composition 
accordingly- 
 

Table 1: Fabric of different composition used for the 
surveilance 

 
Fabric composition Fabric code 

1. 99% cotton, 1% spandex Twill F1 
2. 98% cotton, 2% spandex Twill F2 
3. 70% cotton, 70% cotton, 27% 

PES,3% Elastane Twill F3 

4. 98% cotton,2% spandex Satin F4 
5. 44% Cotton,42%Rayon, 

13%PES,01% Elastane Twill F5 

 
     All data collected here has been observed from the 
pilot run process before manufacturing. After collecting 
fabric from loom, fabric rolls were set up for relaxation 
for 24 hours, and then those were taken to cutting 
section. After cutting, sewing has been done carefully 
though. Washing is the vital fact for Denim garments to 
insert innovative design like fading effects, color or tint 
effects and modify the appearance. Finishing process is 
the last step where ironing and poly-packing has done. 
Therefore, we collect the ideal information by manually 
at every step and picked them gently.  
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Fig.1: Titanium nitride coated Groz-Beckert needle 

 
     We prefer, ball point sewing needles is advised to 
avoid Lycra deformation during sewing time where 
Operator should check the needle periodically (by finger 
nail or nylon women socks) and Needle should be 
replaced with a new one periodically. Using gold in color 
needles is advised to avoid Lycra deformation. Titanium 
Nitride coated -gold in color- needles is advised as these 
needles with stand high temperatures and heat from 
friction. Titanium nitride is an extremely hard, ceramic 
material. A needle with titanium nitride stays sharper 
longer because of its excellent abrasion resistance.  
 
2.1      Causes for deformation 
 
2.1.1  Reason of Lycra deformation in store 

 Sometime fabric roll is not kept evenly. Due to this 
extra pressure created at some area of the rolled 
fabric which may cause Lycra deformation. 

 In some case fabric roll pallet size is smaller than 
the roll length. In that case some portion of the roll 
has come out of the pallet which causes extra 
stretch on some point. 

 During transportation if the roll does not carry with 
care, it may cause stretch on the fabric. 

 
2.1.2  Reason of Lycra deformation in cutting 

 Before cutting fabric needs to spread in a number of 
ply on spreading table.  It is good for production & 
garment quality too. But sometimes this one has not 
done properly. There’s many reason behind this. 
Machine availability is the key thing to it. Then 
skillful operator is also required, initial cost is high 
etc. reason is responsible to avoid spreader 
machine which may be responsible for Lycra 
deformation. 

 Sometimes cutting knife edge is not sharp, blade is 
not straight, presence of dent in the blade. This is 
very critical issue of cutting area. It is the major 
reason of Lycra deformation. 
After cutting garment panel is separated & bundled 
separately. If the bundling has done very tightly & 
transportation is rough, it may cause stretch i.e.  
Lycra deformation. 

  
2.1.3  Reason of Lycra deformation in sewing 

 During sewing the temperature of needle at needle 
at hole may increase to 4000C which is enough to 
break the workability of spandex/ Lycra yarn. 

 If the teeth of feed dog have the presence of sharp 
edge, it pulls the yarn out of  fabric, it will cause 

Lycra deformation. 
 High density stitch like bartack as also responsible 

of unexpected stretch. 
 If there’s the presence of sharp or pointy edge at 

feed plate, it pulls the yarn out of fabric surface. 
 
2.1.4  Reason of Lycra deformation in washing 

 Presence of Lycra is higher is super stretch fabric. 
Sometimes those garments with super stretch are 
washed in light wash. For achieving light wash 
effect, need to wash with long wash cycle. It breaks 
spandex, hence create Lycra deformation. 

 For different authentic wash effect like whisker, 
hand scraping, sand blasting etc. garment need to 
wear at mannequin where it feels high stretch. 

 Sand paper is use to create whisker, chevron, hand 
scrapping etc. If the sand paper size is not suitable 
with fabric, it creates Lycra deformation. 

2.1.5 Reason of Lycra deformation in finishing 
 Before shipping the garment to the customer 

garments need to make over for better appearance 
& outlook. This make over process is done in 
finishing area. Sometimes Lycra deformation 
comes in this area due to poor handling of the 
garment. 

2.2  Remedies of Lycra deformation 

2.2.1   In store section 
 Store rolls in one direction to avoid extra stress due 

to weight. 
 Pallet length must be more than the roll length or at 

least equal to roll length. 
 Keep maximum 150 yards on the relaxing rack after 

relaxation. 
 

2.2.2   In cutting section 
 Use spreader machine with minimum pulling 

during spreading. 
 Keep fabric layer for minimum 90 minutes after 

spreading. 
 Use most appropriate cutting blade brand “KM 

Strong H” to cut Lycra fabric. 
 Use chemical Thootha (CuSO4) and Arrowroot on 

cut panels for all stretch fabrics. 
 
2.2.3   In sewing section 

 Make sure correct needle and change as per fixed 
frequency. However, gold needles are 
recommended for all operations related to Lycra 
issue. 

 Use light presser feet, good quality feed-dog as 
possible. Also use plastic presser feet and Teflon 
tape. 

 All machine beds and other work stations should be 
free of sharpness. 

 
2.2.4   In washing section 

Maintain cool temperature during the wash process 
and  drying.  Use  protector  in case of exceeding 
cool temperature. 
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 Do not develop any lighter shade with super 
stretch. In need, before wash fabric also should be 
with lighter shade.  Active Chlorine should not be more than 3g/l; 
temperature  should be  below 50˚C; pH should be 
at 10-11 (lower than 10 and more than 11 is not 
recommended); less than 15 minutes duration; 
removing residual  hypochlorite  immediately after 
bleach  is important. 

2.2.5   In finishing section 
 Avoid gathering and poor handling during garments 

transportation. 
Make sure good housekeeping. 

2.3 Precaution taken by changing construction/ 
process 

 
2.3.1Prefer Continuous Stitching and Avoid 

Reinforcing Stitches 
     We prefer Safety + Topstitch or Full felled seam 
instead of Safety + Cording for constructions.  
     (Cording: Stitch on the safety side seam which starts 
from the top of garment ends at seat area on the side 
seam. There is a back and forth stitch or bartack at the 
end of cording stitch.)  
     Back and forth stitch and bartacks increase the Lycra 
deformation due to high stitch density. 
     No back stitch during pocket bag tacking with side 
seam. 
 
2.3.2 First Preventive Action for Fly Crotch Area 
     As Lycra deformation frequently occurs at fly crotch 
and seat area, we prefer to make fullfelled seam instead 
of Serge + Topstitch for crotch.  
 
2.3.3 Second Preventive Action for Fly Crotch Area  
     We also prefer to decrease thickness of fly’s bottom 
part for two reasons.  

 Reducing risk of Lycra deformation.  
 Reducing risk of unwanted washing effect.  

 
For reducing thickness on the bottom part of fly, right 
fly is made 1 cm shorter than left fly.  
 
2.3.4 Adding Notch onto Front Panel for Special Fly 
Construction  
     While making right fly 1 cm shorter than left fly, one 
additional notch can be added onto front panel 1 cm 
upwards from current fly placement notch in order to 
match bottom point of right fly in a correct way. 
 
2.3.5 Using ball point sewing needles is advised to avoid 
Lycra deformation   

Operator should check the needle periodically (by 
finger nail or nylon women socks).   Needle should be replaced with a new one 
periodically.  

 
 

2.3.6 Reducing heat on the needle reduces Lycra 
deformation risk   

Lowering machine speed will provide reducing 
needle heat from friction.   
Heat on the needle will increase the risk of Lycra 
deformation.   
Using gold in color needles is advised to avoid 
Lycra deformation. Titanium Nitride coated -gold 
in color- needles is advised as these needles 
withstand high temperatures and heat from 
friction.   
Titanium nitride is an extremely hard, ceramic 
material. A needle with titanium nitride stays 
sharper longer because of its excellent abrasion 
resistance.  

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
     It has been found that before took these necessary 
remedies, Lycra damage was so high. During washing 
section it was always alarming condition. For 44% 
Cotton,42%Rayon, 13%PES,01% Elastane Twill 
structure (F5) Lycra breakage problem seems the highest 
amount almost 25pieces. Sewing department also tolls 
almost 22 pieces. Again for 70% cotton, 70% cotton, 27% 
PES,3% Elastane Twill structure (F3) sewing section and 
washing section capture 7pieces and 9pieces respectively. 
Lowest number of deformation occurred on 99% cotton, 
1% spandex Twill structure (F1).   
 

 
Fig.2: Amount of Lycra deformation on various departments 

before solution implement 
 
     It is a matter of surprise that the result has been found 
after apply the solutions are significantly positive. For 
99% cotton, 1% spandex Twill (F1) there was no single 
damage of Lycra, on the other hand 98% cotton, 2% 
spandex Twill structure (F2) has only one problem which 
occurred during washing. Though structure (F5) 44% 
Cotton,42%Rayon, 13%PES,01% Elastane Twill got 
some damage on four various department but it could be 
considerable.  
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Fig.3: Amount of Lycra deformation on various department 

after solution implement 
 

 
 
Fig.4: Comparative outcomes of before and after 
implementation of solution 
 
     Here is the main comparison between outcomes of 
before and after implementation of solution. This study 
helps to mitigate the deformation problem impressively. 
Denim got some care and it shows its’ best. The amount 
of damage problem comes down from 109 pieces to only 
12 pieces. 
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Abstract-This paper’s main objective is to introduce the 
Non-Contact Hand Wash dispenser for helping people 
sanitize their hands without any physical contact. The 
device mainly consists of an ultrasonic sensor that senses 
the user’s hand at a range of 5-6 cm and transfers signals 
to the servomotor, which immediately rotates and 
releases the liquid contents on the user’s hand. As 
Bangladesh is a densely populated country, it is 
recommended for all to wash their hands frequently to 
prevent the virus’s transmission during the outbreak of 
COVID-19. As germs can get transmitted easily through 
physical contact, they can also get transferred from the 
surface of soaps and regular hand washes dispensers 
whenever used one after another. Thus, these Wash 
dispensers could be used on public and domestic sides to 
reduce the virus’s transmission rate significantly. Hence, 
this innovation could replace the traditional hygiene 
product in most circumstances and might become a trend 
soon [1].  
 
Keywords: Non-contact, handwash, ultrasonic sensor, Arduino 
UNO, economic aspects, COVID-19) 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     In medical settings, hand wash dispensers were first 
introduced in 1966, like hospitals and healthcare facilities. 
However, the product got popularized in the early 1990s. 
Liquid hand wash is more convenient for killing 
microorganisms than handwashing with ordinary soap 
and water in most healthcare settings.[1] Due to the 
current outbreak of COVID-19, liquid hand wash 
contents have become very popular throughout the world 
because it could help people stay clean and germ-free. [2] 
However, liquified hand wash dispensers are usually 
used by squirting the wash dispenser liquid contents 
when one presses a pump with one’s hand, causing many 
people to contact the pump handle and increases the risk 
of viral transmission, which raises the possibility of 
covid-19.[3] The reality is, most work facilities like 
toilets, washrooms, and even eating places are shared 
publicly, which raises the chances of virus transmission 
among people. Considering this, an automatic hand wash 
dispenser has been designed in this paper. 
     Automatic hand wash dispensers are useful and 
practical for those who always have body contact with 
others on public and domestic sides.[4] The touchless 
component allows for minimal contact with other 
surfaces, reducing the growth of germs.[5] Disparate 
conventional dispensers or handwashing, touchless hand 

wash dispensers mitigate the risk of unnecessary touches 
by using ultrasonic or other sensors instead of a button to 
deliver a robust sanitizing solution in one quick and 
convenient actions.[6] The main aim of this paper is to 
deliver the best technology among people and as well as 
to prevent the transmission of various germs. However, 
until now, there are many instances where students of 
other countries have implemented this concept in the past. 
Here, the re-implementation is made for this model by 
considering all the economic aspects, including its cost, 
reliability, and size, to make this device sustainable in the 
market. Though, this paper has been focused on 
considering the perspectives of numerous conditions 
concerning Bangladesh. But the overall scenario is very 
much similar to the rest of the world, which ensures the 
validity of other parts of the world. 
 

2. BLOCK DIAGRAM 
 

 
Fig.1: Block Diagram of the proposed model 

 

 
As shown in Figure 1, the 220V AC power supply is 

given as input to the transformer, converting the 220V 
AC into 12V AC. Then the voltage is passed through a 
Rectifier, which converts the 12V AC into 12V DC. The 
12V DC is provided as a DC-DC Converter input, known 
as Buck Converter (with a duty cycle of 0.4167). The 
Buck Converter’s output provides 5V DC, which is 
parallelly connected to the Arduino UNO, Ultrasonic 
Sensor, and the Hand Wash dispenser, as shown in Figure 
1. 

3. USER COMPONENTS 
 
     Components that are required for the model along 
with its functions are discussed below- 
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Step-Down Transformer- it converts the 220V AC 
supply into 12V AC output 
Buck Converter- It is a DC-DC Converter that 
converts the input 12V DC into 5V DC output with a 
duty cycle of 0.4167 
Ultrasonic Sensor HCSR:04- It senses the user hand 
at a range of 5-6 centimeters. Once it senses the hands, 
it sends signals to the Arduino UNO 
Arduino UNO- It receives the signal from the 
Ultrasonic Sensor and permits the servomotor to rotate 
Servomotor- The servomotor rotates and provides 
pressure to the handle of the hand wash dispenser 
once it gets permission from the Arduino UNO 
Diodes (1N4007) 
Capacitor (4700uF) 
Hand Wash Dispenser 
 

4. HARDWARE STRUCTURE 
 

 
At first, all the required components were connected 

and were placed in a 15cm*15cm Architecture Board. 
The input power supply was provided to the Step-Down 
Transformer from the main power supply. The 
transformer converts the input voltage of 220V AC into 
12V AC output. Then, the full-wave rectifier circuit was 
formed consisting of four diodes along with a single 
capacitor. The 12V AC was provided as the input of the 
Rectifier, and as a result, it gives 12V DC as output. After 
that, the 12V DC was provided as the DC-DC Converter 
input (known as BUCK Converter). The buck converter 
converted the 12V DC input into 5V DC output with the 
duty cycle of 0.4167. The 5V DC voltage was parallelly 
connected to the Arduino UNO, Ultrasonic Sensor 
HCSR-04, and the servomotor. The 5V DC input voltage 
was provided to the Echo and Trigger pin, further 
connected to the Arduino pin 6 and 7. The Arduino UNO 
can be operated at a range of 5V-12V; thus, a 5V DC has 
been provided to the Arduino since it performs best at this 
magnitude of voltage. Also, the program code was done 
in the ARDUINO software and was uploaded with a cable. 
However, the servomotor was attached to the handwash 
dispenser’s surface, and it was tightly connected to the 
handle of the hand wash dispenser with a couple of metal 
strings. After all the equipment was successfully 
connected (as showed in Figure 2), the desired output was 
successfully achieved [7]. 

 

Fig.2: Practical Setup of the proposed model 

 

5. RESULTS 
 

When the hand is placed at a range of 6-7 centimeters 
near the ultrasonic sensor, it is immediately detected by 
the ultrasonic sensor. Once the sensor detects the hand, it 
sends signals to the Arduino UNO, and immediately 
Arduino responds to the signal and allows the servomotor 
to conduct and rotate. Since the servomotor is tightly 
connected to the hand wash dispenser’s handle with 
metal strings, it is pulled downwards, releasing a 
significant amount of the liquid content to the user’s hand. 
When the liquid content comes out of the container, the 
servomotor returns to its stationary position. Henceforth, 
all the equipment returns to OFF STATE until the 
Ultrasonic sensor detects the next user’s hand. The 
proposed model’s simulation was also implemented 
using the Tinkercad Software (online version), shown in 
Figure 3. 

Fig.3: Simulation of the proposed model 
 

6. ANALYSIS ON THE ECONOMICAL ASPECTS 
OF THE MODEL 

 
The comparison of Local prices and International 

prices of all the equipment that have been used in the 
proposed model are given below- 
 

 
Table 1: Comparison of the Local price and International price 

of the components that have been used [8] 
 

 

Equipment Quantity Local Price 
(in BDT) 

International 
Price 

(in USD) 
Arduino UNO 1 250 24 

Ultrasonic Sensor 
HCSR-04 1 35 4 

Buck Converter 1 50 1.5 

Transformer 1 50 3 

Servomotor 1 50 3 

Diode (1N4007) 4 5*4 0.5*4 

Capacitor (4700uF) 1 10 0.2 
Hand Wash 
dispenser 1 90 2 

Metal strings 2 1*2 0.1*2 

Connecting wires 10 0.5*10 0.1*10 

Total Cost 562 $40.6~3477 
BDT 

 
Table 1 has included the prices of all the pieces of 

equipment used during this model’s implementation. 

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
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From the table, it is visible that all equipment prices in the 
local market are lower than the international market. It 
can be seen that, compared to the local market, the total 
cost of building this model is almost six times higher; thus, 
it can be deduced that the total price of making this model 
in Bangladesh is comparatively cheaper concerning other 
countries. The table has been formed based on the 
availability of these components in the current market. 
However, certain factors had affected this particular price, 
such as- when this experiment was being implemented 
that moment, the pandemic of COVID-19 already got 
started in most parts of the world. Thus, all the 
international manufacturing companies stopped 
manufacturing these components, and therefore the 
availability of these components drastically reduced in 
the global market in recent times. Since the demand for 
these components is high and the availability is low, this 
raised the prices. However, the moment this outbreak will 
get over, these components’ prices will hopefully return 
to their original Figure. 
 

Furthermore, these components were bought with a 
single quantity just for the implementation of this 
particular model. Instead, suppose these components 
were bought at a large scale for mass production of NON-
CONTACT HAND WASH DISPENSERS. In that case, 
the average total cost will surely fall significantly, 
making the device even cheaper affordable. However, the 
total cost of this model could have been reduced by using 
alternatives components with similar specifications and 
functions, such as- instead of Arduino UNO, Arduino 
NANO could have been used, which is very cheap with 
the same performance and as well as further researches 
could have been done on the ways of reducing the cost. 
But unfortunately, these components were not available in 
the market due to the outbreak of COVID-19. Despite all 
these, this model’s total cost is still reasonable, and 
therefore this device is economical enough considering 
the price. 

 

 
Fig.4: Comparison between the performance of Ultrasonic 

Sensor and Infrared Sensor 
 

Since all these electrical components used in this 
model are manufactured in a large quantity, there are minor 
possibilities of facing manufacturing defects. Among all 
these components, only the Arduino UNO is the most 
sensitive device due to its complex structures and 
configuration. Except for that issue, all the components 
that have been used while creating this device are long-
lasting, with a minimum average lifetime of 12 months. It 
must be mentioned that in some country’s students had 
also implemented Non-Contact Hand Wash dispensers 
consisting of two Infrared sensors. However, compared to 
Ultrasonic sensors, Infrared sensors are more expensive; 
thus, it automatically raises the model’s cost. Moreover, 

ultrasonic sensors are insensitive to light, dust, vapor, etc. 
The performance of infrared sensors is affected by light, 
dust, and vapor due to the possibility of interference. This 
proves that ultrasonic sensors are more reliable than 
infrared sensors, which is shown in Figure 4. 
 

However, in some parts of the world, numerous 
touchless dispensers under the tagline of many renowned 
companies do not consist of direct power supply; instead, 
it uses either LIPO or Lithium-ion Batteries. But the 
critical problem with these batteries is that their 
performance continuously deteriorates with usage and is 
very expensive. Therefore, these expensive batteries make 
the device more expensive and force the user to buy the 
charger. Moreover, it needs to be charged multiple times 
daily and disconnected after every usage. Since this 
particular solution is not effective in public places, thus it 
can be said that connecting the circuit directly to the 
power supply is more reliable than the LIPO/Lithium-ion 
Batteries. Also, it might be thought that usage of direct 
power supply might continuously increase power usage, 
which will raise the electricity bill, but in reality, this is 
not the case. The system is designed to consume power 
only when the ultrasonic sensor detects the user’s hand. 
Once it completes its assigned task, it automatically shifts 
the OFF-STATE system until the ultrasonic sensors 
determine the next user’s hand. Thus, it can be concluded 
that the system is also very much reliable considering 
electricity bills. Furthermore, once the container’s 
contents get over, it is unnecessary to replace the older 
box with newer ones. There are refill pouches available 
in the market that can refill the container once the contents 
get over. Therefore, without replacing the container, the 
device can be used several times, making it even more 
reliable. Hence, it can be said that the model is 
economical and considers the fact of its reliability. [9] 
 

This whole model was done successfully over an 
architectural board of size 15cm*15cm. Since its size is 
comparatively small, therefore it can be easily fitted to 
anywhere as per the choice. But there is one thing that 
needs to take care of: when the contents of the container 
of a hand wash dispenser get over, the older box doesn’t 
need to be replaced with the newer one. The containers 
can be easily refilled with the pouches that are available 
on the market. Though the whole model’s size is very 
compact, it could have been made even more compact in 
many ways. This includes- instead of implementing the 
model in the architectural board, it could have been 
implemented in a PCB board, which would have occupied 
less space. Moreover, there are many types of 
transformers in the market with the same configurations 
but of various sizes. But unfortunately, these components 
could not be used due to its unavailability in the market 
because of the current outbreak of COVID-19 throughout 
the world, due to all these possibilities of making the 
device even smaller, thus considering it to be economical. 
 

Despite having several positive economic aspects, 
this model’s sustainability in the market will vary based 
on different country regions. This is just because of the 
mindset of the people of Bangladesh. According to the 
data, the current literacy rate of Bangladesh is around 
73%. But despite having such a high literacy rate, the 
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people do not have proper knowledge regarding the 
necessity of adequate hygiene. Previously, it has been 
elaborately discussed the benefits of this model and the 
total cost of the model, as shown in Table 01. It can be seen 
that in Bangladesh, this particular model will cost around 
560 BDT, but during mass production, the cost will reach 
below 450 BDT. Since Bangladesh is a developing country, 
most people living in the rural sides are underprivileged; 
thus, there is a high possibility that these people would 
not afford this device despite its low cost. So, this device 
might not sustain in rural areas. But the case might be 
completely different in urban areas because here, the 
people have proper knowledge regarding hygiene 
considering the current worldwide outbreak of COVID-
19. As a result, this device will sustain itself in the urban 
sector considering its function and cost. Besides, as said 
earlier, there are many international market devices under 
the tagline of well-known companies with similar 
specifications and operations but at very high prices. 
Despite that, this model is economically stable, 
considering its production cost, quality, and size, making 
the device sustainable. Furthermore, this model’s whole 
concept can also be used for the Non-Contact Hand 
Sanitizer Dispenser system [10]. 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
Considering the demand and numerous 

advantageous applications of the sanitizing system 
during this COVID-19 pandemic, a model of the Non-
contact hand wash dispenser has been proposed in this 
paper. Moreover, in this paper, it has also been portrayed 
by numerous equipment of the proposed model. Also, the 
model’s size is kept very compact so that it occupies less 
space—the Non-Contact Hand Wash dispenser for 
helping people sanitize their hands without any physical 
contact. The device mainly consists of an ultrasonic 
sensor that senses the user’s hand at a range of 6-7 cm 
and transfers signals to the servomotor, which 
immediately rotates and releases the liquid contents on 
the user’s hand. When the hand is placed at a range of 6-
7 centimeters near the ultrasonic sensor, it is immediately 
detected by the ultrasonic sensor. Once the sensor detects 
the hand, it sends signals to the Arduino UNO, and 
immediately Arduino responds to the signal and allows 
the servomotor to conduct and rotate. Since the 
servomotor is tightly connected to the hand wash 
dispenser’s handle with metal strings, it is pulled 
downwards, releasing a significant amount of the liquid 
content to the user’s hand. When the liquid content comes 
out of the container, the servomotor returns to its 
stationary position. Henceforth, all the equipment returns 
to the OFF STATE until the Ultrasonic sensor detects the 
next user’s hand. As Bangladesh is a densely populated 
country, it is recommended for all to wash their hands 
frequently to prevent the transmission of the virus during 
the outbreak of COVID-19 as germs can get transmitted 
easily through physical contact. Thus, these handwash 
dispensers could be used on public and domestic sides to 
reduce the virus’s transmission rate significantly. Hence, 
this innovation could replace the traditional hygiene 
product in most circumstances and might become a trend 

soon. It can be concluded that the proposed model can be 
an excellent option for sanitizing systems in Bangladesh, 
considering its healthy prospects. 
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Abstract-Providing uninterrupted power supply in rural 
areas of Bangladesh has always been a concerning issue. 
Again, increasement in energy cost has placed a great 
burden on many individuals and small businesses like 
poultry farms. Farmers who depend greatly upon grid 
electricity face many problems in managing all the things.  
The solar embedded system helps here greatly. In a single 
axis, the efficiency rate grows minimum. The panel 
rotates in only two directions. It may be horizontal, tilted, 
or vertical. But, in the case of dual-axis, the efficiency 
rate gets higher than the single as well as the static one. 
The panel moves in all four directions following the sun. 
Thus, it increases its high efficiency. Considering the 
higher efficiency & conveniences of the farmers, this 
paper is aimed at dual-axis solar in poultry farms 
providing uninterrupted power supply.  
 
Keywords: Renewable energy, Dual Axis, Solar Panel, Poultry 
Farm and Solar Tracker, Alternative Power. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
     
     Bringing consequent electrical power to rural and 
remote areas in the context of Bangladesh is quite tough. 
Whereas some remote areas don’t even have the power 
supply facility and life almost comes to a standstill after 
dusk. Rural communities are badly suffering from lack of 
electricity [1].  There’s near about 40% of the rural areas 
in Bangladesh have access to grid electricity. The 
remaining households are not connected to the grid and 
have never got the opportunity to come under the light of 
electricity. The areas connected to the grid faces power 
cut due to lack of generation capacity with respect to 
consumption rate. Also, there remain pre-determined 
power cuts or frequent load shedding problems in rural 
areas. Only relying on grid electricity won’t allow the 
government to reach its vision of universal access to 
electricity for its geographic and access limitations. Also, 
the scattered nature of rural settlements and the numerous 
rivers crisscrossing the country make grid electrification 
in many areas more difficult and expensive [2,3]. 
Sanzidur Rahman [4], stated about all these problems in 
their paper.  Now, if we have a look on the poultry 
industry, it represents one of the foremost energy-
consuming industries. It mostly depends on grid 
connection, diesel fuel, gasoline, or gas for the heating 
system to provide the chick's required brooding 
temperature and rest [5]. In 2021, the retail price of 
electricity in the small business category has been 
increased to 7.66 Tk P.U which was previously 6.77 P.U. 
Also, the wholesale price has been increased to 5.17 Tk 
from 4.77 Tk P.U. These indicates consequent price hike 
of electricity [6].  Solar panel overcomes all these 

obstacles here [7]. Besides, on the areas which are not 
connected to the grid, solar power is the most feasible and 
sustainable way to provide power [8]. 
     The potentiality of solar power energy is enormous. 
As we know, the energy that the earth receives in various 
forms from the sun's solar power is about 200,000 times 
the world's daily electric-generating capacity [9]. So, we 
can have the best use of it by harnessing it. The power is 
captured in various ways and as a renewable energy 
source, it's an important part of our clean future. We can 
convert the energy from sunlight into electrical energy. It 
can be by directly using photovoltaics (PV) or indirectly 
using concentrated solar power or combining both. A 
quite small voltage is generated when light strikes the 
junction between a metal and a semiconductor or the 
intersection between two semiconductors. The power 
generated by a single PV cell is about two watts. By 
connecting large numbers of individual cells in solar-
panel arrays, can produce hundreds or even thousands of 
kilowatts of electric power in a solar electric plant [10]. 
     When solar panels get exposed to sunlight, the angle 
of incidence at which the sun’s rays meet the surface of 
the solar panel determines how well the panel can convert 
the incoming light into electricity. So, naturally, the 
narrower the angle of incidence, the more energy a 
photovoltaic panel can produce. Solar trackers help to 
minimize this angle. From the two types of solar tracker, 
a single-axis tracker has only one axis of movement, 
usually aligned with north and south. These setups allow 
panels to arc from east to west, track the sun as it rises, 
and travel across the sky and sets. Having fewer moving 
parts, they have a lower energy capture efficiency and 
cost less. But they can't consume as much energy as the 
other type of tracker (dual-axis) do. The incident angle 
on a photovoltaic panel is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Incident light angle on a photovoltaic panel 
 
     On the other hand, Othman [11], and Amit [12], stated 
that dual-axis trackers have two axes of movement, 
aligned with North-South and East-West them a quite 
wide range of positioning options. As seasons change, the 
path of the sun changes over time.  Dual-axis trackers can 
optimize the maximum amount of solar energy captured. 
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It maximizes solar energy collection throughout the year, 
tracking seasonal variations in the sun's position in 
addition to normal daily motion. Researchers state the 
main strength of dual-axis trackers is their ability to 
maximize energy production. However, they have a 
higher degree of mechanical complexity, making them 
more expensive and requiring more maintenance over 
their installed lifetime. As we wanted to consume the best 
to have the maximum output for the farmers, we worked 
on dual-axis solar panels on poultry farms & this paper is 
all about it. 
     So, strategy of dual axis tracker solar system has two 
main categories including electric circuit and mechanical 
structure. Maximum Power Point Tracking is the 
objective of dual axis tracking system and it works not 
only along the day time but also throughout the year and 
seasons [13-17]. In any poultry farm, it’s important to 
have electricity 24/7 for brooding, heating, feeding etc. 
But rural areas have frequent power cuts which cause 
problems in the farm. Also, the electricity bill is getting 
increased day by day. Here, if we use solar power along 
with utility, it overcome all these obstacles.  
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 
     For a better understanding, the total project was 
explained via system overview and system architecture 
which are briefly explained below in 2.1 and 2.2 using 
proper block diagram in Figure 1 and working prototype 
flow chart in Figure 2. 
     
2.1 System Overview 
     In the overall system, the LDR sensor or the 
photosensor senses the sun’s light intensity, which 
Arduino collects in real-time in analog data. The Arduino 
processes the sensor data. According to the sensors data, 
servos attached to the solar panel are rotated towards the 
sun’s most intense light area. The power collected from 
the solar panel is stored in a battery through a solar charge 
controller unit being measured by the voltage and current 
sensor for power comparison calculation. Then from the 
battery the voltage is converted to AC from DC through 
an inverter and thus supplied to the load. To understand 
the whole system of this project, a system block diagram 
is shown in Figure 2. 

 
 

Fig.2: Block diagram of dual axis solar embedded poultry 
farm 

 

2.2 System Architecture 
    The whole system runs by an Arduino microcontroller 
with a preloaded program. Incident light excites the LDR 
sensors which then collected by the Arduino. According 
to the given conditions, Arduino commands the servos to 
move the panel to the precise location. The locations are 
preloaded in the program according to which the servos 
are rotated. The program checks if the sun’s most intense 
light incidents on the panel surface by checking sensors 
value. If not, it will move the panel to the most intense 
light area where each sensor’s value will be same. This 
process will run simultaneously whole the day tracking 
sun’s exact location. 
The whole solar power performance enhancing system is 
represented at Figure 3.  
 

 
 

Fig.3:  Flow chart of dual axis solar embedded poultry farm 
 

3. IMPLEMENTATION  
 
     To understand the project more precisely, the whole 
system of the project is divided into four major parts. 
These are sensing unit, control unit, adjustment unit and 
generation and load unit. 
 
3.1 Sensing Unit 
     The sensing unit consists of four LDR (Light Intensity 
Detector) sensor. Those sensors measure light intensity 
and send analog valued data to the Arduino in the control 
unit. The four sensors are carefully adjusted to four points 
of the solar plate. Two of the sensors sense the sun's 
position in the vertical axis, i.e., East and West side and 
the other pair in the horizontal axis i.e., North and South 
side. Thus, by using these sensors, sun's exact position 
can be tracked. It's graphically shown in Figure 5. 
     An LDR is a resistor whose resistance decreases over 
the incident light intensity. The circuit diagram is shown 
in Figure 4. The relationship between resistance of the 
light (RL) and light intensity (Lux) for a typical LDR is 
given in equation 1. 
 
RL = (500 / Lux) Ohm…… (1) 
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Fig.4: Circuit diagram a LDR circuit 
 
3.2 Control Unit 
     The control unit is the microcontroller that analyses 
the sensor data and takes action accordingly. We used 
Arduino UNO consists of microchip ATmega328P from 
the Atmel AVR family. Arduino’s analog A0 to A3 i/o 
pins receive the analog data from the four LDR sensor, 
where A0=sensor S0 A1=sensor S1 A2=sensor S2 
A3=sensor S3 data. The Arduino then determines where 
the sun’s intensity is highest and commands the servos 
through a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) signal to 
rotate towards the sun by being analyzed according to the 
program. 
 
 3.3 Adjustment Unit 
     The adjustment unit is the part that rotates and adjusts 
the whole panel towards the sun, and that is a mechanical 
mechanism attached to servos. We have used two 
MG995 servo motors for this part. When the control unit 
sends data to the servos to move NE, i.e., North East, the 
1st servo rotates to a certain degree to the North and the 
other to the East. The rotating degree depends on the 
sensor data and is determined by the Arduino. Because of 
the dual-axis, the whole panel has four degrees of 
freedom. So, the entire panel can rotate to any necessary 
point. The solar panel controlling path is shown in Figure 
5. 
 

 
 

Fig.5: Solar panel adjustment representation 
 
3.4 Generation and Load unit 
     This part consists of the solar panel itself and other 
necessary items like solar charge controller, voltage and 
current sensor, battery, inverter and load. In the 
generation part, the solar plate produces electricity from 
the plate's chemical reaction by sunlight. This electricity 
is in DC which is then stored in a battery through a solar 
charge controller being measured by the current and 
voltage sensor. Then, the DC electricity is converted to 
load useable AC through an Inverter to the load. The 

charge controller is shown in Figure 6. 

 
 

Fig.6: Solar charge controller 
 
     The dual axis solar embedded system for a poultry 
farm’s load is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
 

Fig.7:  A prototype model of a dual axis solar embedded 
system 

 
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
     The project's result was collected from the dual axis 
solar tracking system and compared with a panel that has 
a fixed position that is static solar panel and a single axis 
solar panel. The results were recorded over a day and 
tabulated from the voltage and current sensor. The 
tabulated data is shown in the table below. 
 

Table 1: Recorded data of three different solar panels over 
time 

 
TIME Static(W) Single 

Axis(W) 
Dual Axis(W) 

7.00-8.00 2.2  2.6 2.9 
8.00-9.00 3 3.4 3.9 

9.00-10.00 3.5 3.8 4.4 
10.00-11.00 4 4.2 4.9 
11.00-12.00 4.8 4.8 5 
12.00-1.00 4.4 4.6 4.9 
1.00-2.00 2 4 4.8 
2.00-3.00 1 2.2 3.3 
3.00-4.00 0.5 0.8 2 
4.00-5.00 0.3 0.6 1.2 
5.00-6.00 0 0 0 

Total 25.7 31 37.3 
 
     The output power was dependent on the light intensity 
falling on the panel’s surfaces. The generated power was 
simultaneously monitored and recorded via voltage and 
current sensor. Then the data was compared with a static 
and a single axis solar panel's generated power. The result 
was as expected. Over this time, it is seen that the dual-
axis panel's power generation was much higher than the 
single-axis or any static planer solar panel. The power 
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data was plotted as is shown in Figure 8. 
 

  
Fig.8: Comparison of 3 different solar panel generated power 

     From the data, we calculated the output efficiency 
compared to the static and single axis solar panel.  Dual 
axis solar panel’s efficiency with respect to any static 
solar panel is 45.2% higher and with compared to the 
single axis solar panel it is 19.69% which is seen in the 
plotted diagram in Figure 8. 
     The same procedures were repeated over a year of 
data to see the differences in power generation on the 
different months represented in Figure 9. 
 

 
 

Fig.9: Power comparison over a year. 
 
     As from the result, the power generation is higher in 
our dual-axis solar embedded system compared to the 
static and single-axis solar system over the year.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 
     From the overall project result, we’ve seen the power 
generation output is higher from the other solar 
embedded system. The efficiency rate we’ve gained from 
the result in our dual axis system is 45.2% higher than the 
static one and 19.69% from the single axis embedded one. 
Ultimately, using this very system gives immunity from 
utility price hike and allows uninterrupted power supply 
in the poultry farm which was our main objective and it 
has been obtained successfully.  
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Abstract-In this paper, we propose a connectivity framework 
that is tailored to the needs of rural communities in 
developing countries. The key requirements are affordability, 
interoperability with mobile networks, and sustainability. 
These demands are met by our extensible infrastructure of 
small cells, which can be deployed terrestrially as ‘village 
pods’ or mounted on fishing boats. Blockchain is used to 
enable ‘smart contracts’ between the community networks 
and public mobile networks.   
 
Keywords: 5G, Network Slice, Local Community Networks, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
     The fifth-generation technology (5G) has been deployed 
in developed countries to support enhanced Mobile 
Broadband (eMBB), massive Machine Type Communication 
(mMTC) and ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication 
(uRLLC) services along with gigabit speed. In developing 
countries, network providers tend to upgrade the networks 
mainly in metropolitan areas.  In rural areas, due to lack of 
business growth and low returns on the investment, new 
technologies are less likely to be deployed. 
     The paper focusses on people in coastal areas who rely on 
fishing and low-income small marine trades. Approximately 
97 percent of the world’s fishermen live in developing 
countries with fishing as the main basis of food and income. 
Small scale fisheries are deprived of access to markets, even 
locally, and a lack of advertising goods. These marine 
fishermen are completely isolated from the land all through 
their fishing trips. The fishermen travel up to 120 km away 
from the shore on time in search of potential fishing zones. 
The coastline length of India is about 7516.6 km mainland. 
The mobile network connectivity range over the ocean is 
limited to 15 km from the coastline. Due to the limited range 
of cellular networks over oceans, the extra cost involved in 
expanding the range for the Service Providers (SPs) will not 
be acceptable by the potential increase in their revenues. 
Satellite communication is also expensive and unaffordable 
for marine fishermen who are largely poor, particularly in 
developing countries.  
     There are ongoing initiatives for ‘connecting the 
unconnected’ communities. One of these solutions, 
providing affordable connectivity for marine fishermen 
communities, is already prototyped and deployed with the 
OceanNet platform [1]. This offshore communication 
platform utilizes WiFi small cells on motorized boats to 
provide connectivity to fishermen normally fishing far away 
from the harbor. Another distinguished program, the Amrita 

Multi-Modal Applications and Human-Computer Interaction 
(AMMACHI) Labs [2], study, propose and implement 
technologies for resolving social problems of the under-
served communities. This program has adopted nearly 101 
Indian villages and endures research projects for sustainable 
development of the rural communities. 
     The advent of 5G mobile technology accelerates the 
digitization of economies. There is a potential in utilizing the 
combination of 5G network technologies and Local 
Community Network (LCN) principles to design and deliver 
affordable and resilient novel network connectivity solutions. 
This will enable end users to realise a localized circular 
economy and utilize the infrastructure as a local marketplace 
and to share news in the event of disasters. Currently, 
network operators deploy public cellular networks (such as 
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) or 5G networks). Licensed 
spectrum has been used to deliver voice and data services 
from Base Stations (BSs) covering a large geographical area. 
The process to extend the network is often expensive, time 
consuming, and cumbersome.  LCNs, on the other hand, can 
be deployed as dedicated local networks with simple and 
compact access points.  LCNs or more broadly private 
cellular networks, use similar technology as the public 
cellular networks. The key bands for private networks are 
shared access Citizen Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) at 
3.5 GHz, Global unlicensed 5 GHz band, and Multi-Fire 
technology at 5 GHz.  
     The objective of the paper is to provide a reference design, 
inspired by the success of the OceanNet platform and the 
LCN principles.  
     The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is the 
Introduction. Section 2 explains the prominent initiatives 
that address humanitarian requirements by designing future 
generations of networking to meet the needs of every person 
in all regions of the world. Section 3 describes the key 
enablers to roll out affordable connectivity and services for 
sea-going fishermen communities. Section 4 describes the 
reference design framework to realize sustainable 
infrastructure to provide key services to the rural community. 
Section 5 concludes the paper. 
 
2. INITIATIVES FOR SUSTAINABLE CONNECTIVITY 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SHARING MECHANISM 
 
     This section explores some of the global projects and 
initiatives to achieve affordable connectivity for all. During 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the demand for connectivity 
increased dramatically. Regulatory bodies and Governments 
have been exploring policies like spectrum sharing, licensing, 
and tariffs. More recently, dedicated spectrum has been 
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allocated to facilitate the deployment of private networks. 
This paves the way for a paradigm shift called LCN.  LCNs 
can be potentially deployed by end user communities, local 
Government councils, and Non-Government Organizations 
(NGOs). This is expected to accompany another parallel 
initiative related to sustainable networks.  
Telecommunications Standards Development Society, India 
(TSDSI) [3] introduced long-range cells to extend coverage 
to rural areas.  Worldwide Research Forum (WWRF) [4] 
workshop covered the vision from Basic Internet Foundation. 
IEEE Future Networks initiatives [5] bridge the digital split 
by providing access through locally deployed InfoInternet 
infrastructure ensuring sustainability of internet services in 
village areas. 
     Based on the United Nations Sustainability Development 
Goals (SDGs), standards organizations like IEEE, ITU, ETSI 
are likely to embrace the LCNs and develop underlying 
technologies. Some of the prominent initiatives are shown in 
Table 1. India’s Wi-Fi Access Network Interface (WANI) [6] 
is a public Wi-Fi scheme enabling low-cost Wi-Fi hotspot 
services in huge numbers (currently India has only 300,000 
hotspots); Facebook Telecom Infra Project (TIP) [7]; 
economical Open RAN deployment in Africa by Orange 
telecom operator [8] extends the rural coverage. As part of 
TIP’s Open RAN Project Group, Evenstar [9] works with 
other industry players to design and deploy flexible and 
sustainable infrastructure technologies. 

 
Table 1: Initiatives for Sustainable Connectivity Infrastructure 

 
     LCNs, deployed by communities, require sharing models 
with the mobile networks. Blockchain has been envisaged to 
provide a secure and scalable sharing mechanism. Different 
projects have tried to create a blockchain-based platform to 
enable and incentivize users for sharing their internet 
connectivity over the WiFi with others. This helps to connect 
the unconnected societies, especially where the commercial 
internet providers have low incentive to participate. Some of 
these efforts include the Ammbr [10] project to expand the 
internet connectivity using a specific WiFi device connected 
to a distributed ledger on top of the Ethereum [11] using 
Plasma. It allows its users to share their internet with others 
in exchange for cryptocurrency. Helium [12] project also has 
tried to enable its users to share their internet connection via 
a specific WiFi device that follows their innovative protocol 
called “Wireless Helium Internet Protocol” (WHIP) and uses 
their novel consensus “Proof-of-Connectivity” to earn 
cryptocurrency. Similarly, Wicrypt [13] provided its users 
with a mobile application in both Android and IOS 
application stores to share their internet via Mobile WiFi 
(Mi-Fi) and earn crypto. 
     In the 5G era, network slicing enables a smart way to 

partition the network for any industry, business, or 
application, creating dynamic network instances resulting in 
multiple logical networks.  Selecting the appropriate slice for 
a service is the key characteristic of the network slicing 
concept. Slicing facilitates sharing of the resources 
irrespective of the number of end users and types of devices.  
This helps LCN operators to effectively utilize the mobile 
network infrastructure. In particular, when the Fishermen 
move between villages and fishing trips, seamless mobility 
can be supported between the LCNs and the traditional 
mobile networks.    
 

3. KEY ENABLERS 
 
     5G using unlicensed technologies and the concept of 
network slicing [14] principles can overcome the 
connectivity challenges and bring together unique blend of 
low-cost, energy-efficient, battery back-up operated 
sustainable community infrastructure. Such infrastructure 
can support all types of devices such as smartphones, tiny 
sensors, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, etc. with seamless 
connectivity. The following subsections explain the recent 
evolution from legacy networks in the infrastructure and 
networking point of view that can cater to the 
communication needs of today’s unconnected communities 
in the developing world. 
 
3.1 Open RAN 
     5G provides connectivity over network fabric consisting 
of network elements such as small cells and macrocells 
densely deployed in the network. 5G Standalone Service 
Based Architecture (SBA) [15] as shown in Fig.1 brings in 
the network slicing concept applying the recent trends in 
information and communications technologies to explore the 
key benefits of digitization. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: 5G Standalone Architecture [15] 
 
     Another promising technology that enables a sustainable 
local infrastructure is 5G Open Radio Access Network 
(RAN) [16] framework focusing on virtualized Data Center 
(DC) concept. In Open RAN, different to the conventional 
base station concept, build a modular compact software base 
station stack on general-purpose hardware, resulting in an 
open and interoperable 5G RAN. This leads to the 
disaggregation of RAN into Radio Units (RUs), Distributed 
Units (DUs) and Centralized Units (CUs).  The transmission 
layer in Open RAN has been split into fronthaul (RU-DU), 
midhaul (DU-CU), and backhaul (CU to the Core Network). 
By decoupling the RU hardware, DU, and CU software, 
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which are usually supplied as a package, there is deployment 
flexibility to make solutions from the growing number of 
technology providers. Openness introduces multiple 
operators, multiple vendors and network sharing through 
software in the future. Through Evenstar, Facebook 
Connectivity teams up with the network of mobile operators, 
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), design 
manufacturers, and contract manufacturers to develop 
reference RAN architecture design which is aligned with 3rd 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and O-RAN 
specifications. The key to quickly adopt Open RAN is the 
availability of affordable Remote Radio Head (RRH) based 
on Open RAN specifications. Recently, Evenstar B3 RRH 
interoperability was tested with DU solution based on split 
7.2. The initiative will ultimately embrace multiple RRH 
products, including FDD B3 (4T4R 4X40W). 
     With the above-mentioned concept of Open RAN, the 
new generation of micro–Data Centers (µDCs) that are easily 
deployable by the LCN providers can be realized.  µDCs are 
compact versions of DCs comprising of computing, storage, 
and networking resources that can be deployed in indoors or 
outdoors space. The µDCs will be utilizing lean computing 
in conjunction with the key elements of ETSI NFVI/ Multi-
Access Edge Computing (MEC) frameworks [17]. The DCs 
will be connected to local smart grid with battery back-up to 
work with utmost energy efficiency. The RAN and µDCs 
will form part of the edge based local content delivery 
framework in LCN. 
 
3.2 IoT Platforms 
     In the LCNs covering the villages, the IoT platforms can 
help in live traffic information, smart agriculture, public 
safety and water quality management. The marine fishermen 
will be using on the sea LCNs that could be developed based 
on the OceanNet. The benefits to the marine community 
include reliable communication technology covering the 
fishing zone, assuring connectivity, localization/real-time 
tracking of boats, efficient network management enabling 
communication between boats, between the sea and shore 
and providing alerts in the sea. Recently several cloud 
companies including Google, Amazon and, Microsoft have 
developed IoT platforms based on legacy IoT solutions. In 
the future, these platforms will be migrated to 5G technology. 
As an example, Azure IoT edge [18] can play significant role 
in supporting the marine fishermen in the following ways: 
 
 Proximity Sensing and Environmental Monitoring 

using Azure IoT Edge: The use of proximity sensors 
helps to detect obstacles in the surrounding radius sup-
ported by the sensor and alert the fishermen in advance 
helping them to change their course. Besides, environ-
mental/weather data can be collected from every fishing 
boat. The proposed sensors for each weather parameter 
could be Temperature - DHT11, Humidity - DHT11, Air 
Pressure - BMP180, Wind Direction - Wind Wave, Wind 
Speed – Anemometer, Rainfall – Rainbucket, Location - 
GPS Module 

     All the data from these sensors can be sent to an anchor 
boat which acts as a Field Gateway between these IoT 
devices and the Azure IoT Hub. The data from the GPS 
module will be used for tracking the boat’s location and 
registering the respective climatic/environmental data tagged 
with location. The Azure IoT Edge Field Gateway will be 
located close to devices on-premises and helps in connecting 
to the IoT Platform in the cloud. 
 
 Engine Health Monitoring: A flow sensor (for the fuel 

flow monitoring), a temperature sensor (for prevention 
from overheating) connected to the anchor boat (Field 
Gateway) will serve for monitoring the engine health. 
The data from the sensors will be sent to the anchor boat 
(Azure IoT Edge) for local data processing and analysis. 
The IoT edge modules will help monitor the health of 
the engine and send an alert signal to the boats if the en-
gine health is deprived. This data can be sent to the IoT 
Platform in the cloud periodically for further analysis 
and data collection. With further customization of sen-
sors, the health of the winch motors in the fishing boats 
can also be monitored. 
Fleet Monitoring: Fleet monitoring system would suf-
fice for the tracking and safety of the fishing boats. A 
GPS Module, a Fuel Level Sensor and an Odometer are 
required for a complete fleet monitoring system. The lo-
cation of each shipping boat can be tracked from the an-
chor boat. The data from the Fuel Level sensor will also 
be transmitted to the anchor boat for analyzing fuel lev-
els. An odometer measures the distance traveled by the 
boat. All the data from the anchor boat (field gateway 
with IoT Edge modules) will be sent to the Azure cloud 
for remote fleet monitoring in an Azure IoT platform 
through an Azure Dashboard. All the anchor ships can 
be replaced with satellite communication, which re-
moves the restriction of having an anchor ship (IoT 
Edge) every time. Satellite communication ensures dis-
continued bi-directional communication. 
 

4. REFERENCE DESIGN FRAMEWORK TO REALISE 
SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR LCN 

 
     The paper explores the potential of LCN to create 5G 
infrastructure to rural communities. The technical design 
comprises Private Networks/3GPP Non-Public Networks 
(NPN) architecture [19], network sharing [20], blockchain 
technology [21] and Synchronization [22],[25].  Smart 
contracts are necessary to rationalize the transactions and 
develop trust within LCN. The sharing economy together 
with these enablers can support rapid decision-making by 
collaborating different organizations/stakeholders that are 
unknown to each other. Fig.2 illustrates how fishermen on 
boats could be connected by distributed architecture enabling 
sustainable and seamless connectivity solutions.  

●
 

●

●
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Fig.2: Overall System Workflow 

 
     The fishermen will be served by virtual DCs 
(vDCs/vPoD) locally deployed on the boats as well as on the 
land. LCN and the public network operators work together 
to ensure service continuity.  LCN is supported by NPN and 
Blockchain modules. 5G Public Network orchestrator 
framework comprising of RAN, Software-Defined Wide 
Area Network (SD-WAN) and Network Service Orchestrator 
(NSO) supervises the service or slice initiation, maintenance 
and assurance. The objective is to ensure the smooth 
transition of end-to-end network slice between public and 
private network deployments to realize sustainable slicing. 
NSO starts provisioning the slice. This begins with the 5G 
core, control of the transport connectivity managed by SD-
WAN and RAN orchestrator supporting the distributed 
virtual radio network functions or RUs. Sustainable Slice 
manager monitors the transition of slice between the public 
and private network deployments. vPoD manager controls 
the topology selection (RU/DU/CU), configuration and 
gathers performance statistics of vPoDs on boats/land. LCN 
Orchestrator and Network Operation Center (NOC) 
understand the information from vPoD and Slice manager to 
ensure that resources are assigned for the slice to provide 
services to the fishermen. The following section explains the 
role of the key module Blockchain in the LCN operator. 
 
4.1 Blockchain 
     Blockchain technology tends to use more than one server 
to perform transactions, and removing single point of failure 
from traditional server-client systems, it improves cyber-
attack resilience. The first generation of Blockchain 
technology has been introduced by Bitcoin [23], which 
provided us with a very secure digital payment system. The 
second generation of blockchain introduces Smart Contracts 
[24]. The blockchain used in a system could be Public or 
Private. On one hand, a Public Blockchain allows anyone to 
participate in the network and start creating new blocks by 
following specific rules. On the other hand, a Private 
Blockchain as its naming suggests needs to authorize its 
nodes before letting them participate in the network. 
The smart contract holds the assets taken from one party and 
monitors the execution of the terms in a fully automated way 
and releases it to the other party only if the terms of the 
agreement have been met. If the second party does not meet 
the terms of the contract in time, the blocked assets will be 
returned back to service receiver’s account. The next 
generation of blockchain is trying to be more sustainable in 

every aspect. This enables us to implement a sustainable 5G 
network where Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) could 
share their physical infrastructures and logical networking 
facilities. A blockchain can facilitate an automatic leasing 
process while the immutability of the blockchain makes the 
whole business more reliable. 
     Proof of Connection (PoC) is a novel Byzantine Fault 
Tolerant (BFT) consensus, which specifically designed for 
5G networks slicing purpose, implements the Proof of 
Authority by using Proof of Stake consensus to be used in a 
private permissioned system. PoC enables subscribers to stay 
connected on the move when they are not able to reach their 
home service provider network. Fig.3 illustrates the logic of 
PoC algorithm where the green nodes are Mobile Operators 
and blue nodes are the fixed full nodes from the Local 
Community Network Service Provider (LCN-SP) distributed 
core. In the proposed blockchain, there is no need for block 
confirmation, therefore it will be faster and more flexible. 
Moreover, the network could easily be scaled up since there 
is no need to go through a voting process. In a blockchain 
that does not require any kind of computational race to create 
new blocks, a much lesser amount of energy will be needed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.3: Logical design of a private blockchain using PoC 
 
     Two types of nodes will be cooperating to achieve the 
consensus. Fixed full nodes at the LCN-SP distributed core 
trying to connect the unconnected, by providing cheaper 
connectivity solutions to the community, which always are 
available to host the ledger. The second set, which are light 
nodes that only keep the blocks related to them for better 
storage performance. The light nodes represent MNOs that 
may connect and disconnect as they need at any time. The 
mobile operators are considered as public networks in the 
proposing system and to join the network, any mobile 
operator should have a minimum amount of local digital 
asset  , to run the smart contracts and also to be able to 
participate in the network. 
     To implement a 5G network using the slicing technique, 
the physical infrastructure and computational power of 
different networks should be shared with others and to attain 
that, there are different challenges to be addressed. A 
specifically designed blockchain could be a great enabler to 
share operators’ physical networking infrastructures and 
computing resources in a trustless, automated way. The 
beneficiaries of the system could be any participating MNO, 
Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO), Over the Top 
(OTT) Service Provider, and Vertical Industry (VI). Fig.4 
illustrates different layers of the system. 
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     The proposed blockchain can act as a Home Subscriber 
Server (HSS) being shared among operators or it can be 
utilized to keep subscribers’ identification data, addressing 
data, and profile updates to act as a Home Location Register 
(HLR). Furthermore, the blockchain would keep the 
infrastructure leasing data, along with the metrics of 
expected service to be delivered to a subscriber. 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Different layers of 5G network implementation 
  
     Subscriber   is registered with MNO (  ) and tends to 
move towards MNO (  ) as in Fig.5, when his/her device 
measures low signal strength from , will try to attach to the 
next network ( ) before the current connection is lost. When 
MNO   receives subscriber  ‘s attachment request, will 
send  ’s identity to MNO   as a sign of initiating the 
handover process by saving a new block on the ledger. MNO 

 then will create a new block signed with its private key, 
which contains ’s data and will officially initiate a smart 
contract to provide the required predetermined package of 
services to subscriber   (e.g.,    of data). The type of 
service may have different factors to measure, such as the 
amount of transferred data by the subscriber or/and quality 
of service to be delivered to subscriber . The ledger would 
keep all related data such as subscriber’s data, network 
slicing and infrastructure leasing data, smart contracts data, 
along with the digital wallets and transactions data in a 
chronological immutable manner. The smart contract, on one 
hand, keeps monitoring that the delivered service meets the 
expectations, and on the other hand, makes sure that the 
equivalent amount of digital assets would be deposited into 
the service provider’s digital wallet.  
     For example, by using smart contracts a specific amount 
of data could be set to be delivered to subscriber , and if  
uses all the data package then the expected assets will be 
transferred to MNO   ’s wallet, otherwise, the equivalent 
amount of digital assets related to the data used by , will 
be calculated and paid to  and the rest of blocked assets will 
be returned to MNO . 
     When subscriber   tends to exit  ’s network coverage 
zone like it was exiting ’s coverage zone in the beginning, 
it will request the next target network to initiate a handover 
process exactly like MNO   has done it. The handover 
process is illustrated in Fig.5, where steps are shown with 
numbers,   is the moving mobile subscriber while, 0 and 

1 are showing the time sequence in the process. To prevent 
network congestion, subscribers belonging to the operator 
holding more digital assets would be served first. 
 

 
 

Fig.5: Handover process 
 
     The hand over process happens as follow: 
Step 1 and 2: Subscriber   moves towards MNO  ‘s net-
work coverage zone and requests for network attachment, 
then MNO , creates a block on the ledger mentioning MNO 

 as the recipient, this is also an official request for handover 
process initiation. 
Step 3 and 4: MNO , will submit a new block containing 
the subscriber’s data to initiate the smart contract and then a 
smart contract for the expected service will be signed. 
Step 5 and 6: The subscriber moves towards MNO  and re-
quests for network attachment, then the MNO , creates a 
block on the ledger same as the process performed by MNO 

 in step 2. 
Step 7 and 8: MNO  , creates a block containing sub-
scriber’s data to initiate the smart contract. Then a smart con-
tract for the expected service will be signed and the handover 
process gets done.  
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
     The advances in next-generation technologies are driven 
by the demands of urban communities. Rural areas lack the 
network infrastructure to benefit from these improvements. 
The proposed LCN framework, comprising SDN, private 
networks, and blockchain, fulfills the needs of these 
communities by leveraging dedicated and interoperable 5G 
solutions. For example, the resilience offered by 5G allows 
for the maintenance of network connectivity and service in 
disaster scenarios. Furthermore, this framework brings 
currently disconnected rural communities into the digital 
sphere. The solution, when combined with the development 
of regional-language apps, will facilitate improved 
efficiency of small businesses and localized supply chain 
management. This efficiency lends itself to an enhanced 
sustainability effort, as digitization can be brought to 
agrarian economies without the corresponding burden of 
urbanization and industry. 
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Abstract-A major change in technology can be seen as 
an advantage, a number of different fields from industrial 
& communication to household application has the 
experience of automation. In this paper we proposed a 
few viewpoints related with the effect of the new 
computerized, correspondence and facilities innovation 
improvement in the execution of Smart Building 
Management Systems (SBMS), a cohesive way for 
monitoring, governing and confirming    the control, 
coziness and efficiency in utilization of an automated 
building. In our proposal, a smart security system was 
implemented by finger print scanner, while different types 
of sensors are used for the prevention of any deathtrap. 
Also, a smart water management and load management 
framework are also introduced for an effective use of the 
resources. A smart vehicle parking methodology is also 
improved which eliminates the annoyance of searching 
hollow parking lots. At the end, the performance of all 
the proposed modules is analyzed on real time basis to 
figure out the feasibility for hands-on implementation.   
 
Keywords: Arduino, Car Parking, Finger Print sensor, 
Microcontroller, Smart Home. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

     Home automation is building automation for a home, 
called an evocative home or intense house [1]. A home 
automation system will control lighting, climate, theater 
arrangements, and mechanical assemblies. Home 
automation does what it says, it empowers to design and 
robotize how different gadgets inside and outside/close 
by the home work together in a programmed manner with 
regards to an associated home [2]. Smart home is the 
coordination of innovation and administrations through 
home systems administration for a superior nature of 
living [3]. It utilizes various advances to prepare home 
parts for more savvy observing and remotely controlled 
and empowering them for powerful symphonious 
connection among them to such an extent that the 
ordinary house works and exercises are automated 
without client intercession or with the controller of the 
client in a simpler, more advantageous, more proficient, 
more secure, and more affordable way [4] [5]. 
     Power is the critical prerequisite for carrying on with 
an agreeable life and it must be appropriately utilized and 
overseen electrical metering instrument innovation has 
made considerable progress from what it was over 100 
years prior. Smart home guarantees spare the power and 
diminish the force and water bills [6]. Regularly it is seen 
that lights stay on because of the lethargy of standing up 

and turning them off. A shrewd home will permit us to 
turn off lights and other electronic things in any event, 
when we are sleeping and resting. Energy management 
has now gotten practical as the structures today are built 
in such a way so they use minimal measure of energy 
conceivable. This should be possible utilizing the 
controlling gadgets that is introduced in the structure 
during the development cycle. An electric meter or 
energy meter is a device that quantifies the measure of 
electrical energy provided or devoured by a home, 
business or machine [7]. Present day power meters work 
by constantly estimating the instantaneous voltage (volts) 
and current (amperes) and finding the result of these to 
give instantaneous electrical power (watts) which is then 
coordinated against time to give energy utilized (joules, 
kilowatt-hours etc.). Resolution and precision of the 
meter has seen significant upgrades throughout the long 
term. By and by, microcontrollers are assuming a 
significant function in metering instrument innovation 
[8]. The automatic meter reading framework is planned 
to gather the meter readings, without people genuinely 
proceeding to peruse the meters outwardly. 
     Water shortage is one of the serious issues confronting 
most urban areas on the planet and wastage during 
transmission has been distinguished as a disadvantage. 
Sometimes in home, one needs to continue watching his 
tank water level to turn off the water pump once it is 
turned on [9]. Furthermore, here and there this likewise 
can happen that the motor coil burns due to the scarcity 
of water in the pump. This issue is unobtrusively 
identified with poor water allocation, wasteful use, and 
absence of sufficient and coordinated water management. 
Subsequently, effective use and water observing are 
expected imperative for home or office water 
management system [10]. Programmed water 
management framework helps individuals at home to fill 
the overhead tank, watering the plants and stifle fire 
during fire mishaps consequently [11]. 
     Flames can be sufficiently hazardous to harm whole 
structure and burn them to ground. Consequently, it is 
critical to think of real-life strategies to shield the 
structure from the fire catastrophes. Fast improvement in 
the technology have expanded the interest for ingenious 
fire assurance framework contrasted with the existent 
framework accessible now a days. Programmed alarm 
framework gives continuous observation, checking and 
programmed alert [12]. A key part of fire assurance is to 
identify a creating fire emergency in a timely means, and 
to alarm the structure's inhabitants and fire crisis 
associations [13]. This is the part of fire detection and 
alarm outline. 
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     Security has become a significant piece of life all over. 
It is important to make sure about home as the 
conceivable outcomes of interlopers are expanding 
deliberately or inadvertently to obtain entrance inside 
premises for hurting and to turn out to be possibly danger 
to life, property which may cost to loss of unapproved 
materials and data. A security framework, planned to 
smart home robotization, needs to help a several distinct 
purposes. The essential plan of a security framework 
starts with examining the necessities of the occupants, 
studying existing innovation and equipment, assessing 
framework costs, considering observing decisions lastly 
arranging the establishment [14] [15]. 
     As of now, majority share of the current vehicle 
parking in building don't have a methodical framework. 
The majority of them are physically man-matured and 
somewhat wasteful. The difficult that consistently 
happens at the vehicle leave is time being squandered in 
looking for the accessible parking spots. Clients will 
continue revolving around the stopping region until they 
found a vacant parking space. This issue for the most part 
happens in huge high rise, where number of vehicles is 
higher when contrasted with the accessibility of parking 
spots. These ineffectual conditions happened due to the 
absence of implementation in technologies [16] [17]. 
Clients who own vehicles likewise need to realize the rest 
of the parking spot before arriving at the leaving area. 
Numerous drivers don't know ahead of time about the 
quantity of outstanding stopping blocks and experience 
the ill effects of parking. Regardless of whether there is 
parking spot, if the area data of empty squares is 
inadequate, drivers will encounter insufficient 
development and burn through their time. Thusly, it turns 
into a basic issue to present imaginative parking 
management framework that furnishes the parking area 
clients with real-time parking status information. 
     Here in this paper, there are an elaborate discussion on 
various and innovative methods for solving the above-
mentioned issues which helps to experience a smart 
building. In the proposes management system, a security 
system has introduced which use a finger print scanner to 
provide convenience and safety as well as keep home 
innocuous from interloper. Additionally, a smart parking 
system is also projected based on IR sensors to unravel 
the delinquent of superfluous time consumption in 
finding parking spot in marketable or high-rise building 
car parking areas. There is a hazard prevention proposal 
utilizing gas leakage sensor and the flame detection 
sensor for easily detecting the danger of fire and taking 
obligatory steps for the preclusion of it at the earliest sign. 
Besides that, a water management system is also 
introduced bases on a level sensor for dispensing and 
handling the optimal use of water resource. Finally, a 
smart load management system is introduced based on 
effective switching to determine the energy or power 
ingesting of utilizations as well as make a gesture of 
electricity bill rendering to it. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
     Adriano Nano and PIC Microcontrollers have been 
used, who had the main role in this system to control the  
 

 
 

Fig.1: Block Diagram of the full arrangement 
 
devices connected. Besides this, controller transistor has 
also been used in order to control switching the 
connection between these two, has been made by 
connecting the base of a transistor to the controller’s 
output pin. This controller circuit usually needs a 5V DC 
supply in order to operate. LCD display is used to display 
the various conditions in every subsystem [18]. A 12V 
DC electrochemical relay is used to in the motor driver 
circuit as a switch to regulate it. Buzzer is used as an 
alarm. DC servo motors are installed to drive the main 
gate, room doors and motors via controller. Motion 
Sensor are used for energy saving purposes. Fig. 1 
illustrates the full system block diagram where it depicted 
that the whole system is divided into five subsystems 
which are security module, car parking module, water 
management module, hazard prevention module and load 
management module. The detail description of each 
module is stated below. 
 
2.1 Security Module 
     The security entryway utilizes the unique mark 
innovation that was worked along the microcontroller, 
Arduino Nano. This peruses the fingerprints from the 
finger print scanner and award admittance to an ensured 
room just for the unique finger impression that have been 
enrolled previously into the framework [19]. The 
Arduino Nano yields a HIGH that enacts the transistor 
relay switching that deals with the opening and shutting 
off the mechanized entryway at the passage of the 
structure [20]. An LCD is put at the head of the 
mechanized entryway that shows the function happening 
in the installed security framework. In the event that the 
unique mark introduced at the door matches with the one 
in the framework then the “Access Granted” message is 
shown on the LCD or, in all likelihood “Access Denied” 
if finger impression doesn't coordinate. The mechanism 
of the motor drive for the modeled automated door is 
built with a DC servo motor controlled in the two ways. 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the block and executed illustration 
of this framework respectively. 
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Fig.2: Block Diagram of the security subsystem 
 

 
 

Fig.3:  Implemented Hardware for security module 
 
2.2 Car Parking System: 
     The framework involves three significant segments 
microcontroller, LCD display and RF module. The 
microcontroller (PIC16F72) is the center of the 
framework [21]. The LCD shows the quantity of 
accessible spaces and is connected to the microcontroller, 
which is connected to RF receiver module to get 
refreshes about the empty lot. Before the vehicle enters 
the carport, the LCD display, set at the head of the carport 
entryway, will show the information on whether a 
parking space is filled or unfilled in the carport for the 
vehicle to enter through. On the off chance that there are 
no parking spaces accessible among the total 6 cases, the 
vehicle isn't permitted to go through the carport as the 
security hindrance comes up and the status is shown on 
the LCD screen too. In the event that any parking space 
is unoccupied, the information of this opening will be 
shown on the LCD screen. When the vehicle goes into 
specific carport, it will be recognized by the interruption 
sensor put at the particular parking space.  When all the 
parking slots are filled with the vehicles, the obstacle 
sensors give a signal to the system and the status will be 
updated on the LCD screen that there is no empty area 
for parking. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the block and realized 
diagram of this framework respectively. 
 

 
 

Fig.4:  Block Diagram of Car Parking Module 

 
 

Fig.5: Implemented Hardware of Car Parking Module 
 

2.3 Water Management Module 
     The main concept of block in Fig. 6 is working of a 
microcontroller along with a level sensor. An LCD 
display is also included to indicate the water level at two 
positions that are high and low. If water level goes to its 
low position in the tank, then level sensor sent a ‘Turn 
ON’ signal to the microcontroller which execute that by 
turning on the transistor relay circuit, which results the 
pump starts to fill-up the water tank. After reaching the 
water to its high position in the tank, level sensor sent a 
‘Turn OFF’ signal to microcontroller which eventually 
initiates a ‘Turn OFF’ signal to the transistor relay as well 
as pump also turns OFF. The LCD display also shows the 
“Running” message at the intermediate time between the 
pump turning on and off. 
 

 
 

Fig.6: Block Diagram of Water Management Module 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Implemented Hardware of Water Management Module 
 
2.4 Hazard Prevention Module  
     The block diagram in Fig. 8 provides an intelligent 
hazard prevention system including a control circuit (a 
microcontroller) which is connected to the fire and gas 
detector, an alarm, and a ventilation system [22]. The 
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circuit receives signal from the detectors and activates the 
alarm and ventilation system as a function of the signal. 
If fire or gas is detected, the alarms are activated and the 
ventilation system is configured to cut off ventilation by 
cutting off the oxygen supply as well as open the 
automated door for evacuation of the people. 
 

 
 

Fig.8: Block Diagram of Hazard Prevention Module 
 

 
 
Fig.9:  Implemented Hardware for Hazard Prevention Module 
 
2.5 Load Management Module 
     The perception of load management system is 
depicted in Fig. 10. Here, the keypad is used as switching 
purpose for turning on and off any specific load. The light 
bulbs are used as load. A specific keyword was selected 
for any specific load such as 0001 for the load from the 
left of the figure, 0002 for the middle one and 0003 for 
the rightmost one. Based on the input from the keyboard, 
the loads are on or off. The LCD display is utilized to 
show the status of activity performed by the 
microcontroller. The microcontroller constantly screens 
and records the complete Energy utilized by the loads in 
its lasting memory area. The microcontroller is 
associated with current conditioning circuit and voltage 
conditioning circuit. The voltage and current 
conditioning blocks are fundamentally the potential 
divider circuit comprise of capacitors and resistors and is 
utilized to change over the voltage to the microcontroller 
voltage level, so, it will be effectively feasible with it. 
The current and voltage transformer quantifies the 
immediate current and voltage of the load. Based on this 
record, the client can know about the measure of intensity 
utilized by a particular month and gets a thought 
regarding the power bill without much of a stretch. 

 
 

Fig.10: Block Diagram of Load Management Module 
 

 
 
Fig.11: Implemented Hardwires of load management module. 

Here, (a)switching portion (b) voltage and current 
conditioning circuit of this module. 

 
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
3.1 Performance Analysis 
 

 
 

Fig.12: Performance Analysis Curve for all the sub systems 
 
     For this performance analysis, each module has 
undergone for ten test runs and measured how many 
times the system performed the desired response. From 
the figure, it is evident that the load management module 
performs OK in every case, while both the water 
management and security module both failed to perform 
one cases out of ten. For water management module, in 
one case although water level was low, the level sensor 
couldn’t detect it while for security module, the door 
didn’t open although prestored finger print was used. For 
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hazard prevention case, in one attempt buzzer didn’t 
response as well as the door didn’t open properly another 
time. So, the efficiency level is 80% for this one. 
However, the car parking module worked properly as 
expected. 
 
3.2 Advantages 
     The framework is viewed as valuable dependent on 
following cases- 
 

a. Energy saving by limiting vitality use and waste.  
b. Reduces the equipment operating expenditures. 
c. Conserves the natural environment’s resources. 
d. Provides control of access to every part of the 

building. 
e. Minimizes the danger of robbery and altering 

the property inside the structure. 
f. Increases the estimation of business and 

property.  
g. Provides economical answers for the structure 

foundation and furthermore nature. 
 
3.3 Limitations 
     Besides the above-mentioned reimbursements, the 
system also meets the following margins-  

a. There is no arrangement of Controls the 
apparatuses through GSM module in Load 
Management System.  

b. Primary implement cost is high. 
 
3.4 Future Plan 
     In future, the system can be more developed using 
GSM module for high security areas such as a hospital, 
airport, bank, or any common building such as an 
insurance office, school, or departmental store by 
overcoming present limitations. 
      

4. CONCLUSION 
 
     In this 21st century with the advent of the various 
artificial intelligent systems the work places became very 
cozy to work. It has changed the entire working 
environment leading to the increased output and also 
reducing the running cost to a certain extent. In this 
project, a flexible, and economical Smart Building 
Management System has proposed. The system uses 
readily accessible resources and components which 
ensures scalability of this project. Although in one 
subsystem the performance is little low than expected, by 
the way, based on overall performance, it can be defined 
as reliable, sustainable, compact and user friendly; 
therefore, the project can easily be adapted in any building 
around the world.   
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